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A Note to Readers

Latin and Greek texts are presented as they appear in the manuscripts and printed sources, although we have suggested corrections where they seemed unavoidable. Thus we have retained most of Casaubon's preferred abbreviations, such as σηνι for σημειώσαν (note, N.B.). Passages in Casaubon's Ephemerides have been corrected against the holograph (Canterbury Cathedral Archive, Lit MS D/1). Because Hebrew vocalization was often inaccurate and sometimes wild in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we have reproduced only the consonantal texts of passages cited. When transliterating Greek or Hebrew, we have striven for simplicity. In particular, we have cited Hebrew works by the most familiar forms of their titles, even when inconsistencies result: hence the reader will encounter Josippon and Yuchasin. We hope that ease of recognition will compensate for the oddities occasioned by our method. For the same reason, we have given the names of individuals in the forms most likely to be familiar to readers, whether Latin or vernacular.

Although our predominant mode of citation in the notes is by author and date, for readers' convenience we have adopted an alternative system for the large number of annotated editions quoted, citing these by the shelfmarks by which they are cataloged in some depositories. Frequently cited depositories are abbreviated in the notes as follows:

   BL  British Library, London
   Bod  Bodleian Library, Oxford
ONE

Rabbi Isaac Casaubon

A Hellenist Meets the Jews

The Houghton Library at Harvard possesses two books previously owned by Isaac Casaubon (1559–1614): a 1578 edition of Plautus with a massive commentary, which he gave to his son Meric; and a Hebrew translation of Calvin's catechism, in which he left a few annotations—enough to show that he understood the text very well.1 Whereas the former title is predictable, the latter seems a surprising choice of reading for someone who has always been best known as a Hellenist. And yet it was by no means the only Hebrew book that Casaubon filled with the characteristic chicken scratches of his marginalia. More than a century ago, the Jewish scholar Solomon Schechter happened on a curious note in the Otsar haSefarim (Thesaurus librorum, 1880) of the Hebrew bibliographer Isaac ben Jacob. Ben Jacob mentioned a profusely annotated copy of the medieval scholar David Kimhi’s grammar Mikhlol (Completeness), which belonged to what was then the British Museum.2 He attributed the notes to one “Rabbi Yitzchak Kasuban,” with whom even the legendarily erudite Schechter was not acquainted. By consulting Joseph Zedner’s catalogue of the Hebrew books in the British Museum, Schechter cleared up the little mystery: “it was no other than the famous Christian scholar, Isaac Casaubon.” With characteristic good humor he reflected, “when Philo was regarded as a Father of the Church, Ben Gabirol quoted for many centuries as a Mohammedan philosopher, why should not Casaubon obtain for once the dignity of a Rabbi?”3

2. BL 1984.a.10.(1).
Figure 1.1. Casaubon’s copy of Calvin’s catechism, in Hebrew. Houghton Library, Harvard University, Heb. 7103.978.5/*FC5.C2646.Z2554c.
Figure 1.2. Casaubon's copy of David Kimhi's Sefer Mikhlo. British Library 1984.a.10.(1).
In fact, as this book will show, Ca sau bon was certainly no rabbi, but he was a serious student of Jews and Judaism. His reading embraced works by Jews in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, as well as books about Jews by Christian Hebraists. His personal library included works of all these types, and even one or two texts in Yiddish. And his interest in Jewish texts, customs, and institutions ranged the centuries from biblical times to his own. Casaubon self-consciously applied the same methods to Jewish texts and problems that he used in his much better-known studies of ancient Greek and Latin literature—the fields in which he won the admiration of the legendarily unrespectful Joseph Scaliger, who told his students that “Casaubon is the greatest Greek scholar that we have: he is my superior.” More important still, he saw these studies as intimately, even organically, connected. To know Casaubon the Judaist is, we will argue, to know Casaubon the classicist in a new way.

Casaubon the Hellenist

Casaubon lives on in scholarly memory as a classical philologist of supreme skill and learning, whose name still adorns the critical apparatuses of a dozen classical authors. In the last days of 1591, he finished his commentary on the \textit{Characters} of Theophrastus. The author, who was Aristotle’s star pupil and became his successor as head of the Lyceum, composed this lively set of character sketches for unknown reasons, at an uncertain date. The figures Theophrastus describes, all of whom exemplify bad qualities, seem to have stepped out of the cartoons of an Athenian James Thurber. They include the Toady, who laughs so hard at a great man’s jokes that he has to stuff his cloak into his mouth to control himself; the Superstitious Man, who will not step on a tombstone, approach a pregnant woman or a corpse, or pass a crossroads without making a libation; the Chatterbox, who is as likely to tell you “I threw up yesterday” as to give you the price of wheat, and does not care if either fact interests you; and the Talker, whose logorrhhea menaces the entire city: “on a jury he prevents others from reaching a verdict, at the theatre from watching the play, at dinner from getting on with their meal.” As so often, an ancient text turns out, like the Mad Gardener’s rattlesnake, to be

4. Scaliger 1695, 83; 1740, II, 259: “C’est le plus grand homme que nous ayons en Grec: Je luy cede; est doctissimus omnium qui hodie vivunt.” The fullest study of Casaubon as a philologist is now Parenty 2009.
the Middle of Next Week—or at least next week’s faculty meetings and dinner parties.

Though short and entertaining, the text bristles with difficulties of every kind, from interpolations to simple corruptions. More important, as a whole it is unlike anything else in classical Greek prose generally, or the works of Theophrastus in particular.7 The Florentine Hellenist Pier Vettori, who produced a pioneering critical edition of the tragedies of Aeschylus for Casaubon’s father-in-law, the classical scholar and publisher Henri Estienne, rejected the Characters out of hand as spurious, as Casaubon knew.8 Casaubon, moreover, had to work through the text while traveling, deprived of the books and notes that remained in his study in Geneva.9 Nonetheless, he composed a little masterpiece of divination and interpretation. He proved the work authentic and did more than any of his predecessors and most of his successors to clarify its meaning.10

In the Greek text and Latin translation published by the scholar-printer Fédéric Morel in 1583, Theophrastus describes the Boastful Man as follows: “He stands right in the diazeugma and tells foreigners how much money he has invested at sea.”11 Reading this, Casaubon asked one simple but vital question: “What is he calling a diazeugma?”12 He had every reason to wonder. Although Morel printed the Greek word in his text, he had not a clue what it meant in this context. He transliterated it, rather than translated it, in his Latin version, and when he tried to explain the term in a marginal

---

12. Casaubon 1592, 260 (misnumbered 262): “Quid appellat διάζευγμα?”
note, he lunged in every direction, less like a purposeful commentator than the proverbial cow caught in barbed wire: “it seems to be some kind of gap or transverse beam on a bridge, or a port, or the vestibule of a building.” Casaubon replaced wild guesses with systematic reasoning and precise information. He thought it clear that Theophrastus must have brought his imaginary braggart onstage in “some public place at Athens where meetings used to take place.” A chorus in Aristophanes’ Knights (979) mentioned the “Deigma.” And a note in the Greek scholia on Aristophanes explained that the term referred to exactly the sort of public spot Casaubon had in mind: “the Deigma is a place in the Piraeus where many foreigners and citizens met and told stories.” “I think,” Casaubon concluded, “that the passage must be corrupt, and I read Deigmati [(in the) Deigma]. For the Deigma was a place in the Piraeus that took its name from its function. For it was where foreign merchants laid out a sample [deigma] of their wares.” The fact that the scholium mentioned foreigners clinched his case. Theophrastus’ braggart, after all, spent his time “explaining” his business “to foreigners.” As emended, the whole passage became a vivid, concrete description of a boastful man, “standing in the market in the Piraeus” rather as Antonio stands on the Rialto in Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice, telling strangers about what should have been his private business.

This emendation is only one of the many cases in which Casaubon focused his vast learning, like a great philological laser, on individual passages in the text, and transformed them from gobbledygook to coherent Greek. Again and again he used his knowledge of parallels from Athenian literature to set the Characters into context. Theophrastus’ Obsequious Man, for example, not only has his hair cut and his teeth whitened and changes his clothes too often, and frequents bankers, but also “dallies in the gymasia

---

14. Casaubon 1592, 260 (misnumbered 262): “non est dubium, publicum aliquem Athenarum locum intelligi ubi conventus fieri solebant.”
15. Casaubon, as we will see, read this in Aristophanes 1547, 243: “σύμμαχος, σκέφτασθε τί δή ποτέ ἐστι τὸ δείγμα τῶν δικών. παρείται γάρ φησιν, εἰ μὴ τὸ δείγμα τόπος ἐστίν ἐν πειραιεί, ἐνθα πολλοὶ συνήγοντο ξένοι καὶ πολίται καὶ ἐλογοσφοιων.”
17. Ibid., 260 (misnumbered 262): “Auctor scholiorum Aristophanis: Deigmata toposas estin ev Peiraei entha polloi syneggontos xenos kai polita kai elogosfoion. quae postrema verba ita hanc emendationem confirmannt, ut nihil supra.”
18. Diggle 2004, 53–54, offers this emendation as an example “of the wonders worked by his [Casaubon’s] first-hand learning” (53).
where the ephebes exercise.”\footnote{Theophrastus, \textit{Characters} 5.7, trans. Diggle 2004.} This phrase, Casaubon admitted, might simply mean that the Obsequious Man liked to work out with the young. But he thought it also had a “more hidden sense, which must be recovered from the ancient customs of the men who lived in Theophrastus’ time.”\footnote{Casaubon 1592, 83, a gloss on \textit{oĩn Æfhboi gumn©zontai}: “An ut se ipse exerceat cum illis, quod erat hominis elegantis et liberalis, quam famam captat iste? Potest quidem ita accipi: caeterum alius omnino est, isque reconditior huius loci sensus: ex veteri more eorum hominum qui Theophrasti aetate vixerunt petendus.”} In Athens, Casaubon explained, men who nourished a particularly sharp thirst for glory liked to spend their time “in the places where youths exercised, so that they could be seen by them, and enjoy, as one way to profit from their high position, the attention of the young.”\footnote{Ibid., 83: “Sciendum igitur, moris fuisse Athenis hominibus iis quos inanis gloriolae \textit{gargalîsimãv titillaret}, in illis locis ut plurimum versari ubi se adolescentes exercebant: quo nimimum possent ab illis conspici, atque hunc ipsi sui honoris fructum perciperent, dum in se iuniorum ora obverterent [changed to converterent in Casaubon’s copy].”} The Obsequious Man, accordingly, might haunt the gymnasium in order to praise the great men who regularly appeared there. Casaubon’s evidence came from the Athenian comic poets. Eupolis, in a lost work, mocked Aristophanes for hanging around the ephebes’ gymnasia after winning the year’s competition for comedy; and Aristophanes denied in the \textit{Wasps} that he had done so.\footnote{Aristophanes, \textit{Wasps} 1025; Casaubon’s source for Eupolis is the scholium on that line (Aristophanes 1547, 348). On these accusations and their larger context in the public, performative world of Athens, see esp. Scanlon 2002, 211–219; and Storey 2003, 288–290.} For Casaubon, the simple fact that the \textit{Characters} also mentioned this practice “was enough in itself to supply a basis for judging the age of this text and its author.”\footnote{Casaubon 1592, 83–84: “Atque hoc nomine multi olim irriti a veteribus poetis comicis: in his Eupolis poeta: cui obiicit Aristophanes quod parta victoria palaestras obambularet, ut ab adolescentibus spectaretur, ob recens partam victoriam insignis et \textit{daktulîdeoikos}. \textit{Perieşmi}, ait Aristophanes, \textit{tais palaî sonuçras σεμνωνόμενοι}. \textit{Kai tois pαιwv έanv ποιων δηλον poiw της νίκης ἐνεκα}. Quare idem Aristophanes in Vespis laudi sibi tribuit, quod tale nihil unquam fecerit: se enim nunquam solitum palaî妥善σας περικωμάζεσαν περίοντα. A \textit{Perfecto vel ex uno hoc loco de antiquitate huius scripti et scriptoris ipsius licet existimare.} Casaubon’s ink caret in his copy of the text (BL 525.a.10) indicated a marginal note in which he added a further testimonium: “Aeschines quoque Demosthenem facit \textit{σεμνωνόμενοι εν τη τῶν μεσακών διατρβη [In Timarchum 175]”. He incorporated this in the second edition in Casaubon 1599, 161.} Casaubon knew that the text was genuine, as Vettori had not, because his reading had steeped him in the Athenian mores of the fourth century B.C.E., which he recognized everywhere in the text.

Casaubon’s edition displays his mastery of Greek and his skill at conjectural emendation. More important, it shows him thinking in a richly historical way about an ancient book.\footnote{Naturally, Casaubon’s mastery of Athenian institutions seems very limited when judged in modern, or even in eighteenth-century, terms: see Parenty 2009, 97–109.} Again and again, Casaubon explained
to his readers that “the contents of this book were not examples made up
by the author but drawn from everyday life.”25 With his usual precision, he
noted that the closest parallels to the Characters occurred not in other works
by Theophrastus, or those of his teacher Aristotle, but in Athenian com-
edy—the source, as we have already seen, for much of his information about
the historical world through which Theophrastus’ superstitious and obse-
quious men bumbled their way.26 True, Casaubon’s instincts and erudition
did not always lead him down the right paths. Following the preface, now
seen as spurious, Casaubon described the work as moral in its purpose, even
though it contained only examples of bad conduct (the positive examples
that had once formed part of the text, he insisted, had been lost, along with
some of the bad ones).27 This misinterpretation would shape readings and
adaptations of the Characters for a long time to come.28 Casaubon also seems
not to have guessed that in Athens, “loiterers in gymnasia are usually sus-
pected of looking for boys to pick up”29—although his own statement that
celebrity loiterers sought the applause of the young was not wholly off the
mark.30 Still, in these and many other cases, Casaubon’s little book reveals
the vast learning, lucid interpretations, and precise, unexpected connections
drawn between disparate texts that one might expect of a great classical
scholar.31

25. Casaubon 1592, 131: “Etiam hic meminisse lectorem velim eius quod alibi diximus: quaecunque
hoc libro continentur, ea non ficta esse ab auctore exempla: sed e vita quotidiana desumpta: et ex iis
quae vere facta dictave essent, hunc librum esse concinnatum.”

26. Ibid., 9: “Fit autem hoc a Theophrasto magna ex parte μηθητικῶς: quod poetarum esse, supra
posuimus. Itaque plurima in his brevibus reliquiis, quae veluti tabulae e naufragio superstites utcunque
remanserunt, legas, ex quibus huius operis cum poetis, scenicis maxime et comicis, quos esse optimos
exprimendorum morum artifices scimus, affinitas percipi queat: ut suis locis cum cura est a nobis indi-
catum.” Note Casaubon’s use of the phrase “veluti tabulae e naufragio,” normally used by antiquaries to
refer to their method of reconstructing objects or institutions from fragmentary evidence (see Fubini
2003). It gives a sense of his own view of his historical method as an editor.

27. Casaubon 1592, 9: “Nunc, melior eius pars, proh dolor! intercิดit: nam et ea pars quae erat de vir-
tutibus tota hodie desideratur: et illius quae de vitiis, hanc scio an portio saltem ἀξίωλογος fuerit, quan-
tumcumque est quod ad nos pervenit. Quota enim est obscro vitiorum pars quae hic continetur?”

28. Ibid., 8–9: “Quorsum haec? ut appareret libellum hunc mediī cuisdam esse inter philosopho-
rum et poetarum scripta generis. Subjectum quidem est de moribus: quos emendare, unicus est auctori
in hoc opere finis propositus: atque hoc saltem illi cum ethico philosopho commune est, et ambobus
proprium. Caeterum tractatur hoc subjectum, non more philosophorum: sed novo quodam docendi
genere, quod descriptione constat eorum quae homines aut hac aut illa virtute vitiove praeediti, facere ἦ
τοιοῦτοὶ έίησι conuuerunt.” On Casaubon’s moral interpretation of the text and its impact see Boyce


31. For an excellent recent account of Casaubon’s life and work see John Considine, “Casaubon,
But what does it mean to study a classical scholar historically? Much of the work Casaubon did on classical Greek and Latin texts was, like his work on Theophrastus, highly technical in character, and by its nature not easy to link with the larger contexts, social, cultural, religious, in which he lived and worked. Putting into context the Casaubon who emended and explicated Greek texts is a little bit like doing the same for a great mathematician—very hard to do without imprisoning the subject in an iron cage of forced analogies. The difficulty of connecting the work to the man and his world has long been clear, for it forms a central theme of the one great book on Casaubon, Mark Pattison’s eloquent biography. This magnificent book, first published in 1875, traced Casaubon’s career in precise detail. Pattison followed Casaubon on the crooked, difficult path that led from modest professorships at Geneva and Montpellier, where he taught from 1596 to 1600, to the royal library in Paris, where he spent the decade 1600–1610, and finally to London, where he served James I for the last four years of his life. He summarized Casaubon’s work as teacher and scholar, described his personal circumstances, and made clear how prominent a star this philologist had been in the intellectual galaxies of his time. Though long, Pattison’s book had a Theophrastan side: it bristled with sharply observed pen portraits of Casaubon’s friends and enemies, patrons, and correspondents. These, like Pattison’s sharp observations on the world of learning, made his book a classic of Victorian literature.

In some ways, Pattison turned Casaubon himself into a mammoth Theophrastan character. Mesmerized, as a young writer, by Casaubon’s thousand-page Latin diary, Pattison saw his subject—as the diary suggested—as a tragic figure, who had driven himself to despair, vainly trying to master an infinite universe of knowledge in a finite lifetime. He used the rich evidence of Casaubon’s letters—as full of complaints as the e-mails of our contemporaries—to fill in a scarifying portrait of the unworldly scholar, endlessly tormented by his inability to work as hard or produce as much as he wished, patronized and exploited by lesser men, and distinguished, in the end, not for his intellect but for his industry. No one who has read Pattison’s book will forget his account of Casaubon’s autopsy. The distinguished physician

33. Casaubon’s diary showed Pattison the possibility for writing a new and vivid style of history. See H. S. Jones 2007.
34. Pattison 1892, 449, defending Casaubon and other scholars against the critique of Thomas De Quincey that they ‘were poor as thinkers’: “The scholars were not ‘poor as thinkers,’ because thinking was not their profession. They were busy interpreting the past. The fifteenth century had rediscovered antiquity, the sixteenth was slowly deciphering it. For this task, memory, not invention, was the faculty in demand.” This assessment is cited approvingly in Momigliano 1950, 307.
Theodore Turquet de Mayerne found that Casaubon’s bladder had become malformed and full of “mucous calculous matter”: “The malformation was congenital, but had been aggravated by sedentary habits, and inattention to the calls of nature, while the mind of the student was absorbed in study and meditation.”

Casaubon emerged as a Protestant counterpart to the Baroque saints of the same period, who suffered the pains of martyrdom as they made the mystical ascent—one who suffered his pains, however, in pursuit of human, historical knowledge, some of which inevitably eluded him.

And the lesson has not been lost on Pattison’s many readers. Harold Laski repeatedly took Casaubon with him on holiday. “It sets me all on fire every time I read it,” he wrote to Oliver Wendell Holmes in 1918, “to think of that lonely fellow ploughing through his manuscripts unwelcomed because one day the path might be clear for the inspired genius to travel by.”

Pattison made clear that Casaubon not only read but also wrote enormous commentaries, many of them on even more enormous texts. But he dismissed these enterprises, which represented a form of learning totally cut off from life, devoid of literary taste or passion:

Admitted thus behind the scenes to a sixteenth-century workshop, we feel that we are now in the age of erudition. The renaissance, the spring-tide of modern life, with its genial freshness, is far behind us. The creative period is past, the accumulative is set in. Genius can now do nothing, the day is to dull industry. The prophet is departed, and in his place we have the priest of the book . . . The scholar of 1500 gambols in the free air of classical poetry, as in an atmosphere of joy. The scholar of 1600 has a century of compilation behind him, and “drags at each remove a lengthening chain.”

35. Pattison 1892, 417: “After death was discovered, what no diagnosis could have detected, a monstrous malformation of the vesica. The bladder itself was of natural size and healthy. But an opening in its left side admitted into a second, or supplementary bladder. This sack was at least six times as large as the natural bladder, and was full of mucous calculous matter.”

36. See Siraisi 2007, 71–72. She shows that for all its vividness, Mayerne’s autopsy in fact drew on a well-established tradition of connecting scholars’ illnesses to their absorption in their work.


38. Ibid., 155. Here and elsewhere, especially at II, 1195, Laski’s remarks about the book are accurate enough that they seem to reflect a real reading. We are less certain about a 1923 remark to Holmes, I, 571— “Also I have read an old German, Bernays on Scaliger with something of the same delight that I had in 1918 reading Pattison’s Life of Casaubon”—since the two books are very different in character.

Casaubon embodied the scholar’s search not for insight but for knowledge—a quest inevitably condemned to failure, as the scholar who undertook it was condemned to melancholy, by his own fallibility, forgetfulness, and mortality. No wonder that, in the century and a quarter since Pattison’s book appeared, Casaubon’s name has most often been remembered in connection with the fictional antihero often seen as a portrait of the melancholy Pattison: George Eliot’s Mr. Casaubon.40

In fact, as the late Tony Nuttall pointed out in a wonderful book-length essay, Pattison—himself an extraordinarily productive writer and an extremely neurotic man—projected his own feelings of dissatisfaction onto his subject.41 Like Pattison himself, the depressive, melancholy Casaubon worked frenetically: “I rose at five: alas, how late!” begins one characteristic journal entry.42 More important, he was consistently creative, in a wide range of fields. Casaubon produced seventeen children as well as a vast stream of learned works, some of which he wrote while using one foot to rock the current infant’s cradle. He edited and wrote commentaries on Diogenes Laer­tius, Theocritus, Athenaeus, Strabo, Suetonius, the younger Pliny, the Scrip­tores historiae Augustae, and Persius; translated Polybius freshly into Latin; assembled, though he did not publish, brilliant notes on Polybius and Aes­chylus; and wrote both the first modern treatise on the nature of ancient satire and a vast critique of Cardinal Cesare Baronio’s history of the early church, the Exercitationes, published with no small splendor in 1614. He also annotated hundreds of books and filled almost sixty notebooks, now in the Bodleian Library, with his reflections on texts of every sort. A number of the greatest classical scholars of the last half-century—Eduard Fraenkel, Arnaldo Momigliano, James Diggle—have occupied themselves with Casaubon’s technical work. Every one of them has confirmed Casaubon’s brilliance as an emender and interpreter of texts—as Nuttall, himself a formi­dable Greek scholar, did in his turn.43

It is not hard to explain why Pattison, for all his gifts, failed to do justice to Casaubon’s scholarship. In the first place, he lacked sympathy with some of Casaubon’s central interests. Pattison knew classical scholarship in many forms—from the Latin and Greek verse composition, ancient history, and classical philosophy that occupied Oxford tutors and their pupils to the cutting-edge philology of Jacob Bernays and his contemporaries in Ger­many. But his vision of the discipline was narrow: far narrower than that of

40. For recent reviews of the endless debates on this topic see Nuttall 2003 and H. S. Jones 2007.
42. Casaubon 1850, I, 4.
German classicists like Bernays or Hermann Usener. As a young follower of Newman in the Tractarian Movement, Pattison had studied the fathers of the church intensively. As the master of Lincoln College and Oxford’s most eloquent advocate of German Wissenschaft, he insisted on the supreme importance of a limited canon of Greek texts.

By contrast, as Pattison regularly complained, Casaubon devoted as much time and energy to the fathers of the church and other late antique writers as he did to the so-called classics. A passionate Protestant, living in a world of religious war, one in which many of his friends suffered persecution or death for their beliefs, he believed that he had a duty to use his skills as a scholar to work out the true story of Christian origins—and, by doing so, to reveal what a true Christian church should be like in his own day. From the late 1590s, he plunged into the study of the Greek fathers with the precision he brought to all his reading and to the texts that mattered most to him. To Pattison, however, Casaubon’s engagement with late antique and Christian writers only proved his lack of true taste. Like many of his contemporaries, he cared less—as Pattison said of King James—for “the grand classical antiquity, for which none about him had eye or ear,” than for “the bastard antiquity of the fourth century.”

Thanks to Marrou and Momigliano, Bowersock and Brown, Hopkins and Shaw, we have all learned to see the centuries that gripped Casaubon as central ones in the history of the Mediterranean world. We read the many forms of literature they produced with sympathy and interest, and we see in the earlier scholars who knew this world so well creative philologists and historians whose work still demands and rewards attention. When Casaubon carefully notes in 1611 that Eunapius is worth reading because he offers such rich information on “the last efforts of a dying paganism” to rival Christianity, we hear a voice that will later sound in the pages of Tillemont and Gibbon. The progress of scholarship in our own time has enabled us to appreciate the scholarship of the late sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries—an age when the Corpus Iuris and the church fathers, the poetry of Ausonius and the bilingual glossaries from which young Romans learned

44. Parenty 2009, 93–96.
45. Pattison 1892, 263.
47. Bod MS Casaubon 25, 113 recto: “Lectio Eunapii ad quid praecipue utilis. Ad cognoscendum extremos deficitis paganismo conatus. Notandum autem istos noviss. philosophos deditis suisse δειασμος, aemulatione Christianorum. sed quam frivolus ille δειασμος, sic Porphyrius scripsit de philosophia ἐκ τῶν λογίων, de quo libro Junius in Animadversis.” For the date of this note see Casaubon 1850, II, 865, 867; and for the larger context of such thoughts see Pocock 1999–. Also relevant are the notes in Casaubon’s copy of the works of Julian (Wren Library, Trinity College Cambridge, Adv.d.1.30).
Greek were the common currency, not only of Casaubon, but of all the contemporaries he admired most—in a way that Pattison could not.  

The conditions of scholarly life in Victorian Britain, as Pattison understood them, also limited the scope of his project. Pattison knew that Casaubon had much to say about authors whom he would have seen as classical: Aeschylus, Sophocles, Theophrastus. But Pattison did not believe that he could expect English readers to follow an exposition of obsolete commentaries. Although he read Casaubon’s classical publications, he said little about them. Early in his twenties Casaubon published a commentary on Diogenes Laertius’ *Lives of the Philosophers*. At one point in this anecdotal book, Diogenes represents the poet and Homeric critic Aratus as asking Timon of Phlius how he can get hold of a sound text of Homer. Timon tells him to find an old one—one that no one (that is, no one like Aratus) has tampered with (9.113). This lackluster anecdote inspired Casaubon to rethink everything he knew about the origin, transmission, and state of preservation of the Homeric epics. He connected Diogenes’ story with a remark by the Jewish historian Josephus, and he drew conclusions as revolutionary as they were concise from this evidence:

Josephus says that Homer did not leave his poems in written form, but they were preserved by memorization and written down much later. If this is true, then I do not see how we can ever have them in a correct form, even if we have the oldest manuscripts. For it is likely that they were written down in a form quite different from that in which he first composed them.

The German scholar Friedrich August Wolf, who mounted a far more systematic attack on the authenticity of the Homeric epics in his *Prolegom-*
ena to Homer of 1795, still quoted Casaubon's astounding remark as an important precedent. Yet Pattison—who wrote a famous essay on Wolf—found no room for this point in his massive book.

Much of Casaubon's writing, moreover, remained unpublished, in his manuscript copybooks and the margins of his books. Pattison examined these materials with interest and insight. They showed him that Casaubon had developed a distinctive personal style for reading and taking notes—a point that Pattison expounded at length in one of the most striking parts of his book. Casaubon, he explained, “read pen in hand, with a sheet of paper by his side, on which he noted much, but wrote out nothing.” These pages gradually grew into notebooks: “When he had accumulated a number of sheets, he tied them up in a packet, or stitched them up in a book, and called it ‘indigesta ῥαλη’—materials.” Casaubon decorated the margins of his books in the same way.

In the end, though, Pattison found these materials largely indecipherable. Even Casaubon's younger contemporaries, he knew, had found it almost impossible to use these notes: “Casaubon's way, Grotius tells Camerarius, ‘was not to write out what he designed to publish, but to trust to his memory, with at least a few jottings, partly on the margin of his books, partly on loose sheets—true sibylline leaves’ . . . Casaubon's notes are bare references, and references not to places in books, but to the thing or word to which he intended to recur. To this vast mass of material his own memory was the only key.” Similarly, although Casaubon annotated his books heavily, they were

52. Wolf 1884, 137–138 n. 42. For the larger story see Ferreri 2007.
53. The novelty of Pattison's approach is well brought out by G. O. Trevelyan to Pattison, 25 May 1876, Bod MS Pattison 57, 260 recto–261 recto, quoted in part by H. S. Jones 2007, 174: “Dear Mr Pattison, Your kind letter gave me very real pleasure. It so happens that I had the rare advantage of reading your Casaubon exactly at the time when I had still before me the whole task of portraying Macaulay's methods and habits as a writer and reader. I read it, in fact, during the Whitsuntide holidays in last year, when I had just completed my tenth chapter. How much I owe to the Life of Casaubon I can not exactly define; but without it I do not think that I should ever have had the courage deliberately, and at length, to dwell for so long on Macaulay's ways as a scholar. I venture to hope that you detected traces of its influence.”
55. Ibid., 428.
56. Ibid. The original source is Grotius to Joachim Camerarius, 27 July 1628, in Grotius 1687, 809: “Casauboni gaudeo a te mentionem fieri, cujus ingenium vere apertum ac probum non minus ego semper veneratus sum quam raram eruditionem. Quam mihi amicus fuerit satis testari poterunt literae quas nuper in Batavos misi cum editio ejus epistolaram adornari diceretur. Dixit mihi ipse cum Londini quotidie simul essesmus anno hujus saeculi XIII se post migrationem e Gallia omnes illas militares litteras ex animo abjecisse, quarum incitamentum illi fuerat Regum idem ac militum maximus: translatum vero in Britanniam studia quoque se eo transituisse, quo vergeret animus Regis cui non tam arma quam pax et Religio cordi. Deinde is erat Casaubonus qui nihil parati penes se haberet, nisi in memoria et si forte in oris librorum aut brevibus schedis, Sibyllae folii. Itaque in Polybium notas nullas habemus nisi
“scored under, and marked anyhow, to catch the eye in turning over the leaves”—filled with notes that served as reminders of passages in the text but did not themselves preserve any original thoughts. As Pattison pointed out, moreover, Casaubon himself described note-taking, in his commonplace book, as an art of memory: “Remember to set down everything you read in books of excerpts. This is the only way to aid your failing memory. As the proverb has it, One knows as much as his memory holds.”57 In taking these statements literally—as Eduard Fraenkel first showed in detail—Pattison was simply wrong.58 Casaubon’s notes bulge with everything from conjectural emendations to historical theories. They allow us to reconstruct in extraordinary detail his ways of working with texts, and in scores of cases they reveal novel literary, historical, and cultural interpretations taking shape.

Take the case of Theophrastus. The British Library possesses Casaubon’s annotated working copies of both his first, 1592 edition of the *Characters* and the expanded one of 1599.59 He used his copy of the first edition to accumulate material for the second, ranging from citations about men who haunted the ephebes’ gymnasia to five previously unknown character sketches, provided by his friend the jurist Marquard Freher from a manuscript in the Palatine Library in Heidelberg. And he continued working in the second, in some cases devising elegant new conjectures and arguments.60 He also took separate notes on Theophrastus, which survive in two of his manuscript copybooks in the Bodleian Library. The first of these, Casaubon 7, contains the working draft of his commentary.61 Finally, the British Library possesses Casaubon’s copy of Aristophanes and the Aristophanic scholia—a work that, as we have seen, provided essential aid as he navigated the rocky archipelago of Theophrastus’ little book.62

To bring these materials together is to descend from the thin air of “history of classical scholarship” into a far more vivid and concrete realm, one in which we can actually watch Casaubon spin the webs of annotation that made his discoveries possible. We have seen that the scholia to Aristophanes

---

57. Bod MS Casaubon 16, 5 verso: “Quicquid legis in Excerptorum libros referre memineris: haec unica ratio labenti memoriae succurrendi. Scitum a. illud est, Tantum quique scit, quantum memoria tenet.”
59. BL 525.a.10 and 1089.h.7.(2). On these and what follows see Diggle 2004, 53–54.
62. BL C.77.g.12.
supplied Casaubon with vital information. His copy reveals much more. Casaubon believed in principle that the scholar had a duty to master all the commentaries on his texts. Accordingly, he read these dry but often corrupt or cryptic notes from end to end. Casaubon, moreover, was interested not only in ancient texts, but also in the full world of material remains and institutions that the antiquaries of the preceding century and beyond had reconstructed. He read the works of earlier antiquaries like Onofrio Panvinio and Pedro Chacon. In 1605 he discussed material remains with the brilliant young dean of antiquaries in his own time, Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc, who taught him to trust only the actual coins, not modern publications of them, and showed him unpublished inscriptions. In 1607, when the Triopian inscription of Herodes Atticus was discovered on the Appian Way, Casaubon was the natural choice to edit the verse text by Marcellus of Side (unfortunately, he attributed the shrine of Regilla, for which the inscription was composed, to Herod the Great rather than to the second-century orator and sponsor of monumental projects, Herodes Atticus).

Casaubon, in other words, knew how to set texts against a three-dimensional historical backdrop—and how to construct that backdrop, as the scholar must, from the texts themselves. Again and again, he noted down in his copy of Aristophanes, often with the comment “Mos” (custom), exactly the sorts of information about Athenian rituals and institutions that he used so effectively in his commentary. He found a place on the title page for a reference to the rivalry between Eupolis and Aristophanes, which the

63. On the origins and transmission of the scholia on Aristophanes see Dunbar 1995, 31–51; Dickey 2007, 28–31. Casaubon was studying these scholia in 1590; see Parenty 2009, 385, 409. For Casaubon’s own sense of the importance of commentaries see Bod MS Casaubon 16 (a real commonplace book), 4 verso (margin): “In primis conquirendi magnorum scriptorum interpretes, ut et recte citentur intellecti et locorum collatio fieri possit.”

64. For Casaubon’s readings of antiquarian works see Bod MS Casaubon 25, 84 recto; Bod MS Casaubon 60, 130 recto–131 recto; and Casaubon 1710, 10–11; for his conversation with Peiresc see Gassendi 1641, 82–84; and Bod MS Casaubon 60, 15 verso: “COL. JULIA PATERNA. COL. Julia Augusta. In antiquis monumentis reperiuntur multae his nominibus appellatae coloniae. et didicimus ab eruditiss. Aquensi senatore Chalasso Peires, in veteri insc. quae non est edita Arelate dici COL. Jul. Pater. Ac Julii Caes. et Augusto dictae sunt. sed videntur col. Julii Caes. a coloniis Augusti separatae cognomine PATERNA.” On the traditions of antiquarianism see the classic study by Momigliano 1950, and for more recent perspectives Miller 2000; Stenhouse 2005; and Miller 2007.

65. Casaubon 1606?, reprinted as Baremius 1608 (the inscription is Kaibel, Inscr. Graec. Ital. et Sicil. 1390). His mistake was corrected by the Augsburg humanist Marx Welser, himself a very eminent antiquary. See Welser to Hoeschel, n.d., in Welser 1682, 838; Welser to Casaubon, 4 June 1608, BL MS Burney 366, 312 recto; Welser to Hoeschel, n.d., ibid., 297 verso = Welser 1682, 838–839. Pattison 1892, 463, offers a strange and unfounded interpretation of the episode.

66. Casaubon, marginal notes in BL C.77.g.12, 13, on Plutus 227: “Mos. Qui ex sacrificio Delphic[[o] redibant suis partem aliquam victimae caesae asportabant”; ibid., 42, on Plutus 845: “Mos. Vestes quibus
scholia documented, and on the margin of the relevant page for the term “Digma.” 67 This close reading of a difficult and demanding anthology of ancient and medieval commentaries, often abridged or corrupt, must have taken place before Casaubon set to work on Theophrastus. Slow, systematic exploration of this unpromising, rubble-strewn landscape underpinned his ability to master the fragmentary Characters. Casaubon read the scholia themselves, moreover, as critically as the ancient text they illuminated. He realized that the version printed by Sigismund Gelenius in 1547, which he used, was itself both late and composite: “Note: this passage on its own shows that these scholia were clearly compiled not so long ago by some scholar from a variety of manuscripts. It is clear that he often found himself at a loss, since he was using corrupt and lacunose manuscripts.” 68 Here, as in his remark about the text of Homer, Casaubon opened trails that the Dutch and German scholars of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries would travel. 69

Casaubon’s draft commentary on Theophrastus does not add materially to our understanding of how he realized where the Boastful Man took his stand. But it does show Casaubon presenting his emendation in an articulately aggressive way, which he later softened for print: “Perhaps someone can explain to me exactly what the word διάζευγμα means in this passage. If not, let him admit that the passage should read as I think it should be emended, ‘In the Deigma.’” 70 His other manuscript notes, for their part, reveal him drawing a general lesson from this particular case. For Casaubon, his success in dating the Characters revealed, with stark precision, that the scholarly interpreter of texts should always take, or at least begin from, a historical approach: “Note that if you compare this book with the early Attic Greek writers, it is as easy to judge the period when it was written as it is to judge that of Juvenal or Martial. For the authors of any particular period have a special quality that does not fit the writers of another period. That is

erant induti qui initiabantur, alicui deo consecrabantur. sed perle annotationem totam”; ibid., 48, on Plutus 1014: “Mos. Atticae mulieres lectica deferebantur Eleusinem.”

67. Casaubon, note on the title page of BL C.77.g.12: “Conqueritur suas fabulas paucis immutatis ab Eupolide surripi et Hermippo. pag. 91.” For “Digma” see ibid., 243.


69. Grafton 1981, 115–120.

70. Bod MS Casaubon 7, 53 recto: “Aut doceat me aliquis quid sibi vox διάζευγμα velit hoc loco: aut fataetur legendum esse ut nos emendandum censemus, εν τῷ Δείγματι.” Signs of Casaubon’s revision of the passage are visible in the MS.
why it is also best to explain writers by others of the same period.”

The Casaubon made visible by the remains of his work on Theophrastus, printed and manuscript, is a figure more energetic, insightful, and directed than the one portrayed so memorably by Pattison. Yet the book in question is of modest size and scope, and offers little enlightenment on Casaubon’s religious life and his application of scholarship to the Christian tradition.

“The twentieth century,” writes John Considine, author of the excellent life of Casaubon in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, “has tended to see interest in Casaubon divided between specialists, and therefore impoverished: historians of classical scholarship, for instance, have sometimes seen the Exercitationes as a regrettable diversion of his talents rather than as the culmination of a lifetime’s concern with philology and religious reformation.” We would argue that this tendency goes back all the way to Pattison himself: and we agree that it has made Casaubon very hard to appreciate in his own terms. And we propose to approach Casaubon with these cautions in mind: by treating all of Casaubon’s writings, from marginalia to published commentaries and from informal notes to formal texts, as part of the same, as yet undefined project. For webs of thought, given a partially material form in Casaubon’s scratchy script, connect the published and unpublished, formal and informal parts of his work. Casaubon often found his way into a text or a topic by taking notes, in the margins of a printed book, in a notebook, or on loose sheets of paper. The ideas that his reading sparked in him he then explored further in the entries in his journal and in letters to friends, as well as in his drafts and published works. Even the most personal documents reflect the life of Casaubon’s mind, a life consumed in reading and interpretation. Pattison rightly saw that writing letters, for Casaubon, was a profound moral and spiritual enterprise. In agony on his deathbed, he still found the strength to keep up his correspondence, if more slowly than he liked, in lucid, correct Latin, and he still insisted that formal letter-writing held the larger Republic of Letters together. Correspondents of similar tastes and minds, he believed, could forge links stronger than those that connected

71. Bod MS Casaubon 11, 14: “Σημαί de aetate qua scriptus hic liber tam facile existimare si conferas cum priscis Gr. Att. quam de Juvenale aut Martiale est. Nam singularum aetatum auctores peculiare aliquid habent, quod alius aetatis script. non conveniat. Quare etiam optime scriptores per alios eiusdem aetatis explicantur.” In fact, as one might expect, Casaubon’s tastes in interpretation were more catholic, and more traditional, than this note suggests. Cf. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 5 recto: “Σημαί de initiis veteris philosophiae et tota philosophandi ratione antiqua Plato in Protagora doctissime disputat. Ibidem habes exemplar verae κριτικῆς et quo judicio, quo modo versandum sit in interpretatione auctorum praeeritim poetarum”; and the remarkable historical analysis of patristic exegesis in Casaubon 1850, II, 882–884.

members of the same church. But Casaubon’s letters were also scholarly enterprises, in which he pursued the same philological problems that caught his eye as a reader. As we will see, they often provide detailed accounts of his analyses of texts, as well as revelatory statements of his attitudes toward them and toward his colleagues.

The same holds for his diary and his copybooks. Like many of his contemporaries, Casaubon seems to have taken rough notes in an erasable pocket notebook of donkey-skin, and then transferred these materials to the diary and his copybooks, where he elaborated and refined them. It is not always easy to find the key to these sprawling, scattered notes. Casaubon’s learned son Meric, who knew these materials and how they came into existence better than anyone else, wrote to John Evelyn in 1669: “Presently after the reading of yours I set my self to search my Fathers Adversaria and papers, and after a little search I found a proper head or title de Baculis, as an addition to what he had written upon Theophrastus; and under that title, many particular references to all kind of ancient Authors: but soe confusedly, that I think noe man, but I, that had been used to his hand and way, can make any thing of it.” Many of the plates in this book will give the reader a sense of what Meric had in mind. Yet the determined explorer can often find a way to the jewel at the heart of the lotus.

The material is dauntingly rich. Casaubon’s correspondence includes some 2,500 letters, mostly in Latin (though some are in Greek and a few are in Hebrew). Hundreds of his books survive, many of them profusely annotated. And then there are his notebooks, his publications, his diary. It will


74. One of these survives: Bod MS Casaubon 61. We thank Peter Stallybrass for his advice on this document.

75. Casaubon 1709, 25.

76. We thank Paul Botley, who is currently preparing an inventory of Casaubon’s correspondence, for this estimate.
clearly take many historians, and many years, to collate all of this material and use it to map the full, complex contours of Casaubon’s life and work. For the moment, we plan to move forward through offering a series of case studies, in each of which we will explore as wide as possible a range of the paths Casaubon broke. By sticking to this method and seeking to use all of the materials Casaubon has left us, we will necessarily set limits to the territory we can explore. But this comprehensive approach, though taxing, has many advantages. In the first place, it brings the history of classical scholarship into direct contact with one of the liveliest branches of early modern intellectual and literary history—the study of material texts, of books and those who read and used them. Ann Blair, Daniel Rosenberg, Richard Yeo, and many others have taught us to see the early modern period as an age of “information overload,” when scholars of encyclopedic and passionate curiosity fought to master the sludgy mass of old and new texts that the presses flung into studies and libraries across Europe.77 Marginal notes and notebooks were most scholars’ primary devices for the storage, processing, and retrieval of information. As these dedicated readers tried to keep abreast of new publications and new data, they rang many ingenious changes on what might seem, at first, the simple task of taking notes.78 Through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Bacon, Newton and Leibniz, Voltaire and Winckelmann—long seen as the heroes who liberated Europeans from the paper-chase culture of the humanists—continued to use and adapt these text-based ways of processing information.79

Classical scholars spent even more time and energy than the scientists on constructing memory theaters out of paper. Pattison regarded Casaubon’s ways of taking notes as basically random: “The blank pages, the title page, or any page, serve to hold a reference. Hence, while the scholar reckons among his choicest treasures a greek volume with marginal corrections in Scaliger’s hand, a volume which has belonged to Casaubon is merely defaced by the owner’s marks and memoranda.”80 In fact, as we will see, the procedures Casaubon followed as he collected information were varied, but not random. Some of his methods were standard. Jean Bodin, whose influential manual on how to read historical texts appeared in 1566, urged readers to form and record general judgments of historians’ value. Montaigne, among many other skilled readers, did just that, as he explained in one of his essays, en-

78. For an excellent survey see Sherman 2008.
79. For further case studies see Frasca-Spada and Jardine 2000; Décultot 2000, 2003; and Malcolm 2004. Blair 2010 offers the richest survey of this story.
80. Pattison 1892, 429.
tering summary judgments in the endpapers of his copies. Casaubon did the same, often using title pages to set down prominent general notes on what he considered central to a particular writer or book. Thus, the title page of his copy of Josephus, now in the British Library, has at its top a cogent general estimate of Josephus’ unique value as a historian, as well as a sharp critique of his habit of diverging from the Old Testament and reducing its marvels to myths in his account of Jewish history.

Casaubon resembled many scholars and writers of his period when he treated reading as a formal activity, to be conducted according to set rules and accompanied by elaborate rituals, in conditions of strenuous attentiveness. Machiavelli imagined his reading of the ancient historians in his study as a formal dialogue with them, for which he put on regal clothing. Casaubon combed his hair—and prayed for divine help—before he sat down to work through his books. Yet some of his ways of reading were distinctive. His heavily annotated copy of Polybius, now incorporated in a manuscript in the Bodleian Library, offers on its title page instructions on how to collect the fragments of the lost books from the lexicon then known as Suidas—a philologist’s approach that Montaigne or Bodin would probably not have adopted. More generally, as we will see, Casaubon often began his reading of texts—biblical and classical, ancient and modern—by reflecting on the proper approach to adopt and the utility of the work he applied it to. These comments, as will become clear, reveal the unity of his approach to reading.
books of very different origins and genres, and offer a vital new source for understanding his interpretative strategies and tactics.

Many of Casaubon’s notes seem unenlightening because, as Pattison remarked, they take the form of individual words or larger quotations from the text in question. But Renaissance humanists argued as often by allusion and quotation as by syllogism. Arnaldo Momigliano showed long ago, in an article as rich with content as it is short, that Casaubon reflected about problems of religious coexistence and toleration as he read one of the late antique texts that he loved so much, the *Variae* or state papers of the sixth-century politician and scholar Cassiodorus. As one who in boyhood had been hunted for his own beliefs and in manhood suffered endless harassment from both Catholics and coreligionists, Casaubon had thought hard about these issues. Instead of offering a formal conclusion of his own, however, he scrawled salient passages from the emperor Theodoric on the title page: “We cannot command religion”; “Because no one is forced to believe against his will . . .”; “Since divinity allows many religions to exist, we do not dare to impose a single one of them.” 86 In an age of religious war and persecution, as Momigliano saw, these extracts amounted to powerful, even daring statements about the importance of toleration. By retracing Casaubon’s steps and reweaving his webs of annotation, we can learn how this most erudite of men stocked his memory in the first place, and then how he drew on those stocks when working on concrete texts and problems. More exciting, we can master the code of his quotations, and rediscover the arguments, about antiquity and modernity, that they put.

Casaubon’s notes admit us to what he called his “museum” and show us the scholar at work. But they do much more. They help us to see Casaubon as a richly human figure. In 1995 the historian of medicine Gerald Geison devoted a book to what he called *The Private Science of Louis Pasteur*—Pasteur’s science not as he presented it in his formal publications, but as he developed it in his notebooks, where he went off on tangents, stumbled, and made mistakes, which he excised or smoothed away when he wrote up his definitive results. 87 Like Pasteur’s notebooks, Casaubon’s annotated books and copybooks contain the record of a private science, an imperfect, unfinished, deeply human pursuit. At times, their tone and style sharply contrast

86. Arnaldo Momigliano called attention long ago (1977) to Casaubon’s copy of the *Variae* of Cassiodorus. In the central position on the title page in which Casaubon liked to place his judgments on what he saw as most important in the books he annotated, as well as quotations of central importance, he wrote: “Religionem imperare non possumus” and “66. Theodoricus ad Judaeos: quia nemo cogitur ut credat invitus. sic p. 348 cum divinitas patiatur multas esse religiones, nos non audemus unam imponere” (BL C.80.a.1). The first two of these three apparently separate remarks originally made up a single line in Theodoric’s letter to the Jews (Cassiodorus, *Variae* 2.27; the other letter quoted is 10.26).

with those of the work he allowed to reach the public. As a student of Polybius and other historians, Casaubon insisted on the venerable Ciceronian doctrine that history was *magistra vitae*, the best source of moral and practical instruction for those who planned to lead active lives in the political world. He stated these views in marmoreally formal Latin in the 1609 introduction to his translation of Polybius, and to a considerable extent he believed in them. During his first meeting with King James, he was delighted to find that the erudite monarch shared his belief that modern readers should not take political guidance, as fashionable humanists advised, from Tacitus, whom fate had compelled to write the histories of tyrants.

Yet when Casaubon praised Polybius, to his readers, for writing a history that aspired to cover the entire Mediterranean world and devoted long digressions to explaining the causes of events, he deliberately assumed a conventional, respectable stance. A note on the title page of his copy of Poly-

---

88. Casaubon 1609, i iij recto: "Quamobrem, sicut verum est dicere, Polybium historiam sui temporiis scripsisse; ita non minus verum est dicere, Polybium in historia quam scribebat, praxin politicæ doctrinae et disciplinaris militaris exercuisse."

89. See ibid., o iij verso–iij recto: "Sed Tacitum nascendi sors huic durae conditioni alligaverat (qua de re saepius ipse gravissime queritur), ut vel silendum ei esset, vel ista scribenda. Tacitum igitur facile nos quidem excusamus: illos excusari non posse iudicamus, qui unicum hunc historicum omnibus alijis anteponunt: unum Tacitum politicis hominibus assidue terendum pronuntiant: unum esse unde Principes et principum consilarij documenta regendae Reip. petere debeant. cuius abscedatam sententiae si vellemus exagitare: facile probaremos, qui ita sentiunt, eos tyrannidis principes hodiernos tacite accusare; vel palam tyrannidis instituta videri velle eos docere"; and Casaubon 1850, II, 786 (9 November 1610): "Incidunt sermo de Tacito, Plutarcho, Comminio, alii. Quum dixisset Rex errare eos qui Tacitum magistrum civilis prudentiae unicum facerent, atque ego dixisset, ante annum idem judicasse me in praelectione ad Polybium, non mediocrer se gaudere Rex doctissimus dixit, quod ego idem secum sentirem. In Plutarcho reprehendebat iniquitatem erga Julium Caesarem, in Comminio levitatem judiciorum et malignum elogium Anglorum. Quid multa? Non sine stupore tantum Regem de literis audivi pronuntiare. " Casaubon here was chiefly criticizing Lipsius, the grand master of late Renaissance Tacitism. See Parenty 2009, 194–203. Note also Casaubon's comment on the beginning of Polybius 6, Bod MS Casaubon 19, printed text of Polybius (incorporated in MS), 176: "Indagatio subtilius unde orsi sit prima in animis hominum η τού καλού καί κακού ἐννοια. For the enthusiastic responses of early readers of Casaubon's translation and preface see, e.g., Thompson to Casaubon, 24 October 1609, BL MS Burney 366, 260 recto; and Molino to Casaubon, 18 January 1609, BL MS Burney 367, 28 verso. On the late humanists' tastes in historiography see in general, e.g., Tuck 1993; Pocock 1999—; Soll 2005; and Grafton 2007.

90. Casaubon 1609, i iij recto: "Nihil ille, paullo praesertim majoris momenti narrat factum, cuius non affert et antecedentes et cohaerentes caussas cur ita sit factum, aut cur eum habuerit res exitum. simul autem et modum accurate explicat, quo singula fuerint administrata. Hinc illae non infrequentes digressiones, quibus aut naturam locorum declarat . . . aut aliquod theorema politicum ex professo persequitur"; ibid., v verso: "Est hoc quoque historiae Polybianae grande atque insigne decus; quod non de una tantum aut altera natione fuerit instituta; verum de omnibus quae toto Orbe illis temporibus noscebantur. Cuius generis historia, quam reliquis eius formas tantum dignitate superest, quantum parte aliqua sui totum est praestantius; iis cum difficultatibus est coniuncta, ut post hominum memoria per quam pauci fuerint reperti, qui oreri tanto subire auderent; quorum autem humeris onus illud bene sederet, paucissimi." For Casaubon's Polybian studies see esp. Momigliano 1974; Tournoy 1998; and Parenty 2009, 168–206.
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Polybius takes a much more critical view of the historian’s efforts at global coverage: “Note that Polybius’ history is quite hard to follow, both for other reasons and because it is universal. It is hard for those who write this sort of history to avoid obscurity and confusion. For often, as they try to give an account of everything at once, they give a satisfactory account of nothing.”91

Another note treats the Greek historian’s frequent digressions on historical method as a bug, rather than a feature, of his style: “Note: one thing we do not like in this author is that he repeats, and sets out, his plans, his goals, and his ends, so many times. Why did he bother to do this? Did he think he was going to be read only by Greek soldiers or centurions who smelled like goats?”92 Here, as in his notes on Cassiodorus, Casaubon made artful use of quotation. The goatish centurion came from Persius, whose Satires Casaubon edited with a vast commentary in 1605.93 But the Casaubon who artfully juggled textual allusions in margins and manuscripts was considerably less decorous than the one who composed set pieces in Latin about the moral uses of history. It comes as no surprise that he had a taste for satire. Our chosen path enables us to meet both the respectable Casaubon, on his way to meet the world with bowler hat and umbrella, and his subversive twin, with his bladder and false nose—and to work out, so far as we can, their relation to each other.

Setting Casaubon into the context of the history of reading sheds light not only on his practices, but also on the positions he occupied. Pattison deplored the fact that Casaubon, from 1600 until his death in 1614, lived not as a scholar in retirement but as, in effect, an expert reader, serving first Henri IV of France and then James I of England. Pattison’s biography portrayed his relations with both Henri and James as catastrophically disappointing, a view in which most later historians have followed him.94 He rebuked his hero even more bitterly for his folly in agreeing to serve, at Fontainebleau in 1600, as a judge in the controversy about whether the Protes-

91. Bod MS Casaubon 19, note on the title page of printed Polybius: “Σημεύεται Πολυβίος ιστορία μετὰ αλλα κατὰ θόλλωσιν. Αὐτοί που έφθασαν οἱ νικηφόροι, οἱ εἰσὶν εἰς τὸν οὐχί, χαλκοῦδας οἰκονόμων, εἰς τὸν θρονὸν τῆς εὐρύφορου καὶ εὐνοῦχης οἰκονομίας.”


93. Casaubon refers to Persius’ unflattering portrait of “aliquis de gente hircosa centurionum” (3.77). In his commentary ad loc., he remarked (Persius 1812, 86): “De gente hircosa Centurionum. Centurionum hircosam gentem (quae hircum olet) nominat, illuviiem eorum et διασέχεται notans, qua viri fortes videri vellent.”

94. See most recently Trevor-Roper 2006.
Figure 1.3. Casaubon's working copy of Polybius. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 19.
tart Philippe Duplessis-Mornay had distorted the quotations in a work of theological polemic.95 Casaubon certainly had his disappointments at court, in England as well as France. But in choosing to serve as what Sir Philip Sidney called “a discoursist,” a scholar who interpreted ancient texts for modern grandees, Casaubon followed a course that many of his most intelligent and cultivated contemporaries chose—one that had advantages that a career at the university lacked.

The British humanist Gabriel Harvey moved between Cambridge and the circle of Leicester in the 1570s. At court and in country houses, he read Livy’s account of the origins of Rome with Philip Sidney, in order to help him prepare for his first major political mission as ambassador to the Holy Roman Emperor. He also went through Livy’s narrative of Hannibal’s wars with Rome with the young Thomas Smith, before the latter went off to apply the policies of Hannibal to the refractory Irish in the Ards. Casaubon himself recorded the case of Henry Cuffe, who read Lucan and Aristotle with Essex and was blamed by many—including Essex himself—for leading him to rebel against Queen Elizabeth.96 Friction was inevitable, and collisions likely, when scholars tried to impose their knowledge, their values, and their beliefs on great men and women. Yet these choices, as we will see, gave Casaubon—as they gave others—the opportunity to pursue studies he loved and even, on occasion, to influence a royal decision.

To see Casaubon as a reader, moreover, is to see him in his own terms—as one who tried to reduce the practices of reading to formal rules, which he then applied with scrupulous care. He took the time to warn himself, as he compiled a commonplace book, not to pull quotations out of context in taking notes, lest he misuse them when he set out to write:

we must see to it, in the first place, when passages from authors are cited, that they are relevant, and that we are not being deceived by something that looks appealing at first sight. Therefore when you copy passages down, examine the author himself closely, and do a serious job of working through everything. For it often happens that as we read some author, we note down passages in the margin, and then go gravely wrong when we use these in our writing.97

95. Pattison 1892, 135–147.
96. See Jardine and Grafton 1990; and cf. the more recent work of Soll 2005 and N. Popper 2005. For all the differences between Harvey and Casaubon, the two men shared a propensity for framing and setting down as explicitly as possible the standpoint from which they read a given book.
97. Bod MS Casaubon 16, 4 verso: “In primis videndum, cum loci ex auctoris citantur, ut ad rem faciant: nec decipiat species quaedam primo blandiens. Itaque cum locos describis, attente vise autorem
No wonder that the scholar who set himself such high standards in citation felt that he could not refuse the demand that he judge Mornay’s practices. The richer and more detailed the background against which we chart the particular arc of Casaubon’s career, the better we can understand both.

Working from the material texts is most important, however, for the light it can shed on Casaubon’s passions and priorities as a scholar—especially the unexpected ones. Consider, one more time, Casaubon’s first working copy of Theophrastus. Between the end of his text and his commentary is a set of twenty small leaves, containing what Casaubon identifies as “Capita aliquid Theophrasti”—Characters 24–28, then unpublished. Casaubon often began his sets of notes on a text, as we will see, with a fervent little reference to his divine vocation for scholarship: σὺν ὑμῖν ἔκφορτι (with God). In this case, however, he wrote something different. On the first page appears, along with his name and a reference to Plato, the Hebrew phrase שבעה אלוהי העולם עלול (Praise to God, Creator of the Universe [the word for Creator should be spelled בורא]). On the last page of the text he wrote, in cursive, a second Hebrew phrase under the Greek word τέλος (end): ונתוכל משכחה, “Finished and completed,” a phrase often used, with עולם בורא אלל שבח, in the colophons of Hebrew books.98

At this point, attending to the material text reveals something that few previous writers on Casaubon have discussed: he found it easy and natural to move from Latin and Greek to Hebrew—even when expressing a pious sentiment. Pattison remarked that “of the canonical books, the Hebrew Psalter is a constant companion, and never fails to move him.”99 A quarter of a century later, as we have seen, Schechter noted that Casaubon had annotated Kimhi’s grammar.100 But even Schechter found the existence of these notes surprising: “It is not known that Casaubon’s ambition lay in this direction.” Otherwise, Casaubon’s Hebrew interests and studies have received, in essence, no attention.101 And yet, when we take this hint and begin to look for more Hebrew, we find a number of points, even in the seemingly un-

_____________________________

98. BL 525.a.10.

99. Pattison 1892, 441. Pattison also (1892, 368–371) gives a brief but excellent account of Casaubon’s interaction with a young Jew, Jacob Barnet, in 1613; see Chapter 5 below for a detailed discussion. But Pattison does not connect these dots.

100. Schechter 1896, 315.

101. For an honorable exception, see Secret 1998, 102 (“Mais la vocation de Scaliger pour les langues orientales ne peut faire oublier celle d’Isaac Casaubon”), 217–220. Colomiès 1665 does not include a life of Casaubon, and Colomiès 1730, which does, touches only briefly on Casaubon’s Oriental studies, 129 n.q.
Figure 1.4. A Hebrew note by Casaubon in a working copy of his edition of Theophrastus’ Characters. British Library 525.a.10.
likely case of Theophrastus, in which Casaubon cites Hebrew parallels. In this instance, the presence of Greek far outweighs, even overwhelms, that of Hebrew. But when we prospect for Hebrew in the whole vast field of evidence, we learn that Casaubon devoted a great deal of time, effort, and attention to the Hebrew language and its relative, Aramaic; to the literature of the Jews, in Greek as well as in Semitic languages; and to the relations between Jewish history and religion and Christianity.

In one sense, it is not surprising that Casaubon took a serious interest in Jewish studies. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as many scholars have shown, saw the rise, alongside Greek and Latin humanism, of a new form of scholarship, usually called Christian Hebraism. Its practitioners included Christian grammarians, lexicographers, and editors like Paul Fagius, Sebastian Münster, Benito Arias Montano, and Johann Buxtorf; Jewish and convert scholars like Elijah Levita and Johannes Isaac; students of the Jewish mystical tradition like Johannes Reuchlin, Guillaume Postel, and Pietro Galatino; and students of Jewish practices and institutions like Joseph Scaliger and Petrus Cunaeus. Its products ranged from dry and precise editions of the Hebrew Bible, often with rabbinical commentaries, to speculative discussions of the Kabbalah, and included detailed investigations of Jewish history in the ancient world and vivid accounts of contemporary Jewish life and ritual. To someone with Casaubon’s passion for the history of Christianity and its background, this body of scholarship naturally seemed extremely attractive. The study of Christian Hebraism, however, has for the most part occupied Judaists rather than students of Western humanism. Too few sophisticated efforts have been made, as yet, to compare the forms of scholarship applied to Jewish materials with those applied to Greek and Latin texts and topics, or to examine what the new Hebrew scholarship meant to scholars who did not specialize in the field. Casaubon taught Hebrew only briefly and did not publish in the standard Christian Hebraist genres. He, and others like him, have never played even a modest part in modern accounts of Christian Hebraism. But once we take all the evidence into account—once we retrace Casaubon’s full webs of annotations and diary entries, letters, and publications, strand by strand—it will become clear

102. See BL 525.a.10, 10 (a manuscript note that Casaubon worked into the text of Casaubon 1599, 89); BL 525.a.10, 48, on 3 (Casaubon 1599, 126); BL 525.a.10, 62, on 4.4 (Casaubon 1599, 141); BL 525.a.10, 173, on 30.11 (not in Casaubon 1599, 246); BL 525.a.10, 174, on 30.1 (not in Casaubon 1599, 247–249); BL 525.a.10, 225, on 17.2 (Casaubon 1599, 296); and cf. Casaubon 1592, 105, on 6.5, reprinted in Casaubon 1599, 181.

that Hebrew studies played a vital role in his life and thought, and that they shed a necessary light on his methods as a scholar.

Hermes Trismegistus and His Jewish Cousin

Consider, to begin with, what is now the most famous scholarly argument Casaubon ever made: his demonstration that the Greek dialogues ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus had been written not in hieroglyphs during the early centuries of Egyptian history, but in Greek, under the Roman Empire. In the middle of the fifteenth century, Marsilio Ficino put off finishing his translation of Plato in order to translate the dialogues of the *Hermetic Corpus* into Latin. From then on, most Western readers believed that Thrice-Wise Hermes, an Egyptian sage, really composed these dialogues, with their detailed description of the creation of the world and the life of the soul. The writings of Hermes showed that a virtuous pagan could have vivid inklings of the truths that God revealed directly to the Jews. They were also, Ficino held, the source from which Plato drew the core of his philosophy—its strikingly compatible with Christianity. Throughout the later fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, accordingly, Hermes enjoyed the status of a pagan prophet. Like David and the Sibyls, he appeared, handsomely turned out in oriental garb, on the floor of the Siena cathedral. Like them, too, he received the honor of a citation in Cesare Baronio’s church history. The hardworking Catholic church historian naturally cited the prophetic testimony of David and the Sibyls, as the Mass did. But then he unwisely followed fashion, adding a last-minute reference to Hermes in the margin of his manuscript. The note was included in the published text.

Casaubon devoted several pages of his vast attack on Baronio to a set-piece demonstration that the Hermetic texts must be centuries older than they claimed, or than Baronio believed. A jewel of precise philological argument that gleams all the more brightly in the vast, dark setting of Casaubon’s polemic, his demonstration reveals, in miniature, the qualities that made him so penetrating a philologist—and that show just how powerful an intellectual weapon the philology of the humanists could be. As in the case


105. Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Vat. lat. 5684, 11 recto.

106. The most detailed study is Grafton 1983; and Mulsow 2002, a valuable collection that sets the whole story in context; for the larger implications see also Mulsow 2006. As will be clear, Grafton 1983 failed to take into account the relevance of Jewish and Hebrew materials.

of Theophrastus, he began by writing in a book—a copy of the 1554 Paris edition of the *Hermetic Corpus*, now in the British Library.\textsuperscript{108} Sometimes he merely noted points of fact: for example, the references to the Greek sculptor Phidias and the cithara-player Eunomus that appear in a separate part of the *Corpus*, the so-called Horoi, showed, as he argued in his attack on Baronio, that the text could not be preclassical.\textsuperscript{109} He also remarked on what he took to be clear borrowings from Plato and from the Old and New Testaments.\textsuperscript{110} And he drew on his vast stores of knowledge about Greek literature, from all periods, to show that late texts, rather than early ones, offered the most striking linguistic parallels to the *Corpus*.\textsuperscript{111} Once Casaubon had lined the margins of the entire book with notes like these, he felt confident that the Hermetic texts could not be genuine. Written in a philosophical Greek he knew from many other, late sources, they clearly reflected their origin in a world very distant from that of the Egyptian Hermes: “The style of this book could not be farther from the language that the Greek contemporaries of Hermes used. For the old language had many words, phrases, and a general style very different from that of the later Greeks. Here is no trace of antiquity, no crust, none of that patina of age that the best ancient critics found even in Plato, and even more in Hippocrates, Herodotus, and other older writers. On the contrary, there are many words here that do not belong to any Greek earlier than that of the time of Christ’s birth.”\textsuperscript{112}

In building this case, Casaubon wielded tools—above all the historical approach to language—that earlier humanists had forged. In the mid-fifteenth century, Lorenzo Valla had produced the mother of all demolitions of forgeries. Using parallels carefully drawn from sources dating to the third and fourth centuries, the age of Constantine, he showed that the *Donation of Constantine* could not be genuine because it was written in the wrong sort of Latin and mentioned the wrong terms and customs.\textsuperscript{113} During the six-

\textsuperscript{108. BL 491.d.14.}

\textsuperscript{109. Casaubon, notes in ibid., 97, on *Corpus Hermeticum* 18.4: “Phidias”; and 98, on 18.7: “historia extat apud Strabonem, Clem. etc.”}

\textsuperscript{110. Casaubon, notes in BL 491.d.14, 19, on *Corpus Hermeticum* 4.3: “Plato in Tim. p. 477”; and 15, 17, 56 (see Grafton 1983, 82).}

\textsuperscript{111. Casaubon, notes in BL 491.d.14, e.g., 12, on *Corpus Hermeticum* 2, where he piles up parallels from Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (Grafton 1983, 82–83).}

\textsuperscript{112. Casaubon 1614, 86; 1654, 79; 1663, 79: “Stylus huius libri alienissimus est a sermone illo quo Graeci Hermetis aequales sunt usi. nam illa vetus lingua multa habuit vocabula, multas phrases, imo totius elocutionis ideam ab illa diversissimam qua posteriores Graeci sunt usi. Hic nullum penitus vestigium antiquitatis, nullus χρόνος, nullus πίσος τῆς ἄρχωντης στημάς qualem praestantissimi veterum Criticorum etiam in Platone observant, nedum in Hippocrate, Herodoto et aliis antiquioribus. contra, multa hic vocabula, quae ne vetustior quidem Hellenismus agnoscat eo qui vigebat circa nativitatem Domini.”}

\textsuperscript{113. See Valla 2007.}
Figure 1.5. Caubon's copy of Hermes Trismegistus. British Library 491.d.14.

[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
teenth century, many scholars—including Caubon's much-admired friend Joseph Scaliger—wielded similar arguments against the historians of the ancient world forged by the Dominican Giovanni Nanni, or Annius, of Viterbo. Even in little Geneva, Caubon had encountered a master of the historical approach to ancient texts. Henri Estienne published an anthology of Greek hexameter poets in 1566. He had already edited many Greek texts and begun collecting material for the great dictionary of Greek that he would publish in 1572–73. And he drew on this experience when he put the *Hero and Leander* of Musaeus—traditionally, but wrongly, ascribed to the legendary companion of Orpheus—at the end, not the beginning, of his corpus of poets. Caubon noted in his own copy of this collection that one of the words Musaeus used, ἐξολόλυξε, was enough to show that his poem could not be “by Homer or any other poet of the first rank.” In doing so, as he knew, he was simply corroborating his father-in-law's observation.

Although others had devised the method Caubon applied, he assembled the evidence for his critique of Hermes alone and without a leader. In the “Horoi,” one of the originally unconnected texts that came to be seen as parts of the *Hermetic Corpus*, the author remarks that when his texts are translated “later” into Greek, their words will lose much of the power that they had in their original Egyptian form (16.1–2). “Note that ‘later,’” Caubon wrote in the margin, calling attention to the writer’s effort to give his work an Egyptian coloring: “What a tricky fellow it was who wrote this.”

One reason this passage struck Caubon so forcibly was that he had noticed, earlier on, a related one in dialogue 8 of the *Corpus*. Here Hermes remarks that the universe is rightly named κόσμος: κοσμεῖ γὰρ τὰ πάντα (it sets everything into order) (9.8). At this point Caubon wrote only κόσμος in the margin. But in the final attack on Baronio, he drew the threads together in a neat philologist’s knot. “Are κόσμος and κοσμεῖν,” he mercilessly inquired, “words from the ancient Egyptian language?”

More than a millennium before, Julius Africanus had condemned the

---

115. Caubon, note in Cambridge University Library Adv.a.3.3, I, 729: “Hom. hac voce nunquam sic est usus: nec Hom. est hoc carmen, nec ullius optimi poetae, nedum Hom.” For Henri Estienne’s observation that Musaeus’ style was that of late Greek see ibid., II, 488, underlined by Caubon.
117. Caubon, note in ibid., 39.
118. Caubon 1614, 86; 1654, 79; 1663, 79: “an . . . κόσμος et κοσμεῖν voces sunt antiqui sermonis Aegyptiaci?”
story of Susanna, which appears in the Greek text of the book of Daniel. Its Greek plays on words, he argued, showed that it could not have come from a Hebrew original. So Casaubon demolished Hermes—but with the further twist that he revealed not only the text’s flaws, but also the author’s conscious effort at deception.\textsuperscript{119} A number of Catholic scholars tried to rebut Casaubon’s critique in the course of defending Baronio against him, and Protestants as well as Catholics did their best to prove that the treatises contained Egyptian elements even if their language, in this version, was Greek.\textsuperscript{120} From the 1990s on, the view that these texts contain fragmentary but real elements of Egyptian belief and ritual has gained favor. But the core of Casaubon’s arguments about the transmitted text itself remains unshaken.\textsuperscript{121} The demolition of Hermes was a masterpiece of iconoclastic classical scholarship, and it helped to unleash a wave of destructive criticism that would eventually reach the Bible itself: “the advent of the critical philology of Joseph Scaliger’s and Isaac Casaubon’s generation, which engaged in a search for classical forgeries, initiated a massive process of realignment of authority. The writings of figures such as Orpheus, Zoroaster, Hermes Trismegistus, and the Sibyls, who had been prominent figures of the \textit{prisca theologia} during the Renaissance, were identified as late antique forgeries or pseud-epigraphic. This had unexpected consequences for the reconstitution of the philosophical and theological canons.”\textsuperscript{122}

Yet the web of annotation and discussion that Casaubon wove as he fought and thought his way through the \textit{Corpus} extended beyond the bounds of Greek philology or, for that matter, Greek philosophy, and the rich evidence he left enables us to date and understand his work on Hermes with new precision. We can start with the crowded title page of his copy of the text. Most of the notes that make up this tightly packed textual mosaic refer to Greek texts that mentioned Hermes or the Hermetic writings, and which Casaubon thought might play a part in his argument. But one of them shows that Casaubon felt nowhere near so confident about his revisionist thesis while he was developing it as he sounded when he published it: “Note!

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{119} On Africanus see Grafton 1990. For another instance in which Casaubon applied a similar method, see his copy of Pseudo-Hegesippus, BL 1112.b.1, note on the title page verso: “Non esse illum antiquum Egesippum suadet haec maxime ratio, praeter allatas a Gualthero. Videtur enim, imo ferme constat hunc librum Latine scriptum esse, non de Graeco versum. Itaque \textit{παλαιός} Heg. esse non potest: quem scripsisse Graece nemo nescit. [new ink] Neque nego pleraque descripta esse e Graeco auctore. Inde est ordo pro leg. \textit{i. τάγμα.} chiliarchus pro tribunis mil. 394. Judaeum fuisse auctorem palam est. Vide 429 et 628.”
\item \textsuperscript{120} Grafton 1983.
\item \textsuperscript{121} See Fowden 1986; Copenhaver 1992.
\item \textsuperscript{122} Mulsow 2006, 221–222.
\end{itemize}
Note! The arguments that Vives makes in his commentary on Augustine require that one state in a gentle way, and hesitantly, that these books were forged by Christians, like a good many Sibylline oracles. This is a very delicate matter.”

Juan Luis Vives, friend of Erasmus and great authority on the church fathers, drew up in the 1520s the grandest of all Renaissance commentaries on the grandest of all patristic texts, the *City of God*. Even though Vives had to cut his immense text when Erasmus, his editor, found it too long, it became legendary for its erudition, its philological acuteness, and its splendid digression on Renaissance performers who, like Adam before the Fall, could control all their bodily organs, as they showed by farting tunes.

In XVIII.46, Augustine mentioned the possibility that Christians could be suspected of having forged “those prophecies of Christ which circulate under the name of the Sibyl, or of others, if they exist, that do not belong to the Jewish people.” Vives denounced such suspicions retrospectively:

> It is clear that these prophecies were not forged. For Lactantius and Eusebius, in whose times the Sibylline prophecies were in the hands of all, cite them, and they would never have been so impudent as to claim that the Sibylline books contained things that are not in them. Moreover, they would have hurt the Christian cause more by doing so than they could ever have helped it by arguments, once men clearly saw that they were relying on fake authorities.

The clear prophecies of Christ that appeared in the poetry of Virgil and Ovid, which derived from the verses of the Sibyls, confirmed that pagans had foreseen the coming of the Messiah—an idea dear to Vives. In de-
throning Hermes, Casaubon defied, as he knew, a more than respectable body of Christian humanist opinion. Many humanists from Ficino onward had drawn on Eusebius and other early Christian writers as they emphasized the clarity with which the best of the pagans had written of God and foreseen the Messiah. At first, accordingly, he felt himself obliged to tread cautiously—and, as we have seen, to marshal the philological evidence with enormous energy and precision.

Another of the notes on the title page of Casaubon’s Hermes shows that he was not isolated in his interests—and that the case of the *Hermetic Corpus* was not unique either. “Beroaldus,” Casaubon wrote, “has something on this author on p. 23 of his *Chronicum*.”\(^{128}\) Here he admitted to himself—as he did not admit to readers in his attack on Baronio—that he was not the first to attack Hermes. Two Hebraists and chronologers—the Paris Hebraist Gilbert Génébrard, a fanatical Catholic, and the Geneva professor Matthieu Béroalde, a ferocious Calvinist—denounced the *Corpus* as a fake, in public, before Casaubon did.\(^{129}\) In general terms, Casaubon did not admire Béroalde, who insisted that one must base chronology not on the lying Herodotus, who was now in hell, repenting his sins at leisure, but on scripture. But he completely agreed with the chronologer that any text that mentioned Phidias must come from the age of Pericles or after, not that of Pharaoh.\(^{130}\)

Casaubon’s copy of Béroalde makes clear, moreover, that Hermes was far from the only problematic prophet that interested him. Béroalde discussed rabbinic, as well as pseudo-Egyptian, prophecies about the coming of the
Messiah. One of his chief sources for these was an early Christian Hebraist work: the *De arcanis Catholicae veritatis* of the Franciscan Pietro Galatino, first published in 1518. Galatino’s vast compendium included both material from the long-standing tradition of Christian controversial writing against the Jews and alluring scraps of Christian Kabbalah. He praised the ancient rabbis who, he claimed, had foreseen the coming of Jesus and proclaimed, long in advance, the truths of Christianity. But he damned their more recent successors, who had corrupted the true doctrines of Judaism in order to support their own stiff-necked refusal to convert. Like many others, Béroalde cited and drew on this immense and informative, if ill-organized, work. But he accorded it little intrinsic worth, since, as he pointed out, Galatino had not written his own book but merely “published as his own the works of Ramón Martí,” a thirteenth-century Spanish Dominican, “changing the order and making small alterations in the arguments; so it would be fair to accuse Galatino of plagiarism.” Béroalde planned to make this clear to all by publishing a manuscript of Martí’s work, the *Pugio fidei*, which he possessed.131

Excited, Casaubon noted on the title page of his copy of Béroalde—preserved, like his Hermes, in the British Library—that Galatino had stolen a great deal from Martí, whose work in turn was important for Hebrew scholarship.132 In Casaubon’s web of annotations, in other words, the same strands lead to questions of Hermetic and Hebrew scholarship—on different pages of the same book.

But the strands of the web stretch further, and reveal more. Reasonably enough, historians have associated Casaubon’s attack on Hermes with his much larger attack on Baronio: both stemmed from religious motives, and both reflected Casaubon’s scorn for what he saw as shoddy scholarship. Casaubon’s diary reveals that he began to write up his final attack on Hermes—

---


which, when he read it over, disappointed him—in August 1612. But it also shows that he read Galatino with care much earlier, in June 1601. And Casaubon’s notes, preserved in the Bodleian Library, make clear that he read Galatino much as he read Hermes. In fact he was infuriated, as he read Galatino, by exactly what irritated him most in Hermes. Casaubon’s objection to the *Hermetic Corpus* rested on more than philological grounds—rested, in fact, on deep theological convictions. As a committed Calvinist, Casaubon knew, in his soul, that scripture took precedence over all other books. As a reader of the true, Jewish prophets, he also knew that they had genuinely expressed themselves in difficult, obscure terms. Mere mortals could not even devise a full explanation for the character of prophetic language, much less understand that language. They could only revere these writings, and use every resource at their disposal to appreciate their power:

We can note some intermediate causes of their obscurity. Some have to do with the subject matter, which is lofty, sublime, and sometimes also in the future, so that the prophets could only speak obscurely about them. Others belong to their style, which fits their subject: a sublime medium for sublime things. Every quality that, according to Longinus and other rhetoricians, can produce the effect of sublime language will be found, in a most exquisite form, in the writings of the prophets.

133. Casaubon 1850, II, 942 (25 August 1612): “Quaedam hodie de Mercurio Trismegisto, sed quae max displicuerunt.”

134. Ibid., I, 354 (11 June 1601): “In Galatino et Reuchlino fuimus per hosce dies, nec poenitet insumti in illorum lectione temporis, etsi non carent eruditi homines suis magnis naevis, de quibus si voles tu, O Deus, utiliter fortasse aliquando disputabimus.”


136. Bod MS Casaubon 51, 19 recto: “Obscuritas prophetae. Nemo leviter prophetae scripta attigit quin eorum obscuritatatem animadvertit. huius rei multiplex est causa. Ac caussam quidem caussarum investigare cur Deus OPT. MAX. voluerit sic eos loqui non est tenuitatis nostrae: quibis persussissimum est, ita Deo visum quia ita optimum: ita esse optimum quia sic Deo visum.”

137. Ibid.: “Sed propiores huius obscuritatis causae multae possunt adnotari. aliae e rebus ipsis profiscuncitur: quae altae, sublimes, interdum etiam futurae: ut de iis non potuerint prophetae nisi obscure loqui. aliae sunt in ipso dicendi genere: quod sane rebus est accommodum, ύψηλων ύψηλαί είτε. Itaque quicquid est apud Longinum et alios rhetoras quod τό ύψος τό λόγος conciliet, id omne persequetur in prophetarum scriptis luculentissime expressum.”
In keeping with these views, Casaubon found it intolerable when the narrator of the Corpus, Pimander, proclaimed that “this is the mystery that has been hidden until this day.” Pimander, after all, told the story of the Creation, and much more, in terms parallel to those used in the Old Testament itself. “Note,” Casaubon wrote in the margin, “if this is true, then God revealed his mysteries not through Moses but through this man.”

Similarly, as Casaubon read and took notes on Galatino, he found himself particularly irked by the Franciscan’s repeated claims that the rabbis whose words he quoted had offered exact prophecies about the Virgin, the Messiah, and the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist. Of one of these figures, whom Galatino called Rabbenu Haccados (Our Holy Rabbi), Galatino wrote: “He was rightly called the holy teacher, since with the inspiration of the Holy Spirit he opened up all the mysteries of our lord Jesus Christ so clearly in that book, that he seems not to have predicted the future, but to have recounted the actual events, like an Evangelist.” As Casaubon turned the massive pages of Galatino’s book, his irritation grew—though it was not always sparked by the points most likely to provoke a modern scholar, such as the apparent suggestion that the great teacher known as “our holy rabbi,” Judah haNasi, had lived before the Incarnation rather than in the years around 200 C.E.

Casaubon, note in BL 491.d.14, 5: “No. si hoc verum est et hic scripsit ante Mosem, per hunc non per Mosem Deus mysteria revelavit.”

Bad forgery always irked Casaubon. Cf. his comment in his copy of the spurious history of Abdias, BL 1020.f.2, 94 verso: “—missa. O asinos qui putant haec esse genuina.” Casaubon was by no means the first to detect this forgery: see Lyon 2003, 265.

Galatino 1603, 8 (I.3): “qui certe non ab re doctor sanctus dictus est, cum Spiritu sancto afflatus, ita plane eo in libro cuncta Domini nostri Iesu Christi mysteria aperuerit, ut non futura praedixisse, sed res gestas tanquam Evangelista narrasse videatur.”

Casaubon would have known the traditional title and dating of Judah haNasi from Abraham ibn Daud’s Sefer haKabbalah. In his copy, BL 1939.b.63, he underlined the name of Judah haNasi (60 recto) and wrote “Misna” and “R. Hakkados.” (60 verso). In fact, however, Galatino knew that chronology made it impossible for the Rabbenu Hakkados who appeared in Heredia as a prophet before the Incarnation to be Judah haNasi, and he solved the problem with a method widely used by both Jewish and Christian scholars: multiplication of entities with the same name. He took care to claim that two distinct rabbis had been known by this title, and that later Jews had conflated them. Galatino 1603, 6: “Quem [Judah haNasi] Iudaei pro eius doctrinae probitatissique excellentia, Rabbenu Haccados, id est, magistrum nostrum sanctum cognominant. Fuit tamen et alius Rabbenu Haccados, qui tempore Romanorum consulum et doctrina et spiritu prophetiae claruit, ac multa et quidem miranda de Christo scripsit. Quamobrem Iudaei recentiores nominis similitudine decepti, illum hunc fuisse existimant.”
all Israel will suffer. For she will seek this tree, and they will have no knowl-
edge of it, nor will it be found until the mercy of God is fulfilled, and he
makes it come forth from the ground.”142 “Rubbish, rubbish, rubbish,” Cas-
aubon wrote at this point in his notes; “and yet it is astonishing, and more
than astonishing, to see the confidence which Galatino displays whenever
he cites this pseudo-rabbi, who, he says, spoke so many years before the
birth of the Lord, so clearly, about the mysteries of the faith, and all that per-
tains to the Blessed Mary.”143 In the case of the “ancient rabbis,” as in that of
the ancient Near Eastern prophets, Casaubon simply could not accept the
idea that an otherwise unknown sage had spoken “a good bit more clearly
about the mysteries of our faith than the prophets, or the rabbis contempo-
rary with him, but also more openly, in many cases, than the Evangelists or
the Apostles.”144 The very precision with which both Hermes and Rabbenu
Haccados described the Creation and predicted the future proved that they
must be the inventions of later writers, out to win authority for their pecu-
liar revelations.

In this case, as in that of Hermes, Casaubon was right on the points at
issue. The Rabbenu Haccados who appeared in Galatino’s work, and his
words, came from a text titled Galerazaya (Revealer of Secrets). This was a
set of queries from “Antoninus, consul of the city of Rome,” and answers
from “Rabbenus hacchados,” which in turn figured in a Latin letter ascribed
to Neunia son of Haccana. Rabbi Nehuniah ben haKanah was a historical
figure of the first century.145 But from Gershom Scholem on, modern schol-

142. Galatino 1603, 375–376 (VI.15): “Et quoniam ex arboree vitae haec arbor excisa fuerat, fructus
eius vitam afferrent mundo. Haec tamen arbor abscondetur in terra cunctis mortalibus ignota. Cum
autem dominabitur in terra sancta Regina Elena, omnis Israel in angustiis erit ac detrimento. Quippe
quod ab ea perquiretur haec arbor, et nulla ipsius apud eos existat notitia, neque ipsa inveniatur,
quosqueque Deus impleatur misericordia, et ex terra eam prodire faciat. Et reperietur una de iis arboribus,
de quibus dixit Isaias, Et dedit cum impiis sepulturam suam. Hoc autem ert, ut notum faciat Deus,
quam magna sint sua miracula, ac mirabilia sua quam fortia. Haec omnia ad verbum ille, quem vel ipsi
Magistrum nostrum sanctum appellant.”

143. Bod MS Casaubon 27, 209 recto: “Imo vero totum argumentum fictitium esse et supine confic-
tum docent plurima. Maxime vero illa disputatio longa de arbore Crucis et praedictio de futura illius
revelatione cum regnareta regina Elena. quis tam stultus tam fatuus tam ridicule simplex, qui illa putet
scripta ante Domini nativitatem, aut omnino ante quam res gesta esset, quae omnino notissima. Nugae,
nugae, nugae. et tamen mirum bis mirum quam

144. Ibid., 209 verso: “Fragmenta ex libris Rabbenu Haccados [left margin: σημεια etiam Baronius fi-
dem abrogat huic Rab. t. 1. p. 19]. Hic est ille Rabbinus quem volunt de nostrae fidei mysterii locutum
esse non paullo apertius quam Prophetas aut aequales etiam suos Rabb. sed saepe etiam apertius quam
Evangelistas vel Apostolos.”

145. The form here was probably modeled on the dialogue between Rabbi and Antoninus in Babylo-
nian Talmud, Sanhedrin 91a–b.
ars have held that his letter was confected by its purported translator, a converted Jew from Aragon named Paulus de Heredia, whose work reached print around 1487.146 “Rabbenus Haccados” served as a ventriloquist’s puppet for his creator. The name that Paulus gave him was in fact a Latinized version of a standard Jewish title for Judah haNasi, the compiler of the Mishnah (second century), whom Paul described as the “trinepos” (great-great-great-great-grandson) of Rabbenus Haccados.147 And his prophecies about Helena and the discovery of the True Cross, which Galatino recycled with modest variations, were Christian back-formations, exactly as Casaubon held.148 The method that Casaubon used to demolish the quotations in Galatino was the same one he used in the case of Hermes, in the same period. Yet without the diary entry, letters, and notes that fix Casaubon’s critical reading to a particular date and identify the whole range of books on his desk, the connection between the two enterprises would remain invisible.

Casaubon’s correspondence, finally, also contains a small but vital section of his Hermetic web. Through the first decade of the seventeenth century, Casaubon and his close friend Scaliger exchanged detailed letters on a wide range of issues, from manuscripts that Scaliger needed for his edition of Eusebius to the identification and exposure of forgeries. Both men believed that many Jews and early Christians had forged texts in the hope of promoting the kingdom of God. Both strongly disapproved of this supposed dolus bonus. In one pointed letter, written on 28 August 1603, Casaubon asked Scaliger for his opinion of that “Rabbi Haccados, whom Galatino uses to prove that all the mysteries of the Christian religion, and especially that of transubstantiation, and all those sorts of bells and whistles, were known to the ancient Jews.”149 This loaded question supplies a terminal date for Casaubon’s critical reading of the problematic rabbinical texts in Galatino. It took place between 1601, when he began looking seriously at the text, and mid-1603. But the letter reveals even more. It confirms that he attacked these texts for exactly the same reasons that he attacked Hermes. And it shows that he went through both corpora, Greek and Hebrew, at exactly the same time. For in the next sentence, Casaubon not only declared the rabbinical texts in

149. Casaubon 1709, 186: “dic mihi quid judicii tui sit super Rabbino illo Haccados, unde probat Galatinus, omnia τῆς Χριστιανῆς ὕπροκεισας μνητήριαι, maxime autem τὰ περὶ τῆς μεταστοχικος-εἰνωσεως, atque id genus περετίσματα fuisse antiquissimis Judaecis cognita.”
Galatino to be pseudepigrapha, but also assigned the “works of Trismegistus” to the same category. “I will believe they come from that very ancient Egyptian,” he confided to Scaliger, “on the day when I begin divorce proceedings from the art of criticism.”

Casaubon confronted Galatino and Hermes, in other words, in the same years, between 1601 and 1603; and he condemned them in the same terms, and in the same sentence. For Casaubon’s attack on Hermes and his attack on Galatino, the critical reading of a Greek and of a Hebrew text formed parts of the same enterprise. He saw himself as using the same method on both, and arriving at the same results. But because Baronio also denounced Rabbi Haccados as a fake, Casaubon only registered his agreement, and did not publish the details of that part of his investigation. Only by tracing all the strands of Casaubon’s web can we see that, even as he carried out his most famous philological analysis of a Greek text, he wove Hebrew and Greek threads together at every point. The philologist’s powers, and his discovery of them, did not belong to Hellenistic philology alone. As we will see, the threads continued to be tightly bound to one another as Casaubon moved, much deeper than anyone has realized, into the enchanted forests of Jewish learning, ancient and modern.

**Prayer, Psalms, and Pious Devotions**

“To live, using prayers to which all may listen” (et aperto vivere voto). Glossing this dictum of Persius in his annotations on the Roman writer, Casaubon invoked a Senecan precept that seems to clinch the sense of the poet’s line: “A person should live among his fellow human beings as though God were watching him, and speak to God as though his fellow humans were listening in.” Casaubon’s clarification of the meaning of Persius’ terse phrase is philologically helpful. For the reader, however, the Stoic precept enunciated here would seem to represent Casaubon’s own aspirations, as expressed on virtually every page of his diary. His outpouring of prayers, pious devotions, and confessions and his daily accounting of time belong to the human as much as to the divine realm. It may be for this reason that Arnaldo Momigliano asserted that Casaubon composed his diary self-

150. Ibid.: “Ego rationibus ut existimo non levibus adducor, ut et quae ex hoc adducuntur, et quae ex aliquot aliis θυσιν ιπποτρια, credam esse ψευδεπεγραφα, non minus quam τα του Τρισμεγίστου, quae ab antiquissimo illo Αεγυπτιο esse protecta tum credam, cum την κριτικη nuntium remisero.”


153. Casaubon 1605a, 180, one of several references to Seneca.


155. On Casaubon’s Stoicism see Millet 2006.
consciously, knowing that it was to reach the public domain. Whether or not we accept his view, it is nevertheless true that all the elements that make up the divine office are contained in Casaubon’s diary: doxology, petitionary prayer, confessions of the most intimate kind, recitation, or rather meditation, on the Psalms and readings from early Christian writings, in particular the Greek fathers. As Pattison wrote: “what stirs his soul is Christian Greek.” But like his friend Lancelot Andrewes, the bishop of Winchester, who was also attracted to the patristic writings of the Eastern Orthodox tradition, Casaubon could pray in any language, and he was undoubtedly fascinated by the forms of prayer adopted by different religious communities.

In his remarkable manual of private prayer Andrewes had interspersed his devotions with a dazzling zigzag mosaic of Hebrew prayers taken not only from the Hebrew Bible but also from the Jewish prayerbook. He even introduced one section of petitionary prayer with the phrase taken from tractate Avot, “the fence of the law” (seyyag haTorah). Casaubon, for his part, filled his diary with the same amalgam of the three sacred languages. But in his case we have material proof of his interest in Jewish liturgy, in the form of his own copies of three different Hebrew liturgies which are now kept in the British Library. These prayerbooks, printed at the end of the sixteenth century, represent the Ashkenazi (German/central European) rite in one case and the Sephardi (Spanish and Portuguese) rites in the other two. They testify to Casaubon’s spiritual quest, which knew no denominational boundaries. This is by no means a conventional expression of what is

156. Momigliano 1977, 189. He also referred to Casaubon’s use of Jewish liturgical formulas and to his avoidance of theologically charged vocabulary.

157. Pattison 1892, 441.

158. Not only Protestants but also Catholics considered Hebrew an appropriate medium for prayer. See Stow 1976, who discusses use of Hebrew and translation of Christian prayers into Hebrew by the abbot of Vallombrosa at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Hebrew prayers were used for 150 years.

159. There were many editions of Andrewes’s Preces privatæ. The English translation published in 1648 became a model for Anglican private devotions. A prized autograph manuscript of the manual was given to Archbishop Laud, and this was published as Andrewes 1892.

160. See, e.g. Andrewes 1892, 46, where the Hebrew texts are identical with a passage in the afternoon prayer for the sabbath, and another from the Amidah prayer for the New Year. The expression “fence around the Law” is the heading for a petitional prayer (Andrewes 1892, 27). (In the English version of Andrewes’ work no trace of the Hebrew remains. It simply reads: “The Fence of the Law . . . Give me grace, o Lord. Bruise the serpent’s head.”) On Andrewes and Jewish traditions see Lossky 1991, 70, who refers to a statement in which Andrewes condemns those who refuse to mention the Talmud, asserting that Saint Paul had already referred to it. See also Lloyd Jones 1983, 148–149.

161. Seder Tefillot (BL 1970.c.2 [formerly 481.a.11]). This may be the book described as Liber Tephilloth Hebr. in the list of Casaubon’s books in Bod MS Casaubon 22, 104 recto.

162. Temunot Tehinot Tefillot Separad [Sephardi prayerbook] (Venice: Zanetti, 1558) (BL 1972.c.1); Mahzor sefardim miyamim noraim (Venice: Zanetti, 1598) (a Sephardi prayerbook for high holy days [BL 1972.c.14]).
generally known as Christian Hebraism. True, both Protestants and Catholics had made Jewish prayer a Christian affair when they published Latin translations of parts of the Jewish liturgy. In 1566, for example, Antoine Chevalier published an *Alphabetum Hebraicum* in which he included a kind of catechism containing translations of certain Jewish prayers; in 1542 Paulus Fagius printed translations of the grace after meals and other such prayers. But although, as we will see, these attempts at epitomizing the life of Jesus in its Jewish context were not unimportant to Casaubon, they were not the sole reasons that propelled him to familiarize himself with and to reflect upon the Jewish mode of praying.\(^{163}\)

All three prayerbooks are inscribed with typical Casaubon marginalia, revealing the determined student of Hebrew as much as the inquisitive scholar and pious individual. Thus, prayers and the names of the services are, as is his wont, translated into Greek. Particularly striking is the way Casaubon read the 1598 Sephardi prayerbook for the high holy days.\(^{164}\) One of the focal elements in the service of penitential prayers recited during the ten days of penitence that connect the New Year’s Day with the Day of Atonement is the *viddui*, the confession of sins. This collection of prayers combined with supplications for forgiveness clearly resonated with Casaubon. As he makes his way through the prayerbook, he stops to reflect as he reads the prayer based on a talmudic text (Babylonian Talmud, *Yoma* 87b): “My God, before I was formed, I was of no worth, and now that I have been formed it is as though I had not been formed. I am dust in my life, how much more so in my death. Behold, I am before You like a vessel full of shame and reproach.” Casaubon renders the phrase “full of shame and reproach” into Latin.\(^{165}\) Similarly, he dubs the central prayer, *ashamnu* (we have incurred guilt)—a confession of sins listed in alphabetical order—“a remarkable confession” (“egregia confessio”).\(^{166}\) These artfully composed penitential

---

\(^{163}\) He also treats liturgy in a comparative mode, examining the order of Jewish and Christian daily prayers, in Casaubon 1614, 536; 1654, 472; 1663, 472. See also Casaubon 1614, 590–591; 1654, 520–521; 1663, 520–521, where he attacks Baronio for suggesting that the saying of grace originated with Jesus. Instead Casaubon cites Zacuto’s *Yuhasin* (Zacuto 1580/81, 9 verso), which mentions the grace after meals among the three *takkanot* (enactments) traditionally ascribed to Moses.

\(^{164}\) BL 1972.c.14. On the flyleaf Casaubon wrote out the names of the different parts of the service and noted that the Hebrew letters used to indicate the date of publication make up the word *mashiah* (Messiah): [5]358 = 1598. In his copy of Génèbrard’s *Eisagoge* (BL 622.h.32), 140 (wrongly numbered 132), Casaubon annotated the list of Hebrew books provided by the author. He glossed the entry for *Mahzor* with the words “Est editus, et vidimus apud ampliss. Thuanum eo nomine librum magnum.” At some point in his Paris years, in other words, he did not yet have his own copy of the *Mahzor* and had little knowledge of it.

\(^{165}\) Casaubon, marginal note in BL 1972.c.14, 116 recto: “vas plenum pudoris et ignaviae.”

\(^{166}\) Casaubon, marginal note in ibid., 128 recto: “egregia confessio.”
prayers recited by Jews in their synagogues every year appealed to Casaubon’s Huguenot soul.167

But it was not simply the call to repentance that attracted Casaubon’s attention, but also the legal prescriptions regarding the blowing of the ram’s horn, the *shofar*, which is the essential ingredient of the New Year’s Day service. All prayerbooks include instructions as to when and how the *shofar* is to be blown at different stages of the service. Casaubon notes that on the sabbath the *shofar* is to be mentioned in the prayer, but not sounded.168 He passes no judgment on this practice, simply records it. Perhaps he connected this prohibition with the veto on playing musical instruments in the Calvinist church.

The annotations described so far indicate that Casaubon had some proficiency in reading prayerbook Hebrew. Indeed, he demonstrates his knowledge of Jewish prayers that had become infamous among Christians and, consequently, censored. In its original formulation the *Aleinu* prayer, which begins “It is our duty to praise the Lord of all,” included a sentence describing other peoples as “kneeling and prostrating themselves to pointless folly and praying to a god that does not procure salvation.” In some manuscript prayerbooks and in printed editions these words were censored; only the blank space in the printed text would have indicated to those in the know that words had been omitted.169 On coming across the *Aleinu* prayer in its original setting, in the section dealing with God’s kingship in the additional service (*Musaf*) for the high holy days, Casaubon simply glossed, “Here the anti-Christian words have been omitted.”170 Casaubon was less thorough in his examination of the 1579 Ashkenazi prayerbook.171 But he did make a Latin rendition of two texts that were totally alien to the religious world in which he had been raised. One is the long blessing recited after every visit to the lavatory, which expresses the duty to thank God for maintaining the movements of the requisite physical organs. For this text Casaubon translates some of the more unusual words. Interestingly, he misinterprets the

---

167. He is also impressed by Solomon ibn Gabirol’s poem “Keter malkhut” (“Corona regis,” The King’s Crown), which is recited on the morning of the Day of Atonement (see his notes in ibid., 132 verso ff.) and makes some attempt at translating the typical religious vocabulary used in the poem.


169. The classic treatment of this phenomenon is W. Popper 1899; for recent discussion of this form of censorshop and its impact see Raz-Krakotzkin 2007, 164.


171. BL 1970.c.2.
Figure 1.6. Casaubon’s copy of a Hebrew prayerbook. British Library 1970.c.2.
Figure 1.7. Casaubon’s copy of a blessing from the Roman Mahzor. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 30, 96 recto.
phrase “if one of them [the orifices] is opened or closed it is impossible to stand and set oneself before You” as a reference to the resurrection of the dead.172 But even more intriguing is Ca sau bon’s Latin translation of the morning blessing recited by men, “Blessed art thou, O Lord, who did not make me a woman.”173 It is impossible to know what such a blessing signified for Ca sau bon. His society was no less patriarchal than that of the Jews, which the blessing, on a superficial reading, would seem to emphasize. But he was nevertheless accustomed to participating in public religious devotions together and on equal terms with his wife and children—or so his diary entries would have us understand.174

The notes in these prayerbooks present a picture of a dispassionate reader of the Jewish prayerbook, who simply wishes to know how others pray. But sometimes it appears that the rifling through the pages was fired by some hidden or less hidden agendas. One page of Ca sau bon’s notebooks, inscribed as usual to God, contains his transcription with some marginal notes of the prayer recited on visiting burial grounds.175 He had copied it out from yet another prayerbook, the *Mahzor of the Holy Community of Rome*. The blessing ends with the words: “He will resurrect you and set you up with justice for life in the world to come. Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who revives the dead.” The choice of this particular benediction and this particular prayerbook requires explanation.176

In 1569 Gilbert Génébrard, the erudite professor of Hebrew at the Collège Royal in Paris, renowned equally for his devotion to the Catholic cause and
for his hostility to Huguenots, produced a compilation of Hebrew writings and prayers with Latin translations. The collection included a section on the duties of mourners, extracted from the Roman Mahzor. Génébrard’s preface reveals the purpose of his rendition of these particular prayers from the Roman rite. In it he launches an offensive against the Protestant Sebastian Münster and “those of his ilk,” who had denied that Jews prayed for the dead. They had gone so far as to assert that the unequivocal statement about resurrection of the dead in 2 Maccabees (12:39–45) was an interpolation, the work of an insolent Jew. Their vicious purpose in insisting that the Jews had never up to these days used such a prayer was to undermine the Catholic church’s established custom of praying for the dead.

During his own years in Paris, Casaubon managed to lay hands on Génébrard’s copy of Sebastian Münster’s Latin translation of the Hebrew Josephus—a medieval work known as the Josippon. In his annotations on the book he copies down Münster’s provocative denial that Jews pray for the dead, but he registers his own serious reservations about the truth of Münster’s assertion. In particular, he was struck by Génébrard’s marginal note, in which he dismissed as an aberration the idea that Jews did not pray for the dead. Génébrard invoked an unimpeachable authority, his Hebrew teacher, the convert Cesar Brancassius, who corroborated his view on the basis of contemporary Jewish practice. Moreover, the Protestant Paulus Fagius had referred to “a certain great prayer in which they praise God, in

177. Génébrard 1569.
178. Génébrard 1608, 68: “Supremum lugentium officium ex libro pre cognitionem Hebraicarum, qui inscribitur Mahzor Sanctae Synagogae Romanae. Quis conspicit sepulchra Israelitarum, dicit.”
179. Ibid., 64: “Perspicient in solennibus ipsorum sacris usurpari, quae a Munstero et consimilis metalli hominibus, ut enervent librorum de Machabaeorum gestis veritatem, ut receptam Ecclesiae de orando pro mortuis consuetudinem infirment, maligne asseverantur nunquam in hunc usque diem fuisset apud ipsos usitata.” In the margin is a printed note referring to Josippon 3.19 and Münster’s discussion of it. For further evidence of Catholic views see Serarius 1611, 715: “Ipsi vero etiam Hebraei preces pro mortuis olim fuderunt, et hodie fundunt, uti testatur libellus, quem e Machzor vertit Genebrardus.” He also speaks about the great synagogue in Frankfurt and the use of the the mourner’s Kaddish and the “eternal light” (ner tamid): “In maiore Francofordensium Iudaeorum Synagoga, in ipso ingressu ad laevam, fere semper ardens lumen, aut etiam lumina plura videas. quia, si ciusquam parens lumen, praeter preces, hos etiam cereos, anno integro, accedunt.” See also Garetius 1565.
180. For a full discussion of this text see Chapter 3 below.
181. Münster 1541, 61, on 3.19: “Adduntur tamen ibi nonnulla quae hic in hebraeo non sunt, potissimum in fine subicitur, quod oratio vivorum pro defunctis facta pro sit mortuis ipsis in alia vita. Id cum in alio scripturae loco non inveniatur, neque Iudaicus in hunc usque diem in usu sit, orare pro his qui iam sunt sub iudicio dei, videtur coronis ista per audaculum aliquaem adiecta. Et ne quisquam hic garrat, me fidelem hebraismi interpretem non extitusse, hunc ego ad exemplar Constantinopolis Iudaicis impressum mitto, quod passim hodie apud Judeos nostrates invenitur, quodque ego sequutus sum, e civi inveniet, me alia non reddidisse quam quae in codice illo inveni.” The learned owner of the copy of the work in Lambeth Palace Library (E2574H.3) also indicated that this is an important passage.
whose power our worldly and heavenly existence lies.”182 Casaubon’s final verdict on the whole matter is—probably deliberately—ambiguously cynical: “This was the view of that man, who was, I believe, more learned than honorable, and certainly possessed the most vicious tongue of any man alive. As his death showed, he was born to harm the public, and died to serve it.”183

It seems, therefore, that Génébrard’s Latin translation and discussion of the prayer for the dead inspired Casaubon to acquire a copy of the Roman *Mahzor*. But Casaubon’s careful transcription of the Hebrew text, accompanied by a few translations of the expressions, shows us that his interest in the prayerbook and its prayer went beyond religious polemic; rather, his efforts demonstrate a genuine desire to deepen his understanding of Hebrew prayer. The same kind of motivation led him to examine the *Officium Beatæ Mariae* (Office of the Blessed Maria), which he happened to read in its official version sanctioned by Pope Pius V in 1571. In 1610 Casaubon entered a description of the breviary in his diary, combining praise and censure: “The book is beautifully bound and contains some pious prayers.”184 But

182. This is a reference to the Aramaic *Kaddish* prayer, which is recited by mourners.


then admiration turns to attack. Denounced in no uncertain terms is the “iniquitous” pronouncement of the pope in the preface in which he banned all use of vernacular prayer, even going so far as to call it a “superstition.” Casaubon pours out his wrath, describing the situation of his wretched French coreligionists, men and women, who, if the pope had his way, “would be deprived of the freedom to know something of that which pertains to the pious life.” In this furious stream of invective, Casaubon supports the individual’s inalienable right to pray in any language. It is not surprising, therefore, that when he came to examine other prescriptions related to the liturgy, Maimonides’ Laws of Prayer, he noticed and copied out the law that permitted a person to recite some prayers in the vernacular “provided the traditional formulas [of the Hebrew text] are used.”

Prayer is indeed a contentious issue, and when it comes to clarification of Jesus’ words in the Gospel, and Baronio’s misinterpretation of them, Casaubon again shows his colors. He castigates Baronio while at the same time demonstrating the importance of prayer for him as individual and member of a religious community. According to Casaubon, Baronio had offered an interpretation of Matthew 6:7—“But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions [βαττολογήσει, as the heathens do: for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking [πολυλογία]”—that was both incorrect and confused. Baronio had not made the requisite distinction between public and private prayer, for he interpreted the verse in relation to the recitation of the Psalms. In fact, as Augustine had explained, Jesus was decrying a certain mode of composing private, petitionary and penitential, prayers. Aside from Casaubon’s usual denunciation of Baronio, the passage is notable for highlighting his spiritual cast of mind: “Although the Psalms, with their prophetic doctrine and doxology, are not infrequently intermingled with

άντίχριστον. Alterum fuit, quod sum abominatus, in Decalogo, unde totum de imaginibus praeceps-tum est sublatum. Euge fidelis Pastor. Hoc est Dei mandata servare.”


prayers, their recitation really entails the enunciation of praises of God. But nobody can spend too much time, be it day or night, in the pious duty of lauding God with the texts taken from the holy page.”

The Psalms played a central and distinctive role in the Reformed church. The metrical French Psalms composed by Calvin, and in particular those written by the accomplished poet Clément Marot, were widely disseminated, and the singing of the Psalms became the “core congregational activity of a reformed service”:188 “When we sing them we can be certain that God puts the words into our mouths; it is as if He sings them with us for his aggrandizement.” Thus Calvin, who oversaw the composition of the 128 melodies used in the psalter, which was rarely published without the musical notation,189 This was Casaubon’s tradition. Although he did not, unlike some Huguenots, use the Psalms as a vehicle for political activity, they were often on his lips, as a story from his diary most eloquently expresses.

In 1608 Casaubon realized, while in church, that he had lost in the accidental sinking of a boat the copy of the psalter that his wife had given him as a wedding present and that he had used for twenty-two years. “There was a young man sitting in front of me,” he recalled, “and I peeked at his book so that I could join those singing the psalm. By chance they were singing the later part of Psalm 86.” He quotes the text in Hebrew and Greek, and in the “metrical version”: “Tirant ma vie du bord, Du bas tombeau de la mort”—the text that he presumably saw in his neighbor’s book.190 Clearly, Casaubon knew the Psalms so well that he could meditate on the original Hebrew text, line by line, and on its Greek counterpart, even as he joined his fellow congregants in singing the rhymed and less literal French. But Casaubon owned other psalters. One was the only book that traveled with him in that most difficult transition of his life, when he left France for England. Alone in England—his wife and children did not join until more than a year later—he turned to the psalter for consolation.

Like Ambrose, a church father close to his heart, Casaubon drew inspira-

188. Pettigree 2005, 55.
189. See ibid., 56–59.
190. Casaubon 1850, II, 621: “Erat juvenis ante me sedens, in cujus librum oculos conjicio, ut psallentibus me adjungam. Forte canebatur pars posterior psalmi octogesimi sexti.”
[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
tion, scholarly as well as spiritual, from one particular psalm (119/118), the longest in the book (176 verses).\footnote{191} This great acrostic of twenty-two stanzas of eight lines, each following alphabetic order, is characterized by its use of multiple designations for the words for Torah: law, ordinances, and precepts. As Casaubon's copybooks and diary indicate, this psalm claimed his attention over and over again.\footnote{192} In September 1611 he wrote out a "pious meditation" on the psalm in one of his copybooks: "Long is best, as was said once upon a time about the poems of some poet. All Davidic Psalms are divine, but this one excels them all; it is, as it were, the embodiment of all Holy Scripture."\footnote{193} In another corner of his copybooks, dated 23 September 1611, he presents "observatiunculae" on the same psalm. His observations range from textual questions to conceptual reflections on its meaning. The designations for the heavenly doctrine (that is, Torah) and the structure of the psalm as well as the differences between the Hebrew and Septuagint are noted down with particular attention to the specific Greek terms.\footnote{194} A short while before he jotted down these notes, he had made a long entry in his diary.\footnote{195} Again he bewails his miserable lonesome life, bereft as he is of the companionship of his wife and children. But the suffering is transformed into "a singular desire and joy" as he reads the holy scriptures. He is imbued with a "pious joy"—the true joy of the spirit. The Hebrew word שׁשון, which occurs several times in his favorite Psalm 119, is the focus of his homily. What is striking is how Casaubon reads the psalm, with an almost modern understanding of the Psalms' intertextuality; indeed the way he construes the verses has something of a midrashic ring about it. In attempting to explain the omnipresence of a term that can so easily be associated with "false pleasures," he writes:

\footnote{191} For the importance and centrality of Psalm 119 in the church see Deissler 1955 and Harl 1972.\footnote{192} For example, in Bod MS Casaubon 6 he transcribes Psalm 119, which he calls "vere aureus, vere divinus," in full (22 verso–24 recto).\footnote{193} Bod MS Casaubon 25, 125 recto: "Vere enim dici potest de psalmis Davidis quod olim de poetae nescio cuius poematis, optimum esse quod esset longissimum. Sunt sane omnes cantiones Davidis admirandae et uno verbo divinae: sed illa certa quadam ratione mihi videtur excellere quod doceat nos quasi πράξεως totius Sacrae Scripturae."\footnote{194} Bod MS Casaubon 28, 14 recto–verso.\footnote{195} Casaubon 1850, II, 881–882 (19 September 1611): "Mane totum posui in lectione et meditatione Ψαλμων τινων. Hanc ego in misera hac vita et praesenti mea solitudine miserrima solam voluptatem, solum gaudium percipio, quod ex librorum sacrorum lectione animo meo oboritur. Gaudium dico, quia etsi non permittis mihi gaudere sollicitudo de uxore et liberis, itemque aliae molestissimae curae; quia tamen animum, uti possum, atollo ad Creatorem et Redemptorem meum, dum in his sum cogitationibus, pia quadam laetitia profundor et gaudeo, te, Deus aeterne, supplex venerans, ut meum, meae et meorum animos a falsis gaudiiis ad verum illud traducas quod tui timentibus est proprium." These reflections on the psalm continue on 20–21 September 1611.
I notice that this “joy” is mentioned throughout the Holy Scripture either when the righteous request it from God, or when gratitude is expressed for having obtained it. The word שָׁשִׂון and words derived from it occur so often in Psalm 119, indicating a special kind of joy. After having committed his sin David beseeches God in Psalm 51 to restore joy and gladness [verse 8]; and only later does he explain what is meant by the joy, for [he says] “Restore to me the joy in Your salvation” [verse 12].196

Casaubon searches for the meaning of this word which, in its absolute state, can carry so many varied and contradictory connotations. He invokes another psalm in which the incidence of the word in a historical context aids a nuanced understanding of its precise connotation. In the phrase “the joy of thy salvation” (51:14), where the word appears in a construct state (connected to another noun), it takes on a specific meaning: the joy of the sinner whose sin has been forgiven and on whom God’s salvation is bestowed.

Casaubon’s reflections on and philological meanderings among the Psalms, as with other parts of the Old Testament, reveal a fine understanding of the biblical text. Like so many Reformed Christians, he had learned Hebrew in his youth, and he had become intensely absorbed in the study of a wide variety of commentaries on the Bible, which enriched his reading. But his attraction to Hebrew literature was not confined to the Old Testament or prayerbooks. Among the Hebrew books in Casaubon’s possession was a work not usually found on the shelves of Christian Hebraists (or, for that matter, known to all Jews). The Sefer Hasidim, or Book of the Pious, of Judah the Pious is a remarkable text, composed in the Rhineland in the late twelfth century.197 It describes the lives of a circle of Pietists whose constant quest was to discover and follow the “will of their creator.” This quest, expressed by fear and love of God and self-abnegation, went together with a strict adherence to the principles of Torah. The reader of the book is brought into the world of this pietistic community in which the tension between learning and familial obligations is constantly articulated, and where, even

Figure 1.9. Casaubon, note in his copy of Judah ben Samuel's *Sefer Hasidim*. British Library 1934.f.13.
more distinctively, the pious Jews’ devotion to the Torah and its traditions is enforced by their dedication to the material book and its production.198

In an exchange of letters with Scaliger, Casaubon had referred to his ownership of the book, which he offered to lend. But he appears to have been affected by Scaliger’s unfavorable assessment of the work in his reply, for he did not reveal how carefully he had read it.199 On the title page of his copy, as so often, Casaubon summarizes the book, “which teaches the basis of piety and then explains the duties of the pious, which are exemplified by many stories about the righteous as well as the wicked.”200 It is unlikely that Casaubon read the book with as much concentration and understanding as he did the works of the classical tradition, but there was clearly something about this book that made it worth reading. The pious Casaubon is struck by the prayers it contains,201 and the bibliophile Casaubon is fascinated by its narratives about scribes and their books.202 One story, in particular, earns his praise:

There was a woman who was charitable but whose husband was stingy and did not wish to buy books or to give charity. So when the time came to perform her monthly immersion203 she did not wish to do so. He asked her: “Why do you not immerse yourself?” She said: “I will not immerse myself unless you agree to buy books and give money to charity.” And he was not willing to comply with her request, and she refused to immerse herself until he would agree to buy books and give charity. He complained about her to the sage, who told the man: “May your wife be blessed that she forced you to perform a religious duty.” To his wife he said, “If you are able to ensure that he performs good actions, all well and good, but with re-

198. See Fishman 2006.
201. On the phenomenon of prayer among the Rhineland Pietists and their use of number symbolism see Fishman 2004.
202. Casaubon, note on flyleaf of BL 1934.f.13: “Pag. 72 sive 94 et seqq. agit de scribis et libris eorum scriptione ac descriptione: item de off. doctorum et discipulorum, etc. Quaedam inibi фηλολογια.”
203. This refers to ritual immersion, which a woman has to undergo a week after the end of her menstruation before she can resume sexual relations with her husband.
Figure 1.10. Casaubon, note in his copy of Calvin's catechism, in Hebrew. Houghton Library, Harvard University, Heb. 7103.978.5/*FC5.C2646.Zz554c.
gard to sexual intercourse, do not put an obstacle before him, lest he contemplates sinning, and you therefore will be prevented from conceiving and he will become even more incensed.”

“Elegant” is the way Casaubon refers to this story, his marginal summary of which oddly omits any mention of male desire. It exemplifies not so much women’s love of books as their role as custodians of the book, for in the society of Rhineland Jewry women took it upon themselves to ensure that the books were copied out by scribes and then loaned out to students. Casaubon was as passionate a book-buyer and as dependent for all practical purposes on his wife as any yeshivah bocher. On 19 May 1611 he recorded in his diary a typical book-buyer’s vain resolution to improve: “Today I paid the booksellers what I owed, except for Norton, my debt to whom is the largest. I have emptied my purse. ’It is too late to save when all is spent’ [Seneca, Epistulae 1.1.5]. I take no thought for my wife, I take no thought for my children. Today I decided that until my wife arrives I will not spend more than a gold sovereign on books—unless something truly rare turns up!”

No wonder, then, that this medieval short story, contained in a Jewish book, combining the acquisition of books, marital life, and charitable deeds, appeared to epitomize the things that mattered most in his life.

One point at least is now clearer than it was: why a Hebrew version of Calvin’s catechism caught Casaubon’s eye. He left very few notes in the book, but of them appears right at the beginning. It refers not to Calvin’s text but to the preface by the translator, Immanuel Tremellius, a converted Jew. Tremellius starts out by describing and praising the many Hebrew prayer-books he has seen, before explaining the superiority of his Christian one. “The breviaries of the Jews,” wrote Casaubon as he gathered one more tiny piece of source material for his wide-ranging and appreciative survey of Jewish prayer. This Casaubon—Casaubon the Hebraist—is our subject.

---

TWO

How Casaubon Read Hebrew Texts

Learning Hebrew

In September 1612, Casaubon wrote a letter to Franeker’s distinguished professor of Hebrew, Johannes Drusius. After a characteristic show of appreciation for his addressee’s scholarship Casaubon admitted that the onset of old age, perhaps paradoxically, had brought on an even greater desire for learning (φιλομάθεια). He was now intent on spending all his spare time reading a Hebrew commentary on Pirke Avot that he had recently acquired. It was printed in Venice and contained the commentaries of “R. Samuel and Rasi.” The work that had so engaged Casaubon’s attention was the Midrash Shemuel, a commentary on Avot, the most popular tractate of the Mishnah. Traditionally designated Pirke Avot (Chapters of the Fathers), this collection of enigmatic adages and ethical pronouncements had attracted the exegetical creativity of Jews and Christians over the centuries. Of the many commentaries available by the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Midrash Shemuel, written by the Safed preacher and Kabbalist Samuel di Uceda, would not seem the first port of call for a Christian scholar wishing to receive enlightenment about the meaning of Avot. But Casaubon did read the work—in its second edition, published by the Venetian press of di Gara in 1585—as his copy, now housed in the British Library, eloquently demonstrates. Nor was this his first copy of the text of Avot. Already in his possession was the Latin translation and commentary on Avot by the prolific Ger-


2. On Samuel di Uceda (1540–?), see Pachter 1994, chap. 2; and Samuel di Uceda 1951.
Figure 2.1. Casaubon's copy of Samuel di Uceda's *Midrash Shemuel*. British Library 1952.f.9.
man Hebraist Paulus Fagius; but, as Casaubon noted on the flyleaf of his copy of the Midrash Shemuel, Samuel’s text differed from that of Fagius in both length and layout.  

Like Gilbert Murray, who is said to have translated the leader of the Times into Greek every day during breakfast, Casaubon often translated sections of his current reading material into Greek. Hebrew texts, in particular, lent themselves to this sort of reading. Greek, apparently, was the language that could most effectively mirror the Hebrew original. As he perused Uceda’s Avot, Casaubon’s attention was attracted by the epithet given to Hananiah in chapter 3: “Rabbi Hananiah, the segan hakohanim [deputy of the priests], said, ‘Pray for the welfare of the kingdom, since, but for fear of it, men would have swallowed up each other alive’” (3:2). In his Greek translation of this dictum Casaubon translated segan hakohanim as σέγκεκληνος ἄρχερεόνων. At the bottom of the page he wrote out the expression הכהנים סגן in Hebrew characters together with references to one of the period’s standard Hebrew lexica, Elijah Levita’s Tishbi (Isny, 1541), and to the preface to the Thesaurus temporum, the reconstruction of the Greek and Latin texts of Eusebius’ Chronicle, carried out by his soulmate Joseph Scaliger. This careful

3. Possibly BL 481.c.4.(1).
5. Ibid., 85 verso: “הכהנים סגן vide in Thisbi, et Scal. praef. in Euseb.” Scaliger discussed this point in his Elenchus of Nicolaus Serarius, as Casaubon noted in the margin of his copy of the book, BL C.79.a.4.(2), 111, as well as in the text Casaubon cited here, Scaliger’s Thesaurus temporum, Casaubon’s annotated copy of which is Cambridge University Library Adv.a.3.4.
6. Levita 1541, s.v. segen. Levita comments that the word is always found in a construct form with the meaning of “vice–high priest.” In his copy of the Basel 1601 Tishbi (BL 1936.c.3), Casaubon underlines the term under discussion.
7. Joseph Scaliger, “In chronica Eusebii Pamphili prolegomena” (1606), in Cambridge University Library Adva.a.3.4, *vi recto; Scaliger 1658, **verso–**2 recto: “Sed Eusebius rationem habuit quatuor Paschatum, id est trium annorum, quot designantur a Johanne Evangelista. Inscitia autem rerum lu-

daicarum haec est, quod tam Annam quam Kaiaphem apud Lucam, putavit esse summum pontificem: quum tamen Annas fuerit non ἄρχερεεις vere, sed ut Ecclesia Constantinopolitana loquitur, πρωτο-
σέγκεκληνος τοῦ ἄρχερεῶν . . . Talmudice sive Judaice ἡγαττὸς κυρίων ἰερωμός . . . Talmudice sive Judaice ἡγαττὸς κυρίων ἰερωμός. Is ea de causse summum sacerdoti socius dabatur, ut si per morbum, aut propter aliam causam somnicarum, ille non posset obire ea munia, quae neminem, praeter solum summum sacerdote, obire fas est, vicarius eam necessitatem expleret, praesertim in decima Tisri, quando Sacerdos in Sancta adyta ingrediuebat, in quae nulli alii sacerdotti, praeterquam ipsam, ingredi liceret, aut vicario eius, si ille morbo impeditus, aut ἀνειρωγμος, quod ipsi vocant ἄρχοντα, pollutus, id praestare non posset, cuius rei meminit Talmud, et exemplum extat apud Iosephum. Ideo tanta auctoritas illius vicarii erat ut minimo minus alter Pontific ex esset. Nam qui in Evangelio ἄρχερεεις dicuntur . . . i.e eo loco erant apud Pontificem Maximum, quo σύγγκεκ-

λος etiam hodie apud Patriarchas Constantinopolitanum, Antiochenum, Alexandrinum. Primicerius autem eorum, hoc est πρωτοσύγγκεκληνος, secundum proxime a patriarca locum obtinens, et olim ante Turcarum imperium patriarca designatus, est instar vicarii Pontificis Lerosolimitani, de cuius auctoritate existimare licet ex illis Targum Lerosolimitani . . . Nam ambos [Annas et Kaiaphas] eodem
noting of the term סגן הכהנים with relevant bibliography alerts the reader that Casaubon had something in mind as he read the commentary on the Mishnah.

Casaubon’s letter to Drusius is dated September 1612. It was around this time that he began a monumental project, his extended criticism of Cardinal Cesare Baronio’s Roman Catholic version of church history, to which we will return. Casaubon finished only one volume of his response to the cardinal, but the long text that came to print in 1614 under the title De rebus sacr is et ecclesiasticis exercitationes XVI ad Baronii annales constituted a wide-ranging, often aggressive, sometimes venomous, refutation of the cardinal’s reconstruction of the life and times of Jesus. In attacking Baronio Casaubon pulled out all the stops from his vast stock of erudition, using his expertise in Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, and relevant sources to demolish Baronio by exposing his scholarly deficiencies. In book 13, dealing with the year 31, Casaubon addressed Baronio’s treatment of the knotty problem of the two high priests Annas and Kaiaphas, who, according to the Gospel of Luke (3:2) and Acts (4:6), held office simultaneously. The problem of the texts need not detain us here. What is significant is that as he berated Baronio for having tried to resolve the old problem by rejecting “the one and only true proof” culled from scripture itself and upheld by the rabbis, Casaubon revealed the order and manner of his own reading.

Baronio, Casaubon argued, got it wrong; he had been incapable of understanding how the institution of the priesthood functioned in antiquity. It was not true that the only function of the second high priest was to substitute briefly for the incumbent high priest in times of emergency. After all, scripture refers to high priests in twos: Nadav and Avihu, Eleazar and Ithamar. Furthermore—and here comes the jibe: “One has to be ignorant of Jewish antiquity in its entirety not to know that the title ‘segan hakohanim’ occurs frequently in rabbinic texts.” Look at Elijah in his Tishbi and the scholia of R. Samuel and others on the second saying of chapter 3 of Pirke Avoth.”

The term se gan hakohanim, Casaubon explained, is similar to av tempore summum sacerdotium gerere non potuisse, recte quidem iudicavit Eusebius . . . Itaque conn uctionem illam Annae et Kaiaphae apud Lucam ita interprettatur Eusebius, ut intelligendum sit, quantum ad sacerdotium, separatos esse, quod duo summii sacerdotes simul esse non possint: quantum ad tem pus prae dicationis,coniunctos, ita ut Annas in annum baptismi, Kaiaphas in annum Passionis coni cciendus sit.”

8. See Chapter 4.
9. Levita 1541, 121, s.v. “Segen”: “The deputy of the high priest is called se gen.”
bet din (he actually speaks of abim bet din),\textsuperscript{11} who functioned as vice-president of the Sanhedrin. The relation between the segen and high priest, as indicated by Scaliger in his preface to Eusebius, is similar to that of the syncellos or protosyncellos and the patriarch of Constantinople. According to Casaubon, therefore, Baronio had failed to understand that the institution of the second high priest was attested both biblically and postbiblically, and not only from Jewish traditional texts but also from sources depicting the practices of the Eastern church of Constantinople.

It was no accident that this analogy occurred to Casaubon. The Greek word syncellos, which Casaubon used to render the word segen as it appears in Avot, was in the forefront of the minds of both Scaliger and Casaubon already in 1599. In fact, from the time that Scaliger started to work on his reconstruction of Eusebius’ Chronicle, and with the help of Casaubon and other friends sought out the essential chronological materials for such an arduous endeavor, the eighth-century world chronicle of George the Syncellus was perhaps the source highest on his list of desiderata.\textsuperscript{12} What we see here is the great Greek scholar studying a Hebrew text most assiduously, making connections as he reads and finally applying his recently acquired knowledge to a polemical disquisition on a delicate historical matter relating to New Testament times. One cannot help marveling at how nonchalantly Casaubon uses his newfound knowledge, just culled from Samuel di Uceda’s commentary, as a standard by which to evaluate his opponent’s expertise.\textsuperscript{13}

But Casaubon did indeed invest much time reading Samuel di Uceda’s commentary on Avot. He appears to have been undaunted by the closely printed Rashi type and by Uceda’s constant allusions to contemporary authors. On the contrary, he singles out significant names, ideas, and words in the text. Having noted his appreciation of the “golden saying about Holy Scripture,”\textsuperscript{14} “Turn it [Torah] around, turn it around; for it contains all (Avot 6:22),” he turns to Uceda’s commentary to retrieve information—which he was to employ in print—about the supposed author of the adage, a certain Ben Bag Bag (“Fil. bag bag”).\textsuperscript{15} This unconvincing name, according to Uce-

\textsuperscript{11} A surprisingly elementary error: the plural of \textit{av} is \textit{avot}.


\textsuperscript{13} In a copybook (Bod MS Casaubon 30, 39 recto) that antedates this discussion, Casaubon inserts \textit{segen} into a list of Hebrew roots, simply translating the word as “princeps.”

\textsuperscript{14} BL 1952.f.9, 219 recto: “Aureum dictum de S.S.”

\textsuperscript{15} Discussing Herod’s parentage, he proceeds to discuss Jewish attitudes toward converts. He considers Ben Bag Bag’s saying to be “worthy of Moses”; Casaubon 1614, 27; 1654, 25; 1663, 25: “Scimus etiam, doctorem quendam, cuius divina sententia et vel Mose ipso digna (non defuerunt qui Hilleli eam tribuerent, ut est in lochasin pag. xix) extat in Pirke Aboth cap. v. sub finem, a Rabinis caeteris
Casaubon's sources, was invented in order to protect proselytes from informers. In the same vein, perhaps, is his underlining of a citation from Joseph ibn Nahmias, to the effect that it is the mental state of the sacrificiant that validates or disqualifies the sacrifice. In this case, Casaubon translates the words *poselet* (disqualifies) and *makhsheret* (validates) into Greek. Is he attracted by the idea expressed in this interpretation? After all, the notion of purity of intention was certainly in keeping with his own pietistic mentality. Or is the underlining and translation of these words simply one of hundreds of examples of Casaubon's mode of committing significant words and expressions to memory?

As he read Uceda, Casaubon made constant reference to Fagius' Latin translation and commentary of the text. A perusal of his annotations on Uceda's texts reveals that Casaubon was not tempted to adopt the Christian Hebraist's version of Avot in preference to that of the Kabbalist. The correct meaning of the text was what mattered; this was the rule according to which he read. If uncertain about the meaning of a word in Avot, Casaubon often supplied two possible translations. Antigonus of Sokho, a sage of the Second Temple period, provided one of the text's most famous lessons: "Do not serve the master on condition of receiving a *peras*" (Avot 1:3). At first, Casaubon translated *peras* by the Greek word *misthos*, reward. This was the dominant interpretation of the term, which gained currency through a gloss in *Avot d'Rabbi Nathan* identifying the Sadduceans and Boethusians as the heretical disciples of Antigonus' disciples, who failed to understand the meaning of his saying. But he then added a note referring to Scaliger's rendering, *demensum*, or "portion," thus suggesting a meaning of the word that radically changed the interpretation of the dictum. This second interpretation was proposed again more than four centuries later by the distinguished scholar of Hellenistic Judaism Elias Bickerman, in a famous article in the *Harvard Theological Review* (1951). Here Bickerman argued that Antigonus had told Jews who despaired under persecution that they must serve God.

---

16. BL 1952.f.9, 220 verso: "Cur dicatur ben bag bag."
17. E.g., on the saying "love work" (Avot 1:10, 24 verso), he supplies both *στέργις* and *φιλέι*.  
18. BL 1952.f.9, 11 verso.  
19. Ibid.: "ἢ διέστη δεδεμένα, ὅσα ρασαίτης Ἰακώβων ἰδεῖ εκεῖνην ἡμᾶς ἤσπερ. Ἡ βλαστήστρον ἡ λεγόμενη πρὸς τὸν Ἴσααν καὶ τὸν Πετεραν, τοῖς δὲ μέσῳ τούτων συνεδρίας, καὶ τοῖς ἕλληνας εἰς τὴν ἡγεμονίαν τῆς Ἀραβίας."
even if they received absolutely nothing—not even enough to survive on—in return.\textsuperscript{20}

Casaubon, as we have seen, was a great philologist, one of the greatest in an age when philologists enjoyed immense prestige. His unswerving defense of truth is emblazoned in one of his notebooks, where he decries the lies recounted by ancient ecclesiastical writers ostensibly “for the greater glory of God.” He pursued this point in his correspondence with Scaliger and in a number of his publications, especially, as we have seen in the previous chapter, in relation to the Hermetic fantasies. Jews were by no means exempted from his critical scrutiny. He despised the Jesuit doctrine of the \textit{dolus bonus}, the deceit that could be justified if practiced to attain a good end;\textsuperscript{21} and he placed in the same evil category the “blasphemous pronouncement of the Jews: גודל השלום שבר המילים בלשוןUTOR]-Great is peace, for Scripture used deceitful speech [for the sake of maintaining peace between Joseph and his brethren].\textsuperscript{22} Writing out this saying taken from an extended oration on peace, and translating it, as is his wont, into Greek, Casaubon has only one comment to make, “ô scelus,” what a crime!\textsuperscript{23}

Knowledge was to be pursued, but the perversion of truth, Christian or

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} Bickerman 1951.
\item \textsuperscript{21} See Bod MS Casaubon 25. On 64 recto Casaubon asks whether equivocation can be justified by the story of Jacob and Esau, and uses Chrysostom to show that it cannot. On 65 recto–66 verso he records: “Excerpta e Garneti epistolis, aut aliis eodem pertinentibus. Accepi a Praefecto Arcis Londini septem chartas, sive folia separata, eo spectantia, quarum haec est summa.” What interested him about these papers of Henry Garnett, S.J., executed in 1606, in the wake of the Gunpowder Plot, for conspiring to overthrow the monarchy, was what they seemed to him to reveal about the Jesuits’ practices. On 66 recto–verso he quotes Garnett’s words, written in English in a script very different from his normal one, on how “in Cases of lawfull Equivocation, the speech by equivocation beinge saued from a lye. the same speeche may be without periury conteined by oath or by any other usuall way though it were by receiuinge the sacrament yf iust necesity so require.” On 66 verso Casaubon responds: “En doctrinamistorum hominum de aequivocatione: en satanae discipulos.” Casaubon used this material, which was clearly leaked to him, in Casaubon 1611, with copious attestations of the precision with which he reproduced it.
\item \textsuperscript{22} The passage is Leviticus Rabba 9:9, which presents several examples of scriptural personalities taking economies with the truth for the sake of effecting reconciliation. Casaubon is probably referring to the narration about a message sent to Joseph by his brothers in Gen. 50:16 ff.: “Y our father commanded before he died, ‘So shall you say to Joseph: Forgive, I pray you, the transgression of the servants of the God of your father.’ ” No such directive is actually found in scripture.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Bod MS Casaubon 27, 200 recto: “Veteres scriptores ecclesiasticæ historiae et τοις μαρτυρογράψων multa secus quam acciderant atque adeo palam saepe falsa scripsisse, notum est eruditis. Hoc autem natum ex persuasione prava quod ad gloriam Dei etiam mentiri fas esset. Simillima persuasio scelestissimorum Judaearum quorum est blasphema vox . . . ô scelus.” Cf. Scaliger’s remark to Casaubon in 1605, Scaliger 1627, 304: “Adeo verbum Dei inefficax esse censuerunt, ut regnum Christi sine mendacius promoveri posse diffiderent.” Quantin 2009, 147–148, points out that Casaubon’s sharp criticisms of early Christian writers on grounds like these provoked the ire of Richard Mountagu and many others, who saw him, paradoxically, as an enemy of the church fathers.
\end{itemize}
Jewish, was not to be countenanced. Absorbed as he was in Hebrew and Judaic studies, and ever intent on acquiring knowledge to facilitate his reading of biblical, rabbinic, and medieval Hebrew literature, Casaubon does not appear to evince any real sympathy for Jews. Least of all does he show any for the rabbis. In his grand critique of Baronio’s *Ecclesiastical Annals* he articulates his judgment on Jews and their texts: Christians should pay attention to the rabbis when they speak about the Hebrew language or talmudic institutions. But when it comes to actual content, to history or to explication of the antiquities of the ancient people, no confidence should be given to their testimony, “unless we want to be fooled.” Nevertheless, this stereotypical judgment, as we will ultimately demonstrate, is never taken to the letter.

Casaubon’s career as a scholar included a lifelong engagement with the Hebrew language and with Jewish texts. As he wrote to the doyen of Hebrew studies, the elder Buxtorf, in 1610, “Although I am sorry about the [limited] progress I have made in your form of letters, I have always loved the Holy Tongue.” As early as 1592 he had elaborated an ambitious program, first to master rabbinic Hebrew and then to use the language actively as he explored the Levant and mastered Arabic. In pursuit of this aim he asked the distinguished Levantine traveler and state counselor Philippe Canaye de Fresnes to help him obtain a copy of one of the great rabbinic Bibles printed in Venice, as well as David Kimhi’s Hebrew grammar and book of Hebrew roots. As a student at Geneva he heard Theodore Beza lecture on the Old Testament and took Hebrew lessons with a noted scholar, Pierre Chevalier (Petrus Cevallerius). In a letter to Scaliger written in 1604, he speaks of Chevalier with great respect, admitting that after the untimely death of his teacher he had not managed to make much progress in Hebrew. Later he taught He-

24. Casaubon 1614, 455; 1654, 402; 1663, 402: “Rabbinis ubi de lingua Hebraica agitur, et vocis aliquidus proprietate, vel aliquo Thalmudico instituto, merito a Christianis tribui non parum: ubi vero a verbis venitur ad res, aut ad historiam, vel rerum antiquarum veteris populi populi explicationem: nisi falli et decipi volumus, nihil admodum esse illis fidei habendum.” This is a common attitude; see Hugo Grotius, *Annotationes ad Matt.* 24:24: “Nam ex quo patria expulsi sunt, omnis apud illos historia crassis erroribus et fabulis est inquinata; quibus proinde nihil credendum est, nisi alii testes accedant” (*Critici sacri* 1660, VI, 733–734).

25. Casaubon 1709, 606: “Nam etsi quantum in vestris literis profecerim, me sane poenitet, amavi tamen semper Linguam Sanctam.”

26. Ibid., 569.


28. Casaubon 1709, 206: “Equidem non dubito, multa in Sacrís Literís ex Judæorum scriptís posse, atque adeo debere illustrari. Sed quotusquisque nostrum est, qui de eo vel cogit, vel qui eum usum tịs’ Ραββίνων διαλέκτου habeat, ut par sit tanto incepto? Olim in eo studio aliquid operæ atque olei consumpsimus, usi Magistro Petro Cevallerio Genevensi, quo nihil probius, nihil ἀπλοῖοκόσμερων. Verum amisso morte immatura amicissimo Praeceptore, non multum post illa profecimus.” And see,
brew briefly in Calvin’s Academy, and even set out to translate the *Josippon*, a medieval Hebrew adaptation of Josephus, into Latin.29 His notes on the New Testament, written while he was only in his twenties, paid close attention to what he took as “Hebraisms”: Greek words and phrases used in senses that derived from the Hebrew Old Testament.30

The pursuit of Jewish or Hebrew knowledge became a passionate commitment. Casaubon’s famous diary, his notebooks, and his letters swarm with references to Hebrew texts.31 The lists of the contents of his library (among his notebook collection in the Bodleian) and the books themselves, a good many of which, together with the *Midrash Shemuel*, are now in the British Library, testify to his constant preoccupation with Hebrew, Hebrew texts, and Jewish tradition in a multiplicity of forms.32 When Casaubon made one of the momentous steps in his scholarly career and in 1599 left his impoverished but tranquil life in Montpellier for Paris, he also had to leave behind some of his books. In the list of books he subsequently ordered to be sent to him the Hebrew items are conspicuous.33 Similarly, a fairly large concentration of books of Jewish content was shelved in his “small study.”34 According to a list compiled after his death, Casaubon even possessed various Hebrew manuscripts, including the *Zohar* and a fascicle of the Talmud. But too, Meric Casaubon’s polemical reply to the Jesuit Bulenger, who accused his father of relying for his knowledge of Hebrew on a Jewish informant, in his *Pietas*, in Casaubon 1709, 103: “Scito autem, Bulengere, illum mature ad illas literas animum applicuisse, et adhuc juvenem Rabbinorum sacris initiatum a Petro Cevallerio: a quo tamen non tantum didicit, quantum optabat, propter viri illius optimi et doctissimi immaturam mortem.”

29. Pattison 1892, 43. For Casaubon’s teaching see his letter to Prideaux, Casaubon 1709, 528: “Vixi annos quatuordecim Genevae Professor, primo Graecarum literarum, deinde etiam Latinarum, aliquando etiam Hebraicarum.” For his early work on the *Josippon* see Bod MS Casaubon 27, 169 recto: “Vertere coeperam Genavae Hebraeum Josephum in Lat. sermonem: cum in secundo libro versarer, cognovi Munsterum totum opus pridem fecisse Latinum.”

30. Casaubon 1587.

31. Casaubon is constantly adding to his bibliographical stock of Hebraica. See Bod MS Casaubon 52, 26 recto: “Auctorum apud Hebraeos nobiliorum elenches.” The alphabetical list on 26 recto–48 recto is a hodgepodge of authors and works: Casaubon even has an entry on Berosus. Since he refers to Scaliger’s attack on Serarius, he must have been compiling it after 1605. The list begins with Abraham Zacuth, for whom his source of information is Augustinus Ricius, *De motu octavae spherae* (Paris, 1521). Astute as ever, Casaubon questions whether the author of the Astronomy is also the author of *Yuhasin*—a work that he later uses for authoritative information on Jewish history in his *Exercitationes* (see Chapter 4 below ). Other fifteenth- and sixteenth-century authors include Moses Albelda, Gedalia ibn Yahya, Leon Modena, and Abraham Laniado. For some entries he simply refers to the titles of books, presumably because he did not know the names of the authors. For example, he refers to Abraham Sabà’s *Zeror hamor*, which had been cited by Fagius. He also translates the title page of the Cremona edition of the *Zohar* into Greek and has a long note on the *Sefer tikkunim* (*Tikkunei haZohar*).

32. See Appendix 3 below.

33. See Bod MS Casaubon 22, 60 recto.

34. Ibid., 57 recto: “Libri et manuscripti Is. Causaboni in parvo musaeo” (dated 2 August 1614).
Figure 2.2. Casaubon’s notes in Latin and in cursive Hebrew, in his copy of Jean Mercier’s edition of the minor prophets. British Library 1942.g.3.
Figure 2.3. Casaubon's list of books to be sent on from Paris to London. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 22, 104 recto.
this coherent and sizable collection—perhaps the richest Hebrew collection in England when Casaubon arrived—dissolved, for the most part, in the vast ocean of the Royal Library in London, which acquired the lion’s share of Casaubon’s books after his death. The reconstruction that follows rests on many kinds of evidence, but above all on those of Casaubon’s Hebrew books that we have been able to identify.

Books were Casaubon’s life breath, and the literature of antiquity his constant companion. He was fully cognizant, therefore, of what was required in order to decode the texts of the past. Greek and Latin were, according to one report, his mother tongues (whereas he spoke French “like a peasant”). As we have seen, from the period when he was still in France Hebrew was part of his daily curriculum, and he wrote out Hebrew words and texts in a beautiful, careful Hebrew hand, quite unlike the Greek and Latin scrawl that generations of scholars have tried—and occasionally failed—to decipher.

The different hands encapsulate the essential difference in Casaubon’s command of these languages: a familiar, fluent, native Greek and Latin in contrast to a (mostly) correct but painstaking mode of reading Hebrew. His Hebrew script reflected the acquisition of Hebrew knowledge through books.

It will not come as a surprise that Casaubon possessed all the major grammars of Hebrew from Kimhi to Levita, from Chevalier to Buxtorf. Like most Christian Hebraists, he held the foremost Jewish grammarian and Massoret, Elijah Levita, in awe. The desire to learn all the rules and peculiarities of the Hebrew language is manifested in all the Hebrew books that Casaubon possessed. In the copybook that contains his own running commen-

35. For a description of Casaubon’s library and its fate see Birrell 1980. The Casaubon manuscripts include an itemized list of those of his books that remained in Paris at his death (Bod MS Casaubon 22, 94–103) and a numerical inventory—but not a list of titles—of the books that he had with him in London (Bod MS Casaubon 21, 19). Our conclusions about his later Hebrew reading rest chiefly on the evidence of his letters, his publications, his manuscripts in Oxford, and his annotated Hebrew books in the British Library, the presence of which was noted already by Schechter 1896, 315.


37. Casaubon does also occasionally use a somewhat awkward cursive Hebrew script. See, e.g., his typical concluding “praise to God” at the end of his copy of the book of Joel: BL 1942.g.3, reproduced as Figure 2.2 here. According to Malachi Beit-Arié (personal communication), this script is basically Ashkenazic current semicursive, although the letter tav is more reminiscent of the Sephardic style.

38. Levita was certainly an indispensable authority for Casaubon, but not an infallible one. See, e.g., Casaubon 1614, 455; 1654, 402; 1663, 402. One of his copybooks (Bod MS Casaubon 16) is a partial translation of Levita’s Massoret haMassoret, starting with the third preface. The hand is definitely not Casaubon’s, and the catalogue suggests that the version is by his teacher, the Genevan Hebraist and censor Pierre Chevalier. Casaubon, in any event, read and annotated this text, and used it in an important letter on the Masorah to Jean Porthaise, Casaubon 1709, 173–174.
Figure 2.4. Casaubon's notes on Proverbs. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 6.
tary on Proverbs, which he wrote in Montpellier, Casaubon articulates the strain he is undergoing in trying to master the holy tongue. Glossing the word *yetsar* in “Your step should not be straitened [*yetsar*]” (4:12), he complains that there is nothing more irksome in Hebrew than the incidence of multiple verbs whose roots are similar, but not identical, and yet yield the same meaning. But as he struggles to master the intricacies of Hebrew grammar—an effort that, as his various heavily annotated Hebrew textbooks demonstrate, he made over and over again—he absorbs and fine-tunes every word and every bit of information. Reading the introduction to the *Mikhlol*, in which Kimhi cites the rabbinic exhortation “one should always teach in a succinct manner,” he adds the talmudic source, and recalls a similar sentiment expressed by Horace in the *Ars Poetica* (335): “Let whatever you teach be brief.” For Casaubon the wisdom of the ancients knew no religious or linguistic boundaries.

Aramaic and its relation Syriac were languages that no self-respecting student of early Christianity or rabbinic Judaism could ignore. By the late sixteenth century a variety of texts, translations, and grammars were available in print. Casaubon appears to have either possessed or read all the basic texts, which included the grammars of Münster and Canini, the Syriac New Testament text of Immanuel Tremellius, and Latin translations of Targum Jonathan on the prophets. According to a letter written to the older Buxtorf, Casaubon possessed the copy of Münster’s Chaldaic dictionary, which had passed through the hands of a worthy line of Christian Hebraists: Jean Mercier and Pierre Chevalier. The British Library’s exemplum of the work, with its layers of marginal notes in hands other than Casaubon’s, seems to be the copy in question. Lexica in abundance filled his shelves, including Nathan ben Yehiel’s *Arukh* and Santes Pagninus’ *Thesaurus*. Of particular note is

39. Bod MS Casaubon 6, 7 recto–21 verso. This is for the most part a philological commentary influenced by Mercier, with many references to the Septuagint and to Levita’s *Tishbi*. On Proverbs 25:23 Casaubon makes a connection between the Aramaic word הָרִיבָא, which the people of Narbonne still use, and “which we here in Montpellier call ‘garbin.’”: Bod MS Casaubon 6, 18 verso: “Ac notemus ventum צור צור יצר haec tria signif. idem.”

40. Ibid., 10 recto: “Nihil in hac lingua molestius minus exercitatis, quam adfititas radicum idem significantium, ut זָרִי רָזִי רָבִי הָרִיבָא haec tria signif. idem.”


42. From a letter to Beza (Casaubon 1709, 71) in which Casaubon refers to the “Syrus interpres” it is clear that he was reading Tremellius’ edition of the Syriac New Testament in Hebrew type as early as 1597.

43. BL 621.g.1.
Figure 2.5. Casaubon’s copy of Antoine Chevalier’s Hebrew grammar. British Library 621.i.9.
David de’ Pomi’s trilingual lexicon *Tsemah David*, which Casaubon clearly used as a model for a lexicon of Arabic that he intended to compile, since only Arabic characters in his hand adorn the empty interlacing leaves of the lexicon.\(^{44}\)

Casaubon owed much to the works of the great Christian Hebraists, such as Jean Mercier, Andreas Masius, Gilbert Génébrard, Sebastian Münster, Paulus Fagius, Johannes Buxtorf, and Johannes Drusius. The publications of lesser-known Hebraists also figured in his library. Sebastian Lepusculus, professor of Hebrew in Basel from 1556 to 1575, produced a potpourri of texts in a volume published in Basel in 1559.\(^{45}\) He selected parts of Avot for partial commentary, and even added a Yiddish homily on R. Simeon’s famous statement about the “three crowns”: “There are three crowns: the crown of the Torah, the crown of priesthood, and the crown of kingship, but the crown of a good name surpasses them all” (4:13).\(^{46}\) The work concludes with a brief text in Hebrew and Latin, titled “What prevents Jews from believing in Jesus?” Casaubon ignored the homily but did make inroads into the Yiddish text.\(^{47}\)

Hebrew books printed by the press of Robert Estienne were tailor-made for students like Casaubon. He owned the text of Ruth, which contained a commentary wrongly attributed to Kimhi,\(^{48}\) as well as a selection of the minor prophets with the commentaries of the three standard medieval exegetes, Rashi, Abraham ibn Ezra, and David Kimhi.\(^{49}\) Both books were produced with very wide margins. The British Library copies of these books are virtually alive with Casaubon’s annotations. He covered every page with writing that moves in all directions.

Casaubon’s enthusiasm for the work of serious Christian humanists never left him. Very late in life, when he visited Oxford in 1613, he spent some of his precious time in the Bodleian Library taking notes on the work of the

---

44. BL C.79.d.6. It should be noted, as Alastair Hamilton has pointed out to us, that Casaubon’s mode of compiling the Arabic lexicon on the basis of the Hebrew alphabet actually distorts the structure of the Arabic language. See Appendix 1 below. Occasionally, however, he does comment on the Hebrew terms, e.g., s.v. “hazar/ go round” (60, col. b), where de’ Pomi discusses the calendrical cycle. Casaubon glosses “cyclus solaris” as “cyclus lunaris” and refers to Münster’s *Kalendarium*.

45. The contents of this work are described in detail by Prijs 1964, 151–153. According to Prijs, the homily was extracted either from a manuscript or from the Yiddish prayerbook printed in Venice in 1529.

46. Casaubon seems to have been intrigued by this saying, for he also refers to it on the flyleaf of his copy of *Midrash Shemuel*, BL 1952.f.9: “III coronae.” The three crowns also served as the printer’s emblem for Giustiniani.

47. BL 1982.c.34, 57.

48. BL 1942.g.4.

49. BL 1942.g.3.
Figure 2.6. Casaubon’s copy of Jean Mercier’s edition of the minor prophets. British Library 1942.g.3.
[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]

Figure 2.7. Colophon to Casaubon’s notes on Elijah Mizrahi. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 27, 37 recto.
early sixteenth-century Hebraist Robert Wakefield, who had used his skills to support Henry VIII’s position on his divorce. Casaubon was filled with enthusiasm to discover Wakefield’s solid arguments against the belief—one that he ascribed to most Catholic theologians in his own day—that the Jews had deliberately corrupted the Hebrew text of the Old Testament.\textsuperscript{50}

As a Hebraist Casaubon was, as always, an exemplary student. Unusually, he preferred to work with the Hebrew text, rather than using the Latin cribs that often accompanied Christian Hebraist editions of Jewish texts. At most, he employed the Latin text for supplementary annotation. For vacation reading in La Bretonnière—despite the nonliterary attractions around him—\textsuperscript{51}—he studied with painstaking care all the technicalities of a work on arithmetic, the \textit{Sefer haMispar}, written by the Ottoman rabbinical authority Elijah Mizrahi.\textsuperscript{52} It was an epitome of the work translated into Latin by Oswald Schreckenfuchs and annotated by Sebastian Münster. These holiday notes are extremely revealing: for Casaubon had also read one of the latest offerings in mathematics, namely Petrus Ramus’ \textit{Arithmetica}, and he brings the knowledge derived from the logician’s textbook to bear on his reading of the Jewish writer’s arithmetica, occasionally comparing Mizrahi’s definitions with those of Ramus.\textsuperscript{53} In addition, he clearly uses Mizrahi’s text as a way of learning the relevant Hebrew terms. Discussing the Hebrew loanword for “geometry” (\textit{handasah}), Casaubon laconically admits that he does not have Nathan ben Yeheil’s lexicon to hand. Yet, in an astonishing feat of memory,
[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
he seems able to recall the definition given by this eleventh-century Roman lexicographer.54

The Christian Hebraists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries paid more attention to Jewish exegetical and grammatical literature than to the complex and intricate workings of Judaism's legal tradition. A few works on the latter did, however, apparently merit attention and were translated into Latin. These included a listing of the positive and negative commandments by Moses of Coucy (Semag), an abbreviated version of which was provided by Sebastian Münster. Casaubon owned a copy of this work, and delved into the intricacies of what Jews may and may not do. But apparently, before he actually set this book on his desk he had already familiarized himself with this genre of Jewish literature; for on the flyleaf and title page of the book he advises comparison of this work with the divergent classification of the commandments in Menahem Recanati’s Ta’ame haMitsvot (The Reasons for the Commandments) and in Moses Maimonides’ writings.55 Moreover, whereas Münster alludes only to the larger work from which he produced the epitome, Casaubon notes in Hebrew the proper title of the work, Sefer Mitsvot gadol.56 By the time he came to write the response to Baronio, he was well equipped to use the fundamental rabbinic distinctions between huqqim, “statutes,” for which no reason is traditionally given, and other laws or commandments, mitsvot (more correctly mishpatim). In an impressive disquisition on the meaning and origins of the word “mystery” and its connection with “sacrament,” Casaubon introduces what surely must have been regarded as an alien concept, namely the rabbinic distinction between the two kinds of laws, proposing circumcision as an example of a statute for which no reason (ta’ am) may be given, and the precept of honoring parents as an example of the nonepideictic law. It is in the former category of statute that he places the “sacrament of grace.”57 And just as he felt no qualms about

54. Bod MS Casaubon 27, 2 recto: “ego Aruch ad manum non habeo: puto tamen Geometriam intelligi ab auctore Aruch, quae est ars mensurandi, ut Arith. numerandi. Porro vox haec Arabica est, et RR. hac appellatione hoc scilicet profittenetur ab Arabibus se hanc artem accepisse non a Graecis.”
55. On the title page of his copy of Münster’s 1533 work, BL ORB30/5652, Casaubon notes: “Confer cum libro Menahem Recanatensis qui omnia praecepta continet. Inscribitur המצות טעמי.” On the flyleaf he also refers to Guide for the Perplexed III.36, in which Maimonides discusses the fourteen classes of commandments, and to the Yad, noting that this categorization as well as that of Recanati is different from the one given “in hoc libro.”
57. Casaubon 1614, 543; 1654, 479; 1663, 479: “Sacramenta enim et μυστήρια nuncuparunt rerum invisibilium signa visibilia, quae Deus ipse in Ecclesia sua instituit. Observant doctissimi e Rabbinis,
introducing non-Christian material into theological debate, so, too, did he introduce rabbinic material into a debate on Roman literature. In the first part of Casaubon’s pioneering work on satire, to which we will return, he speaks of the festive days devoted to the honor of the Deity, a universal institution. In this context, he provides a learned discussion of festive days (yamim tovim) and days of expiation of sins, devoted to fasting and mourning. He supplies references to Maimonides (“in Iad Rambam”) and Moses of Coucy (“R. Mosis Mikkotsi Praecepta”), and to the rabbinic classification of commandments.\(^{58}\)

As an expert on ancient history Casaubon knew the importance of Josephus, and his interest in Josephus led him, as a similar interest had led Scaliger, to the medieval Hebrew Josippon. Such was his curiosity about this strange metamorphosis of the Greek Josephus that he began to translate the Josippon into Latin, stopping only when he realized that Münster had already put such an initiative into print (Basel, 1541).\(^{59}\) The printed historical productions of the Jews, notoriously so meager, were all scanned and acquired by Casaubon. His heavily annotated copy of Génébrard’s Latin and Hebrew volume of rabbinic and medieval Jewish historical writings is now in the British Library.\(^{60}\) The impartiality with which he read is here particularly conspicuous. On the one hand, he was incensed by Abraham ibn Daud’s notable unfamiliarity with Roman antiquity; but he was also impressed that the author was capable of praising the emperor Titus, the arch-

---

58. Casaubon 1605b, 6–7. He makes much more detailed reference to the Hebrew material in his notes in Bod MS Casaubon 23, 9 verso, including a ruling given in Hilkhot Shevitat Yomtov in Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah about the prohibition against working on a yom tov (festival) apart from the preparation of food. In his Discourse on satire, which relies on Casaubon’s tract, Dryden does not cite the Jewish material.


60. BL 1939.b.63. The letter to Hubert in Casaubon 1709, 136, suggests that Casaubon was reading the second part of Sefer haKabbalah in 1602: “Legi adeo nuper Rabbini cujusdam de Romanis imperatoribus libellum, ubi exercuerunt me obscuri quidam loci.”
enemy of the Jews. As we will show, Casaubon did have a copy of Azariah de’ Rossi’s massive, innovative study of Jewish history and tradition, the *Me’or Einayim*. What apparently impressed, or rather irritated, him most in the book was what he refers to on more than one occasion as the “Jewish superstition” of employing the substitute letters *kuf* and *daled* for printing the divine name. A rather easier book to read, despite its large number of citations from the Talmud in Aramaic, was Abraham Zacuto’s chronology of rabbinic scholars and world history, *Sefer Yuhasin*. Casaubon, like most Christian Hebraists, found the work immensely useful and informative, and often cited it as an unimpeachable authority in his attack on Baronio. In contrast to his obvious predilection for historical, scientific, and grammatical Jewish literature, and his rather conventional regard for medieval Jewish exegesis, Casaubon appears to have had little interest in Midrash. It may be that Casaubon associated this creative corpus of texts with the rabbinic “inanities” that he had come across in works such as Galatinus’ anti-Jewish tract *On the Secrets of the Catholic Faith*. Whatever its gaps, Casaubon’s Jewish library was not simply that of a typical Christian Hebraist. His ownership and reading of *Midrash Shemuel* is but one of several examples of his unfettered way of reading Hebrew and Jewish texts.

Casaubon, moreover, was not wholly dependent for Hebrew texts on his own and other private libraries. In Paris, he worked—or at least tried to work—in the Royal Library, to which he was nominally attached from the first, though largely frustrated by the elderly incumbent head librarian, Jean Gosselin. After 1604, when Casaubon took Gosselin’s place, his duties included sorting the rich contents of the library and identifying particularly recondite texts. These activities naturally brought him into contact with oriental texts and orientalists. Early in 1606, as he wrote to Scaliger, “a certain Scot, a very learned man,” showed him an Arabic letter from the ruler of Morocco to Antonio, the pretender to the Portuguese throne. Casaubon could not make much of this text when he tried to decipher it. He sent a
copy to Scaliger—who also found this example of chancery language and North African script largely impenetrable.  

The very learned Scot was James Hepburn, a mysterious graduate of St. Andrews who seems at this time to have been in the service of a friend of Casaubon’s, the erudite royal councilor Georges Babou de la Bourdaisière.  

At some point in 1606 or early in 1607, according to Hepburn, Casaubon asked him to decipher and transcribe a Hebrew manuscript: an illuminated kabbalistic scroll containing diagrams and materials on the names of God, the Sefirot, and other “mystical mysteries of the most occult theology,” as Hepburn put it. His account of these events survives, written calligraphically on the cover of the transcript that he made for Casaubon:

Isaac Casaubon—a man in other respects most expert—frankly confessed that he could not read or understand the text because of the old form of writing, and the teeny-tiny—so to speak—letters, and the fact that many of them, and some words, were missing, and the many holes, and his ignorance of many of the characters, and the wear that the parchment had undergone; and he could find no one in France who knew how to read or understand it.

66. The letter in question was written in March 1588 from the ruler of Morocco, Aḥmad al-Mansur, to the Portuguese pretender Antonio. A copy made by Abudacnus, probably about 1608, survives in BL MS Burney 367, 199 recto–verso. Casaubon’s efforts to decipher it appear in Bod MS Ca sau bon 11, 85 recto. Scaliger described the text as written in Chancery Arabic and copied in illegible African script. See Hamilton 2009, 122.

67. On Hepburn see Thompson Cooper, “Hepburn, James,” in DNB 1885–1901; and Robert Cummings, “Hepburn, James,” in ODNB 2004. Casaubon identifies Hepburn as the translator and interpreter of a gathering of Hebrew materials in Bod MS Casaubon 23, 1 recto–8 recto (Casaubon’s note appears on 5 recto). It seems all but certain that Hepburn was the learned Scot who translated Hebrew letters from a Jewish convert, Julius Conradus Otto, into Latin for Casaubon’s friend and patron Georges Babou de la Bourdaisière. Casaubon recorded the Scot’s role in a note on one of these translations, which are in the same handwriting as the Latin segments of the materials in MS Casaubon 23 (BL MS Burney 365, 269 recto: “Vir illustris D. de la Bourdaisière, cum Hebraei hominis epistolam videre optasset, mox a se versam Latine in hac charta transmisit: usus opera Scoti viri doctissimi quem secum habebat”). On this connection see Chapter 5 below.

68. Bod MS Add. C 279, 97 recto: “plurimaque id genus alia secretioris Theologiae mysteria mystica, quae omnia ex vetustissima M.S. pergamina (qua in Regis Galliarum bibliotheca Lutetiae Parisiis in star nobilissimi et antiquissimi Κέθιμαυλίον a doctissimo Casaubono eiusdem bibliothecae custode conservatur) per quendam Juvenem Jacobum Hepburnum in orientalibus linguis apprime doctum et de...
Hepburn, however, had the mastery of Hebrew and philology needed to copy the manuscript in full, which he promptly did.\(^69\) A gift inscription in Latin shows that he had finished by 1607.\(^70\)

In 1980 Gabrielle Sed-Rajna reconstructed these events.\(^71\) As she noted, in 1599 a group of manuscripts from the library of Catherine de Médicis, derived from the collection of Cardinal Egidio da Viterbo, arrived in the royal library. One of the Egidian manuscripts, no longer in the Paris collection, was a diagram of the Sefirot in the form of a tree, along with material on the names and attributes of God, in many colors. It seems very likely that this was the manuscript that baffled Ca saubon, and that Hepburn described in such detail.

In fact Hepburn did more than transcribe the manuscript into legible Hebrew. He copied out one segment of it—an illustration of a menorah and a related commentary on Psalm 67—in a more casual Hebrew script and translated it into Latin. He also added both a rough sketch and a careful new drawing of the menorah.\(^72\) These materials, in turn, became part of a small notebook that ended up among Ca saubon’s papers.\(^73\) They are preceded there by a series of Hebrew epitaphs translated into Latin.\(^74\) After them appear a diagram of the houses of the zodiac with discussion, in Hebrew; a

---

Rabbinorum scriptis optime meritum Scotobritannum fidelissime transcripta sunt, suoque studio et labore nunc primum studiosis communicata. Prius enim vir alioqui peritissimus Isaac Casaubonius ob scripturae vetustatem, et literarum, ut ita dicam, minusculeitatem earundemque plurium et nonnullarum dictionum defectum, foraminum multitudinem, characterum multorum inscitiam, ipsiusque pergamenae contritionem, se nec legere, nec intelligere posse, neminemque in Gallia invenire qui sciret, ingenuum fassus est. Quare benevoli cuncti lectores studiosi qui fractum hinc divinum carptis piis precibus pro ipso transcriptore apud Deum intercedite ut quemadmodum studium suum faelicibus inchoavit avibus faelicioribus procedat et faelicissimis finiat quo Dei gloriae propagandae et Reip. exornandae indies magis magisque inserviat. Amen.

69. Bod MS Huntington Add.E.(R.) (Neubauer 2429). The Hebrew colophon was added long after the manuscript was written. It reads: "בבל גלעד ימשר איסר אברון בני מחuddle הלן תלח תנצבה אסכוטי חברון הוא יעקב ושימו כלם escrito יוט, נוזרינו סטוק, יאמב 1678") Presumably whoever added the colophon drew the information in it from Hepburn’s covering text in Latin.

70. Ibid.: "Ex dono Clementis Edmondes Remembratoris Civitatis London 1607." On Sir Clement Edmonds, a Fellow of All Souls who became remembrancer of the City of London in 1605, see Charles Welch, "Edmonds, Sir Clement," in DNB 1885–1901; and Stephen Porter, "Edmonds, Sir Clement," in ODNB 2004. According to Welch’s article, "His name appears among the subscribers to Minsheu’s polyglot dictionary in 1617." Marr 2004 gives a full account of Edmonds’ scholarly and scientific interests. For his kabbalistic studies see 115–117 and 144 n. 46–145 n. 50. Marr was the first to connect the Huntington MS with the partial transcript in Bod MS Casaubon 23, discussed below.


72. Bod MS Casaubon 23, 3 recto–5 recto. On 5 recto, under the handsome reproduction of the menorah diagram, Casaubon wrote: "Jacobus Hepburnus, nobilis Scotus." Hepburn calls the material on the menorah and Psalm 67 "res perpulchra, miranda et stupenda" (Bod MS Add. C 279, 97 recto).

73. Bod MS Casaubon 23, 2 verso–8 recto.

74. Ibid., 1 recto–2 recto.
This is the natal chart of Nicolas Louis de France, Duc d’Orléans, born 16 April 1607. The second son of Henri IV, he died on 17 November 1611 at the Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye. The dates suggest that Casaubon’s dealings with Hepburn stretched on into 1607. More important, Hepburn added scattered materials to the translated segment of the kabbalistic scroll: a discussion, in Hebrew and translated into Latin, of the Hebrew mnemonic AGLA (Atah gibbor le’olam Adonai; Thou art mighty forever, O Lord), and drawings and explanations of the divinely revealed signs of the Maccabees, Antiochus, and Constantine the Great. The last three were emblems of divine power that Johannes Reuchlin had long before brought together. These additions suggest that Hepburn was trying to set the manuscript into the larger context of Christian Kabbalah—a tradition in which he firmly believed in later life.

The episode is revealing in many ways. Hepburn’s testimony confirms that younger scholars interested in Eastern languages respected Casaubon’s passion for their study and knowledge of them. His account also suggests that as Casaubon worked through the oriental materials in the royal library, he examined and discussed Hebrew texts in varied scripts, as well as manuscripts in different states of preservation. Hepburn also confirms that Casaubon’s expertise had limits: unfamiliar characters and vocabulary could baffle him in Hebrew (or Arabic), as they could not in Latin or Greek, and he turned to younger scholars with more specialized knowledge for help. But the episode is most suggestive in another sense. Hepburn, who soon joined the order of Minims, eventually made his way to Rome, where he worked as a curator of oriental manuscripts in the Vatican. There, in 1616, he published a lavishly illustrated work of his own, the Virga aurea, in which he used kabbalistic materials to praise the Virgin and laid out seventy-two different alphabets, in whose mystical import he clearly believed. Ten years
before, as his own comments show, Hepburn claimed that his reading and
copying of the kabbalistic materials now in Oxford gave him access to pro-
found theological truths. Perhaps the task that Casaubon asked Hepburn to
perform even helped him choose his intellectual path. But when we turn
back, as we now do, to Casaubon’s modes and uses of reading his Hebrew
books, we will see that gaining access to the contents of this scroll—and
conversing with Jacob Hepburn—had no visible impact on Casaubon’s be-
liefs about the Hebrew language or the Hebrew Bible and the best way to
read it.

From Mystery to Philology

Casaubon’s commitment to Hebrew studies was probably conventional in its
origins. Christian Hebraism grew—as many scholars have pointed out—in
large part from deeply speculative impulses. Johannes Reuchlin and Pietro
Galatino, Egidio da Viterbo and Agostino Giustiniani, disagreed on many
points. But all of them saw Hebrew as not only the oldest but the most pow-
erful of languages, the medium with which God had called the world into
being. Even those who drew on other sources of power and knowledge as
well often accepted this view. Guillaume Postel, for example, believed that
he was divinely inspired and that he and a woman he had met in Venice,
Mother Jehanne, would somehow bring the world into a new age. But he
also held that Jewish texts and the Hebrew language itself harbored pro-
found secrets about the world’s earliest history and its immediate future.
Many, perhaps most, of those who took up the study of oriental languages in
the sixteenth century did so in the hope that they would gain the keys to
mysterious intellectual kingdoms. Late in life Scaliger recalled how Postel
had convinced him, as they shared the same bed briefly in the house of
a Parisian bookseller, that there were “marvelous mysteries” in the Eastern
languages, and that “the Hebrews had excellent and very worthwhile au-
thors, who had not yet been translated.”79 The mysteries proved elusive, but

79. Scaliger 1695, 241; 1740, II, 113–114: “Cum prioribus civilibus bellis Lutetiae apud Bibliopolam qu-
endam Postello amicissimum maneret; accidit ut ipse Postellus redux ab exilio in quod relegatus fuerat
propter Joannae Matris haereses, apud Bibliopolam Scaligeri hospitem diverteretur, et quem ante vi-
dere exoptaverat Scaliger, tribus tantum diebus convictorem habuit; statim enim in carcerem a Senatu
conjectus est, cum tamen speraret antea factae vitae foedos errores Papistica vita posse obscurari. Is igitur
Postellus cum diligentiam Scaligeri in Graecis valde laudaret, persuasit ut eandem operam in Hebraica,
Chaldaica, Syriacaque lingua poneret: miranda quippe mysteria in his linguas, optimosque lectuque
dignissimos auctores apud Hebraeos haberti, qui nondum in alienigenas lingus versi essent, quorum
cognitione privaretur, si Graecae modo linguae insudaret.” On the details of this encounter, which prob-
ably took place around 1561, and possible later ones see Bernays 1855, 263ff.; Secret 1998, 99–108; and
Scaliger was soon able to write Postel a letter in Hebrew—the first milestone of a brilliant career as a student of Jewish history and customs. 80

Casaubon probably also came to Hebrew with exalted hopes. His Hebrew teacher, Pierre Chevalier, compiled a list of the abbreviations used in Hebrew books. Only a fragment survives, itself copied from Casaubon's copy of the original. 81 But it suffices to reveal something of Chevalier’s approach. Chevalier clearly took an interest in Kabbalah and Jewish magic. On the letter נ, for example, he wrote: “When dealing with divine matters the Kabbalists use this letter to stand for the divine name El or Adonai. They say it is the sign of the most important and sublime matters, which take shape at the first radiation of divine goodness.” 82 In rabbinic texts, a triple נ may stand for a formula of reply used in disputation. Chevalier, however, noted only that it appeared on Jewish amulets, followed by a triple ס, and represented an incantation: “Amen, amen, amen, selah, selah, selah.” 83

Whatever faith Casaubon may have cherished in such beliefs and practices, he had lost it by the time he annotated David Kimhi’s grammar. The flyleaf of his copy preserves a detailed and irritable critique of traditional forms of Jewish nonsemantic exegesis, often associated with the Kabbalah by Christian scholars:

The Hebrew masters often not only waste their time, but actually make fools of themselves as they seek out the mysteries of holy letters. They divide the mysteries of letters into three forms.

The first is what they call notarikon, in which one considers the letters of a given word not insofar as they made up a single word, but insofar as they think that mysteries are concealed beneath them. They do so, for example, with the first word of Genesis. Some Christians interpret and interrogate this in the same way. Some think the

the important material provided by Calderini De-Marchi 1914 and Simoncelli 1984, 123–124, from Jacopo Corbinelli’s correspondence with Gian Vincenzo Pinelli.

80. Scaliger 1695, 241; 1740, II, 114: “Tanto instigatore ac commendatore, animum ad has cognoscendas addict, tantumque profectus in tribus aut quatuor post mensibus, cum esset a Toufou cum D. Castanaeo Rupipozaoeo, ad ipsum Postellum litteras Hebraico idiomate scripsit.”


82. Universitätsbibliothek Basel, MS Ki Ar 190a, 2 recto: “Cabalici in rebus divinis hac litera utuntur pro nomine divino El vel Adonai. Eam audent esse notam summarum et alissimorum rerum, quae primo effluxi divinae bonitatis subsistunt.”

83. Ibid., 2 verso: “Inventur et in Amuletis tripexus נ sequente triplici ס hoc pacto סססס id est Amen Amen Amen Selah Selah Selah.”
Figure 2.9. Notes by Casaubon on Jewish exegetical techniques in David Kimhi’s Sefer Mikhloz. British Library 1984.a.10.(1).
word *notarikon* is a compound of two Syriac words, but Elijah Levita more correctly sees it as a foreign word in his *Tishbi*. Consult him.84

The second is what they call *gematria*, when numbers are treated as having mysterious significance. The rabbis make up many things of this kind, but so do some Christians, as when they note that the three names יְהוָה, יְשׁוּעַ, and מִרְאֶמ, Jehovah, Jesus, and Maria, all are tetragrammata.

The third they call *temurah*, or exchange, when they note that a particular letter is used for mystical reasons instead of another. This is the category to which they assign the sort of mystery that they call *atbash* [a system that substitutes the last word of the alphabet for the first, the second-to-last for the second, and so on]. They believe that an example of this occurs at Jeremiah 25:26, where the text reads Sheshak in place of Babel. Corneille Bertram accepts this view in his grammar, but Joseph Scaliger ridicules this in his *De emendatione temporum* and explains the passage in a different way. And his view is better.85

The third part of this note is especially revealing. In the *De emendatione temporum* (1583) of his kindred spirit Joseph Scaliger, Casaubon had found a sharp attack on a notion held by, among others, Corneille Bertram, one of the numerous Swiss Hebraists who took an interest in the Kabbalah.86

---

84. Levita 1541, 213–214 (misnumbered 113–114): "And I was told by the cardinal that it is Greek. And in the Roman language as well scribes are called *notari*, and therefore in the vocabulary of our rabbis, may their memory be a blessing, they called them *notarin*. And from that comes *notariqon*, which means a form of writing, *Qantzleisch* in German. For it is the scribes' way of writing shorthand, and they write the letters *bet* or *gimel*, and every one of these amounts to a whole word."

85. Casaubon, note in BL 1984.a.10.(1), recto of second flyleaf before title page:

Hebraei magistri in scrutandis sacrarum literarum saepe non solum *περιεργοι* sed etiam praeposteri, literarum mysteria trium generum faciunt.

I est, quod appellant ipsi וכותירים when literae alicuius vocis considerantur non solum quatenus confiant unam dictionem, sed quatenus arcana quae sub illis continenteri putant. Ut in prima voce Geneseos: quam isto modo et e nostris quidam interpretantur atque expendunt. Vo-cem notericon ali putant esse compositam ex duabus Syriacis ut habes in Lexico Syrochaldaico. sed melius Elias in Thisbi peregrinam vocem agnoscit. eum vide.

II est, quod vocant רימיטיסא quando in numeris mysterium quaeritur. Multa in hoc genere nugantur Rabb. sed et quidam Christiani ut cum observant tria nomina יהוה יeshua מרים Jehovah, Jesus, Maria esse *τετραγράμματα*.

III est quod ἡ διάνυσμα vocat commutatio quando literam pro litera posimam mystice notant. Eo referunt et genus illud μυστηριον quod שמכים vocant. cuius exemplum esse volunt Jeremiah 25:26 in voce שמש pro שמש quan opinionem etiam Cornelius sequitur in gramm. sed melius Scaliger De emendat. temp. eam ridet, et illum locum alter explicat.

86. Bertram 1574, 32: "Multae sunt apud Hebraeorum Rabbinos mutuae literarum in alphabeto inverso oppositiones, quibus fit ut litera in literam transeat, sed vna est omnium antiquissima quam.
is Sheshak taken,” cries Jeremiah, in the midst of his prophecy about the fate that awaits Babylon (51:41). Bertram and others held that Sheshak was another word for the city, derived from manipulation of the letters that spelled Babel. In fact it was the name of a goddess. “All Assyrian and Chaldean names are composed from simple elements,” Scaliger wrote, “and more or less all of these are the names of Babylonian gods.” In the margin of his copy of Scaliger’s book, Casaubon identified the objects of Scaliger’s criticism: “In addition to the rabbis, many Christians believe this, including Corneille Bertram.” These were some of the materials from which Casaubon developed his critique of the “Hebrew masters.” Scaliger’s precise, powerfully argued chronology certainly helped to inspire Casaubon with distaste for the Kabbalists’ ways of manipulating words.

By 1601, if not before, Casaubon read some Christian Kabbalah: not only the De arcanis of Galatino, but also the far more profound De verbo mirifico of Johannes Reuchlin. But the experience did not leave much of a mark. Casaubon reflected equivocally in his diary that he was “not ashamed of the time spent on reading” the two men’s books. He does not seem to have noticed that Reuchlin’s knowledge of the Jewish sources was more profound, or that his mind was more open than Galatino’s to Jewish ideas and customs.

Still, in another, more pragmatic, sense, Casaubon cherished the belief that learning Hebrew—not just the Hebrew of the Bible, but that of the rabbis—might enable him to discover wonders. In 1592 he explained to the traveler and diplomat Philippe Canaye de Fresnes why he was working so hard to master “Aramaic and the language of the rabbis.” His letter makes clear how excited he was, and why:


87. Scaliger 1583, 276: “Igitur omnia Assyria et Chaldaea nomina composita sunt ex simplicibus: quae quidem fere omnia sunt Deorum Babyloniorum nomina. ut Mero, Nebo, Bel. Isaiae cap. XLVI. Seeschac nomen Deae apud Ieremiam LI. Neque enim Schesach Babylon est per modum, quem ATBASCH ineptissimi Rabbini vocant.”

88. Casaubon, marginal note in BL 582.l.9, 276: “hoc praeter Rabb. et nostri plerique censent: in his Cornelius Boraunt. in gramm. p. 32.”

89. Casaubon 1850, I, 354 (11 June 1601): “In Galatino et Reuchlino fuimus per hosce dies, nec poenitet insumti in illorum lectione temporis, etsi non carent eruditi homines suis magnis naevis, de quibus si voles tu, O Deus, utiliter fortasse aliquando disputabimus.” Note also his remark in his copy of Kimhi’s Mikhol, BL 1848.a.10.(1), 104 verso, on a reference to Sefer Yetsinah: “i. liber in Cabbala: quem nugantur ab Abraamo factum. est versus a Postello.” Cf. 108 verso: “Liber Jetsira, caballisticus.”
I scarcely dare tell you what my project is. First of all, life is short, and that fact prohibits us from beginning long efforts. Further, a prudent man does not arouse hopes about himself, if he will disappoint them in the future. But I will confess what is the heart of the matter, and I tell this to you alone. I would not work so hard on these languages just to understand the Hebrew rabbis: that is not, I admit, my final goal. It is so that with their help I can understand the Arabic used by the great philosophers, whose excellent writings, in every area of philosophy, are either entirely neglected nowadays because of ignorance of the language, or are read to little or no profit.90

At this early stage in Casaubon’s Hebrew studies, he saw himself—rather as Scaliger had, a few years before—as preparing for a career in which he would unlock Eastern mysteries. In fact he planned a life of personal as well as intellectual adventure—a life in which rabbinic Hebrew would serve him chiefly as a lingua franca, not so much a treasure-house in itself as a useful tool he could use when he traveled to the East. “If God grants, I have decided to train myself on the writings of the rabbis until I gain the chance of going there. For if I hope to study the Arabic language seriously, I must travel there. I know that many works can be found in those regions, whose very names are unknown here, even in our wildest dreams.”91 These plans, of course, were never carried out, and were probably soon abandoned. Although Casaubon made repeated efforts to master Arabic at a high level, he never achieved his goal, as Alastair Hamilton shows in an appendix to this volume. Still, Casaubon never lost his fascination with Eastern languages and learning. His support for their study made him a valued mentor and interlocutor for younger specialists, like Thomas Erpenius, who far sur-

90. Casaubon 1709, 569: “Ego vero quid moliar, quo spectem, vix audeo dicere. Primum, quia vita summa brevis spes vetat inchoare longas; deinde quia prudentis hominis non est, eam de se spem velle excitare, quam postea sit destituturus. Veruntamen, quod uni tibi dictum sit, fatebor, quod res est; non eo animo tantum studiis ponerem in linguis his, ut Hebraeos Rabbinos intelligam; non est, inquam, id ἀρχιτεκτονικά meum τέλος. sed ut harum ope Arabicam intelligere queam; qua usi sunt plerique summi Philosophi, quorum scripta in omni sapientiae parte praestantissima, linguae illius imperitia hodie vel ignorantur, vel nulla, certe parva cum utilitate leguntur.” As will become clear, Casaubon later modified these views substantially.

passed him in mastery of these fields but seem to have deeply appreciated his interest.

No Kabbalist, Casaubon continued to pursue some of the issues central to speculative Hebraism intermittently throughout his life. He found Scaliger’s ability to trace connections from one language to another deeply impressive, and noted that his friend had not used the methods of the “Hebrew masters, who are expert only in their own language and pretty much ignorant of all the rest” to arrive at his results, even as he asked for more information about Scaliger’s philological method. Like Scaliger and many, many others, he posed the question whether Hebrew was in fact the oldest language and the ancestor of all others; and unlike Scaliger he stated unequivocally that the answer was yes. On the evening of 7 February 1601 Casaubon recorded in his diary that he was working on a “not unpleasant task”: “I decided five days ago to investigate in a fairly serious way the Hebrew origins of Greek words.” At least some of the notes that he took at this juncture are preserved in one of his Bodleian copybooks. They reveal the simplicity and certainty of his beliefs about Hebrew’s place in the complex genealogy of human languages. On the first page of one set of notes he made a strong statement, clearly designed to set the tone for the long series of lexical investigations that followed: “In my view there is no doubt that Hebrew long preceded all other languages. Hence it is not surprising that other languages retain many traces of the original. These include the few points that follow, which I have noted as a byproduct of my studies.” Later in these notes Casaubon took the time to explain why he rejected some theories:

Is the Hebrew language the first one of all? The majesty of the language—or its small lexicon—or the fact that the oldest books of all, those of Moses, are written in it—would any of them be enough to show this. And yet there are some who try to conceal this truest of all truths. I shall ignore the stupidity of the moderns. But I am astonished that Theodoret, a most learned man, made such stupid

93. Casaubon 1850, I, 328: “Mane per aliquot horas studia: deinde toto die officia amicorum: tum iterum ad pensum redivimus non ingratum. Instituimus enim ante dies quinque paullo diligentius Graecarum dictionum origines in lingua Hebraea quaerere.”
94. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 1 recto: “Non est dubitandum, meo judicio, anteire linguas omnes alias HEBRAEAM. Itaque mirum non est, extare in alitis linguis multa vestigia τῆς πρώτησιν. Cuiusmodi sunt paucac haec quae observata nobis ὥσπερ Πάρεργον. Omitto nomina literarum: de quibus nemo est monendus.”
pronouncements about this point. He thinks that Aramaic is the oldest language of all, and that the Hebrew language was devised much later for use in worship. What could be more stupid than the theory that Aramaic and Hebrew are different languages, and that Aramaic is the mother tongue, while the other has undergone corruption or simply been invented?95

With characteristic pertinacity, Ca sau bon went on to derive many Greek words from Hebrew roots. His findings, in his view, yielded something like a comprehensive history of language. What came into existence after Babel were not new languages, but new variations on the old one, and new words. The evidence for this thesis was clear: the patterns of dispersion that Ca sau bon could descry as he looked over the world’s languages, compiling and analyzing what amounted to an imaginary linguistic atlas, made clear that the first new languages spoken after the Flood were those most closely related to Hebrew:

I can prove this with the following fact: it is certain that the peoples which were scattered at that time through various regions did not suddenly pass to distant parts of the globe, but to places nearer to their old fatherland. There, the Assyrians, Syrians, and perhaps also the Greeks were doubtless the first born of the Hebrews. Then they in turn gave rise to the other peoples, who little by little spread out from the place of their origin to the four corners of the world, until, with the passage of time, the entire inhabited world was in fact thronged with inhabitants. If the languages had become totally different at Babel, then the Chaldeans, Assyrians, and Syrians would necessarily have kept those strange languages. But we see that the opposite took place. For it is clearly true that in proportion as other languages were closer to the ancient and original habitat of mankind, they retained more obvious and visible traces of their He-

brew origins, and still retain them now. Closeness is relevant in two senses, in space and time. For the nearer each people was to the Hebrew nation, with respect to both place and time, the closer it came to the Hebrew language. Distance, in both place and time, gradually wrought greater changes.96

These arguments were less distinctive than Casaubon’s rejection of the Kabbalah: comparable genealogies of language, starting with Hebrew as mother tongue and tracing the spread of Aramaic and other languages in the ancient Near East and beyond, appeared in the Aramaic grammars of Münster and Bertram.97

As more novel evidence for this rational reconstruction, Casaubon offered the case of the Greeks. Starting in Asia, they crossed to Europe, where they were known as Ionians. Their oldest writings included a relatively large number of Hebrew words, which gradually fell out of use, although the Asiatic Greeks used more of them than the Europeans. The pattern held: peoples and languages had expanded outward, changing as they did so, from what one might now call a Semitic center.98 Or so, at least, Casaubon concluded, he must prove—as he tried to with long lists of Greek words and


97. Münster 1527a, 2–3: “Iure igitur inter omnes mundi linguas, Chaldaica post linguam sanctam sibi primas vendicat. Nec paucos homines linguae huius putes in patria sede relictos, quum mox per suas generationes occupaverint et repleverint non modo Babyloniam, sed et Mesopotamiam, Assyriam, Arabiam et reliqua circumiacentia loca, quorum omnium unam fuisset et hocie esse linguam, quae et Chaldaica et Syriae vocatur, certissime comprobatur. Tametsi temporis successu (quod omnibus quoque constat evenisse linguis) ei multa aliena admixta sint vocabula, praesertim Graeca, ubi scilicet cum exteri is nationibus Chaldæi ipsi consuetudinem habere coeperunt” (admittedly, Münster separates Aramaic from Greek more sharply than Casaubon); Bertram 1574, ¶i recto–¶iv recto; he is especially concerned to trace the interaction of Hebrew and Aramaic.

their supposed Hebrew roots. Casaubon found these relatively conventional efforts entirely satisfactory. “We have made some progress,” he wrote in his diary, “not without great enjoyment, and, I hope, with some utility for the public as well.” It seems quite likely that when he collected references to a single God in Aeschylus and other Greek writers, he believed that he was finding traces of the monotheism of their Hebrew-speaking ancestors.

The origins and development of human language were fashionable subjects for literati of many kinds, from grammarians to biblical exegetes, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Ancient authorities differed enough to give early modern thinkers substantial latitude for debate. The account in Genesis could be taken as suggesting either that linguistic diversity began with Babel, or that its roots lay in the earlier period when the descendants of Shem, Ham, and Japhet moved out into the world. The fathers of the church were also divided. One could argue that all later languages derived from a single, first one—most likely, but not necessarily, Hebrew; or one could assemble them in groups and treat the question of their origins with benign neglect. Casaubon was by no means the only scholar who spent time happily tracing connections between Hebrew and Greek words that sounded alike and had similar meanings—to say nothing of those who dedicated themselves to proving the aboriginal antiquity of Flemish or the Greek origins of French. The German scholar Christian Becmann, for example, argued in 1609 that a rigorous account of the origins of Latin would include a great many Hebrew roots. He stuffed his ample work on the origins of Latin with cases in point, ferociously insisting on the correctness of his thesis and the incorrectness of the views of unnamed adversaries: “Scala, σχαλίς, from sulam, which means ladder. Those who derive it from the Latin verb scandere, to climb, must confess that the Hebrew origin is more correct, whether the meaning or the letters are taken into account.”

Others responded to the complexity of the material and the disagreement of ancient authorities in very different ways. The Austrian historian Hieronymus Megiser prefaced his *Thesaurus Polyglottus* (Frankfurt am Main, 1603)—a work he described as useful for everyone from historians to per-

---

99. Ibid.: “Haec igitur sunt nobis demonstranda.”
100. Casaubon 1850, I, 328: “Et jam promovimus aliquantum non sine voluptate magna, utinam cum aliqua utilitate publica.”
103. Becmann 1613, 740: “Scala, σχαλίς, a שַלָם, quod est scala. Qui Latinum a scandendo faciunt, vel ultimo fateantur necesse est, probius ab Hebraeo fieri: sive significatio sive literae etiam ipsae putetur.”
fume merchants—with a series of bracketed diagrams that grouped the languages of the world by descent and region, moving from the Old World to the New. He allotted the first of these charts to Hebrew, which he described as “the first and oldest of all the languages, which all the patriarchs used in antiquity,” and the dialects of Aramaic and Syriac descended from it. But he did not explain what, if any, linguistic bridges connected this group to the languages descended from Greek and Latin, much less those spoken on the islands of the New World and the Pacific. Megiser’s very discretion gave his work an appearance of modernity—at least from the standpoint of a twenty-first-century reader. Unlike a Postel or a Casaubon he insisted that he simply could not trace the lines of descent for all of the world’s languages.

In the end, the more mystical and speculative forms of Hebrew and oriental scholarship seem not to have exercised a strong attraction on Casaubon. The same copybook that contains his notes on ancient criticism, much of which dates to the period 1600–1610, also contains his notes on Postel’s studies of Eastern languages and alphabets and of the history of the world’s languages. Casaubon judged as he read, and his judgments were by no means uniformly negative. He credited Postel with pioneering in the study of Samaritan, Ethiopic, and other tongues and alphabets previously unknown to Europeans. As a well-trained antiquarian, he appreciated the light that Postel had shed on the development of Hebrew script by illustrating it as it appeared on shekels he had obtained in Palestine. By connecting the Samaritan script to Jerome’s testimony that the square characters in which Hebrew was written had been devised by the biblical scribe and leader Ezra, Postel had revealed the nature of the original Hebrew script—a major accomplishment, which Casaubon acknowledged by summarizing Postel’s discussion at some length.

Ultimately, Casaubon saw little point in pursuing the matter further, especially as Scaliger had gone into the matter at length in his *Thesaurus temporum* of 1606: “It would take a long time to go into the other details, and there is no point. This language differs from Hebrew only in its script. See

---


Postel's passionate advocacy of the study of Arabic received a similarly dusty answer. The study of Arabic, Postel insisted, was vital. Some of the reasons were purely practical: Arabic was more widely used than any other language; it had already spread through Africa and Asia. When Magellan reached the Moluccas, he found that their inhabitants spoke Arabic. Now the language was beginning to take root in Europe. Arabic was also easy: “This language is so close to Hebrew that anyone who has studied Hebrew intensively can master most of Arabic in two years. I know: I have made the experiment. In fact, I was so quick in comprehension that the Turks who taught me in Constantinople called me a demon, since I seemed to understand everything without working so hard as they thought normal.” Most important, though, for Postel was the world of wonders that Arabic promised to those who studied hard enough. Arabic writers, he believed, had progressed beyond the ancients in vital fields of study, and anyone who hoped to pursue the disciplines in a proper, modern way needed access to their work:

To say nothing about the various disciplines that have been treated in such an excellent way by writers in that language, we owe them astrology and the practice of medicine. Let those self-styled moderns who take delight in tearing down others to gain a reputation for


107. Postel 1538b, D recto: “Haec est omnibus religionis Muhamedicae cultoribus grammatica, et usque adeo orbe omne totum occupavit, ut si trifariam inque tria aequalia totum habitationem dividis, vix una pars extra hanc possit reperiri. Habet totam Africam, praeter Nubianam illam regionem, quae a Praestano Christiano incolitur. Tota Asia a nostris litoribus per antiquos quae in occidua nostri hemisphaerii parte est, hac utitur. Quos enim primos hominum sua navigatione orbem totum ab occidente per antiquos in orbis totum Magellanus ultra Americam reperit in maioribus Moluccarum insulis, illi nugas Muhamedis observant. Ad Taschaltical et Curistical ac Temistitan quamvis praecipua pars Idololatrarum sunt, haec pestis pervenit. Praeter quosdam Indos et Narsingsanos, quos fabula non est daemonem colere ne saeviat, tota Asia illius dogmata amplectitur. Iam et in Europa haec pestis grasstatur, occupatque totam Graeciam, Macedoniam, Thraciam, Daciam, Zagyges seu Hungariae partem, Seruuiam et Bosnam, quae est pars Pannoniae superioris, ut nulla sit hodie lingua, nec usquam olim fuerit, quae in tot orbis partibus locum habeat.”

108. Ibid., Dij recto: “Est autem haec lingua [Arabic] Hebraicae adeo affinis ut suisquis sit diligenter versatus in Hebraismo, possit ante biennium bonam partem illius linguae intelligere. Scio qui periculum fecerim. Ob illam enim comprehendi celeritatem illi Turciae qui me docebat Constantinopolis me daemona appellabant, quod viderer praeter consuetum illis diligentiam omnia capere. Id enim sine incertitia de me ausim dicere me plus uno et altero anno in ea lingua profecisse quam multi illorum tuto sexennio soleant. In grammaticis enim saepe amplius morantur. Nec mihi mea illud singulari diligentia accidebat, sed quia iuvenis satis diligenter sacras literas iungendo Hebraismo insudaveram.”
learning babble as they please. I still venture to claim that there is no learned doctor nowadays, one who has gained experience in practical medicine of the right sort, who, after drawing his splendid training in theory from Galen, has not moved on to grapple with the Arabs. After all, who can deny that each century progresses beyond the last one?\textsuperscript{109}

No art, Postel explained, delicately alluding to Cicero, ever came into existence in complete form.\textsuperscript{110} And anyone who examined sixteenth-century medicine would see the footprints of the Arabs everywhere, from the myriad new medicaments to whose use they had introduced Europeans to the fine textbooks of Avicenna, each page of which offered more solid content than five or six books of Galen’s wordy Greek.\textsuperscript{111}

Casaubon’s skepticism grew as he read. Postel’s claim that Arabic had become the universal language he dismissed as hype: “All this involves some hyperbole. For it is false that all of Asia, Tartary, India, China, and the other peoples in the territories that he defines here as Asian all use this language.”\textsuperscript{112}
Using his favorite pejorative term for intellectual con men, *suaviludius*—a term that he also applied to Hermes Trismegistus—he mocked Postel for claiming that any good Hebraist could learn Arabic easily and rapidly: “Postel is a tricky fellow when it comes to the connection between this language and Hebrew. He writes that it is so close that someone who has studied Hebrew intensively could master the better part of Arabic in less than two years. Does he think that two years is a short time for learning a language? I think that someone who has sampled other studies would find that a long time.” Arguments like these were not new to Casaubon: he had even struggled with Francis Bacon’s *Advancement of Learning*, from which he had tried to learn English, translating words and expressions into Latin and Greek as he read. Casaubon noted on the title page of his copy that Bacon had done his best to render due credit both to antiquity and to modernity. He even called attention to the lord chancellor’s remark that “to speake truly, *Antiquitas seculi Juventus mundi*. These times are the ancient times when the world is ancient, and not those which we count antient *Ordine retrogrado*, by a computacion backward from our selues.” Accordingly, he met Postel’s claims with critical sympathy—and a sense that his own generation of learned humanists understood better how to reconcile the claims of East and West, modernity and antiquity: “Postel argues on behalf of Arabic philosophy, against those who approve only of the Greeks. And one must confess that the Arabic philosophers and medical men have made many learned, clever, and necessary observations. Still, I would not claim that they deserve all the credit that some give them, as I observe.”

Casaubon had read Scaliger’s preface to his second edition of Manilius, which appeared in 1599, with special care. Scaliger argued there, at length, against the currently fashionable view that all the arts and sciences had originated in the ancient Near East. Casaubon followed his reasoning, pen in

---

113. Ibid., 283 verso: “De affinitate linguae huius cum Hebraica, suaviludius est P. qui scribat, tantam eam esse, ut aliquis diligenter versatus in hebraismo, posset ante biennium, bonam partem illius linguae intelligere. An illi videbatur parum tempus ad linguam aliquam discendam spatium biennii? Ego ei qui alla studia degustarit, id tempus longum censeo.”


hand as usual: “The Greeks not only shed light on the arts, but devised them.” More generally, Scaliger not only noted that the sciences did not come into being in their finished form; he also offered a subtle formulation of the point: “Great things take a long time to develop, and one age is not enough to work through them systematically. Hence they have certain rude beginnings, and are not passed on to us in their final state. That is why those who come later always devise new things to add to the discoveries of their ancestors, and why the ancestors always leave something to be emended or explicated by those who come after.” “Rude beginnings and development of the sciences,” wrote Casaubon, showing that he had grasped Scaliger’s view. When he read Postel, he remembered this passage and made clear that he found Scaliger’s understanding of the development of the sciences superior, although he appreciated the corroborative information about Arabic thought that he could glean from the enthusiastic Postel: “I like Joseph Scaliger’s discussion of this point in his preface to Manilius. But Postel adds material that is worth noting.” Sadly, Casaubon only summarized, without criticism, the history of peoples and languages that Postel presented in De originibus (1551). It would be fascinating to know more about how plausi-

118. Casaubon, marginal note on Scaliger 1600, a2 recto (BL 1000.l.3): “Graeci non solum illustrarunt, sed excogitarunt artes.”

119. Scaliger 1600, a2 recto: “Quum enim magnarum rerum tardi sint progressus, et ad earum scrutinationem una ætas non sufficiat, earum quaedam primo rudimenta sunt, neque cum perfectione sua ad nos transmittuntur: propterea accidit, ut ad maiorum inventa aliquid procudendo posteriores adiciant, et posteritati denique semper aliquid relinquatur a superioribus, quod aut emendatore aut illustratore indigeat.”

120. Casaubon, marginal note on ibid., a2 recto (BL 1000.l.3): “Rudimenta et progressus scien-
tiarum.”

121. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 283 verso: “Placent vero nobis, quae ea de re disputata sunt a Jos. Scal. praef. in Manilium. Sed addit P. quod notare sit opera pretium.”

122. Ibid., 290 verso: “Percurrimus et alium P. libellum De originibus: seu de Hebraicae linguae et gentis antiquitate deque variarum linguarum affinitate. Multa in eo libello quae non paenitet legisse. Primum laudatur loquendi facultas, per quam rationis usum et omnia bona invicem communicamus, etc. Æti maxima olim quaestio fuit de prima omnium linguarum, et utrum ex arte an ex natura locutio constet. Pronuntiat omnium primam fuuisse Hebr. deque ea sensisse Plinium, cum ait Literas semper arbitror Assyrias fuisses. etc [Natural History 7.56.192]. An autem loquimur fœrite an ex compacto homi-num? Potest dici a natura accipere hominem habilitatem quandam exprimendi sensa animi sono quodam, stridoreve: quomodo fieri hodieque aiunt a gente quaedam in petrae desertis Africae partibus ad Capricorni tropicum. Huic naturali facultati accessit ars, quae loquelam formavit. Haec P. qui optat ut magnates periculum eius rei saepius faciant in pueris extra hominum consortium asservatis. Sequitur longa declaratio chorographiae a Mose expositae, qua hoc docetur plerasque omnes gentes et propagatas et denominatas a filijs Noae.” It is curious that Casaubon, who brusquely dismissed Azariah de’ Rossi for accepting Annius of Viterbo’s fake Berosus and Manetho as genuine, did not criticize Postel for doing the same. See, e.g., Postel 1538a, [Dijj recto]: “Iam quum in Graecia literis honos esse incepserat, Berosus qui res Chaldaeorum, quae in aere ac coctis lateribus, etiam ante diluvium, diligenter literis exculpit servabantur, Manethon qui Aegyptiorum, Moses qui res Hebraeorum scripsissent, ita erant
Most striking, from the present context, is Casaubon’s response to Postel’s effort to show that the French language contained many Hebrew words, such as *chiffre* (number). In this case, Postel based his argument not on genealogies of the nations but on well-known facts. Until the time of Philip Augustus, he explained, France had swarmed with Jews, who harassed the French with their usury, and even though Philip had expelled them, they gained reentry only eighty-five years later from Philip the Fair. Casaubon simply summarized Postel’s argument. It is curious that he omitted Postel’s dialectically elegant point that French had also left a deep impress in the Hebrew of Rashi and other Jews. But this omission probably reflects not disagreement but the fact that Casaubon had noted this phenomenon himself, long before, as he learned to read rabbinical commentary on the prophets.

Like Scaliger, the mature Casaubon approached Postel not as a sympathizer
but as a detective. He wanted just the facts, and by adopting that attitude he revealed the gulf that yawned between his methods and the philology of Christian Kabbalah.

Biblical Exegesis

For the most part, Ca sau bon seems to have treated Hebrew texts with an expertise and reverence unexpected in one who has never been considered a “Christian Hebraist,” and one who certainly did not share the mystical beliefs of Reuchlin and Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa about the mystical powers of the Hebrew letters. As an ascetic Christian humanist who tried to combine his scholarly and devotional lives whenever possible, Ca sau bon made the close reading of the Hebrew Bible a pious exercise, and he kept scrupulous, minutely detailed records. In an important recent book, Max Engammare has traced the ways in which a guilty consciousness of time’s rapid passing burned itself into the consciousness of many Genevan Calvinists. Casaubon’s magnificently precise diary entries give rich information about the fascinating, and sometimes unexpected, ways in which he read works in and about Hebrew.

Recovering from an illness in mid-April 1597, Casaubon made clear that he had begun his day, in the private upstairs study that was a special advantage of his position in Montpellier, with the Old Testament: “Since I felt a little better, I rose very early from the bedclothes and buried myself in my study and in my little literary pursuits. I began by falling on my knees, and gave myself over to reading and meditating on the holy Word of God.” With impassioned eloquence he expressed his gratitude for that “truly swanlike song of David” which appeared in 1 Chronicles 29. “O pure honey! o true delight! o sweet food for the soul,” he exclaimed. But as Casaubon tried to make clear the larger lesson of his experience, the entry took a striking and distinctive turn. Christian scholars, he argued, should read the Bible in the same way as the classics, and even more intensively: “We read the writings of the pagans with great enthusiasm, and we eagerly gather and extract whatever we find there that is smoothly said and has to do with forming the character. And there is nothing wrong with that. But consider how much

126. Casaubon read Galatinus and Reuchlin in Paris on 11 June 1601. His diary entry reveals his lack of enthusiasm; see Casaubon 1850, I, 354 quoted in note 89 above. So do his very critical notes on Galatinus in Bod MS Casaubon 27, 200 recto–210 verso. By contrast, he rather enjoyed his encounter with Agrippa in the spring of 1603 (Casaubon 1850, I, 492–493), though his response was not uncritical.


128. Casaubon 1850, I, 15: "Cum paullo haberem meliuscule, summo mane surgens e stratis abdo me in literulas et museum. Ac primum γονυμετριᾶς dedo me lectioni et meditationi sacrosancti Dei Verbi. Inter alia legi Canticum illud vere olorinum Davidis quod habetur 1. Chron. c. ult."
more richly we could furnish ourselves with texts like this drawn from the sacred books!"  

Casaubon, in other words, held that Christian scholars should read and make extracts from the Bible, exactly as they learned in school to do with the pagan classics, and that they should make the richest of the extracts in their notes the objects of passionate meditation—the comparison with Erasmus comes to mind. He made no bones about his conviction that the object of such study should be the Hebrew text of the Old Testament. Casaubon disapproved, for example, of ὑπομονή (“remaining behind,” “power to endure”), the Septuagint rendering of the word מַקְוֶה (mikveh) in line 15 of David’s poem (Katsel yameinu al ha’aretz veein mikveh, 29:15; “our days on the earth [are] as a shadow, and [there is] no hope”). He consulted not only Junius’ Latin version but also the commentaries of Rashi and David Kimhi, in an effort to bring out the full flavor of the Hebrew original’s declaration that all life on this earth is transitory. Evidently, then, Casaubon saw not only reading of the Bible but also consultation of Jewish commentators as an integral part of his very Christian reading of the text. When he retreated to his study to heal his soul by plunging into the Old Testament, he did so with the Mikra'ot gedolot, the great variorum Bible with its sea of rabbinic commentary, open before him.

Though never satisfied with his progress, Casaubon continued to read, excerpt, and internalize the Hebrew Bible—and to make clear that he read it, as he did the best of the ancient Greeks, as not only a source of sacred truths but also a model of eloquence. In late November and early December 1598, for example, he spent his early mornings reading that “golden little book,” the Proverbs of Solomon. He praised the “elegance,” as well as the wisdom, of Proverbs, which he studied phrase by phrase, in Hebrew. “Very early,” he wrote on 1 December,

before dawn, in my library, I read one chapter of Solomon’s Proverbs. The whole book is golden, and deserves to be memorized. But


130. Casaubon 1850, I, 15–16. He does confuse the Hebrew letters in Kimhi’s text, reading “cursores” as though the word חֵרֹעֲצִים was spelled with he rather than het.

131. On more than one occasion Casaubon refers to the rabbinic Bible. E.g., in his copy of Mercier’s Libellus Rath (BL 1942.g.4, 12 verso) he refers to the marginal note in the first Venetian edition (1517): “ut et in marg. primae edit. Venetae notatur. שְׁתֵּינוּ.”

132. Casaubon 1850, I, 103–104.

133. Ibid., 104: “Eleganter significat Salomon quanto in periculo sint, qui animo elati sunt.”
one verse [14:13: “Even in laughter the heart may ache, and joy may end in grief”] pleased me very much. I copy it here, not only so that I may memorize it more easily, but also so that I may translate it into Greek as an enhancement to my wisdom.134

In February 1599 Casaubon was beginning his day with Job 14, and this text, too, he read as a classic in the best humanistic sense: “In that chapter,” he remarked, “that wisest of men declares the vanity of mortals in lines that are most profound and worthy of our meditation.”135 Once again he measured his understanding of the text against that of a great Jewish authority, Maimonides, as he insisted that Job should be seen as a historical individual, and a truly exemplary one:

Before the sermon I was, as long as possible, with Job and Mercier. O sweet food for the soul! O Job, divine example of all the virtues! For the opinion of Maimonides, in More Nebukim, that that book contains not the narration of an event, but, so to speak, the image and concept of a pious man, is entirely false. There is no doubt that there was a Job, whom Ezekiel and the Apostles mentioned, and that everything recorded in that book happened to him. I beseech you, great God, as a suppliant, that reading this may bring me as much utility as it does pious pleasure.136

By June 1600 Casaubon was spending all the time he could with Isaiah, whose eloquence he characterized as unique. In July he noted that “this prophet clearly uses many ornaments in his language that you would not easily find in other sacred writers.”137

134. Ibid., 105–106: “Mane πρὸ ῥώς in museo caput unum Salomonis Prov. legimus, quod cum sit totum aureum, et dignissimum, ut caetera illius omnia, quod memoriae mandetur, eximie tamen hic illius versus mihi placuit, quem hic ascribam, non solum ut tanto facilius eum addiscam; sed ut in Graecum vertam et τροφὴν καὶ αἰθήμων σοφίας.”
135. Ibid., 162: “Eo capite vanitatem mortalium praedicat vir sapientissimus gravissimis et meditazione nostra dignissimis sententiosis.”
137. Ibid., 285: “Hic prophetæ perspicue usurpat multa ornamenta orationis, quae in aliis scriptoribus sacris temere non reperias.”
Casaubon, in other words, treated the Hebrew text of the Bible exactly as he did the Latin and Greek texts of the classical authors. He read it in the light of the best commentaries, compared it to ancient and modern versions and commentaries, and made extracts from it which he committed to memory. In order to be sure that he made the Hebrew texts bone of his bone and marrow of his marrow, he resorted to the traditional methods of Western humanism: for example, copying them out, in the distinctively neat and elegant Hebrew script in which he clearly took some pride. Thus in February 1597 he noted that he was “mindful of the many times that Demosthenes, not without reason, copied all of Thucydides in his own hand” when he set out to “to copy one of the sacred Hebrew texts . . . that was the book of Esther.”

A handsome partial copy of Esther (1:1–15) survives in Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 6—further confirmation, if any is needed, that Casaubon’s professions of commitment to *Hebraica veritas* were anything but empty boasts.

In fact the evidence suggests that Casaubon not only marked, but also mastered, the Hebrew Bible and the other Hebrew texts that meant so much to him. Hebrew liturgical words—especially the Hebrew אָמֵן (*Amen*)—infiltrated the Latin in which he normally cast prayers in his diary. Over and over again, lines of biblical Hebrew received extensive glossing and exegesis in his notes. And the prevalence of Hebrew in this dense but partial record seems to have reflected the larger prevalence of Hebrew in Casaubon’s mind.

He savored the literary force of the Bible as well as its divine truth, and brought to its reading the same discriminating hermeneutical sensibility that he brought to understanding the Greeks. When Casaubon read the prophets, for example, he warned himself to bear in mind the many types of prediction and message they had offered. Even as he considered the question why the prophets expressed themselves so obscurely—an ancient exegetical problem, and one that had a direct political bearing in Casaubon’s time—he found the answer in the one Greek writer who had even mentioned the Old Testament, the critic known to him and his contemporaries as Longinus:


139. Bod MS Casaubon 6, 22 recto. Casaubon also copied out the complete book of Daniel and, as we have seen, Psalm 119. Another transcription from the Hebrew Bible is in BL MS Burney 365, 275 recto, where Casaubon copies out Psalm 86. Warm thanks to Malachi Beit-Arié for discussing these materials with us and suggesting that Casaubon may have copied these texts from manuscripts.
Figure 2.10. Casaubon's transcription of the beginning of the book of Esther. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 6, 72 recto.
No one who has ever even touched the writings of the prophets in passing has failed to notice their obscurity. The reasons for it are many. It is not for one of my low station to investigate the fundamental reasons why God wished them to speak in this manner. I am firmly convinced that God decided thus because it was best, and it is best because God decided thus. But certain intermediate causes of their obscurity can be noted. Some derive from their subject matter. The matters they deal with are lofty, sublime, and sometimes in the future, so that the prophets had to discuss them obscurely. Others have to do with their style, which is clearly the right one for their subject: a sublime style for sublime things. Whatever Longinus and the other theorists of rhetoric say about how one attains sublimity in speech will all be found, brilliantly expressed, in the writings of the prophets.  

Casaubon identified Isaiah as the prophet who most clearly exemplified the sublime style. In a beautiful passage he analyzed the qualities of Isaiah 1: “There the eternal God pleads his case with insignificant mankind, with so much emotion that no greater indication of the divine goodness could be asked for. It is extraordinary that the immortal God deigns to come to court with men and dispute with them, as if on equal terms. That is the meaning of these words, 'come now, let us dispute.’” He went on to list the figures of speech in Isaiah exactly as he might have listed those of a Greek or Latin text. Indeed, Casaubon's heavily glossed copies of the texts and commentaries of Ruth and the minor prophets show him picking out


141. Ibid., 19 verso: “has igitur omnes sublimis styli caussas in prophetis posse animadveriri maxime in Isaia, legenti planum erit. Quadam adnotabamus inter legendum illum divinum prophetam.”


143. Ibid., 24 recto, 28 recto ff.
the rhetorical tropes and the impressive sayings of the rabbis as much as their stupidities.

Casaubon’s interests, as we have seen, were not limited to the Bible. Nor were they limited to the rabbinical commentators. His diary, for example, records his interest in the Hebrew text of Matthew: Bishop Jean du Tillet’s Hebrew version with the Latin translation of Jean Mercier of the Gospel of Matthew, printed in Paris in 1555. According to Mercier, du Tillet extricated the text from the grip of Roman Jews. Casaubon vividly conveys the excitement that accompanied his reading of the text in an entry in his diary for September 1600: “Today, with great mental pleasure, I began to compare Matthew’s Gospel with the Hebrew version edited by du Tillet. With God’s help I hope to complete this little task in a few days.”144 The modern reader is unable to fathom Casaubon’s state of soul as he set about his “little task,” but his copy of the text housed in the British Library provides ample information about the intellectual rigor he employed in comparing the Hebrew and Greek texts. Virtually every verse is annotated: Hebrew printing errors are corrected, divergences from the Greek text are signaled, references to the versions of Tremellius and Münster and postbiblical expressions, such as ’alav hashalom (on him be peace) following a reference to Jeremiah the prophet, are glossed with an X in the margin. Clearly, Casaubon was reading the text with an open mind. His entire painstaking labor was motivated by the desire to come close to the authentic Gospel of Matthew.

At times, however, the revelations of much later Hebrew texts fired Casaubon with almost as much enthusiasm as the Bible itself, and in the same way. One case is especially curious. In 1605 Casaubon published a rich study of ancient satire, in which he gave, for the first time, the correct etymology of the term (usually derived, in the Renaissance, from “satyr”). In the second book of this work, he attacked the question whether satire was a form of true poetry. Plato defined poetry, he noted, as fiction, the invention of fabulae. But this was a mistake, if an understandable one, a generalization drawn from the dramatic poetry that Plato and his contemporaries knew best: “In those days poetry found its dominant use in theaters and contests. This sort of poetry consisted more or less in the composition of fabulae, tragic, satyr, and comic. That was the origin of the error that little by little possessed the minds of men, so that they spoke and thought about poetry as if it was only for theaters and contests.”145 Satire, with its obdurate connection to

144. Casaubon 1850, I, 300: “Hodie cepi magna cum animi voluptate Evangelium κατὰ Μαθαθν αν ผัน conferre cum Hebraea versione a Tilio edita, cuius opellae finem paucis diebus visuros nos speramus, volente Domino.”
145. Casaubon 1605b, 338: “Erat illis temporibus plurimus poeticae usus in theatris et agonibus: quod
real people and events, also seemed very far from Aristotle’s definition, and his sharp contrast between poetry and history.\textsuperscript{146}

Where then to look for a more commodious and accurate definition? Horace, Casaubon noted, saw the distinctiveness of poetry as formal, a matter of meter and style, though he too denied that satire could be poetry. And one contemporary, or near-contemporary, Jewish source revised this thought in a useful direction. David ibn Yahya had defined poetry in his work \textit{Shekel haKodesh} of 1506, which was republished with translation as \textit{De metris Hebraeorum} in Paris in 1562, while another Latin translation by Génébrard appeared in his \textit{Eisagoge}.\textsuperscript{147} Casaubon had a copy of this work, now preserved in the British Library, and in it he found a definition (“definitio carminis”) of a noble utterance, its parts tightly connected, cast in \טַלְוַת קֶצֶרֶת עַרְבֶּהָ שֶׁקֶיְלָה (brief, sweet, balanced words). Casaubon wrote two notes in the margin by this phrase, one noting the presence of a definition and the other that of “librata dictio,” literally “balanced diction.”\textsuperscript{148} In his treatise on satire Casaubon made clear what he only indicated—probably to remind himself of the passage—in his skeletal marginalia. Ibn Yahya’s “very beautiful definition,” drawn from a Greek source, revealed, unlike those in the standard Greek texts, that poetry must be cast in words that are “short, sweet, and balanced or weighed”—words, that is, that follow a “lex metrica,” or metrical rule.\textsuperscript{149} By this definition, satire cast in metrical verse definitely

\textsuperscript{146.} Casaubon 1605b, 344–345.  
\textsuperscript{147.} The \textit{Libellus de metris Hebraicis e grammatica R. Davidis Iehaiae cuius inscriptio limmudim G. Genebrardo professore regio interprete} is reproduced at pp. 149–162 of Génébrard’s \textit{Eisagoge} (Paris, 1587) (BL 622.h.32). Casaubon also glossed this text in a few places. Ibn Yahya’s work on prosody, which was printed as part of his work on grammar, was as popular among Jews, particularly Sephardim, as it was among Christians. Three editions appeared in Constantinople. Génébrard appears to have used one of the later sixteenth-century editions.  
\textsuperscript{148.} [Ibn Yahya], \textit{Libellus de metris Hebraeorum} (Paris, 1562), BL 1982.c.36, 12 recto; and Casaubon 1605b, 348–349. See esp. Casaubon 1605b, 349: “Vides in hac pulcherrima definitione multas desiderari condicioes ad iustum poema, quarum ultima est lex metri: siquidem \שָׁכַל quae vox pondus et libracionem significat, heic interpretetur de lege metrica.”  
\textsuperscript{149.} Casaubon 1605b, 348–349. Casaubon did take this Jewish definition as deriving from a Greek source: “non memini usquam apud Graecos invenire definitionem hanc conceptis verbis expressam: sed in Iudaearum commentionibus de re metrica eam definitionem offendimus, quam cum ipsi fateantur a Graecis se accepisse, pro Graeca huc afferre non verebimur: est enim appositissima ad Horatii mentem.” In this respect he followed Génébrard, who noted that David ibn Yahya drew on Aristotle’s works and suggested that he might have had access to Hebrew translations of other Greek philosophical texts (Génébrard 1564, 42–43): “Hic existimo citari primum librum Aristotelis de Demonstracione, ex quo intelligitur definitiones antegressas minime exactas esse, et habendas potius descriptionum nomine. Constant enim genere et partum communium, partim propriarum affectionum frequenta, non
belonged in the category of poetry. The assurance with which Casaubon cited his unnamed Hebrew source is breathtaking. He invoked a near contemporary Jew—whom he did not even cite by name—to refute all three of the authorities on which the vast edifice of sixteenth-century literary theory had been reared by Robortello, Vettori, Scaliger, and many others. In this case at least, Casaubon clearly accorded profundity and insight to a modern Hebrew source that dealt not with the Hebrew language or the Bible but with literature.

Moses Maimonides: Jewish Thought, Jewish Law

Like other Christians of the time, Casaubon often accused the old rabbis of speaking “nugae” and “fabulae” in their works. Like them, too, he did, as we will see, subject parts of the Talmud and its commentaries to a critical examination. But Casaubon, like the others, also revered “the incomparable Rabbenu Moses son of Maimon,” although he did not always agree with him: “Moses Maimonides (who is also called Moses the Egyptian) was a man of solid and great learning. I can say of him what Pliny once said of Diodorus Siculus, ‘He was the first of his people to desist from playing with words.’” With this classical allusion for initiates Casaubon refers to the preface of the *Natural History,* in which Pliny praises Diodorus for having chosen an appropriate title for his work, thus eschewing the ridiculous habits of his predecessors. The subtle point Casaubon is making is that even if his rabbinic predecessors were unreliable, Maimonides was a man of principle who could be trusted. And his appreciation of Maimonides extended also to the material text on which the immortal words of the master were autem genere et differentiis, quales nec exactae sunt, nec demonstrationis principia sive media. Quia autem non nisi obiter hoc attingit libro illo priori Aristot. posteriore autem ex professo, fortasse ad aliquum philosophum (qui multi sunt lingua Hebraica) resperit noster Rabbinus. Nec vero mireris citari Aristotelem ab Hebraeis, cum praesertim illi ut studioissimi sunt cuiuscunque partis philosophiae, ita et in suam linguam praeципuos philosophos, ut hunc, ut Platonem, ut Ptolomeum, ut Galenum con\-verterunt. Et certe in bibliotheca Regia extant praedicti philosophi Metaphysica, et Sphaera Ioannis Sac-\-robosci Hebraica."

150. Casaubon 1709, 231. In a 1605 letter to Scaliger, he refers to “incomparablis Rabbenu Mosis Maimonis filii Moreh Nebukim.”

151. Casaubon 1614, 611; 1654, 538; 1663, 538: “Moses Maimonides (qui et Moses Aegyptius dicitur) solidæ atque ingentis doctrinae vir, de quo videor mihi posse id vere dicere, quod Plinius olim de Di-\-dorono Siculo, primum illum inter suos desijse nugari.” The context of this passage will be discussed in Chapter 3.

The title page is magnificent, in the Jewish manner,” Casaubon exclaimed, on gazing at the Bomberg edition (Venice, 1524) of Maimonides’ definitive Code of Law, the Mishneh Torah, also known as the Yad. This is but another expression of Casaubon’s “voluptas,” a term he often used when he wished to convey the almost sensual excitement he experienced upon reading certain texts. It was in London that he came across this particular edition of the Yad. He perused its contents carefully, noting the eulogistic tag about Maimonides, “from Moses to Moses there arose none like Moses,” framed in the frieze’s medallion at the top of the page, constructed in the form of a Roman triumphal arch.153

Aaron Katchen has argued that interest in Maimonides diverged in the course of the seventeenth century from a fascination with the Guide for the Perplexed to his legal writings, particularly the Mishneh Torah.154 It is of course true that scholars did not produce large-scale Latin translations of the Code until the third decade of the seventeenth century—although Génébrard did translate the Code’s grand finale, Maimonides’ vision of the messianic era, into Latin in 1572.155 But it is also clear that Casaubon paid as much attention to Maimonides’ legal as to his philosophical output, although he appears to have reserved the epithet “divine” for the Guide. After having admired the physical features of the Venetian Yad, Casaubon set about studying the Code’s structure, writing out the titles of the books and their division into smaller units of halakhot (laws). In yet another notebook he copied out detailed notes from the Latin translation of the Guide produced by the Italian orientalist and Hebraist Agostino Giustiniani with the collaboration of the Jewish physician and translator Jacob Mantino.156

Casaubon had read and reread these works at different stages in his life. In his notes on the Guide he mentions that he had studied the Yad intensively as a young man in Geneva and Lyons.157 From a letter of 1602, it appears that it was Scaliger who had enlightened him about the language

153. He writes out a detailed description of the work in Bod MS Casaubon 30, 82 recto–86 recto. At 82 recto he writes: “Percurrebam Londini librum Mosis ben Maimon Jad inscriptum. Liber editus est Venetiis cum superbo frontispicio more Hebraeorum. Initio est illud elogium, A Mose usque ad Mosem non surrexit ut Moses.”
155. The “Capita R. Mose ben Maiemon de rebus Christi Regis” is printed with other texts in Génébrard 1572, 46 recto–86 recto, in the Latin translation followed by the Hebrew. Génébrard, unusually, gives the page number, 761, of the text he was using.
156. Maimonides 1520; Casaubon’s notes are in Bod MS Casaubon 4, 30 recto–34 verso.
Figure 2.11. Title page of Maimonides' Mishneh Torah. Bodleian Library Opp. fol. 777.

[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
(Judaeo-Arabic) in which the Guide was written.\textsuperscript{158} Indeed, in his notes on the Latin version Casaubon expresses his regret that he did not have the “Hebrew” text in front of him, since “he was unable to grasp the point of the author in many places.”\textsuperscript{159} Nevertheless, as usual, he persisted, reading “this book of miscellaneous observations on sacred matters” to the end, indicating and signing off his notes with “thanks to God.”\textsuperscript{160}

Casaubon’s reading of this classic of Jewish theology reveals his scholarly, no less than his theological, interests. Thus, intimately familiar with the entire corpus of Aristotle, genuine and inauthentic, this consummate scholar jots down Maimonides’ praise of works of Aristotle that “in my opinion are not extant today.”\textsuperscript{161} As an antiquarian he is also patently interested in Maimonides’ famous description of the Sabians—supposedly the patriarch Abraham’s pagan contemporaries—a subject that would permeate seventeenth-century treatises on ancient religion.\textsuperscript{162}

Casaubon appears to accept Giustiniani’s statement, in the preface to his translation of the Guide, that the rabbis wished to obliterate Maimonides’ writings because “he supported Christian dogmas,” a reference to the burning of his works in the thirteenth century.\textsuperscript{163} But his notes also seem to reveal an interest not so much in Maimonides’ so-called Christian beliefs, but rather in the particular theology and exegesis of scripture that Maimonides was promoting, which on occasion could be used as a comment on contemporary ecclesiastical views. A “golden passage” is Casaubon’s assessment of Maimonides’ discourse on the limitation of human knowledge. This is ex-

\textsuperscript{158} Casaubon 1709, 138: “Didici ex literis tuis, opus Rambanii \textit{נבוכים מורה} Arabice ab Autore fuisse scriptum: quod nos, cum Latinum interpretem ante multos menses legeramus, vel non observaveramus, vel non memineramus. Postea incidi in magni illius Magistri verba in epistola ad Massilienses, qua non obscure de se hoc ipse testatur. Puto enim \textit{גדול חבור}, quod ait ibi se Arabice scripsisse, de opere illo esse intelligendum.” This means that Casaubon must have taken the notes from the Latin version before 1602. He refers here to Maimonides’ \textit{Letter to Marseilles} on astrology, which had been published with a Latin translation by Joannes Isaac Levita in Cologne in 1555. Note, too, that he does not understand Maimonides’ reference to the \textit{Hibbur Gadol}, which is the \textit{Mishneh Torah}, written in Hebrew not in Arabic. Cf., too, Bod MS Casaubon 52, 43 recto, in which he refers to Samuel ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew translation of the \textit{Guide for the Perplexed} in a rather hesitant way: “Samuel ben Tibbon. vidimus huius librum More hannebokim ex alia (puto arab.) lingua translatum et est si memini liber Mosis ben M.”

\textsuperscript{159} Bod MS Casaubon 4, 30 recto: “Doluius autem persaepe in percurrendo hoc libro, quod textum Hebraicum non haberemus; nam ita versus est ut mentem auctoris assequi multis locis non potuierimus.”

\textsuperscript{160} Ibid., 30 recto–34 verso.

\textsuperscript{161} Ibid., 30 verso: “Saepe Moses laudat Aristotelenum, etiam in iis quae non extant opinor hodie.”

\textsuperscript{162} Maimonides 1520, III.37.

\textsuperscript{163} Maimonides 1520, 1 verso: “factum est ut Iudaei omnes Galli . . . in unum conspirarint, librumque incendio devovertint quod sibi videretur nimirum favere Christianorum haeresi.” Bod MS Casaubon 4, 30 recto: “Itaque scripta illius RR. conati sunt extinguerre ut hominis qui favoret dogmati Christianorum.” It is still not clear who were the main perpetrators of the auto-da-fé.
emplified by the famous passage about Rabbi Akiva, who was able to delve into higher speculative matters without being harmed, unlike the apostate Elisha Aher.  

Maimonides’ invective against popular conceptions of God, with its denunciation of anything that ascribes corporeality to God and that detracts from His essence, concentrating on mere accidents, brings to Casaubon’s mind contemporary disputes. And he approves Maimonides’ castigation of those who regard the mystery of the letters that constitute the name of God as residing solely in their pronunciation rather than in the meaning that underlies the letters. “O let those who worship bread and divinize words read this,” Casaubon exclaims.

Indeed, Casaubon brought Maimonides to bear on a crucial matter that divided reformers from Catholics, the papal claim to apostolic succession through Jesus’ conferral of supreme power on Peter: “You are Peter and upon this rock I will build my Church” (Matt. 16:18). The issue arises in the midst of his long and violent attack on Baronio. What is at stake, of course, is the precise meaning of “rock,” and in particular its significance in Isaiah 51:1: “Look unto the rock whence ye were hewn.” From some illegible scribblings in a notebook that we can date to the time of Casaubon’s stay in England, when he was struggling to produce his critique of Baronio, we know that Casaubon scanned all kinds of commentaries on Isaiah. These included the work of Léon de Castro, the highly influential Spanish theologian and opponent of Arias Montano’s Polyglot Bible.  

Maimonides’ interpretation of “rock” is given center stage on two occasions in this long dissertation. From this chapter all the definitions of the word are culled: “Rock is an equivocal term. It is a term denoting a mountain . . . It is further a term denoting the quarry from which quarry stones are hewn. Thus, ‘Look unto the rock whence ye were hewn’ [Isaiah 51:1].” But of course the purpose of

---

164. Maimonides 1520, I.32 (misnumbered 31 by Giustiniani). Bod MS. Casaubon 4, 31 recto: “R. Aqiba et R. Telixa [the name is Elisha, but Casaubon reproduces what he found in Giustinianis’s translation], locus aureus.”

165. Maimonides 1520, I.62 (misnumbered 61 by Giustiniani).

166. Bod MS Casaubon 4, 32 recto: “O legant ista ἀρτολάτραι et oί τα ῥήματα θειάζοντες.”


168. See Bod MS Casaubon 30, 106 recto. Note the blank page at the beginning of Casaubon’s copy of Sefer Mikhlol (BL 1984.a.10.[1]), where he lists names for God and adds: “vocatur vere Deus in bibliis et alis nominibus, ut Deut. 32.4 וְתֵּרָפֶּס; idem et 31. et saepe.” Here, too, Casaubon’s preoccupation with the significance of the term “rock” in a theological context is apparent.

169. De Castro 1570.

170. Casaubon 1614, 400; 1654, 353; 1663, 353: “Sed hic titulus longe gloriosissimus, partim caeteris Apostolis communis, partim personaliter Petro est proprius; neque ad eius successores ullo pacto potest pertinere. Quare nihil hoc ad Papam; nihil ad controversias hodiernas. Scio etiam Abrahamum reperiri
Maimonides’ minidiscourse on rock is to define not the rock’s natural qualities, but rather its meaning in this biblical context when applied to Abraham. Casaubon refers to Maimonides’ metaphorical interpretation: “Tread therefore in his footsteps, adhere to his religion and acquire his character,” a kind of *imitatio Abrahami*.

At another strategic point in his argument Casaubon then takes up Maimonides’ second main point, namely, that “God, may He be exalted, is designated as the Rock since He is the principal and efficient cause of all things other than himself.” Noteworthy, here, is that this citation is not culled from Giustinian’s Latin translation, but from Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew translation: יִי יְהוָה הָעָבְרֶה וְהָבָאֹת לְךָ כָּל אָשֶׁר הוֹלֵם. The insertion at this juncture of the technical medieval Hebrew phrase—so different from the biblical or rabbinic idiom—drives the point home, and the metaphor must therefore win the day: “This metaphor is not meant to express domination, but to indicate the origin of things and the cause of their existence.” Casaubon’s argument is long-winded, and jam-packed with citations from a variety of sources. Nevertheless, it is patently clear that he invokes Maimonides as the authoritative interpreter of the Bible. His philosophical approach, which tolerates no corporeality, provided the requisite argument in order to vanquish the Catholic position.

---

in Biblij dictum *petram*, ut dicitur hic Petrus ex istorum sententia. Isaiae LI,1 *Attendite ad petram*, unde excisi estis: *attendite ad Abrahamum patrem vestrum*. . . . *petra* enim hoc loco nihil aliud significat, nisi originem. et mens Prophetae est; sicut excisus e petra lapis eiusdem est naturae cum rupe unde est excisus: sic vos componite vitam vestram ad exemplum Abrahami, et ut hunc locum explicans ait Maimonides in divino opere More Nebukim, libro I. cap. xvi., *udite per eius vias.* Casaubon 1614, 406; 1654, 358–359; 1663, 358–359: “In veteri Testamento Deus locis pene innumeris dicitur *Tzur*.” Moses ben Maimon in More Nebukim, admirandae doctrinae scripto, libro primo, capite XVI. observat, hac voce significari montem vel arcem in rupe sitam; item silicem durum; necnon *רָעָב* lapidicinam, unde oriuntur venae lapicidinarum, ut appellat Ulpianus leg. XIII. §. 5. Dig. De usufructu. alibi in libris Iuris vocantur *venae saxorum*. Deum vero appellari *Tzur* *Petrum* in *qui ipse est principium et causa, per quam facta sunt omnia præcter ipsum*. Non dicit Maimonides, Deum appellari *petram* quia dominetur omnibus rebus creatis; nam etsi verum est, Deum immortalem rerum omnium creatarum dominum esse et absolutissimum Monarcham: haec tamen metaphora non adhibetur ad exprimendam dominationem, sed ad indicandam origine rerum et caussam existentiae: robur etiam signifikat, ac potentiam et aeternam durationem; denique *Petræ* cum metaphorice de Deo dicitur, habito respectu ad naturam et proprietatem verae rupis aut saxi alicius durissimi, ad significationem nominis Tetragrammati proxime accedit: quod nomen aeternum et perpetuum Dei esse quum designet *Tzur*  sive *petra*, durationem notat, quae est continuatio *rov elvas* et caussam existendi in creaturas collatam.” Casaubon 1614, 407; 1654, 359; 1663, 359: “Haec metonymica appellatio tribuitur Christo Ecclesiae auctori et conservatori, non propter imperium, quod jure obiinat in Ecclesiis: sed ut sciant fideles, inconcussae firmitudinis et durationis aeternae opus esse Ecclesiam, quae fundamento nitatur Petra Christo.”
Casaubon did not master the entire corpus of Maimonides’ writings, but certainly dipped into a good representative section of the Egyptian Jew’s oeuvre. Maimonides articulated the first set of Jewish beliefs known as the “thirteen principles of faith” in the context of his Mishnah commentary on tractate Sanhedrin 10, which begins “All Israel have a share in the world to come.” Several centuries later, despite some opposition to the idea of a Jewish creed, and criticism of Maimonides’ choice of fundamental beliefs, the thirteen principles (ikkarim) became integrated into the Jewish prayerbook. Sebastian Münster translated the principles into Latin (Basel, 1529). This text in turn provided Casaubon with an essential theology of the Jews. According to a note in one of his copybooks he leafed through the work in a moment of God-given leisure. “It contains,” he wrote, “as it were [velut], the articles of faith on which the religion of the Jews rests.”171 The word “velut” here is well chosen, for it seems to suggest, and quite reasonably, that Casaubon realized that the idea of “articles of faith,” the term used by Münster in his preface and by Buxtorf, was somewhat alien to the Jewish religion.172 Following his usual mode of reading and despite the hasty perusal of the thirteen principles, Casaubon corrected Münster’s wrong translation of the philosophical term sekhel hapoel, again demonstrating that by 1604 he had mastered some of the basic philosophical terms of medieval Hebrew.173

As he reads these principles, the Christian Casaubon comes to the fore. He comments on the Jews’ ignorance of “our lord Jesus.”174 Maimonides’ declaration of the immutability of the Torah provokes a sharp reaction: “But this is partly false, for the law of grace has partly obliterated the Mosaic law.”175 Similarly, he rejects Maimonides’ brief statement on the resurrection of the dead and the implication drawn from other passages that only the

172. He refers to Buxtorf’s Synagoga, which begins with a description of the “articulos tredecim” (Buxtorf 1604, 2–32). In his copy of the Synagoga (BL 848.b.19) Casaubon has firmly underlined the words “Fides autem Judaeeorum.” The reference to Buxtorf indicates that Casaubon was reading Münster’s version after 1604.
173. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 109 recto. Münster had rendered the term used by Maimonides in the sixth principle about prophecy as “intellectus creatoris.” Casaubon realized that Maimonides was speaking of the agent intellect (intellectus agens).
174. Ibid., 109 verso. With regard to principle 8 Maimonides speaks about going in the footsteps of the Messiah, God of Jacob. Casaubon writes: “Quem obsecro hic vocat Messiam sive Christum? Nam de domino nostro IESU non cogitabat Judaeus.”
175. Ibid., 110 recto: “sed hoc ex parte falsum. nam lex gratiae sustulit ex parte Mosaicam [legem]. sed hoc Judaeus ignorat.”
righteous will be resurrected. Casaubon refers to David Kimhi’s interpretation of Psalm 1: “the soul of the wicked will be cut off and perish.” Thus, this set of notes reveals another facet of the way Casaubon deciphered Hebrew texts. There is no praise of Maimonides here, but instead a critical assessment of the principles predicated on his own set of beliefs.

The Jewish legal texts served as a quarry for both Baronio and Casaubon as they fought to demonstrate their expertise in Jewish antiquities. For Casaubon, Maimonides’ Code was a useful point of reference for all manner of subjects. After all, the Mishneh Torah was, in effect, the first comprehensive code of Jewish Law. Indeed, the seventeen references to Maimonides’ Code in his Exercitationes are eloquent testimony to the estimation in which Casaubon held the Egyptian Moses.

The historically critical mode of reading that Casaubon applied in his study of the classical literature was equally in play as he read the Hebrew texts or discussed matters of Jewish antiquity. Naturally, Casaubon used Maimonides’ work in conjunction with other relevant texts. His wide reading therefore enabled him to select the frozen legal pronouncement from the page and set it in a wider historical context.

The example that best illustrates this occurs, once again, in his critique of Baronio’s treatment of the sects of the Second Temple period. The argument centers upon Baronio’s misinterpretation of a passage in the fourth and oft-cited letter of Synesius, the fourth-century bishop of Ptolemais. Baronio identifies a Dosithean, a member of a Samaritan sect, in a passage about sabbath observance. This provides the starting point for Casaubon’s discussion of sabbath observance in antiquity. The strange story contains a passage about a mixed group of people, including Jews, traveling on a ship on a Friday night. The helmsman and “doctor of the Law,” to the despair of those on board, refuses to steer the ship once the sabbath has begun, but at midnight he decides to profane the sabbath rather than risk his life. The aim of Casaubon’s attack is to alert the reader not only to Baronio’s ignorance of Greek but also to his lack of information about the diversity of Jewish sabbath observance. Casaubon traces the change in sabbath law implemented by Mattathias the Maccabee in the second century B.C.E., in response to the loss of life that resulted from the putting down of arms for the sake of observing the sabbath. This enactment was enforced by the rabbis, and the

---

176. Casaubon seems to have taken the reference to Kimhi from Buxtorf (1604, 27), who quotes Kimhi’s interpretation that both the soul and body of the wicked will perish simultaneously.
new law is pithily expressed in the dictum quoted by Casaubon, “imminent risk to life takes precedence over the sabbath.” Casaubon expresses surprise that Josephus had given the mistaken impression that the law against lighting fires on the sabbath was practiced by Essenes alone. Any examination of Maimonides’ codification of the laws on the sabbath clearly demonstrated that this law pertained to all Jews. This was one of the laws that Casaubon copied out in his London notebook.

What emerges is Casaubon’s ability to select the passages demonstrating the complexity of an issue that Baronio had treated too cavalierly for his precise mind. Casaubon realizes that the law codified by Maimonides is the official rabbinic statement on the subject. At the same time he is also aware—and not simply because of the way the subject is treated in the Gospels—that people do not necessarily keep to prescribed rules. This realization is illustrated by his citation of a story by the thirteenth-century English chronicler Matthew Paris, not known for his philosemitism. According to his tale, the Jews of Tewkesbury allowed a coreligionist to die when he fell into a latrine on the sabbath, since he refused to let them pull him out until the next day. Alluding to a similar story recounted by Münster in his commentary on Matthew 14, Casaubon concludes that the Jews, flagrantly disobeying Mattathias’ decree, not infrequently prefer the letter of the law and death.

From Casaubon’s time to the present, some readers have found his Exercitationes tedious. Yet a careful examination of his meticulous disquisitions reveals how carefully he read and how cleverly he made connections. In this partial analysis of his attack on Baronio for his misinterpretation of Synesius, we see that Casaubon, by means of a thoughtful reading of Maimonides in his rabbinic legal context, arrives at an impressive understanding of the workings of Jewish law. In this case, his historical acumen does not extend to applying a more critical approach to Matthew Paris. But the ability to see the inconsistencies of life does manifest itself in another context. Casaubon

---

179. Casaubon 1614, 66; 1654, 61; 1663, 61: “Nam in universum pronuntiant Rabbini, omne periculum praesens vitae amittendae, impellere sabbatum.”

180. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 106 verso: “De sabbato, cap. II. habes de periculo animae et de impellentibus sabbatum, p. 78.”


182. Casaubon 1614, 67; 1654, 62; 1663, 62: “Ex hac disciplina illud evenit, ut spreto Matathiae decreto, ludaei non raro oppetere mortem praepoptarint, quam ad opus digitum exercere. Matthaeus Paris in anno MCCCLX: Eodem tempore apud Theocesbery quidam Iudaeus cecidit in latrinam; sed quia tunc erat sabbatum, non permisit se extrahi, nisi sequente die Dominica, propter reverentiam sui sabbati, quamobrem ludacum mori contigit in foetore.”

owned a copy of Münster’s abbreviated edition of Moses of Coucy’s volume of positive and negative precepts in Hebrew and Latin. The negative commandment 227 prohibited Jews from returning to live in Egypt. The compiler of the compendium had raised the question why, in that case, Moses ben Maimon had lived in Egypt. Casaubon simply glosses “Maimon in Aegypto.” Is Casaubon’s deliberate reference to Maimonides then an underhand jibe, a reflection that the great rabbi had transgressed his own negative commandment by making the accursed Egypt his final permanent abode?

184. BL ORB30/5652.
185. Ibid., d4 recto: “Prohibuit deus ne Iudaei revertantur in Aegyptum. Deut. 17. Quod intelligendum est de habitatione non mercantia. Mirum igitur est cur sapientissimus ille Moses filius Maimon habitaret in Aegypto.” Casaubon glosses this: “Maimon in Aegypto.” On the Latin title page he writes: “Praec. negat 227 Mose. Maimon. in Aeg. habit.” In Maimonides’ own Book of Commandments, the prohibition is listed as number 47. Casaubon also read the Hebrew section, as his interlinear translations demonstrate.
Jews have used many languages over the centuries, from Aramaic and Greek to Yiddish. And many non-Jews, from Alexander Polyhistor in the first century B.C.E. to Johannes Reuchlin in the sixteenth century C.E., have done their best to understand and describe Jewish beliefs and customs. Like all Christians who took a serious interest in Jews and their world, Casaubon followed his passion into languages and forms of scholarship that most of his Jewish contemporaries would have found unfamiliar or even repellent—and, unlike many of them, he maintained an independent, critical attitude as he read. More remarkably still, he also did his best—though with less success—to use one of the most original works of sixteenth-century Jewish scholarship.

Reading a Jewish Text in Greek

At some point after 1603, Casaubon sat down to read a Jewish text, this one written in Greek. He entered his notes not in a copy of the book but in a notebook. As he often did when making formal notes on his reading in his diary or one of his copybooks, he described with striking formality and precision the work he was reading, the progress he made in working through it, and his own response to it. The text that had caught Casaubon’s eye was

1. The notes in question appear in Bod MS Casaubon 60, 247 recto–253 recto. They are headed “Ex Aristea” and end θέος χάρις. A terminus post quem is provided by Casaubon’s references to his own edition of the *Scriptores historiae Augustae*, which appeared in 1603. See esp. 248 recto: “Quid sit alibi declaramus in Capitol. p. 421”; cf. 251 recto: “Talia exempla multa in Athenaeo et historia Augusta.”

2. Good parallels, in format and method, to these notes appear in Bod MS Casaubon 25, e.g., 84 recto: “σὲν Θεῷ. Sollicitus de uxore et liberis, rebusque omnibus meis, dum hic sum Dunamia ad Eliam, quod superest temporis a sermonibus cum reverendissimo Praesule D. Episcopo Eliensi, et ab aliis hic subinde adventantibus, in lectione librorum pono, et a sensu gravissimae curae animum ἐνεργοῦμαι γε avoco. Inter alios libros quos hic sum nactus, fuit *Chronologia Ecclesiastica Onuphrii*, sed
cast in the form of a letter from Aristeas, a courtier of the Alexandrian king Ptolemy II Philadelphus, to his brother Philocrates. Probably written in the second century B.C.E., it explains that Ptolemy’s librarian, Demetrius of Phalerum, had convinced him to have a new translation of the Hebrew Bible made (1–40). Aristeas then offers a long narrative of his subsequent mission to Eleazar, the high priest in Jerusalem, which he describes at length and in utopian terms (83–106). In the course of the visit Eleazar gives the philosophical rationale for Jewish law (128–171) and supplies seventy-two experts, six from each of the twelve tribes, to translate the Bible (46–50). On their arrival in Alexandria the king invites them immediately to meet him, violating the custom of the court (174–175) and interrogates them at philosophical banquets that stretch over seven days (187–294). Then he settles them on the island of Pharos, where they produce their translation in seventy-two days (301–307). The text may contain a kernel of historical fact: it is at least possible that Ptolemy Philadelphus commissioned or acquired one of the Greek translations of the Bible. But it is full of legendary material clearly elaborated—like the repetition of the number 72, and the question-and-answer format of the discussions with the king—from the Bible and Jewish ritual and tradition.3

Even the heading of Casaubon’s notes shows his desire for precision. Usually in his notebooks he named only the author from whom he drew extracts. Here he wrote: "A book in Greek and Latin was published by the firm of Oporinus, edited by Matthias Garbitius, with the title: ‘Aristeas on the

---

3. See Wasserstein and Wasserstein 2006; Rajak 2009.
Figure 3.1. Beginning of Casaubon's notes on the letter of Aristeas. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 60, 247 recto.
translation of the divine Law from the Hebrew language into Greek.”

Casaubon took care, in other words, to indicate that he had used the first edition of the Greek text, which—as he failed to mention—had appeared in 1561. He also noted the book’s epistolary form, which the Latin title, Historia, concealed: “The Greek title of the book is ‘Aristeas to Philocrates.’” And he seems to have made the notes as he read the book, working page by page, much as he would have done had he been entering marginal annotations. Inspection of the first page of his notes indicates that Casaubon wrote these pages continuously and at the same time. True, the last sentence of his heading, which is cast in the imperfect, suggests that he might have copied them from an earlier source—a rough draft, for example, or his own marginal notes: “While going through the book when God provided us with free time, we made the following notes in haste.” But later notes seem to record the observations of someone reading a text for the first time, as when Casaubon repeatedly writes “ait” (he says). More revealing still are the notes describing what he is about to write. “To clarify this problem,” he comments at one point, “we will copy out the passage of Aristeas.” At another point, where Garbitius’ translation did not match the Greek of his printed text, Casaubon explains: “I have therefore added his [Latin] words.” Both notes offer clear evidence that he was thinking his way through the text as he read the 1561 edition, and recording—for his own use or posterity’s—his deliberate decisions about which bits to transcribe. Casaubon’s passage through this text, then, was highly formal and self-conscious: not a meditation on its meaning, much less an appreciation of its beauty, but a strictly rational and philosophical effort to note its most historically significant contents and draw out their implications.

It seems clear, moreover, that Casaubon read the letter in his own study. When he drew parallels between Aristeas’ usage of terms and that of other ancient texts that he had edited—the geography of Strabo and the Scriptores historiae Augustae—he noted the exact page numbers at which the parallels


6. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 247 recto: “Cum igitur eum percurreremus otia Deo faciente, raptim ista excerpebamus.”

7. Ibid., 248 recto: “Sed ad illustrationem illius quaestionis describemus locum Aristeae”; 251 verso: “ideo subieci eius verba.”
appeared.8 Providing exact page numbers would have constituted a point-
less display of the art of memory if Casaubon had worked without mak-
ing reference to the originals. In fact, as he read he presumably consulted
his hand-annotated copies of his own editions—works well supplied with
printed indices, and which he normally adorned with a fresh coat of margi-
nalia, marking his passage through them, as soon as he received them from
their publishers.

How then did Casaubon approach the text? In the first instance, with the
cautions of a herpetologist sneaking up on a cobra. A master critic, he knew
that he must assess the genuineness of any text before he relied on it for in-
formation. In 1603, for example, he had made clear to readers of the Scrip-
tores historiae Augustae that these accounts of the lives and quirks of Roman
emperors were not, as they stood, the work of individual writers named Ae-
lius Spartanus, Aelius Lampridius, Iulius Capitolinus, and so on. Otherwise
one would have to accept that all three men had not only begun to write
lives of all the Roman emperors, in the same style, at the same time, but also
that all of them had come to the end of their enterprises at the same time.
In fact some perceptive and talented individual had reconfigured the work of
a number of writers into a corpus for motives that Casaubon—like most
scholars since his time—found indecipherable: “Only a prophet could di-
vine what moved the maker of this collection to arrange it in this form.”9

Long before Casaubon set out to read the Greek version of Aristeas, he must
have been familiar both with the stories that it told and with the fact that
many Protestant scholars dismissed these as pious frauds. In 1605, more-
over, his close friend Joseph Scaliger sent him a long letter on forgeries.
Scaliger noted such pagan fakes as the Latin accounts of the Trojan War
by Dictys of Crete and Dares of Phrygia, and such Christian ones as the
“pseudo-Sibylline oracles.” And he pointed out with particular venom that
the letter of Aristeas, a text old enough that Josephus cited it, was “a false-
hood of the Hellenistic Jews.”10 As we will see, Scaliger elaborated on this
point in his Thesaurus temporum, which appeared in 1606, and a copy of
which he sent to Casaubon.

Casaubon’s first substantive note on the text suggests that Scaliger’s com-
ments may well have stimulated him to read the work. Using terms that he

8. Ibid., 247 verso: “frequenter utitur, eo sensu quo Strabo n. ed. p. 12”; 248 recto: “Quid sit alibi de-
claramus in Capitol. p. 421.”
10. Scaliger 1627, 303: “Quid Aristaeas ille, quam antiquus est, ut etiam a Iosepho citetur? quod est
tów ἐλληνιστῶν Ἱουδαῖων παρεγχείρημα. Quid Ecataeus de ludaes, quem ab iisdem Hellenistis an-
tiquitus confictum fuisse, manifesto ex Origene colligitur?”
often applied when he recorded reading a work that might seem contentious or of uncertain value, he strikes a properly critical, hesitant note. Yet he also argues from the start that the book cannot simply be classed as a fake to be tossed away: “Though we do not consider this little book to be as old as it pretends to be, we nonetheless believe that it is quite old, and clearly the sort of text that no student of the Greek language or of antiquity must be ashamed to have read.” By the time Casaubon had finished reading, moreover, he had convinced himself that his early doubts were unjustified. In the last sentence of his letter, Aristeas tells his brother: “I shall also try to record the rest of the things that are worthy of mention” (322). “At the end,” Casaubon reflects, “he promises another text . . . If this was written, I wish we had it. For the author is very old, and I do not doubt that he is the one mentioned by Josephus [Jewish Antiquities 12.11–118, esp. 100] . . . Therefore he is the very one who was present at the events that are recorded here.”

True, one point still worried Casaubon. At 182 Aristeas sets out to describe the measures taken to give the Jewish visitors to Alexandria their proper places at table. “For this,” he writes, “was how it was arranged by the king, which you can see even now”—a clear statement that his embassy to the Jews and the ensuing translation had taken place long before, though elsewhere in the text he described both as recent. “He seems,” Casaubon mused, “to hint that this book was written long after those times. But this weapon is not powerful enough [to show that the book was inauthentic.]”

Casaubon took the book as basically reliable for a simple reason: it offered what seemed to him rich and reliable information about the Hellenistic world in general and the court and library of Alexandria and the customs of the Jews in particular. He was fascinated by Aristeas’ statement that the Jews had the law of God “written on parchment in Hebrew characters” (4); by the claim of Demetrius of Phalerum, repeated by Aristeas, that the li-
brary already had more than 200,000 books (10); and by Demetrius’ remark that the Jews “supposedly use the Syrian language, but that is untrue, and they use a different language” (11). And he especially pricked up his ears when Aristeas described court customs, such as the amount of time that ambassadors normally had to wait before seeing the king (175) or the gift of three talents that Ptolemy ordered presented to each of his visitors (294). In taking this antiquarian approach to the work, Casaubon read more or less as Simon Schard, the distinguished jurist who edited the editio princeps of Aristeas in Greek, had recommended: “The desire to read this history has been stimulated by the very pleasant description of many things that it contains: for example, of vases, of bowls, of the golden table, of the priestly garments, of places in Judaea, of Jerusalem, of the temple, of the citadel, all of which are described in such a way that they seem to be laid out before the reader’s eyes: and a cultivated mind must enjoy reading about them.”15 For both men, the letter of Aristeas served as an invitation to engage in the form of sacred antiquarianism that Benito Arias Montano and others pursued in more celebrated works: the systematic effort to recreate the institutions, customs, and material world of ancient Judaism, mostly from textual evidence.16

At one point in the notes, however, the particular, philological quality of Casaubon’s method of reading becomes especially clear. At 297 Aristeas argues that even if his account seems incredible, it deserves credence, since it would be churlish “to lie about things that have been recorded.” “Official diaries of the kings of Egypt,” wrote Casaubon, inferring that the Ptolemies, like Alexander before them, had maintained a detailed official record of events.17 Here he showed his belief that he glimpsed, as if in a flash of lightning, the lost official sources that Aristeas had exploited in writing his narrative—not blazoned, as a forger would, but simply mentioned in passing (once again, the similarity between his way of reading the work and Bickermann’s is striking). Schard, in his preface, simply portrayed the letter as a good work of history, based on eyewitness experience and full of high sentence.18 Casaubon, by contrast, looked behind the preserved text, and in-

15. Aristeas 1561, [α7 verso–α8 recto]: “Auxit porro non parum historieae huius legendae cupiditatem, iucundissima multarum rerum descriptio: utpote vasorum, phialarum, mensae aureae, vestium pontificialium, locorum Iudaeae, Hierosolymorum, templi, arcis: ita expressa, ut oculis omnia subiecta et exposita videantur, eorumque lectione animus liberalis non possit non affici ac delectari.”
17. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 251 recto: “Ephemerides regum Aegypt.”
18. Aristeas 1561, ep. ded., [α3 recto]: “Quamobrem cum mihi praeterita hyeme, Italian lustrandi gratia obeunti, singulare cuiusdam eximij viri humanitatis [Antonio Agustin, apparently] (nomini etenim certis de causis parco) Aristaeae libellus ostensus esset, quo, quae a celebratissimo Aegypti rege
ferred that it rested in part on documentary evidence not attested elsewhere.

Aristeas offered information that seemed to come from Jewish as well as Alexandrian sources. Some of this was commonplace. Casaubon did not bother copying out the detailed explanation that Eleazar offered of “the Jewish distinction of foods.” He contented himself with remarking, sounding a little discouraged, that “Aristeas questions Eleazar on this point, and he says a great deal.” But in at least one passage, Casaubon realized that he had found rare and valuable material. Years before, in his 1587 notes on the New Testament, Casaubon had discussed Pilate’s washing of his hands in Matthew 27:24. He could “find no trace of this custom among the Greeks or Romans”; Greeks washed their hands to purge themselves of guilt, not to proclaim their innocence. Accordingly, he concluded that “Pilate, who was living among the Jews, imitated their rules and customs in this respect.” In the letter of Aristeas, the king’s Jewish guests wash their hands in the sea before explicating the Bible (305–306). Aristeas asks them why they do so, and they reply that they did so “in witness that they had done nothing wrong.” “This passage,” Casaubon noted, “helps to shed light on the narrative of Our Lord’s Passion,” since it made clear that Pilate, when he washed his hands, had in fact deliberately followed Jewish custom. His interest in the point is clear: it made its way into his attack on Cesare Baronio, where he not only described in some detail the Jewish elders’ custom of washing their hands before working on the text, but also ascribed it to that “most ancient writer Aristeas.”

Casaubon, in short, read the text, the first time he went through it, with a humanist’s eye for authenticity, derivation, and antiquarian detail. He

Ptolemaeo, cognomine Philadelpho, in cura legis divinae transferendae suscepta gestaque fuere, quam elegantissime describerentur, eius obtinendi facultate data, quae ad eius descriptionem pertinenter, per quam lubenter suscepi: maxime cum res verae religionis cultui vicinior, vel liberali benignitate augustior, vel varijs vitae civilis ac gubernationis utilissimis praeceptis refertior, a nullo huius generis historico, meo iudicio, literarum monumentis prodita reperitur.


22. Casaubon 1614, 608; 1654, 536; 1663, 536: “Narrat Aristeas vetustissimus scriptor, Septuaginta Seniores, qui vertendis libris sacris Alexandriæ operam posuerunt, solitos prius quam ad lectionem se accingerent, manus lavare.”
looked as much for things inadvertently mentioned as for things explicitly discussed—exactly as he would have done in working through a new Greek or Latin text. The most striking fact about his response to the letter is that he did not identify it as Jewish. Scaliger, as we have seen, acknowledged that the letter was ancient, since Josephus had cited it. But he denounced it, to his students, as well as to Casaubon, as a forgery. And although he, too, took the reference to hand-washing as a valid and valuable parallel to the account in the Gospels, he expended most of his energy on noting such evident flaws in the text’s veneer of authenticity as its reference to twelve tribes—at a time hundreds of years after the ten tribes of Israel had gone into exile, never to return. For Scaliger, the contradictions and anachronisms that disfigured the text made clear that it was a typical invention of the Hellenistic Jews. Casaubon read the same text, in full awareness of Scaliger’s commentary, and found in it indirect testimony of the most valuable kind to the life and rituals of Hellenistic Jewry as well as those of the Alexandrian court.

Vicarious and Direct Knowledge: Casaubon Reads Buxtorf

Like many other Christian scholars, Casaubon desired a richer, more three-dimensional understanding of Jews and their beliefs and customs than he could attain by working his way, line by line, through those Jewish sources to which he had access. Rich lodes of material awaited his pick and shovel. In the course of the sixteenth century, a Christian literature on Jewish life and worship had taken shape. Writing in German, Jewish converts to Christianity described the life cycle of the male Jew and the rituals of the synagogue, especially for the high holy days in the autumn and for Passover. Sharply polemical, written from the standpoint of converts who possessed a “higher wisdom,” these texts afforded their readers vivid but incomplete accounts of Jewish practices. Illustrations depicted some of the customs that seemed strangest to outsiders—such as Tashlikh, the practice of casting one’s sins, symbolically, into running water on the afternoon of Rosh Hashanah; and Kapparot, the ritual of atonement performed on the eve of Yom Kippur, which involved moving a live chicken around one’s head three times.


Just at the start of the seventeenth century, a Christian Hebraist, the Basel professor Johann Buxtorf, set out to write a more comprehensive and accurate guide to Jewish life. In 1603 Buxtorf published his material in German, under the title *Juden Schul*. He followed the Jewish male child through the stages of life, from birth and circumcision through education and marriage to divorce and death. His book described the yearly cycle of Jewish worship in rich, precise detail, making continual digs at the Jews’ spiritual failings:

To let you know in part what they pray, and how they do it, I will translate into German some of the morning prayers and explain them. The first prayer starts: *Adon ólam ásher mâlach.* It is in rhyme, like most of their prayers, and is sung and read standing and in a loud voice. It goes: Lord of the world, who reigned before all things were created, at a time when they were created according to his will, he was called King with his name. After everything is gone, he will still remain King, to whom respect and honor will be given. He was always, he is still, and he will be forever in his beauty. He is alone, there is no one that could be compared with him, or could be placed with him. (With this they deny the divine nature of Christ, and regard him as a bad, common man.) He is without beginning or end; with him is power and dominion. He is my God, and my savior who lives in truth. (Here they scorn our faith that we believe in a savior who died.)

No previous writer had portrayed the lives, works, and worship of Ashkenazic Jews as crisply and precisely as Buxtorf did. An unsatisfactory Latin translation, which appeared in the next year, made his work, retitled *Synagoga*, accessible to scholars across Europe. Scaliger, who read the Latin version within a year or two of its appearance, praised it warmly to his students even though he also complained of unspecified philological failings. When Casaubon happened on the book in 1605 or 1606, he was struck, as he later wrote to Buxtorf, by “your expert knowledge of Hebrew ritual and the con-

---

27. See Scaliger’s comments in 1695, 73; 1740, II, 248–249: “Buxtorfe a fait Synagogam Judaicam, qui est bonne; mais il n’entend pas beaucoup de mots qu’il explique mal. Buxtorfe est bien un autre homme que Waserus; il est docte. Il faut que j’aye Synagoga Judaica en Aleman, c’est un bon livre. Buxtorfius unicus doctus est Hebraice. Aujourd’hui nous n’avons que luy de grand homme en Hebreu.” The comments in *Scaligerana II* date from the years 1603–1606.
temporary synagogue. You seem to know these matters better than anyone who has previously written on this subject for Christian readers.\(^{28}\)

For some fifteen years, students of Buxtorf and of the other early modern writers who described Jewish mores have called their work “ethnographies,” a term introduced in this context by Ronnie Hsia.\(^{29}\) “Ethnography” conjures up an image of firsthand observation, based on sight and hearing, and it accurately expresses part of what Casaubon admired so much in the Synagoga. He believed that Buxtorf wrote from firsthand knowledge, describing what he had seen and what Jews had told him. As we will see, however, Casaubon found much more than ethnography in Buxtorf’s book.

The Synagoga is a complex text, as loose in exposition as it is systematic in organization, and enriched by long digressions and passages translated from Jewish texts. Casaubon read the book pen in hand, as usual, and he asked a wide range of questions as he did so. He wanted to understand the methods that Buxtorf had applied, to identify his sources, and to evaluate his results. It seems likely that he went through the book no more than once or twice, and he probably had all of his questions in mind as he did so. For the sake of this analysis, however, we will start by separating three of the paths that Casaubon followed in his passage through the text, pulling apart his actual procedures as a reader in order better to appreciate their full complexity. Casaubon, after all, was the most self-aware and articulate of readers. When he began to study a text that he regarded as of special value, as we

\(^{28}\) Casaubon to Buxtorf, 2 February 1610, Universitätsbibliothek Basel, MS G I 62, 99 recto = Casaubon 1709, 606: “Quum ante annos aliquot casu in meas manus tuorum aliquid scriptorum, vir doc
tissime, incidisset: ita mihi eorum lectione contigit affici, ut semper ex illo tempore et te et tuas vigilias apud omnes praedicaverim. nam quoties huc illuc oculos per Europam circumfero, paucos omnino video qui pari tecum laude in eo genere literarum hodie versentur. Omitto peritiam rituum Hebraico-
rum et hodiernae Synagogae: quarum rerum notitia videris omnes antecellere, qui inter Christianos de
eo argumento libros hactenus ediderunt.” Casaubon states that he had read Buxtorf’s work some years earlier. In his copy of the Synagoga, BL 848.b.19, Casaubon underlined much of a passage on the ritual of hand-washing, at 199: “Inde enim sapientissimi isti res duas didicerunt: quarum una est, quod quando manus ante cibi sumptionem lavantur, tollendae sint in altum, ne videlicet aqua illa, quae prima mani-
bus superfunditur, statimque immunda fit, deorsum labens digitos faciat impuros. Altera deinceps est, quod quamprimum manus lotae sunt, et ita sanctificatae, orandum sit, actioque gratiarum super cibo
capiendo dicenda.” He also wrote in the margin: “Elencus Scaligeri, p. 57.” Here he referred to Scaliger’s Elencus of the Jesuit Nicolaus Serarius, which he read with great care on its appearance in 1605. At 57, Scaliger wrote: “Docti viri adducunt huc ex ritualibus Iudaeorum, quae quamvis ad rem faciunt, non tamen ritum exponunt. A Iudaeo quovis etiam Hebraïsmi imperito quaeratur quid sit elevatio manuum, χειραρσία, respondebit statim quid sit. Iudaeus lotioni manuum operans quinque digitorum akpa inter se jungit: et quam extremitates digitorum sic inter se commiserit, inde fit, ut manus in pungi speciem collecta sit.” Casaubon entered a cross-reference in his copy (BL C.79.a.4.[2]): “Vide Synagog. Judaicum, p. 199.” Taken together, the evidence suggests that he read Buxtorf’s work in 1605 or 1606.

have seen, he sometimes took the time to lay out, in a headnote, the themes that he planned to pursue as he read. In late September 1611, for example, he set out to interpret Psalm 119, a text that he already knew intimately and that meant a great deal to him. “In order that we may profit even more from reading this great psalm,” he wrote, “(and may God grant that we read it with profit), we will use a few headings to organize our observations.” Then he reminded himself that he should pay special attention to the psalm’s “heavenly doctrines,” its terminology in Hebrew and Greek, the ways in which the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin texts varied, and other points.30 In setting out one by one the dominant themes in Casaubon’s reading of Buxtorf, we follow his own example.

From the start, Casaubon wanted to know what sort of ethnography he was dealing with. Every time that Buxtorf gave the reader a glimpse into his workshop, Casaubon was there, peering through the window and recording what he saw. On the title page—often, as we have seen, Casaubon’s preferred space for singling out what he saw as a book’s central points—he wrote that Buxtorf “frequented contemporary rabbis, and to such an extent that he took part in their banquets.”31 Casaubon generalized a little here. What had struck him was Buxtorf’s vivid, unkind firsthand description of a single Jew-

30. Bod MS Casaubon 28, 14 recto:

σὺν Θεῷ

Ad ψαλμὸν CXIX. observatiunculæ. IX. Kal. Oct. 1611.

Vt maiore cum fructu divinissimium hunc ψ. legam (quem Deus det legere cum fructu) observatiunculas nostras ad paucam quaedam capitem referemus.

a. Doctrinae coelestis de qua hic ψ. est variae appellationes.

β. φράσεως aliquot aut voces in hoc ψ. valde crebrae.


δ. Capita praecipua ad quae doctrina huius ψ. potest referri. et an possit ordo aliquis animadverteri et cohaesio, quod saepe facit Ambrosius, ut vers. 3. in ψ. vers. 7. in ψ.


ish festivity. “I myself,” Buxtorf wrote, “once attended a banquet that they held after a certain ritual circumcision. There a rabbi preached on Solomon’s words, ‘wisdom is a tree of life to those who hold fast to it’ [Proverbs 3:18]. As to this sermon, I can honestly give this verdict: I do not recall ever in my life hearing one so wooden and absurd as this one.”32 Casaubon did not make clear what he thought of Buxtorf’s pun. But his note reveals something more important. Like some of Buxtorf’s modern interpreters, Casaubon saw the fact that Buxtorf knew Jews and their rituals directly as a central feature of his work, a pillar of his scholarly authority. Inspired by this one cue, Casaubon filled one of the small empty spaces on the title page of his copy with a list of other passages in which Buxtorf clearly described what he had seen.

The contents of the passages Casaubon listed were highly varied. A number of them recorded particular Jewish customs and forms of behavior, more or less straightforwardly. In one of the passages that caught Casaubon’s eye Buxtorf noted that German Jews went every year to Spain to purchase citrons to serve as *esrogim*, one of the four species used in the celebration of the autumn holiday Sukkot, and that he had seen a single citron priced at four florins in the autumn before he wrote.33 In another, he recorded the magical words he had seen written on Jewish houses as a protection against the plague.34 Buxtorf’s language became more charged when he described seeing “a particularly grim chief rabbi, a man of gloomy piety,” who wore ritual strings, or *tzitzis*, so long that they hung down to the level of his shoes.35 And it passed from negative to poisonous when he recorded the Jews’ practice of soiling the meat they sold to Christians by having their

32. Buxtorf 1604, 94: “Ego ipse aliquando convivio ipsorum, quod post circuncisionem quandam administratam agitabant, intereram, quando Rabbinus concionaretur verba Salomonis haec: *Sapientia lignum vitae est apprehendentib. illam.* De qua concione vere pronunciare possum, quod tam ligneam tamque ridiculam, quam fuit ista, in vita mea tota audivisse me non meminerim.”
33. BL 848.b.19, 368–369: “Mala citrea ex Hispania afferunt; palmae, olivae, denique myrti ramos indidem petentes. Ea est causa, quod annis singulis, Iudaei sedecim in Hispaniam profecti rerum istarum quantumcunque possunt, ex ea secum avehunt; posteaque domum reversi per Germaniam ubi ludei commorantur, iterum divendunt universam. Sic ego ipse Septembris hoc malum citreum duntaxat *unum florenis quatuor* constitisse vidi. In rebus his quatuor mysteria sibi magna constituunt.”
34. Ibid., 494: “Tempore pestis grassantis characteres inusitatos, nominaque prorsus admirabilia ad domos, cameras, cubicula, hypocausta, adscribentes, ea angelorum sanctorum, pesti praepositorum nomenclaturas esse dicunt. Ego ipse vidi aliquando domibus istorum litteris magnis adscriptum Adiridon, Bediridon, et ita deinceps, ut *Diridon* istud per alphabetum totum ductum, praesentissimum contra pestem remedium esse putaretur.”
35. Ibid., 187–188: “Sic ego tetricum quendam morosae sanctitatis Rabbinum, synagogarcham, cum talibus *Zizis* incedentem aliquando vidi tam longis, ut calceos propemodum pedum eius attingerent.”
Figure 3.2. Title page of Casaubon's copy of Buxtorf's *Synagoga Judaica*. British Library 848.b.19.

[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
children urinate on it: “perhaps the Jews are not all equally bad in all places, but this sort of hatred for Christians fits their nature.”

A number of the comments that Casaubon listed dealt more specifically with matters of religious observance. Buxtorf remarked that he had seen certain Jews, who aimed at the highest level of piety, stand in one place on Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, singing and praying, for twenty-seven hours. More critically, he mentioned seeing relatively recent Jewish prayer-books from which anti-Christian prayers had been omitted, at the command of Christian authorities in Italy. The Jewish printers, Buxtorf claimed, left blank spaces in the Aleinu prayer, to be said at the end of the service, to remind the Jews of the missing words, which were often written in the margins. The same anti-Jewish tone infused Buxtorf’s discussion of the Jews’ explanation that the silver clasps of the bridegroom’s wedding belt and the gold clasps of the bride reflected the colors of the two sorts of semen emitted by men and women: “This argument is as worthless as everything else that their learning produces.” What seems to have interested Casaubon here was less the explanation than the fact, recorded by Buxtorf, that he had received it, at his own request, from a Jew.

36. Ibid., 471–472: “In Italia vero per artem anatomicam (quam ego apud istos super papyro quadam patente impressam conspexi) adinvenerunt, ut per artificiosam subtili memque venarum exemptionem, partes etiam posteriores muttarim vel ad edendum licitae fieri possint. Quam artem si Iudaei tempore Mosis cognitam perspectumque habuissent, tunc eum cum cibis quos edi vetuisset, ad latus secedere oportuisset. Quod si magistris his, tam praececellentibus anatomicis, etiam sues committerentur, ut et in istis anatomicam scientiam istam exercerent, invenire possent fortasss et in iisdem, quo ex eis exempto carnes earum Iudaestriis edere liceret. Partes posteriores plerunque Christianis divendunt. Illi vero, qui carcnes has libenter ab istis emunt, haec consideranda sibi esse cogitabant, quod Iudaesri omnes, quotquot a fide Iudaica ad Christianam sese converterunt, sanctum et sanctissimum, eorum carnes istae pristae maculare, et ut liberi ipsorum super eas mingant, curare; maldisectiexemque super eis dicentes, ut emptor Iudaei non omnes omnibus in locis acue mali sunt, alias naturae eorum valde consentaneum est, eos animis talibus erga Christianos esse” (Casaubon underlines some phrases and writes “Scelus Judaicum” in the margin of 472).

37. Ibid., 416: “Quidam, qui piissimi omnium esse, poenitentiamque seriem agere volvent, festo illo toto durante surrecti stant, canentes et orantes sine intermissione uilla, quemadmodum ego quosdam vidi, qui per horas viginti septem erecti in loco uno eodemque persistertur.”


39. BL 848.b.19, 474: “Cum rei huius ex aliquo Iudaestro causam tempore quodam quaesissem, dicebat iste, quod hoc ita fieret, quia argentum semen virile, quod esset album: aurum, semen muliebre,
As Casaubon recognized, Buxtorf’s extensive acquaintance with the Jews and their ways had not made him like them, their religion, or their way of life. Even the Jews’ scholarship, Buxtorf argued, revealed the deepest flaw of their religion, their preference for the Talmud over the scriptures: “I have encountered many Jews, completely worn out with age, who in all their lives had never read a single prophet from one end to the other.”\[40\] Still, however negative Buxtorf’s observations might be, in Casaubon’s view they deserved credence. After all, as Casaubon recorded on one of the book’s flyleaves, he, too, had seen the Jews take their Torah from its splendid ark and bless and read from it during a synagogue service, exactly as Buxtorf described.\[41\] Seeing was believing; and a writer who had seen so much deserved belief.

Casaubon was right to infer that Buxtorf had observed the customs of real Jewish communities and synagogues. At times, to be sure, Buxtorf—like everyone else who wrote about the Jews—drew material from earlier texts, some of which he presented without identifying his sources.\[42\] But one of his working notebooks, which survives in Basel, confirms that he learned much from Jewish informants, with some of whom he worked as an editor and corrector for the press of Conrad Waldkirch.\[43\] These contacts were especially frequent in the years when Buxtorf was at work on the \textit{Juden Schul}. On 10 May 1600, for example, an unnamed Jew showed him a passage in the \textit{Shulhan Arukh}, the sixteenth-century legal code compiled by Joseph Karo. This directed Jews to burn their nail cuttings lest magicians use them for evil purposes.\[44\] Two and a half weeks later, a learned rabbi and experienced

\[40\] Ibid., 121: “Anno quintodecimo pueri Iudaeorum Gemaram, quod est, complementum, disputationes ac decisiones et acutas et subtiles super textus Talmudici rebus dubiis comprehendendis intelligendae discere coguntur omnes. Et in his deinde partem vitae ipsorum maiorem consumunt: libris prophetarum vel rarissime, vel etiam nunquam studium ulla impendunt, quin libros eiusmodi ne legere quidem dignantur: unde fit, quod ego ipse Iudaeos iam senio confectos deprehenderim complures, qui spatio vitae ipsorum tuto prophetam ne unicum quidem capite ad calcem legissent.”

\[41\] Casaubon, note on flyleaf, ibid., 3 recto: “236.237. Ceremoniae Iudaeorum hodiernorum in proferendo libro Mosis, in Synagogis: quem morem ipsi servatum inter illos vid.”

\[42\] See the classic study by Horowitz 1989 with the qualifications made by Burnett, 1994 and 1996.

\[43\] On Hebrew printing in Basel, and Waldkirch in particular, see the classic work of Prijs 1964.

\[44\] Universitätsbibliothek Basel, MS A XII 20, 287: “Iudaei vespera omnium sabbathorum ungues praecidunt, sed non secundum ordinem digitorum: ita ut ne duos quidem digitos secundum ordinem praecidant, semper autem a sinistra incipiant et quidem a quarto ad secundum, a tertio ad primum, deum quintum. Sic a dextra incipiant a secundo ad quartum, a tertio ad quintum, inde ad primum. Signum generale habent . . . hoc est, quartus sinistram, dextram incipit digitus secundus. In Orach Chajim aliud habetur signum specialius. Segmenta in ignem incipiunt, quia dicunt, maleficos posse multa mala iis efficere. A Iudaeo didici 10. Maj anno 1600.” Buxtorf used related material in chapter 10 of the \textit{Jüden Schul} (BL 848.b.19, 245): “Econtra, quisquis eos in terram defoderit, is tzaddik, id est, iustus et probus est vir. In ignem vero si quis eos iniiciat, ille chassid, id est, vir honore quoque dignus et sanctus est.”
corrector, Menachem ben Jacob, pointed out to Buxtorf that a verb in Deuteronomy was a palindrome, and used that fact to explicate the passage in question and its legal import. At the end of January 1602, a well-known Jewish corrector and editor, Jacob Buchhändler, or Mocher Seforim, of Meseritz, lent him a Yiddish tale about two Jewish boys, which he copied. Buxtorf’s contacts with Jews were probably more often professional than social, and involved fewer parties than Casaubon imagined. But they did take place, just as Casaubon thought.

In one case, Casaubon’s instinct for identifying firsthand information as he read guided him surprisingly well. In chapter 28, which Buxtorf devoted to the Jewish wedding ceremony, he treated gematria, the traditional Jewish practice of reading a Hebrew word as a series of numbers. Buxtorf showed that when applied properly, gematria could secretly turn a toast into a curse, directed at Christians who attended a Jewish wedding:

So you should be aware how welcome Christians are at their weddings. If one drinks to the other they respond: Lechayim tobhim, to good life, that is, the drink should serve your good health. But if they do not wish well to another person, such as a Christian, then they understand by these words Qelalah, that is, a curse, because the word Qelalah, counted in the kabbalistic way, has the same numerical value as the previous two words [namely 165], and they understand with it, the person should drink damnation with it. \[l = 30, ch = 8, y = 10 \text{ (twice)}, m = 40, t = 9, o = 6, bh = 2, i = 10, m = 40: \text{total} = 165. q = 100, l = 30 \text{ (twice)}, h = 5: \text{total} = 165.\] These and similar Jewish blessings and secret malice we will bring to light at some other time, God willing.


47. BL 848.b.19, 482–483: “Hinc ergo videre est, quam libenter Christianos interdum nuptiis ipsorum interesse patiuntur. Quando ali alii propinat, tum Lechaim tobhim, ad bonam vitam, hoc est: haustus hic ad sanitatem tuam tibi prosit, aiunt. Si vero cum ipsam non bene velint, uti Christianis, per verba praecedentia intelligent kelalah, hoc est, imprecationem. Haec enim vox una secundum compu-
Casaubon found this secret curse very striking. He worked out the *gematria*, wrongly, both on the bottom of the page in question and on the flyleaf before the title page.\(^48\) What he did not know for certain, because Buxtorf did not mention it, was that this information also came from an informant, a Jewish youth who talked to him in the country town of Allschwil on 29 May 1600.\(^49\) Yet the interest that Casaubon showed in Buxtorf’s anecdote may well derive from his conjecture that Buxtorf had heard it in conversation.

When Casaubon scrutinized the *Juden Schul*, he approached it exactly as he had approached many other descriptions of foreign cultures, ancient and modern. Most of Casaubon’s favorite ancient historians, for example, had been travelers who wrote about societies other than their own, and from the start of his career he probed their work for evidence of how they had gathered information. Reading Herodotus, Casaubon noted the passages in which the Greek historian described his inquiries into the nature of societies outside the Greek world. At the start of book 2, for example, Herodotus told the story of the two children on whom King Psammetichus performed an experiment in order to identify the original language of humanity.\(^50\) He then explained: “Besides this story of the rearing of the children, I also heard other things at Memphis in conversation with the priests of Hephaestus; and I visited Thebes and Heliopolis, too, for this very purpose, because I wished to know if the people of those places would tell me the same story as the priests at Memphis; for the people of Heliopolis are said to be the most learned of the Egyptians.”\(^51\) “Note,” Casaubon commented in the margin of his copy, “Herodotus’ effort to ascertain the truth.”\(^52\) Further notes tracked...
Herodotus’ efforts to learn about the past and the world in Egypt, where he went all the way to Elephantine, and in Phoenicia. Strikingly similar annotations established that the more bookish, but still peripatetic, Diodorus Siculus had also seen for himself some of the exotic lands he described, four centuries or so after Herodotus, and collected Polybius’ references to his own travels and observations. To Casaubon, in other words, Buxtorf’s effort to describe the customs and beliefs of a foreign people represented the latest chapter in the larger story of individuals’ efforts to understand foreign peoples, one that had begun at least two thousand years before.

Travel literature, of course, continued to exist, and sometimes flourished, through the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Sixteenth-century scholars, alerted by the discoveries of Vasco da Gama and Columbus, knew the unique value of direct experience. An older acquaintance of Buxtorf’s, the Basel scholar Theodor Zwinger, drew up influential rules for asking the right questions and taking the right notes while traveling, and many younger scholars did their best to employ these as they made their pilgrimages to the great scholars, libraries, and museums of Europe. The categories into which Buxtorf divided the information he offered—birth, education, prayer, religious festivals, cooking, slaughtering, marriage, divorce, sickness, burial—were the very ones that Zwinger advised young scholars to use as they examined the resources and rituals of new cities.

Casaubon, poor and committed to his ascetic regime of reading, enjoyed relatively few opportunities to travel to exotic places. But his diary shows how much he appreciated his visits to picturesque and distinctive towns like Canterbury, Cambridge, and Oxford. When possible, he tried to gain an

---

53. Casaubon, marginal notes, ibid., 62, on 2.29.1: “Herodotus usque Elephantinem pervenit”; 67, on 2.44.1–3, at 2.44.1: “et hic vide studium Herodoti”; 80, on 2.106.1: “Herodotus in Syriam Palaestinam venit.” Cf. the typical note on 68 on the evaluation of Heracles’ killings in Egypt at 2.45, at 2.45.3: “Hero- doti ingenium pium.” Scaliger made similar notes in his copy of the same edition, Cambridge University Library Adv.a.19.2; thus he inscribed on the title page Herodotus’ famous statement at 7.152.3: “As for myself, although it is my business to set down that which is told me, to believe it is none at all of my business. This I ask the reader to hold true for the whole of my history”; and on the flyleaf he notes, apropos of 4.81.1–2: “157 Herodotus fuit in Scythia.” On Scaliger’s esteem for and faith in Herodotus see Momigliano 1968 and Grafton 1983–1993, II, 258.

54. Casaubon, manuscript notes in his copy of the 1559 Henri Estienne edition of Diodorus Siculus (BL C.75.g.411), 3: “Diodorus scripsit hanc histor[iam] annis XXX. iustrata ob id As[ia] et Europa”; 30: “Quo tempore Diod. in Aegyptum venerit”; 53: “Diodorus in Aegypto vidit Romanum interfectum ob necem felis”; note on the title page of the Basel 1549 edition of Polybius that served as his heavily used working copy, Bod MS Casaubon 19, 4 recto: “Σηραπις ηπις visit Alpes, p. 79. imo Libyam, Galliam, Hispaniam δέος χέραυ, p. 82. et 228.”

idea of the “mores” of exotic lands like Muscovy by conversing with travelers and ambassadors.\textsuperscript{56} His library included many works by medieval and Renaissance travelers, whom he followed with the same close attention to their methods of inquiry that he displayed when reading Buxtorf. On the title page of the twelfth-century travel narrative of Benjamin of Tudela—himself a Jew—Casaubon raised a question of credibility: was it really likely that Benjamin had seen great synagogues not far from the ruins of the great cities of Babylon and Persia, where the Jews had been in captivity? Could captives have obtained such privileges?\textsuperscript{57}

Similarly acute observations dotted his copies of the travels of Leo Africanus and Pierre Belon.\textsuperscript{58} Casaubon did his best, for example, to solve the problem of Leo’s religious identity, which has continued to puzzle readers down to the present.\textsuperscript{59} His openness to other tribes and cultures—and his sympathy for observers who did not share his erudition—was limited. Casaubon did not hesitate to make fun of Leo when he slipped on a matter of historical learning and confused the Ptolemies with their predecessors, the Pharaohs.\textsuperscript{60} All the evidence makes one point clear. Casaubon did not read Buxtorf as an ethnographer because he saw the Synagoga as part of a particular ethnographic enterprise, a radically new collective effort to describe contemporary Jewish life from firsthand evidence. He came to Buxtorf’s book, as he came to most books, with a framework already in hand: a literary taxonomy into which he planned to fit the book and a strongly developed set of skills to apply to it. Seen through Casaubon’s grid, Buxtorf’s work belonged to an ancient genre whose practitioners were both ancient and modern, both Christian and non-Christian.

Casaubon’s own experience with Jewish matters was not broad enough to

\textsuperscript{56} For Casaubon’s disappointing November 1613 luncheon with the ambassador from Muscovy to England, see Casaubon 1850, II, 1020: “Avebam cognoscere eorum mores, praesertim quod ad religionem pertinet.”

\textsuperscript{57} Casaubon, note on the title page of his copy of Arias Montano’s translation of Benjamin of Tudela’s itinerarium (Antwerp: Plantin, 1575) (BL 1046.b.2): “Σημαία πασσαίν την Περσία και Βαβυλώνια λέει μεταφραστικόν τους εν η τύχης μεταφραστικόν: σε δι’ αυτούς τους αξιόπιστους επισκέπτες του χωρού.”

\textsuperscript{58} See BL 793.d.2 and BL 972.a.1.(1).

\textsuperscript{59} Casaubon, note on the flyleaf of his copy of Leo Africanus, BL 793.d.2: “42. Christianum non fuisse sed [Judeum crossed out] Sarracenum indicat quod passim utitur Hegirae annis. factum id anno secundum nostram computationem 923. Christi vero anno 1514. sic passim, ut 44.b. 45. etc. Sed tamen ex p. 238 colligas non fuisse Mahumetanum et p. 270.b. et p. 288 ait facies Nili factas saeviores posteaquam Mahumetani incolunt Aegyptum. fuisse Christianum ex fine ultimo colligas.”

\textsuperscript{60} Casaubon, note in BL 793.d.2, 259 recto (in the account of Egypt). Leo Africanus writes: “Mansit huius regni principatus multis annis penes Aegyptios, nempe Pharaones, quos potentissimos extitisse, mirabilium aedificiorum vestigia testantur, praetor luculenta Historicorum scripta, in quibus celebrima fit Ptolemaeorum regum mentio.” Casaubon comments: “En doctum hominem.”
enable him to identify all the elements of Buxtorf’s work that actually
derived from experience. He was puzzled, for example, by the method Buxtorf
used when transliterating Hebrew into Roman characters: “Note the method
of writing Hebrew. It is very odd in this book, and a beginner will find it
hard to restore them to their original form. I will take down a few examples
[he took only one]: in chapter 4 tzitzit is always written zizis, as if zayin and
tzade were the same. But he always turns taw into an s.”61 In fact—as Buxtorf
explained a few years later in his book on the abbreviations used by Jew-
ish writers—he did his best, when transliterating titles, to reproduce the
pronunciation actually employed by Ashkenazic Jews, so that his Christian
readers would be able to understand their Hebrew.62 For the most part, how-
ever, Casaubon did a remarkably precise job of reading over Buxtorf’s shoul-
der as his informant sat in synagogues and listened skeptically to rabbis.

Most of the material Buxtorf deployed came from books rather than ob-
servation. Casaubon read the Synagoga with as sharp an eye for its textual
sources as for Buxtorf’s remarks on his own adventures. During the later
Middle Ages, the Jews of western and central Europe found themselves un-
der siege. True, their ancestors had suffered accusations and attacks in the
Middle Ages. But in the late fifteenth century Christian attitudes hardened.
Jews were required to wear badges and other identifying marks. In 1475 the
authorities in Trent executed fifteen Jews for murdering a Christian boy
named Simon. Further ritual-murder trials took place over the next three
decades, and in fairly short order all the imperial free cities except Frankfur-
and Worms expelled their ancient Jewish communities. Meanwhile the con-
vert Johannes Pfefferkorn led a campaign for the suppression of the Talmud
and other Jewish books. Forced to change their habits and habitations, sub-
jected to brutal assaults, threatened with torture and death for imaginary
crimes, Ashkenazic Jews turned from the unbearable present to the past.
Many devoted themselves to collecting the customs (minhagim) of their
community or to describing such central practices as circumcision and rit-
ual slaughter. These treatises often began as efforts to identify and extirpate
practices that had no foundation in Halakhah, Jewish law. Over time, how-
ever, as Elishava Carlebach and Dean Phillip Bell have shown, they changed.

61. Casaubon, note on flyleaf before the title page, recto, in BL 848.b.19: "Σηας super ratione
scribendi Hebraea. Ea vero mira est in hoc libro: ut tironi difficile sit futurum revocare illa ad suam
originem: Pauca notabo. נמש cap. IV semper zizis. Quasi idem esset t et צ. At צ in s. passim."
62. Buxtorf 1613, 335: "Lectori S. Noveris primo nomina librorum Latine scripta esse ad formam pro-
nunciationis Judaicae, quibus Thau lene sive raphatum semper ut S effertur. Id eo fine, ut si quis eos a
Judeis petat, sciat eos ipsorum more nominare. Deinde notandum, Judeos voces polysyllabas fere
semper efferre cum accentu in penultima. Tertio Beth lene quandoque per V consonam, quandoque per
Authors began instead to look for halakhic justifications for the new practices that had become established over time. The ethnographies of Judaism written in Latin and the European vernaculars in the sixteenth century and later often dealt with the same issues—and, when composed by converts, were often written by the same sort of people—as the existing Jewish literature on Jewish customs and rites.\(^{63}\)

Christian ethnographies of Judaism were often very bookish, in content if not in form, for they drew on and adapted existing Jewish sources. Antonius Margaritha, who wrote the first substantive account of Jewish ritual, was a convert from a rabbinical family. Yet he took care to explain that the content of his *Der gantz Juden Glaub* came not from his memory but “from the Jews’ own writings and books.”\(^{64}\) At the beginning of his text he identified one of his primary sources as *Sefer haMiddot* (The Book of Ethical Norms), a fifteenth-century text later known as the *Sefer Orhot Tsaddikim* (The Book of the Ways of the Just). The second half of Margaritha’s work consisted of a pioneering translation into German of a Jewish prayerbook.\(^{65}\) Although he wrote as a Christian by birth, Buxtorf carried on this tradition. The full title of the *Synagoga*, in the Latin form in which Casaubon encountered it, made clear that Buxtorf’s book, too, rested chiefly on other texts: “The school of the Jews, in which Johann Buxtorf vividly describes the birth, education, religion, life, death, and burial of the Jews, from their books.”\(^{66}\)

Buxtorf’s letters identify the Jewish books that served as his prime sources. In September 1606 he gave a retrospective account of his method to the theologian Matthias Martinus:

> You ask how I managed to collect those Jewish myths. I reply that the Jews themselves compiled them for me. They did so in the first place by providing me with their book of customs, which is entitled

---

\(^{63}\) Carlebach 2001; Bell 2007. Still important is the older treatment of this literature by Gilman 1986, chap. 2.


\(^{65}\) Ibid., B recto: “Anfencklich ist zu wiss, das die Juden ain Büchlein haben Das sie מידות ספר nennen / auff Teütsch ain Büchlein darinn jhr ordnuung / vn Regel griffen ist / wie sich ainer halten soll / von dem das er auffsteet / biss er wider nyder gehet / Auch wye er sych imm bethe halten soll / vonn sollichen sachen will ich ain tayl anzaigen.” For analysis of Margaritha’s work and his use of sources see Walton 2005; Diemling 2006; and esp. Carlebach 2001, 176, emphasizing the bookish character of his text.

\(^{66}\) Buxtorf 1604. On the bookish character of Buxtorf’s sources see the full analysis in Burnett 1996.
Additional letters enable us to put some flesh on the rather dry bones of Buxtorf’s narrative. He began the studies that would lead to the *Synagoga* in 1593. At the beginning of August he asked his friend Jacob Zwinger, who was then in Padua, to buy him some typical products of Jewish presses: several copies of the *Chumash*—the five books of Moses, divided into weekly readings—and what he called “a book titled *Sepher*—that means book—*Minhagim*, it is in Hebrew-German, and contains the Jews’ rituals for life and worship. It was printed in Venice in 1593 by Giovanni de Gara. It is not big.”68 Three and a half years later, he sent his friend Kaspar Waser, who taught Hebrew in Zurich, a draft of what became the *Synagoga*. Buxtorf’s description makes clear that his book took shape as he took notes on the *Minhagim* and related texts: “I am also sending you what I gathered for fun last year on the private and public rituals of the Jews, from the *Minhagim* and some other Jewish books, and threw together on these sheets.”69 In other

---


69. Buxtorf to Waser, 15 December 1596, Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS S-151, 64 recto: “Mitto eciam tibi, quae superiori anno oti fallendi gratia de ceremoniis Iudaeorum privatis et publicis ex libro Minhagim et varii alijs Judaicis libris collegi et tumultuarie tantum in eas chartas conjeci.”
words, the resemblance between the Synagoga and the sort of travel book that Zwinger and his readers produced was anything but accidental. Like Zwinger—and, as we have repeatedly seen, like Casaubon—Buxtorf presumably laid out a series of “loci” (headings) in a notebook, used the Minhagim to fill them in, and then added supplements from the section of Shulhan Arukh known as Orah Hayyim (Path of Life) and other texts as these became available.

Buxtorf’s one surviving notebook—which contains a few brief, explicit records of conversations with Jews—confirms this guess. Much of its content consists of Buxtorf’s notes on exactly the sorts of texts that provided the rich detail of the Synagoga. He took copious notes on the works of converts: Victor of Karben and Johannes Pfefferkorn, whose early, fragmentary treatises began the wave of ethnographies of Judaism. He examined editions of the Jewish prayerbook, collating them, and paying special attention to “the great space left for prayers against the Christians”—a point, as we have seen, to which he would return in the Synagoga. He worked through relevant sections of the Talmud, making excerpts, some of which he translated, and paying special attention to tractate Berakhot (Benedictions), with its rich information on prayers and rituals. To this already rich mix he added materials from works less often consulted by Christian Hebraists, like the Sefer haTerumah, a thirteenth-century legal work by Baruch ben Isaac of Worms, which he combed for evidence of prohibitions against Jews’ doing business with Christians. At the same time, Buxtorf inserted passages from contemporary Christian scholars, such as the Hebraist Jean Mercier and Joseph Scaliger, whose work on the rules of the Jewish calendar he excerpted (Scaliger himself had filed part of his exposition from the older humanist Sebastian Münster, possibly after excerpting Münster’s text, much as Buxtorf did). Many segments of the notebook reappear either in the Synagoga or in other works. Although we do not have the original notes Buxtorf took on the Minhagim or the rough draft that he sent to Waser for comment, it is

73. Ibid., 231–241.
74. Ibid., 283.
76. Thus Buxtorf records (ibid., 227) a passage from Mercier, which he later cites in full in his treatise on Hebrew abbreviations; Buxtorf 1640, 1.
clear that his primary tool remained not the reporter’s notebook, but the
humanist’s. The *Synagoga* took shape—as its form often suggests—through
a largely textual process of accumulation and refinement.

Casaubon—methodologically a kindred spirit, as his own notebooks
show—was far less skillful than Buxtorf when it came to excerpting Hebrew
texts. He could write only the large square script and the semicursive that he
used for blessings, not the smaller cursive that Buxtorf managed fluently; he
read a much narrower range of Hebrew works; and he rarely tried to work
with texts in Yiddish. Still, he knew more than enough to recognize that
Buxtorf drew constantly on written sources. Casaubon viewed the *Synagoga*,
accordingly, not only as the record of a personal inquiry, but also as a mo-
saic of excerpts from books of every kind. As he went through Buxtorf’s
work, he copied out bibliographical information of all sorts. The flyleaves
of his copy bear multiple references to the convert writers Buxtorf cited, Pfe-
fferkorn, Margaritha, and Ernst Ferdinand Hess, as well as to the Jewish
sources Buxtorf used.77 Casaubon paid particular attention to references to
Jewish sources to which he had no direct access, noting works as different as
the Yiddish *Orah Hayyim* and the Talmud. He seems to have taken a special
interest in some of the talmudic passages that he found translated in Bux-
torf’s book, and which he could not otherwise have read: for example, what
he called the “delightful” story of Joseph mokir Schabbas, “Joseph the hon-
orer of the sabbath.”78

Casaubon did his best to work out which texts Buxtorf had actually used,
but neither his library nor his skills quite matched those of his Swiss col-
league. Throughout the *Juden Schul*, as we have seen, Buxtorf made ex-
tensive use of the *Shulhan Arukh*, drawing on the section known as *Orah
Hayyim*. Casaubon owned a copy of a Yiddish book with this title, and
he firmly identified it as Buxtorf’s source. In a note in the flyleaves of the
*Synagoga*, he remarked proudly that “we have this book, in German.”79 On
the title page of his copy of the Yiddish *Orah Hayyim*, moreover, Casa-
ubon noted that “the script is Hebrew, the language is German. This is the
book from which Buxtorf basically copied the details in his *Synagoga Iuda-
ica*."

---

77. Casaubon, notes on flyleaf 1 verso, BL 848.b.19: “[B]en Sira non qualem P. Fagius edidit. [Ora]
(but the next recto is misnumbered 305) refers to Orah Chaim num. 308 & 312. On this text see below.]”
pisce ab illo empto.” For the story see Buxtorf 1604, chap. 10, from Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 119a.
79. Casaubon, notes on flyleaf 1 verso, BL 848.b.19: “[B]en Sira non qualem P. Fagius edidit. [Ora]
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ica.” Beside a later passage on the ritual washing of hands, he noted the parallels in Buxtorf and in Scaliger’s work against Nicolaus Serarius. But Casaubon apparently did not try to read the Yiddish text, which lacks his characteristic underlinings and marginal notes, and he never realized that Buxtorf’s occasional marginal references to Orah Hayyim were keyed not to his Yiddish book but to the section numbers of Shulhan Arukh. In this case at least, although Casaubon glimpsed the vital fact that Buxtorf had compiled the bulk of the material in the Synagoga fairly mechanically from a restricted number of sources, he lacked the equipment to track Buxtorf through the forests of Jewish learning.

In other cases, however, Casaubon managed to identify the actual texts Buxtorf had used, and he raised significant questions about his methods. As he read through Buxtorf’s account of Jewish prayers, he collated the texts with the collections of Tefillot in his own library. At the start of his copy of the Basel 1579 prayerbook, for example, he entered a cross-reference to Buxtorf’s account of the hymn Adon olam, quoted at the beginning of this section. In the margins of his copy of Buxtorf, he went into more detail, noting differences in order between Spanish and German collections. And at least once Casaubon made clear that he had detected—and disapproved of—Buxtorf’s habit of eliding details and differences. In his translation of Adon olam, Buxtorf rendered part of the text as “He is without beginning or end; with him is power and dominion. He is my God, and my liberator.” “He’s omitting a great deal,” wrote Casaubon in the margin of his copy. “He is not following the text of the prayers used by the Spanish, but that used by the Germans.” In cases like this one, Casaubon read Buxtorf from the standpoint of a critical and expert colleague, a fellow professional reader, scrutinizing an enterprise as up-to-date as his own and judging it by the strictest philological standards.

Complex though this account may already seem, it does not exhaust the range of Casaubon’s responses to Buxtorf’s text. As Casaubon started work,
he noted on the title page that Buxtorf promised to write a separate work “On the Jews’ cursing of Christians in their prayers.”85 A little later, a fierce introductory passage led him to draw a general conclusion about Buxtorf’s view of the Jews. In his “Preface to the Christian reader” Buxtorf explained that his primary goal in revealing the true religion of the Jews to his fellow Germans had been religious and polemical: “that we may be admonished to set before ourselves as the object of meditation the incredulity of the Jews, and the hardening of God and his equally terrible wrath and severity toward them, and, similarly, to consider his goodness and his mercy toward us, which is beyond all telling.” Beside this passage, which he underlined, Casaubon wrote: “On the scope of this work, see pages 461–462.”86 At the pages in question, where Buxtorf noted that Judaism no longer rested on Moses and the prophets, but instead on the false laws and rules introduced by scribes and rabbis, Casaubon noted again that Buxtorf here touched on the “scopus” of his book.87

Here Casaubon used yet another method for sophisticated, precise reading, that of formal Protestant hermeneutics, to make clear what was distinctive in the Basel scholar’s approach. According to Philipp Melanchthon and Matthias Flacius Illyricus, the South Slav who wrote the first systematic Protestant manual of biblical interpretation, to understand any text or passage one must begin by identifying its true scopus, or goal.88 Only the inter-

85. Ibid., note on the title page: “310. Librum singularem promittit De maledictionibus Judaeorum contra Christianos in ipsorum precibus.” At ibid., 309–310, Buxtorf wrote: “Quoniam vero de talibus aliisque rebus aliquam multit. quas isti contra Christianos eorum necemque magistraturn scribere non veni tur, in libello singulare verba facere decrevi.” In the margin of 310 Casaubon wrote, simply, “No.”

86. Ibid., “Praefatio ad lectorem Christianum Buxdorfianus,” [8 verso–9 recto]: “Ut autem Germanis tandem quoque nobis innotescat, an judaei vitam agant adeo sanctam, legemque Mosaicam tam strenue, zeloque cum tanto, de quanto gloriantur ipsi, praestent, observent; ideoque soli, sapiens, sanctus, purus, iustus Dei populus sint, prouit gestibus externis ostentant, indidemque gloriam quandam aut caputur; ea causa fuit, ut ego fidem et religionem istorum (fabulis prout Apostoli sancti locuti sunt) tanquam lardo quodam inarctam, una cum tota eorum vita et conversatione e libris ipsorum propriis plene vereque declarare, et cuilibet ob oculos constituere aggressus sim. Hoc autem primam praeceptam quae fuci, ut nos per incredulitatem Judaorum ingentem, indurationemque non minorem nobis terribilem Dei iram, et severitatem erga eos meditandam proponam, indidemque ad considerationem bonitatis nec non misericordiae eis erga nos inenarrabilis moneamur.” Casaubon wrote: “de scopo operis, i. p. 461. 462.”

87. Ibid., chap. 25, 461–462: “Hoc etiam de ceremoniis, quibus judaei in feriis et festis inter eos receptis superstitionem ipsorum fidem exercentes utuntur, dictum adeo sufficit, ut inde quilibet satis perspicere possit, quod religionem ipsorum non amplius super Mose et prophetis, sed super mendacii meris, falsisque Rabbinorum et Scribarum (id quod ab initio libri huius mihi demonstrandum proposui) constitutio nibus fundata sit. Sequitur iam praeterea de consuetudinibus nonnullis aliis, secundum quas in vita ipsorum privata se gerunt.” Casauboni note on 461 reads: “Scopus libri.”

88. Flacius Illyricus 1968, 90: “Cum igitur aggerderis lectionem alicujus libri: id statim initio, quoad ejus fieri potest, age: ut primum scopum, finem, aut intentionem totius ejus scripti, quod veluti caput aut facies ejus est, protinus vereque notum habebas, qui plerunque paucis verbis notari potest. et non
preter who bore the focus and intention of a work constantly in mind could hope to read its details in the proper light. Casaubon's palette of interpretative methods was too rich and colorful for him to accept any single question as the right one to ask before reading every single text. But he found the notion of the *scopus* useful, and applied it often. When Casaubon read Psalm 119, as we have seen, he reflected at length on how to interpret the text. He laid special emphasis on what he called the “Application and goal [*Vsus et scopus*] of this psalm”—that is, its utility as a remedy against vice. Reading two medieval Hebrew texts, the history of the Second Temple appended to Abraham ibn Daud’s *Sefer haKabbalah* and the beginning of the *Sefer haHasidim*, he identified the author’s *scopus* in each work. Reading Buxtorf, Casaubon used the same term to describe, in a rigorous way, the author’s un-

raro in ipso statim titulo notatur: sive is unus est, cum totum scriptum in unum corpus conformatum est, sive plures, cum sunt plures ejus partes, prorsus inter sese non cohaerentes." On the use of the *scopus* in hermeneutics see Büttgen and Thourard’s introduction in Flacius Illyricus 2009, 33–38. 89. Bod MS Casaubon 28, 14 recto: "vs. Vsus et scopus huius psalmi, ex iis quae pie et docte observat Chrysost. vi. p. 137. et 138. de duobus remedijis adversus vitia, λογισμοί ενεργείες, et εἰσχύ. No. No." Cf. Bod MS Casaubon 41, 17 recto, on Isaiah and the other prophets: "Omnium communis scopus fuit, verum Legis divinae usum demonstrare"; Bod MS Casaubon 4, 30 recto, on Maimonides’ *Guide*: "Scopus auct. est instruere lectorem cognitione multarum rerum, quas putavit esse necessarias ad versandum feliciter in lectione sacrarum literarum"; Bod MS Casaubon 25, 100 recto, from notes that Casaubon took on the reading he did while staying with Lancelot Andrewes in August 1611: "Delatus est ad D. Ep. libellus Gallicus, quem in hac inopia librorum percurri. Titulus erat, Le promptuaire des Conciles de Leglise Catholique, et la difference d’iceux. Faict par Jean le Maire de Belges elegant Historiographe. Liber nuncupatur Ludovico XII. Sequitur Prologus, ubi auctor vocat se Indiciaire et alibi hanc vocem usurpat fere pro historiographo. Apparet librum esse scriptum quo tempore bellum erat sive apertura sive tectum inter Ludovicum XII et Papam Julium II. opinor, ac Venetos. Itaque libri scopus est minuere scandalum, quod videtur datum populis Galliae propiet illam dissensionem: praesertim cum Papa. Id igitur agit, ut minuatu ejus rei admirationem: docens rem esse non novum, ut Papae sint perditiissimi nebulones et in Ecclesiam Dei coniurient"; and Bod MS Casaubon 27, 208 recto, where he argues that the Christian Hebraist Pietro Galatino had made a mess of his book *De arcanis Catholicae veritatis* by including material that had nothing to do with his chosen *scopus*. "Acumen Galatini. Mira res: saepe capitum integrum reperias ubi ne verbum quod titulo respondeat. Exemplo sit cap. ult. lib. viii. cuius *epigraph* est: Quod mater Messiae sedes Dei futura erat, super quam divina majestas sedere debebat. Affert locum e More Nebucim, ubi erudite Moses ille explicat quid sit sedes Dei, et sedere Deum. affert tres notiones eius locutionis: sedere in solio, sedere in coelis, et peculiari sedes solii Domini Exo. 17. has phrases docte explicat. Scopus autem Galatini est probare ex rabb. commentariis, illos habuisse notitiam verae fidei, sed juniores corrumpere doctrinam priorum. Heic ig. quaero qua fine locus [MS locum] e More Neb. afferatur. nam de Maria ne γεννη quidem ille doctor nisi insani sumus." 90. Casaubon, note in BL 1939.b.63, 131 verso: "Scopus huius libri." Casaubon did not apply the term *scopus* in a mechanically uniform way, but it was central to his approach to many texts. In the introduction to *Sefer haKabbalah*, Ibn Daud does give an account of the *scopus* of his work. But it seems that as Casaubon read his copy, BL 1939.b.63, 52 verso, he was fully occupied in working his way through the text, which is printed in Rashi script, and translating the typical phrases of rabbinic Hebrew, such as the term *Mekubbalim* (recipients of the tradition). Still, at 131 verso, in the third part on the kings of the Second Temple, Ibn Daud speaks again about the chain of tradition that is his core concern, and Casaubon glosses: "scopus huius libri."
bending hatred for the subjects of his work—which clearly, in Casaubon’s view, formed the focal point that gave the whole book its shape.

At this point, Casaubon had found a way to focus on what still seems the strangest feature of Buxtorf’s work: the unremitting hostility he showed toward the people whose languages, beliefs, and rituals he had studied more intensively than any other Christian before him. It did not take the clear hindsight of the twenty-first century to spot that Buxtorf’s values were in some tension with his method of scholarly inquiry. In the same years when Casaubon read Buxtorf’s book, Joseph Scaliger remarked to his pupils: “It’s amazing how much the Jews like Buxtorf. In his *Synagoga Judaica* he criticizes them very sharply indeed.”

In many ways it seems a pity that Buxtorf never happened to debate the validity of his position with Yuspa Hahn, the Frankfurt rabbi who was his close contemporary and became something like his Jewish counterpart. Hahn asked a Christian scholar in Mainz about the calendar the Christians used, and late in life drew up a set of rules for debating biblical interpretation with Christians (never debate with those who could not read Hebrew; always read lines of disputed meaning in full and in context; know “their books” [the Gospels]). But he devoted himself chiefly to recording the customs of his Jewish community and others, drawing on both his own experience and a wide range of written sources. Hahn’s sensitive account of one local form of Jewish life acknowledged its gradual transformation during and after the crisis of the Fettmilch riots, as necessity drove the Jews of Frankfurt to abandon established habits and practices. Like Scaliger, Hahn could have picked a useful bone or two with Buxtorf about ethnographic standards and attitudes. The encounter between Hahn and Buxtorf never took place. Instead, Casaubon noted Buxtorf’s prejudices, but did not make clear the extent to which he shared or qualified them. The nature of his ethnographic interest—like so much of his method as a Judaist—remained steeped in ambiguity.

No feature of Casaubon’s Judaic studies is more puzzling, finally, than his refusal to knit together the strands of his reading and research. Chapter 2 of Buxtorf’s *Synagoga* deals in detail with a ritual designed to prevent the demon Lilith from killing a newborn baby, as well as the related questions of Lilith’s identity and the reasons for her destructive impulses:

---

91. Scaliger 1695, 73–74; 1740, II, 249: “Mirum quomodo Buxtorfius amatur a Judaeis; in illa tamen *Synagoga Judaica* illos valde perstringit.”
When the time of confinement comes for a Jewish pregnant woman, the room in which the child's bed is located will be furnished with all necessary things; and now the man of the house or another holy and pious Jew, if he can be found, takes a chalk and makes a circle in the room and on all walls, and he writes above the door inside and outside, on each wall and around the bed in Hebrew letters: *Adam, Chava, Chutz, Lilith*, that is, “Adam, Eve, out, you Lilith!” This means that if the woman has a son, God should give him a wife like Eve, not like Lilith; but if she has a daughter, then she should be for her future husband like Eve, a helpmate, not like Lilith, who is stubborn and disobedient. What is Lilith? This name is found in Isaiah 34:14 and is sometimes interpreted as Strix [the screech-owl], which is a horrible monstrous bird; some say it is a *Lamia* [Latin: sorceress], a monstrous ghost. The Jews also talk about a devil in the form of a woman, who on the eighth day, the day of their circumcision, would come and kill the babe or take him away. This ghost or night-woman was also called Lilith, from the Hebrew word *Lel*, meaning night.94

Buxtorf supplemented this detailed account with a long story about Lilith drawn from Ben Sira, “not as the scholar Paul Fagius has printed and translated it into Latin [1542], but as the Jews have printed it [the spurious Alphabet]. My copy was printed in Constantinople; and it is the same as Sebastian Münster mentions at the end of his *Cosmographia* . . . I bought this copy from a Jew, who had it from the Münster library, because Münster had been professor of Hebrew here in Basel and is buried here.”95

Casaubon underlined much of this material and entered brief notes—reminders rather than summaries—in the margins. But he never mentioned that he had already learned about Lilith from a Jewish source. Elijah Levita included a substantial discussion of Lilith in his lexicon, the *Tishbi*, one of Casaubon’s favorite sources. And Casaubon entered extracts from Levita’s

94. Buxtorf 1604, 74–75; translation from 1603b, modified.
95. BL 848.b.19, 75: “Hac de re legitur historia, in libro *Ben Sira* (non ut vir doctissimus dominus Paulus Fagius et impressit et exposuit in lingua Latina, sed prout Iudaei imprimi fecerunt. Et exemplar sane meum Constantinopoli excusum est idem ipsum, cuius *Sebastianus Munsterus* in fine Cosmographiae mentionem facit, et ex quo ipse historiam Hebraeam de regione Sacerdotis Iohannis et desumpsit et descriptit; quaeque in fine exemplaris eius, quod ego a ludaeco quodam horum locorum habitatore, et id e Bibliotheca Munsteriana emputm habente, aere meo redemti, excusa est. Munsterus enim linguae sacrae professor fuit in hac urbe Basiliensi, ubi sepultus etiam est) in *Ben Sira, inquam*, legitur historia talis.”
discussion, along with other references to demons, in a notebook. Casaubon learned from Levita that Lilith was discussed in Ben Sira, question 60—Buxtorf gave a less precise reference—and he took down other information as well. He could have found an even more interesting point in the Tishbi. Levita disapproved of Ben Sira’s long story about Lilith and, apparently, of the practices that it was used to justify: “I find it annoying to give all the details here because I do not believe in them. Still, the custom is widespread among the Ashkenazim to make a circle, going around the walls of the room in which the woman in childbirth is lying, with chalk or coal, and to write Adam, Hauah, Chutz, Lilith on each of the walls . . . The book of Ben Sirah gives a good explanation of the whole matter, and anyone who believes in this affair can consult it.” If Casaubon had recalled this passage, he could have used it to call into question Buxtorf’s belief that all the Jews of Ashkenaz accepted the same beliefs and practices.

More generally, Casaubon believed in the value of autopsy and of reports that derived from observation. Why, then, did he not refer back to the proverbially learned and reliable Levita, whose scholarship he greatly admired, when reading about a subject about which he clearly spoke from firsthand observation? In fact, though, Casaubon did not refer to the parallel passage in Levita even when he read the Buxtorf only a few years later. As we will see, this was by no means the only occasion on which Casaubon failed to make the sort of systematic use one might have expected of his Jewish resources. Although the evidence is negative, it also suggests that Casaubon’s curiosity about the Jews—whether exercised on ethnographic or on textual material—had its limits.

Casaubon’s apparent lack of enthusiasm for Buxtorf’s more ethnographic

---


97. Levita 1541, 182: “qua de re ibidem multa prolixae tractat, quae hac adscribere mihi fastidio fuit quandoquidem illis nullam adhibeo fidem. veruntamen mos inolevit inter Iudaeos praesertim Germanos quod faciunt circulum per circuitum in pari et parietibus cubiculi in quo iacet puerpera cum creta aut carbone, scributque in singulis parietibus, Adam, Hauah, Chutz, Lilith. Atque in ostio cubiculi interiori scribunt nomina trium angelorum qui sunt Senoi, Sansenoi, et Sanmangeloph, quemadmodum tradidit illis ipsa Lilith ea hora qua voluerunt eam suffocare in mari. Totum istud bene explicatum habetur in libro Ben Sirah quem ipsum videre potest qui huic rei fidem habet.”
approach is striking in a connoisseur of travel writing. In a letter to Protestant nobleman Suffrey de Calignon, Casaubon offered Nehemiah 8:8 (“And they read in the Torah distinctly”) as a powerful proof text against the Catholic refusal to allow ordinary Christians to read the scriptures in vernacular translations. The verse describes the way in which Ezra reestablished public reading and explication of the Law after Cyrus ordered that the Jews return to Jerusalem. These exemplary public readings, Casaubon insisted, must have included translations into Aramaic: “The people, who had just returned from captivity, had forgotten the old Hebrew language, and had become accustomed, in their long seventy years of servitude, to the Chaldean tongue. Therefore, they needed a translator in order to grasp the sense of the words of the Law. Accordingly, Ezra used a translator, who gave a literal Chaldean rendering of the words that were recited in Hebrew.”

Casaubon was certain that this was the right way to understand the verse, not only on philological grounds, but also because he had collected ethnographic evidence to support his reading on his trip to Germany in 1590: “For the custom established by Ezra still survives in the Jewish synagogues, where each pericope is read twice, first in Hebrew and then in Chaldean. We saw this custom being observed with great care at Frankfurt, some years ago.” Similarly, in his copy of Génébrard’s popular edition of and commentary on the Psalms, Casaubon marked the description of the removal of a Torah scroll without vowels from the ark and its reading with the words “I saw this rite.” Despite this appeal to direct experience, Casaubon never seems to have become a full convert to the more empirical approach to Judaism that was slowly spreading in his world. He knew Jews and Judaism very well indeed—through books.

98. Casaubon 1709, 622–623: “Gens illa redux e Captivitate, veteris sermonis Hebraici oblita, Chaldaicae linguae longo annorum septuaginta servitio assueverat. Ideo ut verba Legis caperent, opus erat Interprete. Ergo adhibitus ab Esdra Interpres, qui recitata verba Hebraice παρὰ πόδας vereret Chaldaice.” A scribal copy of this letter in BL MS Add. 12,110, 6 recto–7 recto, offers no substantive improvements and quotes Hebrew words in random form without correction. A talmudic tradition, not cited by Casaubon but discussed both by Elijah Levi and by Azariah de’ Rossi, stated that “distinctly,” in Neh. 8:8, means “translated” (Babylonian Talmud Nedarim 37b; see de’ Rossi 2001, 129, 182, 699).


100. BL 1016.d.3 (Génébrard [Lyons, 1607]), I, c recto: “In cuius rei testimonium quando legem Judaei in Synagogis ostentant solenniter, eam sine punctis, ut nihil humani admixtum habeat, e suo armario, quasi Ἐκαλ vocitant, proferunt.” Casaubon writes: “vidi hunc ritum.”

101. See, e.g., Hsia 1994; Carlebach 2001; Deutsch 2001; and the studies in Coudert and Shoulson 2004.
Kindred Spirits in Conflict: Isaac Casaubon and Azariah de’ Rossi

In the end, no book about the Jews in any language offered more stimulus for reflection than one written in Hebrew by an older Jewish contemporary, whose work Casaubon possessed for many years, as his diary shows. He records his most intimate and spiritual reflections in his diary, but these pious reflections are often interrupted by deliberate asides relating to everyday matters. Member of a scholarly community for whom the lending of books was a sheer necessity, Casaubon was meticulous in noting the whereabouts of his own precious library. On 7 August 1603 Casaubon records that he had given his “Azarias tout Hebrieu” to M. Du Tiloir.102 Ten years later he makes a note that he had lent his “R. Azaria to Monsieur Livius.”103

The “R. Azaria” in question is none other than the Italian Jewish scholar Azariah de’ Rossi (1511/12–1577), who in his three pioneering works of critical scholarship, two written in a complex Hebrew, one in an equally complex Italian, had summoned up vast resources of knowledge encompassing pagan, Christian, and Jewish writings in order to provide a reassessment of Jewish history and tradition. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the name “Rabbi Azarias” resounded in the writings of the most learned orientalists. He was even accorded an entry in Richard Simon’s catalogue of authors cited in the *Histoire critique du vieux testament*. Simon praised the Jew for having consulted Christian authors.104

De’ Rossi’s reputation rests on his *Me’or Einyayim* (Light of the Eyes).105 This work of outstanding erudition, printed in Mantua between 1573 and 1575—the various printings tell the story of the problems that beset the author in attempting to bring his researches into the public eye—was innovative in many respects. It was de’ Rossi who first realized the importance of Hellenistic Judaism for an understanding of the Second Temple period. It was de’ Rossi who undermined the chronological structures of rabbinic Judaism by claiming that the traditional computation from the Creation and the calendrical system to which it was connected were unreliable, indeed incorrect. His tripartite work, composed of a description of the earthquake

---

103. Ibid., II, 972. The identity of the recipient of the book is not known. Casaubon describes the borrower as "professeur en Hebr." (Canterbury Cathedral Archive, Lit MS D/1, 249 verso).
104. Simon 1685, 602.
which hit Ferrara in 1570, a translation into Hebrew of the letter of Aristeas, and sixty chapters or essays on a wide range of philological and historiographical topics developed by recourse to an impressive array of sources, pagan, Jewish, and Christian. Clearly, then, the book treated subjects close to Casaubon’s heart. Given the exceptional nature and scope of de’ Rossi’s work, it does not seem surprising that Casaubon acquired this monument of Hebrew scholarship and attempted to penetrate de’ Rossi’s difficult and occasionally convoluted prose.

We cannot know whether Casaubon owned two copies of de’ Rossi’s book; but it is not implausible that the exemplar in the British Library, which bears his signature, is the volume that Casaubon, already living in England, lent to M. Livius in 1613. One could assume that it takes one great scholar to recognize another, and that Casaubon would have appreciated—as far as he could understand it—the groundbreaking nature of the work. But an inscription on the flyleaf immediately crushes this reasonable assumption: Casaubon indicts de’ Rossi for having been taken in by and having cited a best-seller of the day, the histories of ancient Assyria, Persia, Greece, and Rome forged by the Dominican Annius da Viterbo. Casaubon’s judgment is unequivocal: “He [de’ Rossi] calls this turbulent scoundrel a hakham, a ‘wise man.’ You realize then how one ought to judge the chronology of this author.” In other words, de’ Rossi’s painstaking discussions were compromised because he had availed himself of spurious texts for his reconstruction of Jewish chronology.

And yet, fakes not only demonstrate the fallibility of experts, but also highlight the fact that perception itself is determined by the structure of expectations that underpin it. What, then, were de’ Rossi’s expectations, which led him to be taken in by Annius’ fabrications? In the second chapter of his Light of the Eyes—enlightenment is his goal—de’ Rossi lays down the ground rules for his use of sources. Provided they do not hint at heresy or make light of the Torah, any text, whatever its origin, may be employed. This

106. The shelfmark is 1938.f.12. The book is not in good condition, and many of his marginal notes have been erased, but it is clear that Casaubon has leafed through the entire book, usually translating the titles of chapters.
108. Casaubon, note on the flyleaf of BL 1938.f.12: “Metasthenes pro Megasthenes. et de Annio Viterbiense illo strenuo nugatore. hunc vocat 2277 sapientem illum: ut vel hinc intelligas quid de huius scribitori chronologia sit judicandum. Et sane ubique pro certis et ratis habet quae illi commentitii scriptores, Berosus, Philo Judaeus in Antiquitatibus Bibl. Metasthenes etc. finguntur ab impuro Annio scripisse.” The same vitriolic attack is made against Baronio, who was likewise taken in by the forgeries, in Casaubon 1614, 145, 204–205; 1654, 131, 183; 1663, 131, 183. Casaubon was less certain about Annius and Berosus at the very start of his career. But by the early 1590s he rejected the Annian texts decisively; see Parenty 2009, 51.
approach gave him carte blanche to quote anything that he regarded as useful for his argument: pagan, Christian, Jewish, ancient, medieval, or modern. The modern included not only books that had just come off the Hebrew printer’s press, but also Latin and Italian works that helped him to cut his momentous scholarly path. He took advantage of the latest advances in historical, biblical, and exegetical fields of learning and in turn offered his contributions. Those contributions provided among other things a thorough and incisive critique of traditional Jewish chronology and calendrical history.

Moreover, de’ Rossi followed good humanistic practice in assessing the textual authenticity of Hebrew books. In chapter 20, he demonstrates the literary use of numbers in rabbinic texts and, in general, their employment of exaggeration in order to communicate the message in the most effective way possible. In this discussion de’ Rossi is able to avoid a potential source of conflict, by passing judgment on the commentary on Chronicles attributed to the favorite medieval exegete Rashi, and pronouncing it inauthentic. In chapter 19, he examines various rabbinic texts that in his view have become corrupt over the centuries. Among the works that he submits to textual criticism is the Jewish classic of Jewish mysticism, the Zohar. De’ Rossi is unhesitating in his judgment: the work has been subject to interpolations and manipulation of various kinds. Ever watchful for new books, de’ Rossi reports his acquisition of Abraham Zacuto’s Sefer Yuhasin, a Jewish chronology that was mined for historical information by Christian scholars and often cited by Casaubon himself. What caught de’ Rossi’s attention was the story of the quest for the actual text of the Zohar, which Zacuto reports toward the end of his book.109 Zacuto’s narration centered upon a certain Moses de Leon of the thirteenth century and his alleged involvement in the promulgation of the text. Apart from the suggestion that Moses de Leon actually transcribed the book from the original manuscript, other claims were aired: there were innuendos that he had fabricated the text for monetary gain, or that he had written the text down through automated writing, “through the power of the Great Name.” Even the wife and daughter of Moses of Leon were called upon to give witness in the case. De’ Rossi draws out the moral of the story: “This may help the reader to be receptive only to those writings which accord with reason and to the fundamental texts propagated by our ancestors.”110 And he then proceeds to highlight the dangers of textual fabrication.

---

In other words, de’ Rossi and Casaubon were perhaps not soulmates, but they were certainly scholars formed in the same intellectual mold. De’ Rossi was an extraordinary polymath, and his curiosity knew no bounds. Like Casaubon, he understood that what was urgently needed was an authentic narration of the events and institutions of Second Temple Judaism and the rise of Christianity. In particular, he singled out Aristeas, Josephus, and Philo as the key eyewitnesses for the period. Shortly before Scaliger and Casaubon had broached the topic of the Greek-speaking Jews, de’ Rossi had discussed with a degree of originality the origins of the Septuagint, translating the letter of Aristeas into Hebrew and comparing it to the relevant sources in Josephus and Eusebius.\footnote{Weinberg 1985.} Germane to our discussion here is his pioneering critique of Philo. Reading Sigismund Gelenius’ Latin translation of Philo’s works, he also was confronted with the patristic tradition, since the editor prefaced the tomes with the relevant ecclesiastical testimonia. De’ Rossi re-names his subject, hebraizing but not judaizing him: he refers to him throughout his Hebrew works as Yedidyah the Alexandrian. In his Italian work, which he wrote for Christians, the ever tactful or rather politically astute Azariah uses the Italian name Filone, sometimes adding “Alessandrino,” but there is no trace of “the Jew.”\footnote{Weinberg 1988.}

De’ Rossi produced the first comprehensive assessment of the Alexandrian Jew to be undertaken by Jew or Christian. In the first of the four chapters of his critique, he examines the varieties of Judaism in Philo’s time in order to set Philo in his proper historical context. In the following chapters he weighs up Philo’s good and bad points, carrying out a series of brief investigations into certain facets of Philo’s theology, biblical interpretation, knowledge—or rather, ignorance—of Hebrew, and familiarity with Halakhah.

By the end of the sixteenth century Philo and the evidence he presented about the early church had become burning issues. Casaubon, for example, poured scorn on Baronio for arguing that Philo referred to all Jews in his description of the Essenes, and derided him for fantasizing that Philo had documented the change that came about after the birth of Jesus. Scaliger had his own inimitable way of deriding Baronio, whom he scolded for using Philo in such a way that all distinctions between Judaism and Christianity were obliterated. But, as is often the case with intellectual battles such as these, a new scholarship arose from the dregs of the old debate. The identity of the Greek-speaking Jews became a central issue of the day, a subject of discussion, and often, as in more recent times, a matter of fierce debate. The
identity of the Hellenistae mentioned in Acts was discussed. According to Scaliger, these were not simply Jews who lived among Greeks, but Jews who spoke Greek and who, like Philo, were raised on the Greek Bible. In one of the many passages in which Casaubon castigates Baronio for his total incompetence as a scholar of the Second Temple period, he refers to Philo as “Philo Iudaeus Hellenista.” This epithet reflects the new history of Hellenistic Judaism.

In his groundbreaking critique, de’ Rossi tries to pinpoint the cultural milieu to which Philo belonged. The Alexandrian Philo was far removed from Palestinian and Hebrew tradition. Indeed, Philo was even ignorant of Aramaic, the language that was widely used in the land of Israel. The Torah that he studied and wrote about throughout his works was based entirely on his reading of the translation of the elders [the Septuagint]. Since he accepted the view that they translated the Torah from an Aramaic version that they brought to the king, he consequently also believed that Moses had been given the Torah in Aramaic at Sinai. This is evident from his description of the story of the elders and Ptolemy in the second book of De vita Mosis. He writes: “In former times, our Torah was written in Aramaic and remained in that language for a long time until the moment came when the nations also desired to acquire its beauty and Ptolemy came.” Similarly, in his discourse on the perfect man in his book De praemiiis, he states: “The Chaldeans call such a man enosh, which means ‘man.’”

In a similar, though more polemical, vein, Casaubon attacks the Jesuit Franciscus Toletus for his total confusion regarding the Hebrew form of the crucial word Pesah, Passover. His errors had stemmed from his failure to discern that Philo thought Hebrew and Aramaic to be the same lan-

115. Casaubon 1614, 66; 1654, 60; 1663, 60.
118. Toletus 1590–89, I, 383: “Dicitur etiam Pascha quod nomen idem significat, quod Phase, sed hoc Hebraeum, illud vero Chaldaeum est, ut testatur Philo libr. 3. de vita Moysis.”
guage. Like de’ Rossi, Casaubon illustrates his point by referring to the passage in which Philo characterizes the Hebrew word *enosh* as a Chaldean word for “man.” But unlike de’ Rossi, Casaubon proceeds to castigate Philo for apparently assuming that the Septuagint was translated from Aramaic: “You have to be a complete beginner in holy scripture not to know that the Seventy [translators] worked from Hebrew.” De’ Rossi, on the other hand, recognizes Philo’s confused ideas about Hebrew and its cognate Aramaic, but forges his own path, constructing a new theory of the Aramaic origins of the Septuagint. De’ Rossi’s critique of Philo and Casaubon’s attack on Toletus thus belong to a single, central debate of the day about Hellenistic Judaism.

Even more illustrative of their similar approach to traditional questions is their treatment of the location of Jerusalem. The verse “who brings salvation in the middle of the earth” (Ps. 74:12), coupled with Jerome’s commentary on “I set this Jerusalem in the midst of the nations and the countries round about her” (Ezek. 5:5), had assured Jerusalem a physical and metaphysical centrality for Jews and Christians alike. It was the book of Jubilees, as Philip Alexander has demonstrated, that represented the first clear cartographic image of the world as a whole with Jerusalem as navel. Inspired by anti-Greek political rhetoric, the author of Jubilees wished to challenge Greek occupation of the Jews’ land by usurping the traditional position accorded to Delphi as *omphalos* of the world. Subsequently, sacred narrative and medieval maps, typically from the Crusader period, depicted Jerusalem as in the very center of the universe or, in the words of Ezekiel (38:12), as “the navel of the world.” But by the end of the sixteenth century

---


120. Casaubon 1614, 461; 1654, 407; 1663, 407. He refers to *De Abrahamo* 8.

121. Casaubon 1614, 461; 1654, 407; 1663, 407. “Atqui puerum in literis sacris esse oportet, qui nesciat versionem Septuaginta Interpretum ex Hebraeo esse desumptam.”


124. Pilgrims’ guides differ widely on cartographic details. Matthew Paris’ map, for example, gives Acre, not Jerusalem, pride of place.
the map of the world had changed, and with it the geographical position of Jerusalem.

Each of our two scholars discusses this question in relation to his own particular project. In de’ Rossi’s case, the point comes up in his extended and wide-ranging discourse on the human fallibility of the rabbis on all matters of science and history. With characteristic discretion he argues that the rabbinic (and Christian) notion of Jerusalem as in the center of the universe had to be amended in the light of the discovery of the New World. He reflects that the rabbis were but men of their own time, who would have readily conceded that their geographical knowledge was deficient, and evokes the explosion of such knowledge in his own day: “Thus nowadays, scientists do not divide up the habitable world into three main sections, Asia, Africa, and Europe, all of which are located in the northern quarter of the globe . . . But now they divide it into four parts by joining the New World to the three zones which were known from antiquity.”125 Like Casaubon, in other words, de’ Rossi was a man of the book who appreciated other forms of knowledge as well.

Casaubon’s interest in this matter can be traced in various different literary contexts, all of which are brought to bear, not surprisingly, in his arguments against Baronio. His edition of Strabo, a fine work of scholarship written in Geneva, already documents Casaubon’s youthful reflections on the concept of “navel.” In his Geographia (9.3.6), the Greek geographer Strabo had commented on the widespread notion of Delphi as the omphalos of the earth. “For it is almost in the centre of Greece taken as a whole, between the country inside the Isthmus and that outside it; and it was also believed to be in the centre of the inhabited world and people called it the navel of the earth, in addition fabricating a myth.”126 In his annotations on this passage Casaubon had already gathered a cluster of sources in which the mythological motif of the omphalos is used to denote events of universal significance.127 Not only Delphi had been accorded this name, but also Enna, where Persephone had been raped by Pluto, and Phlius in the Peloponnes.128 The same use of the Greek word omphalos appears in Josephus’ fa-

---

127. Casaubon 1587, 149.
128. Ibid.: “Porro de nominis huius ratione quae disputat Varro lib. De lingua latina vi, frivola meo iudicio sunt et plerisque eiusdem simillima. [Varro, De lingua latina 7.17: Umbilicum dictum aiunt ab umbilico nostro, quod is medius locus sit terrarum, ut umbilicus in nobis; quod utrumque est falsum; neque hic locus est terrarum medius neque noster umbilicus est hominis medius.] Cur enim non probat dictam urbem Delporum γηγες cem ob causam quam reliqui afferunt? Non ignoreo equidem viris mathematicis aegre id grammaticos esse persuasuros: ita tamen sensisse primos huius appellationis
mous description of Jerusalem in book three of the *Jewish War*: “The city of Jerusalem lies at its very centre [of Judaea] for which reason the town has sometimes not inaptly been called the ‘navel’ of the country” (3.52–53). This passage did not escape Casaubon’s eagle eye. In his heavily annotated copy of the first edition of Josephus’ *Opera omnia* (Basel 1544), he had underlined the passage, and in the margin he had noted: “Urbs sancta terrae sanctae umbilicus.”

Both passages from Strabo and Josephus are brought into play when once again Casaubon raps Baronio on the knuckles for erroneous views. Having declared that the Hebrew word *tabor* (navel) was meant figuratively, he accuses Baronio of having adopted Jerome’s view without due consideration. Jerusalem could be said to be in the middle of the world only in the sense that any place on the globe can be said to be the center—a ridiculous idea. The ancients had propounded the view of the seven climes, a scheme according to which Jerusalem could be said to be in the center of their inhabited world. The rabbis, too, had applied the term to Jerusalem. Similarly, the ancient Greeks had applied the same word to Delphi, but this centrality was to be understood in relation to the whole of Greece, as Strabo, “a rather serious writer,” had indicated. Similarly, Josephus had understood the phrase “navel of the world,” commonly applied to the holy city, as referring to its location within Judaea, “not in the inhabited world, and still less, in the entire universe.”

Having dispensed with the literal meaning of the word “navel,” Casaubon refers to the symbolic application of the term by Germanus, the eighth-
century patriarch of Constantinople, in his work on the divine liturgy.\textsuperscript{133} According to Germanus, the reenactment of Jesus’ crucifixion, burial, and resurrection in the context of the liturgy celebrated by the faithful from India to the Venetian islands had to symbolize the historically true event that salvation was brought about in the middle of the earth.\textsuperscript{134} Ca sau bon concludes his discourse with a somewhat casual reference to a crusading text written in the thirteenth century by the Venetian writer Marino Sanuto Torsello (but finally redacted in 1321): “Others point to a certain place in the city that they designate 'the navel'; see Sanuto's Secreta.”\textsuperscript{135} Thus Ca sau bon ends with an allusion to one of the texts included in the massive tomes edited by his friend and fellow Huguenot Jacques Bongars, whose desire to compile a scholarly compilation of crusader documents was inspired not only by anti-papal zeal but also by antiquarian ideals.\textsuperscript{136}

This is a cameo of typically Casaubonian scholarship. An unflinching critical spirit applied to classical, scriptural, and ecclesiastical sources is combined with a knowledge, and perhaps a comprehension, of the spiritual dimension of the topic. Casaubon does not do justice to Baronio, who in fact quotes both Jerome and the celebrated passage from Bede:

> But in the middle of Jerusalem, where the dead man came to life when our Lord’s cross was placed above him, stands a lofty pillar which at the summer solstice casts no shadow, wherefore it is thought that it is in the middle of the earth. According to this opinion Victorinus, Bishop of the Church of Poitiers, when writing of Golgotha says, “There is a place which we believe to be the centre of

\textsuperscript{133} There are many variations in this text, but the passage to which Ca sau bon refers is given in \textit{Liturgiae} 1560, 97 recto (it is not in Meyendorff 1984), where Germanus is describing the \textit{ciborium}: “ut totam terram praefiniunt: quod a quatuor columnis eius quod ciborium appellatur, conclusum aut circumscriptum sacrum solum: in quo completur et propheticus sermo, inquiens: Operatus est salutem in medio terrae Deus. nisi enim ita fuisset actum, quomodo qui in India perficiunt magnum hoc mysterium, et credunt illud corpus Christi et Dei esse nostri crucifixum et sepultum et resurgens, hanc salutem in medio terrae dicerent Dominum operari? quomodo item fideles Veneticas insulas habitantes, idem sensu conservato recipiunt, omnibus confitentibus, in Hierosolymis circumscriptione esse ipsissimum medium terrae? Aut omnino, quia confinium caeli et terrae cum sancta mensa sit, et item in medio coelestis orbis subsistat, et medium columnarum, quae sunt in circuitu flabella, statione teneat locum, ubi ea cuique fuerit, in medio terrae salutem fieri demonstrat: ubi sunt et omnia quae passionis sunt, Christus subit, proditionem, iudicacionem, quae ante crucem quaecumque post crucem acta sunt.”

\textsuperscript{134} Once again his reading method is demonstrated by his own copies. In his \textit{copy of Liturgiae} 1560 (BL 692.f.6), 164, he glosses the text.

\textsuperscript{135} “Alii in ipsa urbe certum locum designarunt in quo ipsum umbilicum constituerunt. Vide Sanuti secreta.” Casaubon 1614, 628; 1654, 553; 1663, 553, citing \textit{Liber secretorum fidelium crucis} 1611, 253–255.

\textsuperscript{136} On this edition see the excellent article of Tyerman 1999.
the universe; Jews call it in their native tongue, Golgotha [*De Paschate* 1.2].

But Baronio also rejects Bede. Like Casaubon and de’ Rossi, he alludes to the geographical discoveries of his time and concludes: “Either Jerusalem is situated in the middle of the habitable world or else it is located in the middle of Palestine.”

De’ Rossi, too, feels no qualms about putting the rabbis right when necessary. In his usual fashion he summons a vast number of sources to demonstrate the whole gamut of views on the subject. In his characteristically discreet manner, however, he fails to mention that the location of Jesus’ crucifixion was in the forefront of the minds of Jerome and the fifteenth-century Augustinian Perez (Pharez) de Valencia when they discussed the idea of the centrality of Jerusalem. Rather, he corrects erroneous views of both rabbis and Christians: “Here, then, is presented the unanimous view of theologians of two nations which contradicts the facts that have become clear to the men of science mentioned above, not only through proof, but also from perception and by use of the astrolabe.”

Casaubon read the whole of de’ Rossi’s book. He noticed disapprovingly, as a good Calvinist should, that alternative spelling was used for the divine name, and other minor points. He knew that de’ Rossi’s learned disquisitions had already been read and appreciated by Christians when Casaubon took possession of his book: his notes, for example, show that he knew that Azariah was also called Bonaiuthus. But there is no evidence that he ever used de’ Rossi for higher scholarly ends.

Great scholarship rarely comes in a pure and undiluted form. Casaubon was of course right that de’ Rossi should not have used Annius’ fakes. He would have approved Arnaldo Momigliano’s pronouncement, made in his inimitable style: “One is never simple-minded enough about the condemnation of forgeries. Pious frauds are frauds for which one must show no pi-
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137. Bede, *De locis sanctis* 2; Bede 1898, 307.
140. Ibid., 222.
141. Flyleaf, BL 1938.f.12: “Bonaiuth. istius libri author dicebatur.”
ety—and no pity.”"142 But it can be argued that Casaubon was also probably a little rash in his assessment of de’ Rossi, whose critical, philological approach to texts brought him to pose questions and probe traditional presuppositions in ways comparable to and reminiscent of his most ferocious non-Jewish critic.

On 27 September 1620, Thomas Erpenius, one of the foremost orientalists of the early seventeenth century, and a devoted friend of Casaubon, delivered an oration on the dignity of the Hebrew and Arabic languages. He paid homage not only to the languages themselves, but also to those scholars who had worked to promote the study of these noble languages. Among those on whom he lavished praise was the “distinguished ornament of the time, Isaac Casaubon.” In particular, Erpenius pointed out, throughout his works Casaubon had strewn learned and truly precious observations that had been obtained from Judaism.143 Erpenius’ perceptive observations on Casaubon’s predilection for Hebrew fell on deaf ears—for centuries. Casaubon’s library and his notebooks have taught us to understand why the younger orientalist expressed such admiration for an older scholar not known, in modern times, for his expertise in these fields. We turn now, as Erpenius’ comments suggest we should, to the published works in which Casaubon put his Judaic studies to intensive use.

143. Erpenius 1621, 129–130: “hoc tantum dico Clarissimum virum Ishacum Casaubonum, seculi hujus insigne ornamentum, et cui plurimum debent studia mea orientalia, si vitam ei prorogasset qui dederat, editurum fuisse luculentum opus de Graecae linguae ex Ebraea origine, in quo clare satis et nervose (quantum ex iis quae multa jam indigesta coacervaverat judicare ego potui) demonstraturus erat pleraque Graecorum themata originis Ebraicae esse. Linguis certe reliquis Orientalibus, Chaldaicæ imprimis, Syriacæ, Arabicæ, et Aethiopicæ, quæ et nobilissimæ sunt, et latissime patent, ob magnam quam haec cum sua mater habent affinitatem, mirum quantum adferat lucis, quamque facilem illius cognitionem ad hasce addiscendas pariat aditum. Mirandum itaque non est, viros quosdam magnos, etiam non Theologos, ejus studio sumnopere fruère delectatus. Inter quos Iosephus Scaliger, singulare hujus Academiae haud ita pridem decus; qui quantum ejus cognitione et sibi, et aliis profuerit, immortalitate dignissimum ejus opus de emendatione temporum, ut de aliis taceam, abunde loquitur, et Ishacus Casaubonis, cujus paulo anteia memini, qui scriptis quoque suis doctissimas et vere aureas ex Ebraismo petitas observationes insparsit.”
In 1614 Casaubon finished his last book: the *Exercitationes* on the *Annales ecclesiastici* of Cardinal Cesare Baronio, which we have touched upon a number of times already. A vast folio, almost eight hundred pages long, magnificently printed on large sheets of paper by John Bill, printer by appointment to King James, the book is physically splendid. But readers—especially in modern times—have sometimes found its contents off-putting. Casaubon’s book is a withering attack on Baronio’s work, polemical in content and aggressive in tone. He meant to show that the *Annales*—a comprehensive history of the church from the time of Jesus to the Middle Ages—rested on foundations so shoddy that it could not survive a close reading, much less a serious attack. His copy of the Mainz edition of Baronio, twelve thick double-column volumes long, survives in Archbishop Marsh’s Library in Dublin. The rapid underlining that Casaubon left as he read, pen in hand, shows that he went through all twelve volumes, leaving angry notes in large script denouncing “Fooleries,” “diabolic deception,” and “loathsome falsehood.” In the end, though, he managed to write up his critique only of the first half of volume 1, and he abandoned both Baronio and the reader in the year 34, just after the Crucifixion. This immense book, accordingly, is only

1. Casaubon 1614; reprinted with some changes as Casaubon 1654 and 1663. Though unsatisfactory in some ways, the fullest introduction to this work remains Pattison 1892, 323–341. See also Laplanche 1988; Quantin 2009.
2. Baronio did sometimes play fast and loose with textual and material evidence. For a splendid case in point see Bowersock 2006.
4. For Casaubon’s optimistic note recording completion of what he referred to as the first part of his work on the *Annales*, see ibid., I, col. 283, at Baronio 34 n. 233: “Hactenus I parte Exercit. Nostrarum.”
Figure 4.1. Title page of volume 1 of Casaubon’s copy of Cesare Baronio’s *Annales ecclesiastici*. Marsh’s Library, Dublin.
Figure 4.2. Title page of Casaubon's *Exercitationes*. British Library C.24.c.3.
a fragment of what was meant to be the longest book review, and one of the most negative, written in a polemical age.

The book is also densely technical, and devoted to subjects many of which do not—and did not—allure readers. In one of his most sustained and elaborate arguments, for example, Casaubon took up the chronology of the Crucifixion. Baronio argued, in his own relatively brief treatment of the subject, that all four Gospels agreed on the sequence of events in the last days of Jesus’ life. In the Jewish calendar, as is well known, the day begins at sunset. On the evening of Thursday, the 14th of the month of Nisan, according to Baronio, Jesus ate the Passover with his disciples. According to Baronio, moreover, “Jesus and the Jews celebrated the Passover at one and the same time.”5 Later that night Judas betrayed him, and on Friday, the 15th of Nisan, he was crucified.6

The problem with this argument was simple: although the three Synoptic Gospels agree on the chronology of these events, the Gospel of John seems to differ.7 Many exegetes found themselves tempted, over the centuries, to see a disagreement here, and some to infer that John meant to correct an error in the other three Gospels. Baronio insisted that it would be impious to infer that the Gospels conflicted with one another, and Casaubon agreed: “we should not even suspect that the evangelists were unable to agree.” But Casaubon also noted that one need not adjust John to agree with the Synoptic Gospels.8 As we will see, a large and complex literature dealing with this subject—and the related problems of how the Jews actually celebrated Passover, and the nature and content of Jewish ritual and law—had grown up over the centuries. Baronio, in Casaubon’s view, wrongly dismissed these “noble questions,” including whether Passover might have been postponed

5. Baronio 1593–1607, I, 147 (34.25): “Dicimus . . . unum idemque Pascha uno eodemque die a Domino nostro atque Iudaeis esse celebratum.”
6. Ibid., Apparatus, 145–150.
7. Key texts include John 13:1: “Now before the feast of the passover, when Jesus knew that his hour was come that he should depart out of this world unto the Father, having loved his own which were in the world, he loved them unto the end”; John 18:28: “Then led they Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of judgment: and it was early; and they themselves went not into the judgment hall, lest they should be defiled; but that they might eat the passover”; John 19:14: “And it was the preparation of the passover, and about the sixth hour: and he saith unto the Jews, Behold your King”; John 19:31: “The Jews therefore, because it was the preparation, that the bodies should not remain upon the cross on the sabbath day, (for that sabbath day was an high day,) besought Pilate that their legs might be broken, and [that] they might be taken away.”
8. Casaubon 1614, 467; 1654, 412; 1663, 412: “Et vero negari non potest, Matthaei, Marci et Lucae narrationes id videri significare: sed quum clare et perspicue alius suadeant Iohannis verba, locis aliquam-multis: nefas autem sit, vel suspicari, parum inter se Evangelistas consentire: fuere iam antiquitatis, qui caeteros ex Iohanne putarent exponendos.”
to the sabbath on the year in question.\(^9\) When dealing with the theological topic of faith and works, Casaubon noted, everything depended on whether one read James through Paul or Paul through James. It seemed to him that in the same way, understanding the chronology of the Crucifixion depended on whether one read John through the Synoptics, as Baronio had, or the Synoptics through John—and John, in turn, through a rich filter of information about Jewish calendars and customs.\(^{10}\) Casaubon did his best to do justice to all the evidence. He pulled the reader with him over a rough countryside strewn with the shattered remains of rituals and institutions, not all of which he perfectly understood, but some of which had to do with the ways in which Jews actually celebrated Passover and observed the sabbath.

We may already have provided more detail than anyone wants to have about the sorts of questions that engaged Casaubon as he set out to subject his Catholic adversary to a crowd-pleasing public anatomization. Mark Pattison certainly thought so, and treated Casaubon’s book as a waste of paper, devoted to arid theological and exegetical games, the rules of which did not allow him to improve dramatically on what Baronio had written: “Many pages e.g. are wasted over the discrepancy as to the day on which the Passover was eaten . . . But Casaubon, equally with Baronius, assumes that it would be ‘blasphemous’ to suppose discrepancy in point of fact.”\(^{11}\) And he was not the first to be repelled by what Casaubon thought a “quaestio nobilis.” When Lancelot Andrewes read a text of the *Exercitationes*, he wrote to his friend: “Although I agree with Padre Paolo [Sarpi] that those *Annales* are of no small importance, yet we all know that you are equal to the task, that you have enough strength and enough words for this duel. But, please, don’t spend so much time on those chronological details. Get on to the more important points, the ecclesiastical matters that are worthy of you, quickly. It’s to them that the expectations of the literary world summon you.”\(^{12}\)

Casaubon himself claimed to enter this thorny, difficult field of scholarship reluctantly. On 12 September 1612 he recorded in his diary: “I have made some progress in chronology: I wish I did not have to devote part of

---


10. Casaubon 1614, 467; 1654, 412; 1663, 412: “utrum Iohannes e caeteris tribus Evangelistis exponi debeat, an contra.”


my work on Baronio to this field.”13 On 24 December he noted more explicitly: “I am working on the time of our Lord’s Crucifixion, a subject that raises many difficult problems.”14 Yet for all Casaubon’s diffidence, in the end he crafted a characteristically detailed, precise, and bitter response to Baronio—whose efforts to solve the same problems he dismissed acerbically as revealing only his incompetence in matters related to Hebrew sources and the Jewish calendar: “he is a blind man making judgments about colors.”15 As we will see, Baronio’s ignorance of Hebrew—like his ignorance of Greek—formed a central theme of Casaubon’s critique, not only of the Annales but also of the entire Catholic culture of erudition, which, in his view, Baronio’s massive book exemplified.16 Casaubon’s venture into the territory of chronology was thus unavoidable, even if he feared it was a land from whose bourne few travelers returned. By the time that we return to the chronology of the Crucifixion, its larger place in Casaubon’s enterprise, and in the larger world of scholarship he inhabited, will be clear. But before we can examine that issue, we must set Casaubon’s critique of Baronio into its larger context.

In fact Casaubon’s Exercitationes represented more than an injudicious and unproductive foray into a difficult field of scholarship. It was, in the first place, the culmination of his lifelong passion for the early church and the sources that preserved its customs and beliefs. From the start of Casaubon’s career, as Pattison observed, “what stirs his soul is Christian Greek.”17 One of his earliest publications was a set of notes on the Greek New Testament that appeared in 1587, when he was only twenty-eight. Precociously, Casaubon insisted on the alienness of this universally familiar text. He noted in his preface that the reader should ignore the already familiar modern divisions into chapter and verse, and wished that one could read the Gospels and Epistles as ancient scholars had left them. Working through the text line by line, he drew on the work of Immanuel Tremellius, an erudite converted

13. Casaubon 1850, II, 944: “In chronologicis aliquid promovimus, quae utinam pars operam nostram non desideraret in Baronio. Deus, ades.” As we will see below, Casaubon had in fact read widely in the field of chronology in earlier years, partly—though not entirely—because of his commitment to the works of his close friend Scaliger. A copy of a key ancient work in the field, Censorinus, De die natali, Bod Wood 19, bears his signature and the date 1611 on its title page, as well as notes comparing the text to Scaliger’s quotations from and discussions of it: a sign that his interest in chronology had not entirely dimmed before Baronio made him enter the field publicly.


15. Casaubon 1614, 469; 1654, 414; 1663, 414: “Sed iudicat caecus de coloribus.”

16. Baronio saw himself as an expert in chronology, and did his best to make the same sorts of chronological distinctions that Scaliger and Casaubon emphasized; see the rich study of Le Gall 2007, esp. 262. As Le Gall remarks there, for all parties “le trébuchet de la critique est la chronologie.”

17. Pattison 1892, 441.
Jew, to identify certain words and expressions in the text as “Hebraisms”—linguistic forms that revealed the pressure, on the Greek language, of an underlying Semitic habit of mind and speech. The study of early Christianity, for Casaubon, always involved setting the New Testament in the Jewish world of Jesus and his disciples and opponents.

But early Christianity was a vast subject. By 1597, when Casaubon began keeping his diary, he had already become an erudite and passionate student of the Greek and Latin fathers. Between 19 February and 31 March he read the 698 “exceptionally close-packed” folio pages of Johann Froben’s edition of Basil of Caesarea, which had appeared in 1551—an achievement that required him, as Pattison calculated, to maintain a steady pace of 35 folio pages of heavily abbreviated Greek per day. The text and margins of his copy, preserved in Marsh’s Library, show the usual signs of his attentive passage. At least once, moreover, Casaubon made clear in a marginal comment that he saw his study of late antiquity as a key to the theologically and liturgically stormy present: “Here is the image of the disturbances that have been stirred up today in the Christian world. The pious should reread this excellent passage often. They will be less surprised by the present state of affairs. This is the fate of the church.” Casaubon’s copies of Clement of Alexandria, Origen’s Against Celsus, and Philo, also preserved in Marsh’s Library, show similar signs of intense, devoted study.

Casaubon’s deep engagement with the Christian writers of late antiquity—like his engagement with the Greek New Testament—would last his whole life. In late April 1612, even as he worked his way through the last volumes of Baronio, he also returned as often as he could to his first love, both as a technical preparation for his assault on the Catholic vision of the early church and as a spiritual exercise: “I spent the day in pious meditation and in reading really good books, especially Chrysostom. May the Lord Jesus grant me to make such progress in knowledge of the truth that my whole life may be imbued with piety.”

18. Ibid., 104. For the chronology of Casaubon’s turn to the Greek fathers see Parenty 2009.
20. Casaubon 1850, II, 927: “XI. Kal. Mai. In piis meditationibus et lectione librorum meliorum, praevertim Chrysostomi, diem posui. Atque utinam det mihi Dominus Jesus ita proficere in cognitione veritatis ut vita omnis mea pietatem sapiat.” On 23 April 1612 he was still reading Chrysostom “non sine pia voluptate”—a term, as we have seen, that he also applied to reading the Bible in both the Hebrew original text of the Old Testament and the Arabic version of the New.
the new critical edition produced at Eton under the supervision of Henry Savile. For Pattison, Casaubon’s love for and mastery of the fathers revealed a “want of classical feeling” that “limited his pleasure in the pure classical writers.” To readers in the early twenty-first century, informed by the brilliant work of recent generations of scholars on what we now call late antiquity, Casaubon’s efforts reveal his passion for complex and rewarding writers and thinkers—and his belief that scholarship would prove most rewarding when it could directly serve his most profound ideals. To that extent, we are better equipped than Pattison was to appreciate Casaubon as many of his friends did: as an expert on what seemed to them the vital, uniquely valuable world of Christian antiquity and the even larger world of Eastern languages and sources needed to illuminate it.

But wedding truth to passion has always been hard, and it proved especially so for everyone who shared Casaubon’s interests in the decades around 1600. The study of early Christianity has never been exactly value free. In the sixteenth century, Protestants and Catholics fought physical, as well as intellectual, battles over which church more faithfully preserved the history and the practices of the earliest Christians. Baronio—a priest from a wealthy and cultured Neapolitan family, who eventually became librarian of the Vatican and a cardinal—was spurred to compile the *Annales* partly by the Protestant challenge. In the 1550s and 1560s, a group of Protestant scholars organized by the South Slav Matthias Flacius Illyricus had prepared and issued a massive, multivolume history of the church designed to expose the pope as a usurper, the Vulgate as an inaccurate version of the Bible, and the Mass and monasticism as corruptions of true Christian life and worship. Baronio set out to refute Flacius. But he also set out—just as Casaubon did—to do more: to recreate the early church and to show that Catholic institutions and practices went back, at least in their origins, to the worlds of Jesus and the church fathers. Inspired by Filippo Neri, whose society of priests,

21. Pattison 1892, 441: “It is almost a paradox that this most successful and most thorough interpreter of the classics, should have been a man who was totally destitute of sympathy for their human and naturalistic element.”


23. The most recent comprehensive study of the early modern ecclesiastical history wars is Ditchfield 1995.
the Oratory, he joined, Baronio had spent his youth listening to the Oratori-
ans give moving accounts of the “history of the church, starting with the
advent of Christ and narrating what took place, year by year, from the ap-
proved writers.” To Baronio, it seemed as if the late antique church had
come back to life in Neri’s circle: “There frequent use of the Eucharist, which
had become obsolete, was restored . . . so great was the rush to be there that
you would have said that Jerome himself had returned to Rome from his
hermitage, and that Paula, Eustochium, Marcella, Fabiola, Blesilla were hasting
to him.” He found his vocation as a writer of church history in the
Oratory, where Neri assigned him to give formal courses on the subject. More
important still, Baronio defined church history in Neri’s terms: as
an effort to trace the genuine continuities between the church of Jesus and
that of Jerome and the church of the Counter-Reformation. This approach,
which underpinned all twelve volumes of his massive work, was nicely—
though not, of course, intentionally—calculated to enrage Casaubon, with
his powerful sense that the early Christian past was not a familiar world,
one that had known such late and corrupt institutions as the papacy, but
another, very distant country to which all Christians must somehow strive
to return.

When Casaubon and Baronio first made contact, they addressed each
other with warm respect. In 1603, when Baronio wrote to thank Casaubon
for the gift of a copy of his edition of the *Scriptores historiae Augustae*, he
urged his correspondent to convert, precisely because he would find the
Catholic church more to his historicist tastes than the Reformed one: “If ex-
amples move you, you have many recent ones given by men of the highest
prominence, and a vast number of ancient ones, to imitate. If you are look-
ing for the oldest form of Christian doctrine, then the rich treasures of the
fathers and the learned will supply all your needs. By their writings, their

fratrum ecclesiasticas repeteter historias, a Christi adventu sumens exordium, quodque per annos sin-
gulos utiliter gestum fuerit ex probatis Scriptoribus referret; Aderat postremo qui alciuius Sancti vitam
ex probato auctore, paraphrastice magna audientium utilitate enarraret, haeque diu per trium horarum
spatium ad minus absque audientium tedio explebantur.”
25. Ibid., 628: “illic frequens sacrae Eucharistiae usus iam vetustate dimissus est restitutus, egere id
patres verbis, egere et scriptis, qualis illuc statim factus concursus, dixisses ipsum Hieronimum ex haer-
emo Romam postliminio reversum et illic ad eum properare Paulas, Eustochia, Marcellas, Fabiolas, Ble-
sillas, cursitare ad eum Pammachios et Chromatios, caeterosque ipsum adire, ut bethlehemitico pane
satiarentur, verbis instruerentur et moribus inbuerentur, in unoquoque illorum Hieronimum intuentes,
Hieronimum venerantes, Hieronimum alloquentes.”
26. For Baronio’s own account see the dedicatory letter to Sixtus V in Baronio 1593, I, a3 verso–a4
recto.
holy lives, and the power of their miracles they have borne outstanding testimony to the faith to which the Roman Church, the mother of all others, has always held and holds today.”27 The prospects for some sort of meeting of the minds seemed favorable. Meric de Vic, the son-in-law of the great collector Jean Grolier and a prominent royal ambassador who had brought Casaubon to the French court, played the intermediary between them. Baronio not only knew Vic, but sent him a splendid copy of the fourth edition of the *Annales*—perhaps the first copy of the work that Casaubon, who stayed for a time at Vic’s house, ever saw.28 When Vic presented Casaubon with a set of the less grand Mainz edition, he undoubtedly hoped that Baronio’s erudition would impress his Huguenot friend, and perhaps that it would show him that the path of true learning led to Rome.29

Baronio’s hopes were not wholly unrealistic. Casaubon’s own religious position during his years at the French court, 1600–1610, gave cause for much gossip to Calvinists and Catholics alike. Called on, in his capacity as a scholarly consultant to the king, to serve as one of three judges in the debate at Fontainebleau over the polemical work of a fellow Huguenot, Philippe Duplessis-Mornay, Casaubon seemingly sided with the Catholics and determined that Mornay had cited sources improperly.30 Jesuits—especially the erudite and adept Fronton du Duc—swarmed around him, pressing him to convert. Meanwhile, some of his coreligionists began to shock him by their insistence on abandoning all church traditions and returning directly to the teachings of the Bible. In January 1610 Casaubon enjoyed a frisson of horror when he read a handsomely bound copy of what he described as the Catholic *Officium B. Mariae*. With its prohibition against praying in French and its suppression of the biblical injunction against worshiping images, the book, like a little literary Whore of Babylon dressed in leather or vellum,

27. Festa 1911, 269: “Quod si exemplis movearis, habes et recentia quam plurima virorum praestantis-simorum, habes et vetera infinita quae imitteris. Si doctrinam antiquiorem quaeras, ecquid non tibi suppeditabunt ditisissimi illi thesauri patrum atque doctorum, qui suis scriptis vitaeque sanctitate atque miraculorum virtute eamdem omnes atque omnino fideem, quam semper Ecclesia Romana cunctorum mater tenuit, hodieque tenet, egregie reliquere testatam?”


29. Casaubon records the circumstances in a note on the title page of his copy of Baronio 1601, Marsh’s Library, I: “Annalesis hosce dono dedit nobis vir amplissimus et de nobis quam optime meritus MERICUS DE VIQ. regis apud Helvetios et Rhaetos legatus.”

30. Casaubon’s account is in 1850, I, 250–257. See also Pattison 1892; Canfora 2002.
confirmed all the prejudices he had nourished since his youth hiding in the hills with his father to avoid Catholic raiders.31

But Casaubon was just as shocked—and considerably more dismayed—in July of the same year, when he heard the Huguenot minister Pierre Du Moulin argue in a sermon that “Scripture needs no interpreter, and although he seemed to wish to give a sort of interpretation of this statement, yet I and others found what he said both false and ridiculous. Most absurd of all was that he cited the example of the words of the Lord’s Supper. These, he insisted, required no interpretation.”32 After hearing another of Du Moulin’s sermons in September, Casaubon found himself wishing that “we were not so distant from the ancients’ beliefs and rituals”—and forced to admit that as a private person he had no standing to demand that his church accept these ancient traditions, since “they do not rest on sufficiently explicit words of God.”33

Casaubon did not much enjoy combat, and he believed that the vicious religious controversies of his time endangered the Republic of Letters and the fabric of Christendom itself. Sometimes he expressed such thoughts only in the privacy of his margins—as when, in his copy of Calvin’s letters,
he wrote, next to a passage on the “poison” of the irenic scholar George Cas-
sander, that “Cassander was a pious man.”\textsuperscript{34} But sometimes he expressed
them publicly, as when he returned to Basil of Caesarea, in the preface to his
1606 edition of Gregory of Nyssa’s seventeenth letter, to find a way of de-
scribing the current situation of the church in Europe:

Where, today, can that pious love of other Christians, the sure mark
of a Christian mind, flourish? Where can harmony? Where can that
charity that the Apostle Paul called constructive? Basil the Great, in
his spectacular description of the church, compared it in his own
day to a ship, hurled about on the deep, with winds, waves, enemies,
and everything horrible that tends to happen to those who travel the
deep all conspiring to destroy it. And at the same time, he says, the
steersmen and sailors, oblivious to their common danger, attack one
another savagely, raging, each fighting for himself. There is a clear
image of Christianity today.\textsuperscript{35}

Calls for religious peace like these made Casaubon something of a magnet,
especially after he arrived in England in 1610, for cosmopolitan, optimistic
thinkers like Hugo Grotius and George Calixtus. A few years later, on his
deathbed, he harked back to them, telling his young physician, Raphael
Thorius, that he regretted that he had not completed his work on church
history, which he had begun “for the glory of God and Christian concord.”\textsuperscript{36}
Some well-informed readers agreed that Casaubon was following the path
broken long before by irenic figures like Erasmus, Melanchthon, and George

\textsuperscript{34} Casaubon’s copy of Calvin’s letters is BL 1084.i.9. On the verso of the title page he noted how
much admiration Calvin had aroused: “\textit{Σηµεῖα ex epistolis doctorum virorum huic volumini insertis ap-
paret, quantum admirata sit Calvinum sua aetas. Nam et Melanchthon et Martyr et Bulingerus, et Blau-
rerus, et omnes alii mirificae illum suspexerunt.}” But on 589, in a letter of 10 September 1561 to Theodore
Beza, Calvin wrote of François Baudouin: “\textit{Nebulonem excipere cuperem pro merito: sed privatis literis
obruor: et si quid alacritatis restabat elanguit. Pergam tamen quoad licebit. Audio etiam nescio quod
\textit{σύνταγμα} Lutetiae fuisse excusum, de historiae coniunctione cum Iurisprudentia: ubi odiose per-
stringeris. Nunc cum suo Cassandro venenum aliquod coquere dicitur.” Casaubon underlined this and
commented: “Cassander vir pius.”

\textsuperscript{35} Casaubon 1606, eii recto: “nam ubi hodie inter Christianos amor ille pius, Christianae mentis
certus character, viget? ubi concordia? ubi illa charitas Paulo Apostolo aedificans dicta? Magnus Basilius
in illa stupenda ephrasi Ecclesiae, temporibus suis similis eam dicebat navi salo agitatae, in cuius per-
niciem venti, undae, hostes, et quicquid maxime terrible maria sulcantibus solet occurrere, conspirar-
m: cuius interim, ait, vectores et nautae communis periculi obliti, mutua saevitiam ferro, manu pro
se quisque, furore immani, invicem exercent. en hodiernae Christianitatis expressam imaginem.”

\textsuperscript{36} See Patterson 1997, 124–154. Thorius recorded that Casaubon “\textit{subinde leviter deplorabat Histor-
iae Ecclesiasticae opus ad Dei gloriam et Christianam concordiam inchoatum, non absolutum relin-
quii}” (Casaubon 1709, 67).
Cassander. As he seemed to wobble on his very public tightrope, delicately balanced between opposing orthodoxies, longing to find a church that really reflected his sense of Christian antiquity, Casaubon certainly must have looked like a strong candidate for counseling and conversion.

In fact, however, as the great Italian scholar Nicola Festa noted almost a century ago, during these years Casaubon was actually becoming more and more determined to direct his energies against Baronio. In 1613 he recalled that he had asked Henri IV ten years before to grant him permission to write a critique of Baronio, only to be informed that the time was not yet ripe. In 1604, when a Protestant scholar in Augsburg, David Hoeschel, asked him to add notes to his edition of Origen’s work *Against Celsus* and Gregory Thaumaturgus’ oration on Origen, Casaubon remarked to Hoeschel that he had greatly enjoyed becoming acquainted with these texts, which he had not read before. “Nor,” he remarked dryly, “I think, have any of those who have written on ecclesiastical matters since the revival of letters. That most diligent man Cesare Baronio could certainly have made his *Annals* both more informative and more correct by reading this speech.” By 1606 his project was coming into at least distant focus, and he drew an absolute contrast between his own vocation as a scholar and that of his Catholic opponents. “My intention,” he wrote to his friend the Altdorf jurist Conrad Rittershusius, “is to practice truth and illuminate it so far as the stores of my intellect allow. Theirs is to obscure the truth and extirpate it from human memory with their heaps of inventions.” Characteristically, Casaubon expressed his seeming confidence in the language of the Psalms as he proclaimed that “there is a God in heaven who sees and laughs at” the devices of these enemies of the truth. At the same time, though, he also resorted to the desperate language of Virgil’s Dido, crying out: “Will the day ever come, when someone will arise to serve as a strong champion for the true history of the early church?”

37. See the fascinating anonymous letter to Casaubon from someone in Leiden, perhaps Daniel Heinsius or Petrus Bertius, 18 May 1612, in Burman 1727, II. 446–451.

38. Casaubon to Prideaux, 7 April 1613 (probably Julian), Casaubon 1709, 528, quoted by Festa 1911, 292: “Sunt anni decem, cum ego veniam petii ab Henrico Magno, meo indulgentissimo Mecaenate, ut liceret mihi modeste Baronii mendacia refellere. Responsum tuli ab ore sacro illo, nondum tempus advenisse.”


40. Casaubon to Rittershusius, 28 August 1606, Casaubon 1709, 273: “Miihi propositum est, ἀλήθειαν ἀπεκεῖν, et pro ingenii copia illustrare; illis, veritatem obscurare, et sexcentis figmentis aut potius μύριοις ἐκεῖ μύριοις ex hominum memoria delere. Sed est in coelis Deus, qui molliones istorum baronum videt ridetque. Ille pro sua bonitate infinita viros excitare velit, scientia literarum et amore verita-
One connection in particular may have helped to bring Casaubon to the point of attacking Baronio in public. He abhorred no Catholic more than the brilliant, vicious pamphleteer Caspar Schoppe, a onetime Protestant who had not only abjured his original faith but become one of the attack dogs of Catholic erudition. In 1607 Schoppe exposed the fact that Joseph Scaliger, who cherished his descent from the della Scala of Verona so much that he wore princely purple on formal occasions at the University of Leiden, was really the grandson of a miniaturist and woodcut artist, Benedetto Bordon. Scaliger’s pupils avenged their teacher by portraying Schoppe, in his turn, as obsessed with the salacious bits in Virgil’s *Priapeia*. But Schoppe unabashedly continued his attacks on Protestant scholars, including Casaubon. Schoppe ascribed the impulse that had led to his conversion to Baronio’s *Annales*. It was, he insisted, a reading of Baronio’s work at Prague, which he undertook when advising a friend, Wacker von Wackenfels, about Christian antiquity, that had saved him as a brand from the Protestant fire. Nothing could have done more to induce Casaubon to see Baronio not only as a bad scholar, but also as a bad human being.

When Henri IV was assassinated and Casaubon, fearing the worst for Protestantism in France, accepted the invitation of James I and moved to England, he became solvent for the first time in his life—although ingrained habit and large expenses kept him nervous about his finances until he died in 1614—and he felt himself deeply in the king’s debt. But he also admired the king for substantive reasons. James was the sometimes ungrateful beneficiary of a fine humanist education. He appreciated—and shared—Casaubon’s expert, critical command of ancient and modern historians, as their first extended conversation in November 1610 made clear: “We happened to speak about Tacitus, Plutarch, Commines, and others. The King said that

tis juxta insignes, qui adversus furiosos istos τερατολόγους stylium acuant. En erit unquam ille dies, cum exorietur aliquid [cf. Aeneid 4.625: exoriare aliquid nostris ex ossibus ultor], qui patrocinium verae ἀρχαιολογίας ἐκκλησιαστικῆς fortiter suscipiat?”

42. See, e.g., Schoppes letter to Baronio, Schoppe 1600, 141: “tuorum Annalium aureorum lectio, quam suggerente Illust. Viro Ioann. Mattheo Wackerio susceperam, in viam me reduxit, et discussa nube in lucem veritatis intuerti fecit.” See also 142: “Nam si verum dicendum est, sola dulcedine et melle illo antiquorum morum et rituum, quod tu ex scriptoribus variis qua sacris, qua profanis, Graecis et Latinis ad instar apis Hybleae confecisti, illectus primum fui, ut Annales tuos continua lectione absolvem . . . Vere igitur et illud dico, te unum perpetuae salutis meae auctorem extitisse.”

43. The negotiations and passage are well described in Pattison 1892, as is the level of income Casaubon received as a canon of Canterbury and Windsor. James’s commitment to him is clear from the note that he saw in August 1612, added in the king’s own hand to a letter to Sir Julius Caesar: “Chancellor of my Exchequer, I will have Mr. Casaubon paid befor me, my wife, and my barnes, manu ipsius Regis”; Casaubon 1850, II, 942.
those who treated Tacitus as the sole teacher of civil prudence were wrong, and I said that a year ago I had made the same judgment in my preface to Polybius. Then this very learned king said he was delighted that I agreed with him. He criticized Plutarch for his unfairness to Julius Caesar, Commines for his frivolity in judgment, and his mean-spirited verdict on the English. Casaubon was delighted to find himself working for a patron who shared so much of his culture and so many of his values. The assassination of Henri IV—which Casaubon, like so many other Protestants, blamed on the teaching of the Jesuits—helped to crystallize his views. So, of course, did his experience of the hierarchical, sacramental Church of England, which he admired, and sometimes described as the closest existing approximation to the ancient church at its best—even if he found more emotional and religious sustenance in the Huguenot church of his upbringing.

Although James, like Casaubon, knew how to speak an ecumenical language when he wished, he basically saw the Anglican church as the true church, and himself as its defender against its Catholic enemies. For the most part, James wanted Casaubon to read, in an official capacity, the theological treatises and controversial pamphlets in which Catholic and Protestant theologians denounced and mauled one another—and to give James and his bishops such learned assistance as they needed. Often Casaubon dined with the king—a Barmecide feast, in which he and others stood behind their master while he sat and ate, and discussed matters that interested him. These matters, Casaubon soon found, were largely religious. In January 1611, for example, he found himself helping the king to pass judgment over dinner on a new Catholic translation of the Old and New Testaments: “I attended the King as he dined, and throughout the whole course of the meal I heard him give a critique of the notes that appear in the English version of the Holy Bible that recently appeared at Douay. The Bishop of Bath read out passages, the King assessed them. His criticisms found approval


45. For one sample of Casaubon’s late views on Jesuits and regicide see his copy of Heraldus (Strasbourg 1612), BL 860.b.19.(1). In a characteristic general note on the title page, Casaubon describes this sharply polemical work as “Opus divinum et Politicis serio legendum,” and on the flyleaf he sums up an argument from 131: “Jesuitarum scelere Henricus M. cecidit.” For a historical account of the real political views of the Jesuits on these questions see Höpfl 2004, 314–338.

46. For an erudite effort to treat James (and Casaubon) as irenic figures see Patterson 1997. For more balanced accounts, which accept that both men’s views were inconsistent at times, see Milton 1995, as well as the classic studies of Malcolm 1984 and Quantin 2009.
Casaubon and Baronio

with those who were present: the Bishop of Ely, the Bishop of Coventry, and me with them.\(^{47}\) Casaubon warmly praised “this King’s miraculous delight in sacred studies, which can never be sufficiently praised.”\(^{48}\)

Casaubon served the king well. He not only read and judged works of controversial theology for him, but also wrote polemical treatises to order. At the same time, he served not only James, but also the erudite bench of bishops who surrounded the king, and who—like Jacques-Auguste de Thou in the previous decade—felt that a final sanding and varnishing by the hand of this great scholar would make their attacks on Catholic scholars and scholarship gleam very brightly. Soon after his arrival, Casaubon began spending a great deal of time with Lancelot Andrewes, the erudite and eloquent bishop of Ely. The two men developed a deep affection for each other, nourished by a happy trip in summer 1611 to Andrewes’ diocese, where Casaubon marveled as the punters in the rivers appeared and disappeared in the reeds, and tried to work out how the Octagon, the spectacular tower of Ely Cathedral, managed to stay aloft.\(^{49}\) Andrewes’ ghost stories of murderous Londoners whose souls were sent back to Earth to confess their crimes and of crosses that fell from the sky on the astonished citizens of Wells seem to have delighted Casaubon’s pious soul.\(^{50}\)

What really brought Casaubon and Andrewes together, however, were their shared interests and the services, the informed reading and criticism, that Casaubon could provide. On 4 December 1610, very soon after his arrival, Casaubon found himself spending the afternoon with the bishop, “listening as he read the eighth chapter of his book. With marvelous elegance the learned man refutes the follies, trivialities, and ineptitudes—and sometimes the downright blasphemies—of Robert Bellarmine. For example, he had denied that Catholics call the Blessed Virgin Diva or Dea. The bishop of Ely cites many passages in which Lipsius refers to her thus.”\(^{51}\) Casaubon


\(^{48}\) Ibid.: “Dominus Jesus Regem optimum magis magisque lumine suae veritatis velit illustrare. Mira certe hujus Principis in studiis sacris oblectatio, quae satis nunquam laudari poterit.”

\(^{49}\) Ibid., 854–878. Some of the notes that Casaubon took on this trip, during July, August, and September 1611, are preserved in Bod MS Casaubon 25.

\(^{50}\) Bod MS Casaubon 25, 115 verso and 128 verso; MS Casaubon 28, 125 recto.

claimed to find the bishop's work a revelation, and expressed his shock that his old friend Lipsius had written something so genuinely impious. Soon, however, as Festa pointed out long ago, he was hard at work doing what he called his *pensum* (assignment) at the bishop's house: presumably giving Andrewes' text a range of references and a level of Latinity that would do the Anglican church proud.

In England, Casaubon found a church that seemed to him to follow precisely the via media he had been looking for—a combination of genuinely Protestant theology and genuinely traditional liturgy, richly informed by the study of the fathers and the early church. In the king, in Andrewes, in John Overall, the dean of St. Paul's, and others, he also found conversation partners who shared his interests, admired his learning, and had interesting things of their own to say about difficult passages in the New Testament and the problems of the modern churchman. Meanwhile, as the biggest theological guns on both sides exchanged broadsides and Casaubon himself became more identified as a controversialist, it was almost inevitable that he would turn his attention once again to Baronio.

By late April 1612, Casaubon and James had decided that he would dedicate himself to dismantling the *Annales*, and Casaubon, as usual, described his plans in detail to his diary and his God. He became more and more outspoken in his public polemical writing. As early as 1611 he informed

52. Ibid., 793–794: "Tantine nominis virum tantam ausum esse impietatem? Proh facinus! Ego frivolum putavi utrumque scriptum illius, tamen impium non putavi." The passage the bishop read included what became Andrewes 1610, 174–175:

Vide vel Lipsium (sapientiae utique et literarum Antistitem) atque eius Divam geminam, Hallensem et Aspricolum. Frons ipsa vocem praefert, et vertex cuiusque paginae. Legas ibi plus centies, ne {imprudenter putes excidisse} et voce integra, ne capitali litera scriptam, {ne D. pro B. Typographos quis putet substituisse} Legas, o Diva: et, o Diva Divarum. Denique, neque ea voce uti veritus, vel tum, cum ad Paulam iam Pontificem scriberet. Atque haec apud Lipsium: quem non impune tulisset, qui vivum, vel {parum prudentem} vel {non bene institutum Catholicum} usurpasset. Puto, nec iam Scribanio feret, qui Divam et Lipsium amat; qui et ipse Divae vocem usurpat: qui illum, qui se, qui censorum Fabritium, tum Approbatores Cameracensem et Mechliniensem Archiepiscopos, ab hac, male instituti Catholici calumnia, si vivit, et vir est, vindicabit.

At [non Dea]. Imo, nec ea voce abstinuit, in Hallensi. [si vota concepisset Hallensi Deae].

Tum, in illa altera Dea sua sesquipedali: [An sudas, Dea, sanguinem? De qua sacra profanatur, Hanc fore, quae serpentis conteret caput: fecisti o Dea.] Et, [tunc tibi laudes, Dea, dicet omnis, Sexus et aetas.] Quid videtur?

On Lipsius' devotion to the Virgin see the rich study of Bass 2007 [2008].

53. Festa 1911.

54. For some nice examples see in general Casaubon 1850, II.

Fronton du Duc that Baronio had really written only to support the papal tyranny, and in 1612 he argued in print that the Anglican, rather than the Catholic, church corresponded best to ancient Christianity. Meanwhile his diary recorded his progress in detail. On 27 July he noted that he had been preparing to write, rather than writing, and was now really buckling down to the work. By August he had begun to compose recognizable passages of the *Exercitationes*. From time to time he encountered setbacks. In December he received the worst bad news any writer can: a rival, the Anglican scholar Richard Mountagu, planned to issue his own work against Baronio—a book that, so far as Casaubon could tell, represented a shameless plagiarism of his own efforts (in fact, Mountagu sharply disapproved of what he saw as Casaubon's savage attacks on the probity and scholarship of the church fathers). When he gave Andrewes a copy of the text, his friend took it, and held on to it—but neither read it nor gave it back. Still, he never lost...
his confidence that—as he wrote to his friend John Prideaux on 13 March 1613—"I... have found an infinite number of idiotic mistakes in Baronio and Bellarmine, deriving from shameful ignorance of Greek. For Baronio has never even touched Hebrew or other Eastern languages." At the end of May (old style), after a trip to Oxford, he began writing the final draft. By the end of January 1614 he had finished the enormous text, and although he had only a few months of life left to him, he managed to write substantial prefaces to the king and to the reader, see the book through the press, draw up the indexes—and present completed copies to the king and others.

Casaubon originally planned that his critique would cover a vast range of topics: chiefly what he saw as Baronio's continual effort to support the papacy's claim to universal political authority, but also what he took to be Baronio's efforts to defend the impious self-indulgence and luxury of the contemporary church. "O mores, O tempora," he wrote at one such point in his copy of the Annales, treating the Catholic scholar as a combination of Tartuffe and Catiline. Indeed, many of the notes that Casaubon entered in later volumes of the Annales show him ranging as widely down the centuries as Baronio, and doing so in a strikingly unecumenical mood: "The martyr-

praecptorem meorum liberorum, neque ego recepi, neque ille. Atqui vir ille probitate singulari est. Quid igitur? Ego aliud suspicari non possum, nisi virum illum optimum mea lucrurationes amicis suis ostendisse, et jam repetere aut certe recipere non posse. Deum immortalem! Quanta haec est, quae mihi fit injuria? Exspectabo tamen, et me componam ad omnia ferenda."

61. Ibid., 1222: "Scio etiam me in Baronio et Bellarmino infinitos errores asininos deprehendisse e Graecae linguae pudenda ignorantia ortos. Nam Hebraicam ne attigit quidem."

62. Ibid., 986 (29 May 1613): "Hodie, quod faustum esse et felix Deus velit, ad descriptionem operis Baroniani serio me accinxi."


64. Casaubon, marginal note in his copy of vol. IV of the Annales, Baronio 1601, Marsh's Library, col. 247, 367 n. 10: "En pietatem! O mores! O tempora! Nam cur patrocinatur luxui?"
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dom of Mary Queen of Scots”—so he wrote in one cold note—“anyone who
has read Buchanan's history will take this quite calmly.”

In the finished Exercitationes, as we have seen, Casaubon concentrated
on the earliest years of Christian history, the lifetime of Jesus. But even this
limited sphere gave him ample opportunity to argue, as he put it in the pre-
face, that Baronio's failings as a Hebraist mattered as much as his defects as
a Hellenist, and that both made it impossible for him to write a scholarly
study of the early church:

For no one can illuminate the institutions of the early Church, shed
light on the Gospel History covered in these Annales, or illuminate
the obscure writings of the Fathers and other writers, if he lacks skill
in Hebrew and Greek and perfect mastery of all antiquities. For
since this first volume, in particular, is stuffed with the testimonies
of Hebrew and Greek writers, one might reasonably ask if Baronio
had the linguistic skills and mastery of antiquities appropriate to the
task. The Annales show, on almost every page, that he did not.66

As Casaubon went through Baronio's work, he picked out point after
point where the Oratorian revealed his ignorance of all things Jewish. Ba-
ronio did not know the bibliography of Jewish scholarship. As he read the
first volume of the Annales, pen in hand, Casaubon picked up a reference to
“the compendium of the Talmud that is called Alfesi.” “He means,” Casau-
bon wrote, “the compendium of the Talmud that was written by Rabbi Al-
phes. He is often cited by other rabbis”—and in his final text he made savage
fun of Baronio's mistake.67 Casaubon took equal pleasure in noting that
when Baronio referred to one “Jacob Turim,” he showed that he did not ac-
tually know the work in question, the Arba'ah Turim of Jacob ben Asher.

65. Casaubon, note in ibid., V, title page: “Mariae Scotorum reginae martyrium. Hoc aequo feret an-
imo qui Buchanani historiam legerit.”

66. Casaubon 1614, A recto; 1654 [f4 verso]; 1663 [f4 verso]: "Nam illustrare nascentis praesertim Ec-
clesiae instituta, Historiae Evangelicae his annalibus insertae lucem foenerari, scripta Patrum et aliorum
scriptorum obscura illustrare et explicare, nemo profecto potest, qui Hebraicae Graecaeque linguae
peritia et omnium veterum antiquitatum notitia non sit quam instructissimus. Quam igitur testimoniijs
scriptorum Hebraicorum et Graecorum hic praesertim tomus primus sit referriissimus: quaerat iure al-
liquis, an parem tanto incepto cognitionem illarum linguarum et antiquae eruditionis copiam Baronius
habuerit. Atqui hoc singulis fere paginis isti Annales clarissime negant.”

134C, on "ex compendio Thalmud quod dicitur Alphesi": "vult dicere in compendio Talmud quod scrip-
sit R. Alphes. Hic saepe citatur a Rabbinis alis et in comment. ad pirke 3 . . . R. Mosis sic, סב ע
sic definitivit R. Juda vel Joseph. Alphes [e.g., Rabben Asher on Gittin 5b].” Baronio had written (1593–
1607, I, 181): "Ponendi autem in novo sepulchro Christi corporis quaenam ratio fuerit, colligitur ex com-
pendio Thalmud, quod dicitur Alphesi, et Rabbinis Iacob Turim et Moyse Aegyptio.”
Casaubon proudly pointed out that he himself had “recently seen the Cremona edition of that book, in the celebrated Bodleian Library at Oxford, but only in passing, among many other Hebrew books.”

Baronio, by contrast, “imprudently confused the author's name with the title.” This remark was an exaggeration, since perfectly correct references to Jacob ben Asher’s book also appeared in Baronio’s work. On the other hand, Baronio did seem to suggest, incorrectly, that Maimonides mentioned the practices and implements employed in the Crucifixion—an error that Casaubon took very seriously indeed.

As always in this sort of scholarly skirmish, minor slips gave the critic a pretext to unleash a good bit of small-arms fire, noisy if somewhat inaccurate. But Baronio also tried repeatedly to explicate the Jewish terms and institutions that came up for mention in the Gospels, and in doing so he transgressed on territory that Casaubon considered distinctively his own, and

68. Casaubon 1614, 655; 1654, 577; 1663, 577: “Iudica nunc Lector de fide horum Annalium. Praeter Maimonidam laudat Baronius et librum Alphesi et Rabbinum Iacob Turim: etiam haec ex aliena fide, ut res arguit. Putavit Alphesi nomen esse libri, non scriptoris. et verum quidem est, extare inter libros Judaicos quasi compendium Talmud, ut ait Baronius, sub hoc titulo: sed ignoravit Baronius, id esse nomen eius Rabbinii, qui eam sylycon confecit. observo laudari in Commentariis ad Iad Maimonidae י"א

rebbe אלפסי, Rabbi Iudam aut Iosephum Alphes, qui an hic sit, non facile dixerim. Quis autem ille est, quem nominat Baronius Iacobum Turim? Hic vero conditor Annalium hallucinatus est insigniter: perinde enim fecit, ut si quis inter auctores laudaret Tullium de natura, et M. Tullium intelligeret, qui scripsit de natura Deorum. R. Iacob, filius R. Ascher, ante annos trecentos et quod excurrit, librum scripsit ספר ארבע טורים, Liber Arba Turim, sive quatuor ordinis: opus est Talmudicum in quatuor partes divisum, quod titulus indicat.”


70. Casaubon 1614, 654–655; 1654, 577; 1663, 577: “Solet evenire ijs qui aliena industria scripta sua adornant, ut quae fuerint sibi fidelier suggesta, ea saepe male recitando faciant sua. Hoc fere Baronio accideris observavimus, quoties illi de preposteris e libris Rabbinorum observationes Annalibus suis tanquam emblema aliquod vermiculatum inseruit . . . sed quod ait Mosem Aegyptium auctorem esse, inter caetera Judaicorum suppliciorum instrumenta, clavos solitos sepelegiri, et cruciarios ad lignum excisum fuisset suffixos, non ad arborum: id quia pertinet ad superiorem de cruce disputationem, non praeterrimitus. Nam si verum est, Mosem Aegyptium in describendis ritibus suppliciorum Judaicorum crucifixioniem meminisce et clavorum, stare non possunt, quae adversus Baronium in superioribus disputavimus. Sed erravit Baronius, et suggestum sibi locum magni scriptoris malo exemplo in suam sentientiam detorsit. Nos vero negamus vel crucifixionis vel clavorum ullam eo loco a Maimonidei fieri mentionem. Sententiam Mosis e perek XV illius libri cuius saepe antea meminimis, non eleganter sed fidelier expressum, infra subiecimus.” A Latin translation follows of chap. 15 of Maimonides’ hilkhot Sanhedrin, which corresponds to Mishnah Sanhedrin 6:4. For further discussion see Chapter 5 below.
that of a few colleagues. At times—especially when Baronio drew on the great Catholic Hebraist Angelo Canini—what he said proved unobjectionable, as when he used Canini’s work to explain the meaning of the palm branches that people carried as they went forth to meet Jesus on his way to Jerusalem (John 12:12–13).\(^1\) But when Baronio operated on his own steam, he provoked Casaubon to unlimber bigger guns. In a long note on the publicans who appeared in the Gospels, Baronio explained their function in the Roman Empire. He noted that Zacchaeus was “called the chief of the publicans, for whom the Hebrew term was Gabbe; the other publicans were called Gabbain.” And he explained that the “Talmudists,” whose views he knew from Canini, regarded the publicans as infamous because they had helped the Romans to destroy the liberty of the Jews. In the margin of the text, Casaubon wrote, with evident irritation, that Baronio did not understand the words he was citing. The standard Hebrew word for publican, he noted, was \textit{mokhes}, and he proceeded to demonstrate this by citing a number of rabbinical texts and a proverb, which also appeared in one of his manuscripts in the Bodleian: “never marry a wife from a family that includes a publican, for they are all publicans.”\(^2\) Casaubon drew out the implications of this detailed


\(^{2}\) Casaubon, marginal note in his copy of vol. I of the \textit{Annales}, Baronio 1601, Marsh’s Library, col. 142, year 31, n. 73 (Baronio 1593, I, 109), on “Hebraice Gabbe’’:

\[ \text{videtur nescivisse eam esse formam plur. Publicanus heb. est ut in proverbio \textit{mokhes} etc. ne tibi sit uxor e familia \textit{mokhes} nam sunt [\textit{mokhes} bplw, \textit{mokhes} bplw, etc. [the proverb occurs in many rabbinic texts, including Sifra Ked. 10:10 and B Shevuot 39a].} \]

\[ \text{Integrum proverbium ita effertur} \]

\[ \text{אָּלָלָל} \]

\[ \text{בְּלִימַתְּשָׁ} \]

\[ \text{שִׁשִּׁיםְהָנָּרָכָּה} \]

\[ \text{שַׁנְתִּיםְלִּדְכָּה} \]

\[ \text{מִשָּׁןְכָּה} \]

Casaubon includes this proverb in a collection preserved in Bod MS Casaubon 17, 1 recto, as the first entry in “Selecta quaedam Hebraica proverbia e scriptis Rabb.” On the term \textit{mokhes} see Schürer 1973–1987, I, 376 n. 108.
critique in the *Exercitationes*: “the learned gentleman, suffering from a common failing of the human intellect, apparently wanted to claim credit for knowledge of Hebrew as well, as this passage and others show. But matters fell out in the opposite way. For these passages would more easily lead you to conclude that he did not even know how to read Hebrew, than that he had any real skill in the language.”

The issues that divided the two men were sometimes both substantial and traditional. In Genesis 49:10 Jacob predicts that “The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come.” But Ezekiel seemingly contradicted the patriarch when he wrote (21:27): “I will overturn, overturn, overturn it: and it shall be no [more], until he come whose right it is; and I will give it [him].” Casaubon, like other exegetes before him, worried about the apparent conflict of prophesies. As he wrote in one of his notebooks,

Many rabbis also agree that Silo is one of the names of the Messiah. I approve of this explanation, because this view is supported by great witnesses. But every time I read Ezekiel 21:27, I have my doubts. For there the prophet predicts the destruction of the Jewish people, or certainly its monarchy, “until he to whom judgment belongs arrives.” There can be no doubt that the prophet there refers to Christ. Could it be that the language is full in the other passage and elliptical here?

Baronio tried to reconcile the two passages by arguing that the scepter remained in the tribe of Judah alone until the coming of the Messiah. Casaubon, however, drew on counterarguments put forward by Eusebius in the *Demonstratio evangelica*. He insisted that when Jacob preferred Judah to his

73. Casaubon 1614, 304; 1654, 270; 1663, 270: “Videtur autem vir eruditissimus, humani ingenij vitio usus, etiam e literarum Hebraicarum cognitione laureolam affectasse; quod hic locus arguit et aliquot alij. Sed in contrarium plane res vertit: facilius enim status ex eiusmodi locis, ipsum ne legere quidem scivisse Hebraice; quam eius sermonis aliquam peritiam habuisse.”


older brother, the first-born Reuben, he awarded him precedence, which the
tribe of Judah would retain, and which would make it the appropriate tribe
for the Messiah himself to belong to, but not royal power, which was de-
stroyed just as Ezekiel had foreseen. When Petrus Cunaeus, the Dutch
scholar whose influential work De republica Hebraeorum appeared in 1617,
three years after Casaubon's book, he hailed his predecessor's arguments,
and those of Eusebius, as the best ones yet advanced—although he main-
tained that they had not fully understood the nature of the scepter that
God had entrusted to the Jewish people. In this and other cases, Casau-
bon's arguments impressed the community of competent Hebraists as well-
informed and weighty, even when they disagreed with him.

The Jesuits who rallied to defend Baronio against Casaubon dismissed
these criticisms as pedantic and misguided. Perhaps, Jules-César Bulenger
admitted in 1617, Baronio had gone wrong “on chronology, or on some little
word in Hebrew, Greek, or Latin,” but on matters of faith and doctrine he
had never set a foot wrong. But the burrs stuck nonetheless. In a mean-
spirited passage, Casaubon ridiculed Baronio for appearing to think that

76. Casaubon 1614, 16; 1654, 15; 1663, 15: "Vis porro decreti huius sive ordinationis ea fuit, ut deinceps
inter frates Iuda semper excelleret, et tribus Iudae inter omnes dignitate potior esset. Stupendam Dei
providentiam hic licet admirari; qui illum tribum, ex qua nasciturus erat Messias, voluit ἐπιστολάξεων,
et eximio quodam honore insigniri; non quia a primogenito duceret originem, sed ob ipsum, quia
Christo originem erat datura. Quis autem piorum dubitare potest, eo potissimum fine haec ita consti-
tuta esse, et patefacta, ut populus Iudaicus ex ijs quae videbat oculis suis ad meditationem
θων μὴ φαν-
νομίζων et adhuc latentium excitaretur? dignitas enim tribus Iudae, typus fuit et quasi pignus atque ar-
rhabo regni Messiae. Quae vel maxime ratio videtur impulisse veterum nonnullus, ut figurament illud
excogitarent de regno in tribu Iuda, ad Christi adventum semper mansuro. At longe alter Justinius, ut
sequentia docebunt. Caesariensis vero Eusebius, vir longe doctissimus et in omni historiarum genere
exercitassimissimus, in accuratissima huius oraculi explicatione, quae extat libro octavo Demonstrationis
[Eusebius, Demonstratio evangelica 8.1], figurament illud validissimis rationibus confutat, ex historia
petitis."

77. Cunaeus 1617, 78–79: "Persecutus ea nuper in Exercitationibus Baronianis bene atque feliciter est
vir seculi nostri eruditissimus Isaacus Ca saubonius, cui placuit Eusebii praeclara de hoc oraculo senten-
tia, quae extat in libro octavo Demonstrationis Evangelicae, in prima demonstratione. Nos ea omnia,
quae tam ab Eusebio, quam a Casaubono, recta dicta sunt, praetermittimus, ne actum agamus. Etiam
illud fatemur, interpretationum omnium, quae vulgatae hactenus sunt, longe eam esse optimam, cujus
autor Eusebius est. Sed quoniam nondum vel Eusebius, vel qui nuper secutus illum est, vir maximus,
intellexisse mihi videtur quodnam illud sit sceptrum, aut quando datum Judaeis, ad Christi adventum semper mansuro."

78. Bulenger 1617, ¶2 verso: "Equidem Illustrissimum Baronium nusquam in tanto opere caespitasse
praestare non ausim, sed omnino levia sunt illa, et extra res fidei in quibus allucinatus est. Forte in his-
toria temporum, in vocula Hebraica, Graeca, Latina aliquid peccavit, in re gravi ubi verae et solidae
doctrinae caput agitur, inoffenso pede semper ingreditur."
scribes and Pharisees were connected—in fact, a reasonable suggestion: “Baronio thought that the scribes were part of the sect of Pharisees. Nothing more ridiculous than this could be asserted. For the Jews had had an order of Scribes of the Law since very ancient times. They were the ones who read the Law to the people in the Temple and at Synagogues, and interpreted it if necessary.”

Many Jews, Casaubon believed, traced the origins of the scribal order back to Moses or to David—and thus to periods centuries before the Pharisees and their rivals, the Sadducees, came into being. Not content with making this historical argument, he heaped ridicule on the cardinal’s head: “There were scribes who followed the Pharisees, and others who followed the Sadducees, and some who followed the Essenes. Therefore it is no less ridiculous to say that the scribes were one part of the Pharisaic sect than it would be to say that bishops formed one part of the Arian heresy, just because Eusebius of Caesarea, Eusebius of Nicomedia, Paulinus of Tyre, and many other bishops joined Arius.”

Bulenger struck back with equal violence. Baronio, he pointed out, had followed Jerome. “I think you will not take it on yourself to believe that you are more expert in Hebrew than Saint Jerome, who, as we all admit, was most carefully trained by the Hebrews themselves. Scholars say that you should never have mingled Hebrew words in your writings, since, as they regularly proclaim, you are totally ignorant of them, and they show that you were fooled by the Jew whom you took as your teacher in England.”

We will return in the next chapter to Casaubon’s Jewish teacher. For now, what matters is Bulenger’s clear recognition both that when Casaubon denounced Baronio’s incompetence in Hebrew, he touched a nerve in his opponents—and that they, in their turn, knew that his claims to mastery of Hebrew had a tinge of exaggeration.

It may seem surprising that Baronio and Casaubon, for all their differ-

79. Casaubon 1614, 57; 1654, 52; 1663, 52: “Existimavit Baronius, Scribas sectae Pharisaeorum esse membrum: quo nihil absurdius dici queat, nam Scribarum Legalium ordo fuit apud Iudaeos ex antiquissimo instituto. ipsi quippe erant, qui Legem populo legebant, in Templo et in Synagogis, ac si opus esset interpretabantur.”

80. Casaubon 1614, 57; 1654, 53; 1663, 53: “E corpore Scribarum fuerunt qui sequerentur Pharisaeos, qui Sadduceos, necnon qui Essenos. quare non minus absurdum est dicere Scribas alteram fuisset par tem sectae Pharisaiacaee; quam si quis dicit Episcopos haeres eos Arrianae unam partem confecisse: quia Eusebius Caesariensis, Eusebius Niconmediensis, Paulinus Tyrens, et plures alii Episcopi Arrio adverserunt.”

81. Bulenger 1617, 77: “De scribarum antiquitate Illustrissimus Baronius B. Hieronymum auctorem sequutus est, qui eos a Samai et Hillel ortos esse defendit lib. 3. in Esaiam ad cap. 8. Es. Opinor id non tibi sumes, ut Beato Hieronymo te linguae Hebraicae peritiorem esse putes, quem ab Hebraeis ipsis dil gentissime institutum fatetur omnes. Te vero docti aiunt Hebraica verba scriptis tuis admiscere non debuisse, quorum te plane rudem esse quotidie clamitant, ostenduntque Iudaem illum tibi imposuisse, quem in Anglia Doctorem asciveras.”
ences in approach, agreed that church historians needed to discuss Jewish institutions and rituals—as well as the Greek and Hebrew texts that described them—in detail. The ancient founder of the genre, Eusebius of Caesarea, offered no precedent for this kind of sustained inquiry in ancient Judaism. Although he touched briefly on the political history of the Jews and the high priesthood in Jerusalem, he emphasized continuity above all, and treated the Christian church as something that had sprung into existence fully formed, already equipped with liturgies, orthodox doctrines, and bishops.82 He even folded the development of Jewish asceticism into this story by quoting Philo’s long account of the beliefs and practices of the Therapeutae, a Jewish ascetic sect, and arguing that they had been the first Christian monks.83

But in the 1550s, when Flacius Illyricus and his colleagues set out to write their Protestant history of the church, they adopted a radically different approach—one appropriate to a time when Christian scholars had begun to study Hebrew. From the start of their work, they insisted that one could not hope to understand the church that Jesus created without first surveying the Jewish beliefs and institutions that he had known and worked with: “Christ arrived at a time when the Jewish religion was still in some sense intact. Therefore he used certain ceremonies, especially those that God established through Moses, and did not use others, such as the traditions of the elders, which had elements of superstition. Accordingly, before we go over the new and splendid rituals that Christ established, we will describe the received and customary ceremonies of the Jewish people.”84 This collaborative history, known as the *Magdeburg Centuries*, offered substantial accounts of the three great Jewish sects and of Jewish customs and practices, some of which made ingenious historical use of the Gospels.85 More generally, the *Centuries*

82. Eusebius, *Historia ecclesiastica* 1.6, 1.10.
83. Ibid., 2.17. Eusebius inserted Philo’s account of Christian history into a key passage, ibid., 2.16.
followed Josephus in treating the division of the Jews into rival groups of Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes as the basic fact about Judaism in the last centuries B.C.E., and quoted him—rather than Eusebius—as their prime authority. Not all later church historians accepted this approach. The Lutheran scholar Lucas Osiander, who issued what he described as an epitome of the Centuries in 1592–1599, suggested that their authors had wasted too much time on Jewish sects. “The countenance of God’s Church was sorrowful in those days,” he explained, and after a very brief account of Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes he passed rapidly on to the life of Jesus.86 But Baronio, committed to confronting the Centuriators and defeating them, text by text and line by line, followed their lead and investigated Jewish life and institutions with considerable care and seriousness, mostly on the basis of texts in Greek. He, too, examined at length what Josephus had famously identified as the major sects—Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes—as well as a host of minor ones, including Samaritans, Hemerobaptists, Ossenes, and Herodians.

Characteristically, Casaubon dismissed Baronio’s efforts in general terms as pointless: “Baronio,” he wrote, “has a long discourse about the Jewish sects. In this, I must confess, I have not been able to detect a single gleam of truly solid, subtle learning; for as he recites the errors of others he makes them his own, and in addition he makes his own mistakes.”87 From his own point of view, Baronio’s errors were especially reprehensible because Hebrew sources offered vital information about the most central, and bitterly controversial, events, in the history of Christianity, such as the Crucifixion itself. Casaubon’s desire to come to grips with the vexing problem of the historical circumstances in which Jesus was crucified—a problem that still haunts biblical scholars88—is already manifested in the practically illegible


87. Casaubon 1614, 53; 1654, 49; 1663, 49: “Sequitur apud Baronium de sectis Iudaeeorum sermo prolixus: in quo equidem, fatebor enim, solidioris et exquisitoris eruditionis micam animadverto nullam: nam et peccata aliena recitando facit sua; et praeterea propriis ipse culpis non caret.”

88. For a modern discussion see Bammel 1970, 162–165.
notes that he made in preparation for a public disputation, presumably held in Geneva, in 1593. Clearly, it was to be a well-structured lecture, and the scribblings in the margins of his notebook indicate that he planned to refer not only to relevant classical sources, but also to the first truly antiquarian discussions of the subject, namely Carlo Sigonio’s *De republica Hebraeorum* of 1582 and Justus Lipsius’ *De cruce* of 1592. Arguing with remarkable historical perspicuity, Casaubon appears to insist that the Romans had granted the Jews sufficient autonomy to enable them to uphold their own ancestral institutions. In his view, the description of the event of Jesus’ crucifixion in the Gospel reflected both Jewish and Roman customs. What was typically Roman was the manner of death inflicted on Jesus.

Twenty years later, Casaubon expanded on the question of Jesus’ crucifixion in his *Exercitationes* against Baronio. On this occasion Baronio was put in good scholarly company—that of Lipsius and Sigonio—all of whom Casaubon castigated for their misguided views of the Jewish legal institutions encoded in the Bible, Philo, and the writings of the rabbis. Casaubon denounced Baronio for having declared that crucifixion was a death penalty administered by the Jews in antiquity, and for claiming, on the basis of Philo’s testimony, that crucifixion was the capital punishment for murderers. According to Casaubon, Jews may have been responsible for the death of Jesus, but they did not crucify him. True, Philo stated in *De legibus spe-

---

89. Bod MS Casaubon 25, 41 recto–42 verso: “De passione Domini nostri IESV CHRISTI σὲν ἀπὸ τὸν θεσμὸν publice habita disputatio CLIIOXI.”

90. Sigonio 1582, 272–273 (VI.8). Casaubon may be said to have been partly fashioned from the same mold as Sigonio: both had been taught by the Cretan Greek scholar Franciscus Portus. On Lipsius’ *De cruce* see de Landtsheer 2000. Casaubon also refers to Bonaventura Cornelius Bertramus, *De politia Judaica*, the 2d ed. of which (Geneva, 1593) is dedicated to Casaubon’s mentor Theodor Beza.


93. Scaliger also had few good words to say about Lipsius’ *De cruce*. See Scaliger 1695, 244; 1740, II, 429: “Lipsius de Crucifixione n’a rien fait qui vaille. J’en ay traité en Eusebe, il faudroit qu’il fust un autre livre pour bien faire.”

Figure 4.3. Title page of Casaubon's copy of Flavius Josephus' *Opera omnia*. British Library C.76.g.7.
cialibus (III.151) that murderers were to be hung. But this was simply a reference to the law in Deuteronomy 21, which ordained that the corpses of murderers who had been first killed by stoning and then hung on the gibbet had to be taken down before nightfall. Casaubon's discussion is long and complicated. He does not really give a fair hearing to Baronio, who had made a genuine attempt to examine whether Jesus' punishment fitted the crime for which he was apprehended. In the final analysis Baronio is more concerned with stressing the divine nature of the event of the Crucifixion. In contrast, Casaubon's study ranges over all kinds of biblical, classical, Hellenistic, and patristic sources, many of which were deemed worthy to be included under the entry for “Cross (stauros)” in the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament.

One text quoted by Casaubon here as irrefutable evidence is not cited in the modern dictionary. He claims that the “sages of that people had expressly stated that their nation did not know about the Roman cross.” This is followed by a Hebrew quotation, accompanied by his Latin translation: “והנתלים הנסקלים אדם וידי ברגלי המספרים לתחוב בישראל היה לא זה יטבשו חמשים ברנאל ודי אודות המשלי והנתלים [‘It was not Israelite custom to plunge nails into the feet and hands of those who were to be stoned and then hung’].” Clarification follows the citation:

Those unfortunate rabbis use this argument in order to undermine faith in the evangelical account of the Passion of Jesus. But they are easily refuted by truth itself; for the Gospel teaches that it was the Roman Pilate, not the Jews, who inflicted this form of punishment on Christ. Thus the treacherous rabbis do not achieve anything even though what they produce is not false. On the contrary, as will be shown in the following pages, it is absolutely correct.

95. Thus he berates Lipsius for having expressed surprise that Philo should refer to hanging as a punishment.
96. Baronio discusses the problem of the kind of capital punishment meted out: stoning would have been appropriate, if the penalty was inflicted according to Jewish law. Crucifixion was the penalty for robbery according to Roman law, but for murder according to Jewish law, as shown by Philo. The punishment of crucifixion, which was appropriate for Barabbas and for murder resulting from sedition, was transferred to Jesus unjustly. Baronio then transforms the Crucifixion into a divinely wrought act for the redemption of the world and stresses the significance of the Tau, or mark, in Ezek. 9:4, the verse usually brought into any discussion of the symbolic significance of the Cross.
98. Casaubon 1614, 611; 1654, 538; 1663, 538: “Hoc argumento infelices Rabbini utuntur, ut historiae Evangelicae de passione Christi idem detrahant. in quo facile refelluntur ab ipsa veritate, quae supplicij hanc formam non ab ipsis Iudaicis, sed a Pilato Romano docet fuisse Christo irrogatam. Nihil igitur agunt perfidi Rabbini; etsi falsum non est quod afferunt, sed certissimum, ut ex sequentibus apparebit.”
In the context of his own polemical treatise Ca sau bon asserts that a polemical invective can yield true historical information. The rabbis in this particular case told the truth. Their motives in telling the truth were not honorable, but truth they told. Jews did not use crucifixion as a death penalty. It was not they, but the Romans, who nailed Jesus to the Cross.

Ca sau bon does not identify his Hebrew source: indeed, he had not found it in a classical rabbinic text. Rather, he had discovered it buried among the annotations with which Sebastian Münster had furnished his Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew. Ca sau bon seems to have prized this Hebrew citation, for in 1600, when he embarked, in a mood of spiritual longing (“cum animi voluptate”), on a reading of Bishop Jean du Tillet’s Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew (Paris, 1555), he copied down Münster’s annotation on the words “and they crucified him” (Matthew 27:35) on the blank page at the front of his copy of the book. The annotation contained the essential evidence. It offered a disparaging comment on the Jews’ contradictory approach to Jesus. On the one hand, they call him *talui* (the hanged one). On the other, they disclaim all responsibility for his crucifixion: “In order to weaken our faith, the Jews produce many arguments against the Cross of Christ, which Münster lays out in Matthew 27. They deny that the Beth Din knew or practiced this form of punishment, and they argue at length about the nails in order to undermine God’s truth.”

Münster had picked this statement, as he had culled many others, from the “virtual anthology of Ashkenazi anti-Christian polemic” compiled in the late thirteenth century, the *Nizzahon vetus*. As both Jews and Christians knew, the Masoretic text of Psalm 22:17 (16) read “like a lion my hands and feet.” But both the marginal apparatus of the Hebrew and the Septuagint preserved another reading: “they pierced my hands and feet.” Commenting on the former reading, preferred by Christians, the anonymous author of the *Nizzahon vetus* states: “‘Like a lion my hands and feet’: In their books it says: ‘Foderunt my hands and feet,’ and they say this refers to the nails, for he was nailed to the cross through his hands and feet when he was hanged. The answer is: The practice of pushing nails through the hands and feet of

99. For a precise description of this text and the manuscript from which the text was transcribed see Rothschild 2006.


101. On this work see Krauss 1995 and bibliography cited, 246–247.

102. The reading is thus מזרז, “they dug.”
people who were stoned and hanged did not exist among the Jews.”

Here, then, is Münster’s source, a true disputation with text and response. Moreover, not to be outdone by his imagined Jewish opponent, Münster also appends his own response (“responsio mea”) in Hebrew with Latin translation.

When Ca sau bon came to pen his attack of Baronio on this particular issue, the Jewish pronouncement on crucifixion came in handy. He develops the argument by allusion to what he calls the “talmudic pandects”; the nature and purpose of the Talmud are suggested by his use of the Pandects, drawn from Roman law, which designated the Digest, an anthology of juridical opinions that forms part of Justinian’s Corpus Iuris. The four capital punishments administered by the Sanhedrin—stoning, burning, decapitation and strangling—are listed in Hebrew with Greek and Latin renderings. This is followed by a reference to Maimonides’ codification of the precepts related to these capital punishments in his Book of Commandments, a prime piece of evidence. As we have shown, Ca sau bon revered Maimonides even if he did not always agree with him. In this case, only praise is reserved for Maimonides, and, as always, Ca sau bon can call upon this “man of sound and great doctrine” to shed light on the matter at hand. Maimonides had codified the laws of capital punishment in chapter 14 of the Laws Sanhedrin in the Mishneh Torah, detailing the exclusive powers of the Sanhedrin, which not even a king could override. In this authoritative and meticulous description of the Sanhedrin’s mode of carrying out justice, he had made no mention of the Roman cross. Maimonides is thus summoned as the su-

103. Berger 1979, 150. Ibid., 301, indicates the early Christian readings (Aphtahat, Jerome, Augustine) of this verse as a reference to crucifixion. Kimhi’s interpretation of the verse also responds to the Christian reading; see Talmage 1967, 216.

104. Münster 1537, 149–150: “Contradicunt sibiipsis Iudaei in hoc loco, negantes Christum cruci affixum, cum tamen cum ubique contumeliae nomine appellent ḥ רות悬挂, et ne id de עץ ligno dic- tum pretexant, sicut lex cadaveris occisorum iubet in ligno usque ad solis occasum suspendi, vocant crucem Christi non lignum sed propter formam ipsam ישות השם idest, stamen et subtegmen. Sed audiant hebraice docti quomodo hic Iudaei impugnent manuum pedumque conclavationem . . . Sensus est: Non fuit mos in Israel, ut clavi figerentur in pedibus et manibus hominum lapidatorum atque suspensorum. Nam tradita sunt quatuor genera mortis iudiciis, lapidatio, combustio, occisio et strangulatio . . . Non autem invenitur quod homo clavis fgi debat ad crucem, sed suspendendus est blasphemos et idololatria et suspenduntur in hunc modum . . . Responsio mea. Etiam rabini vestri asserunt 40. annis ante templi secundi versionem potestatem iudiciariam sublatam, ob id quod homicidae invaluerunt et en- eraverunt iudicia aninarum de Israel. Unde non fuit in potestate eorum occidere Christum nostrum, sed convenerunt iudicem Pontium Pilatum, e Romanis terrae Iudaeae praefectum, qui ut ipse voluit, non ut Iudaei, interficet Christum, sicut et non fuit in potestate eorum auferre corpora crucifixorum nisi ille annuisset.”

105. Scaliger had also used the term “Pandects” for the Talmud (Grafton 1983–1993, II, 422), as would John Selden (Toomer 2009, II, 442). This humanistic comparative evaluation of the Talmud effectively subverts the traditional Christian view of the document as a tissue of falsehoods.
prome witness. The Jews did not crucify Jesus, and the cross was not a Jewish form of capital punishment.

In the course of the discussion of hanging in his short overview of capital punishment in ancient Israel, Carlo Sigonio connects a reference to Acts 5 with Psalm 22:17 (21:16): “They pierced my hands and my feet.” Casaubon closes his disquisition on the Cross with a reference to the same psalm:

I should not fail to mention the one passage in which the Roman cross is graphically described with all its own characteristics. David sings in Psalm 22:16[–17]: “They have pierced my hands and feet. They have told all my bones.” The pious do not doubt that the Christian reading of the word כארו even according to the Massoretes is the correct one. The piercing denoted perforation with nails. Here, then, are the nails, here are the hands and feet, which belong to the Roman cross. This much I acknowledge. I would further state that these words were enunciated in a spirit of prophecy by the royal seer in a psalm that is virtually entirely dedicated to a historical description of the Passion of Christ, but not according to the laws of his time. Hence it is not relevant.

Having submitted the best antiquarians as well as Baronio to a scathing critique based on historical data that included Jewish sources, Casaubon finally affirms the dominant (Catholic and Protestant) Christological reading of the psalm. This interpretation had been promoted by Génébrard. It was also affirmed by Calvin. Calvin had rejected the rendering of Kimhi, who had attempted to undermine the Christian position in his final reflections on the meaning of the psalm. Explaining that the Christians had misread the Hebrew text, Kimhi had stated: “The uncircumcised explain this Psalm with reference to Jesus—that it relates all the evil that Israel did to him . . . and they mistake the word כארי (‘like a lion’) for כארו (‘they pierced’), as in

106. This is not the end of his discussion. He goes on to deal with other aspects of the question, examining the biblical verses in which “hanging” occurs, various Targumim on the texts, and the use of the various Greek and Latin terms for crucifixion.

107. Casaubon 1614, 619–620; 1654, 546; 1663, 546: “Vnumus restat locus non praeterrimendus; ubi crux Romana graphice et quidem propijs suis notis atque oësiódesi descriptur. Canit enim David Ps. xxi.17. Foderunt manus meas et pedes meos; dimumeraverunt omnia ossa mea. nullum apud pios dubium est, כארו vel Massoritarum testimonio recte legi a Christianis; et fodere hic esse, clavis perforare. En igitur clavos, en manus et pedes, quae sunt proprijs, imo כארו cruci Romanae. Fator: sed addo, spiritu prophetico praedici haec a regio vate, in eo psalmo, quo fere historico stylo passio Christi describitur: non ex usu judiciorum sui temporis, quare nihil ad rem.”

Exodus,109 and therefore they read 'they pierced his hands and feet with nails when they hung him.'110 As a pious Christian Casaubon read the psalm traditionally, exactly as Kimhi had reported; but when he donned his scholar’s hat he insisted, against Baronio, and invoking the Jewish authorities, on identifying the perpetrators of the “piercing” according to the historical truth.

The importance of these points remains clear. In other passages, however, Casaubon focused above all on questions so technical that not all of his friends or his later readers have been able to grasp why they mattered to him. Bulenger was not far off the mark when he singled out Casaubon’s attacks on matters of chronology and Hebrew as if they were somehow connected. For in fact, just as Lancelot Andrewes unhappily remarked, Patterson vigorously complained, and Casaubon himself sighed, Casaubon approached Baronio within the terms, and with the tools, of the now-forgotten early modern discipline of historical chronology as well as those of church history and biblical exegesis. The existing literature of chronology shaped the questions he asked and determined his choice of texts with which to answer them. By keeping that framework in mind, we can understand both the strengths and the occasional weaknesses of his enterprise.

Casaubon came to chronology as many of his fellow scholars arrived at their interests: by a complex path that combined the spiritual with the philosophical and the affective with the cognitive.111 Time, in the first place, was the dimension through which he chose to live his religious life. Casaubon described the vast diary in which he recorded his daily life and work and his religious and scholarly efforts as a single effort to register and assess his soul’s accounts: “I decided to establish this diary and account book for my whole life, so that I might rejoice when I spent time well and thank God, and if I wasted time doing nothing or something useless, I might know that as well, and acknowledge my failure or imprudence.”112 He looked everywhere—even in pagan writers—for counsel on how to spend time well, and

111. On the ways in which these elements intertwined in the learned culture of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, see the richly informative study of Ogilvie 2006, esp. chap. 2.
112. Casaubon 1850, I, 1, “Cum sit πάντων πολυτελέστατον ἀνάλομα τοῦ χρόνου, εἰς quod mihi constaret ratio tam pretiosae rei, nec per se poenitudo unquam invaderet, hanc ἐφημερίδα et totius mei temporis rationarium istud visum instituere, ut et bene collocato gauderem, ac Deo Opt. Max. gratias agerem; et siquid, nihil, aut aliud agenti perisset, id quoque scirem, et meam infelicitatem aut imprudentiam agnoscerem. Te non veneror, Deus. Opt. Max. quantumcumque est, quod mihi adhuc necdum actae vitae superest, totum id πάρηγ στουνδή και μυχανη ad te magis magisque cognoscendum, te colendum impensius, tuam gloriam promovendam, et rem literarim adjuvandam, necnon ad meam et omnium meorum salutem procurandam, assidue conferam.”
recorded with admiration Seneca’s advice that “it is most useful to go over the day with oneself.”

Every year Casaubon cast up provisional accounts on his birthday and on 31 December. His efforts at self-discipline, as Max Engammare has recently shown, reflected his insistent belief that “l’étude est le sens même de la vie,” that real time was time spent reading. But they also reflected a sense that time was marked by human belief and conduct—the same belief that inspired the vast outpouring of chronological scholarship, Catholic and Protestant, in early modern Europe.

Casaubon’s career as a scholar, moreover, brought him into direct contact with the new chronological scholarship of his time in its highest form. For almost twenty years, his closest friend, the man whose respect and interest meant everything to him, was the king of chronologers, his fellow Huguenot scholar Joseph Scaliger. The two men never met. But the long, distinctively detailed letters that they exchanged over the years, with their detailed offerings of bibliographical and interpretative novelties, show how much the relationship meant to both of them. So do the details of their collaborative efforts to obtain for Scaliger the manuscripts he needed to complete his last great work, the *Thesaurus temporum* of 1606. So, above all, do Casaubon’s heavily annotated copies of Scaliger’s books. He worked his way, pen as always in hand, through both the first and the second editions of Scaliger’s densely technical treatise, the *De emendatione temporum*; through every one of the 1500 folio pages of Scaliger’s *Thesaurus*; and through many shorter works, such as Scaliger’s biting little polemical treatises against the Jesuit Hebraist Nicolaus Serarius and the Reformed theologian David Pareus. Casaubon not only annotated his way through these legendarily difficult books—Scaliger himself remarked that the *De emendatione temporum* had been an intelligence test for his contemporaries, which they had failed—but read them against other works in the field, like Sebastian Münster’s *Kalender*.

---


115. Details in Grafton 1983–1993, II.

116. Casaubon’s copy of the first edition of the *De emendatione temporum* (1583) is in the British Library (582.l.9), that of the second edition in Eton College Library. His heavily annotated *Thesaurus temporum* (1606) is in the Cambridge University Library (Adv.a.3.4). His copy of Scaliger 1605 on Serarius is in the British Library (C.79.a.4.[2]), as is his copy of Scaliger 1607 on Pareus (C.75.b.16.[1]). A note on the title page of the latter nicely reveals Casaubon’s respect for his friend: “Doctrinam et facundiam hic liber eximi[c] ostendit.”
Of 1527, which he also annotated in detail. Until the end of his life, Casaubon continued to read new chronologies systematically—and to complain bitterly when their authors did not render justice to what they had all learned from his friend in Leiden.

Chronology, as Scaliger practiced it, required constant use of Jewish sources, and focused attention on the Hellenistic and imperial periods—in effect, the background to early Christianity as the new church historians understood it. It is well known that Scaliger insisted on reading the Bible with the same philological method that he applied to the Greeks and Romans, and on correlating the information of ancient historians and the data of astronomy with the Bible. Casaubon agreed with him on both strategies. He filled his copy of the 1575 Chronicum of Mathieu Béroalde, a fellow Huguenot who denied the value of pagan sources for ancient history, with disapproving marginalia. And he made clear to his correspondent Hugh Broughton, who largely agreed with Béroalde, that he did not think Scaliger had bothered to criticize the latter's correction of Xenophon. Less well known—but equally central to Scaliger's approach—were his deep interest in the history of intertestamental Judaism, in Greek as well as in Hebrew; his passion for identifying sources as genuine or spurious, and eliminating the latter from chronological scholarship; and his insistence on using everything he could learn about Jewish calendars and associated rituals to understand the events of Christ's life. Each of these features of his approach to the subject left its mark on Casaubon, and taken together they can help to explain some striking, and curious, features of what he wrote.

When Casaubon worked through Baronio's treatment of the three Jewish sects, for example, he used uncharacteristically gentle language about this particular segment of his opponent's work. Yet he made clear that certain unnamed enemies needed to be chastised for their errors on a related point: [Baronio] is right to say, at the outset, following Josephus, that the Jews had three main sects, Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes, and

---

117. Casaubon's copy of the Kalendarium is BL 481.c.2.
118. See, e.g., his copies of the 1605 Chronologia of Seth Calvisius (BL 580.e.14) and of the 1612 chronology of Johann Herwart von Hohenburg (BL C.75.b.15.[1]). A badly cropped note on the title page of the latter reveals Casaubon's view that Herwart dealt unfairly with Scaliger: "cui pleraque sua debet nunquam fere nominat, nisi cum est reprehendendus. At Bar[ro]nius, quem ille scit si quid scit, fatu ... scriptorem l[uisse], magnifice laudatur."
119. Casaubon's copy is BL C.79.e.12.(1).
120. Casaubon 1709, 600: Τίς ο τῶν Βερούλλων περὶ τῆς παρὰ Εἰνόνοιον διορθώσεως ἀντεπον; οὐ μέμημαι γὰρ ἐν τοῖς τοῦ κρατίστου Σκαλάνου περὶ τούτων τα ἀνάγγειν. Περὶ δὲ τὰ ταύτα, γενναίωτα τοῦ Βροχθόμου, γῆνην ημῖν, ταύτα ἐκπόνει, ταύτα ἀκριβίωσον.
his account is better than the ones of those who add the Asidaei to
the other three. For it would be just as wrong and foolish to name
them among the Jewish heretics and sectaries, as it would have been
to name Catholics, in the past, among the Christian heretics. Hasidim
was the proper name for all pious, holy, and generous people.
That name was no more the special one of any particular group,
than the word “good.” Therefore the Hebrews have a substantial
book, titled Hasidim, in which the sayings and deeds of pious and
holy men are expounded.\textsuperscript{121}

The end of the passage is easy to explain. Casaubon here took the opportu-
nity to announce that he owned a book not known to all Christian scholars,
the Sefer Hasidim, or Book of the Pious. As a proud collector, he did not
mention the relevant but discouraging fact that the book is a rich compila-
tion of Jewish anecdotes and prayers from Germany in the decades around
1300, and thus largely irrelevant to the Jews of Josephus’ time attested else-
where.\textsuperscript{122}

Why, however, did Casaubon take time out to flagellate unnamed adver-
saries who took the ancient Asidaei or Hasidaei as a sect? Here Casaubon
referred to a controversy in which Scaliger and Johannes Drusius had sided
against Serarius, while he and others eagerly urged them on. The Asidaioi
were an ancient Jewish group mentioned three times in the first and second
books of Maccabees (1 Macc. 2:42, 1 Macc. 7:13, and 2 Macc. 14:6). Drusius
admitted that he had not at first been able to identify the Asidaioi, and that
the problem had long tormented him.\textsuperscript{123} Finally, however, he realized that
the Josippon—a long Hebrew text based on Josephus, now known to have
been written by a southern Italian Jew, which narrated the history of the
world—provided the key. As Scaliger noted, the Josippon offers a summary
in Hebrew of the history of the Jews in the intertestamental period: “without
that deceiver, the Jews would be totally ignorant of the history of the Mac-

\textsuperscript{121} Casaubon 1614, 53–54; 1654, 49–50; 1663, 49–50: “Recte tamen illud initio: quod Iosephum
secutus, tres ait fuisse Iudaeorum sectas praecipuas, Pharisaeos, Sadducaeos, Essenos. melius quam illi,
qui Asidaeos superioribus adiungunt. nam hi inter haereticos et sectarios Iudaeos, non minus inepte
atque insulse nominantur, quam Catholici olim inter haereticos Christianos essent nominati. Proprie
pij omnes, sancti et benigni vocantur; neque ea appellatio uli societati magis fuit peculiaris,
quam vox boni aut ἁγαθοῦ. itaque liber extat inter Hebraeos satis magnus, inscriptus, quo dicta
et facta piorum sanctorumque virorum exponuntur.”

\textsuperscript{122} For a fuller account of Casaubon’s response to the book see Chapter 1 above.

\textsuperscript{123} Drusius 1603, 16–18, esp. 18: “Ponam hic quaestionem quae me aliquando torsit. Omnino me
explicare non potuissem absque Iosepho Ebraeo fuisset.”
cabees and the fall of Jerusalem. For the Jews of today and somewhat older commentators on the Bible narrate Jewish history in exactly the form in which he framed it.”

This section, rather than the *Josippon*’s inexpert excursions into Greek and Roman history, had long interested Christian scholars. The vital passage reads: “And behold the Sadducees said, let us not believe and let us not hear any tradition or any explanation except the law of Moses. And the Cushites followed the Sadducees in those days, and the Sadducees were in Israel one part, and the Hasidaei along with the people that followed them were another part.”

Drusius knew that the Cushites, or Ethiopians, had not been Sadducees, nor indeed had they lived in the land of Israel. Inspired by a long passage in a twelfth-century chronicle, Abraham ibn Daud’s *Sefer haKabbalah*, he emended the text to read “Cuthites,” or Samaritans. As corrected, the passage made perfect sense: the Jews had divided into two groups, the Sadducees, who included the Samaritans; and the Hasidaei. The Sadducees, as Drusius and everyone else knew, accepted only the scriptures and rejected the authority of human traditions. The group that the *Josippon* described as opponents—the other sect or part—must accordingly be the Pharisees. The conclusion seemed clear: the Asidaioi of the books of Maccabees formed the Jewish circle from which the Pharisees sprang.

124. Scaliger 1605, 40–41: “Omnem ἄναρχωντιν καὶ ἄναρθθοντιν superat quod quum legisset apud Rufinum cap. xxv. libri II. de excidio Ierosolym. Iosephum filium Gurionis (γωρίωνος Fl. Iosephus vocat) una cum Anano Pontifice praeposuit moenium sartis tectis fuisse, et Iosephum filium Matthiae Galilaeae praefectum: ipse duos illos Iosephos unum Iosephum Gurionis filium esse suspicatus est, eundemque Sacerdotem et excidii Ierosolymitanorum scripторem. Hinc splendido mendacio persuasit genti suae se eum ipsum esse scriptorem belli Iudaici, Iosephum filium Gurionis sacerdotem. Certe absque eo impostore esset, Iudaei omnem historiam Maccabaeorum et excidii Ierosolymitanorum ignorarent. Eodem enim modo, quo ipse interpolavit, omnem historiam illam Iudaei hodierni et paulo vetustiores Bibliorum enarratores referunt.” This underlining was entered by Casaubon in his copy, BL C.79.a.4.(2). Scaliger considered the *Josippon* a forgery, as his language here indicates. We return to that point below.

125. Drusius 1603, 45–46.

In a series of polemical works, Serarius denounced Drusius on multiple grounds. He treated the ancient Jewish sects not as historically defined entities but as perennial formations, which went back deep into history: the Jews in Worms in his own time, he explained, had told him that they were still Pharisees. Drusius replied, and Serarius rebutted. And then Scaliger entered the story. He had long taken an interest in the Jewish sects, and in the De emendatione temporum he had argued—wrongly, in his current view—that the Karaites still to be found at Constantinople and elsewhere descended from the ancient Sadducees. Now he explained the error of his old ways. He argued, brilliantly, that Drusius’ construal of the text in Josippon must be correct. And then he added a new ingredient to what was already a complicated textual stew: the Josippon, he explained, was not, as Serarius thought, the work of an eyewitness to the fall of Jerusalem, but a medieval patchwork adapted from the Latin Josephus and other standard sources: “There is no need to say so much about Joseph the son of Gurion [the author of the text] . . . It is enough if I show what country he came from, when he lived, and what sort of writer he was. It is not hard to infer that he was a French Jew from the region of Tours, since he treats that area in more detail than other parts of France. The recent place-names that he uses—Tours, Amboise, Chinon—show that he is recent enough.” Scaliger’s analysis remains impressive—even if he did miss the equally prominent Italian elements that have enabled more recent scholars to pinpoint the origin of the book more precisely.

The relatively brief discussion of the Jewish sects in Casaubon’s work does not reveal how closely he followed these debates, or how intensively he prepared himself to take part in them. Contemporaries, however, rightly saw him as an expert on intertestamental Judaism and the relatively few sources

---

127. Serarius 1604, 135: “Qui apud nos in Germania caeterisque Europae partibus versantur Iudaei, Pharisaerum fere instituta, leges, caeremonias, perfidiam certe, pertinaciam, avaritiam, et nequitiam retinrent. Itaque non invitus aliquando eorum quibusdam assentiebar, cum in Wormaciensi sua Synagoga mihi se Pharisaeos esse dicerent.”


130. BL C.79.a.4.(2), 38: “Non opus est tot verbis de Iosepho Gorionide, quibus cap. IX. queritur quis fuerit ille. Satis est si ostendero, cujas fuit, quando vivit, cujusmodi scriptor est. Gallum Iudaem fuisset ex agro Turonensi non difficile est colligere, ut qui plus de illis, quam de aliis Galliae tractibus agat. Recentem admodum fuisset arguunt verba locorum recentia, quibus utitur, Tours, Amboise, Chinon. Quae loca post DC annos a natali Christi adhuc Turones, Ambasia, Kainon vocabantur.”

that described it. Early in Casaubon’s career, while still living in Geneva, he read the *Josippon* and even began to translate it into Latin, but stopped because he did not have a copy of the Hebrew-Latin edition that Sebastian Münster had produced in 1541. In Paris, where he had more time, more money, and at least occasional access to the libraries of the king and de Thou, among others, he made more progress. Finding a copy of Münster’s edition at last, Casaubon worked through it with great care. Münster, a remarkable philologist and historian, recognized many of the philological and historical problems that the text raised. Careful comparison between the Hebrew *Josippon* and the better-known texts that covered the same ground—the books of Maccabees and the *Jewish Antiquities* and *Jewish War* that Josephus had written in Greek—revealed small discrepancies and substantive differences. Listing examples, Münster offered an economical explanation for them: Josephus had written “in one way for the Gentiles, in another for the Jews.” This “elegant” text, written in a Hebrew very different from that of the rabbis, did not follow the order of Josephus’ text in the Greek original or in that of Maccabees either in the original Greek texts or in the

132. See, e.g., Edward Smith to Casaubon, 13 September [no year], BL MS Burney 366, 188 recto–verso: “Hesterna nocte inter convivandum, mihi cum peregrino homine literato magna fuit controversia, de Sadducaeorum origine, unde nomen tracerunt suum; ille ita dictos esse asseruit a Saddoc haereticus inter Judaeos qui vixit circa annum ante Christum a virgine natum quinquagesimum: ego vero probe edoctus fui ab Epiphanio; dixi nomen habuisse suum ab Hebraea voce צדק quod significat justitiam, illi enim operum suorum justitia freti se tuto et servatos judicaret, ut idem Epiphanius ait. Sed cum utraque opinio ab Epiphanio recitetur, neutra ab eodem damnetur, ambiguum idcirco etiam adhuc restat, nec poterit dici ex sententia Epiphanij utra verior aut probabilior opinio . . . Quod tuum est pro humanitate tu peragere, etenim te sub judice lis est, te judicem fecimus qui litem dirimeres: Beabis me si huic quaestionis responsum addideris: praecipe vero si adversarii tui os (quocunque modo fiat) occluseris.”

133. Bod MS Casaubon 27, 169 recto: “Vertere coeperam Genavae Hebraeum Josephum in Lat. sermonem: cum in secundo libro versarer, cognovi Munsterum totum opus pridem fecisse Latinum. Desisti ig. avide cupiens Munsteri editionem nancisci.”

Latin Vulgate. Casaubon summarized at length Münster’s effort to show that “The man’s very elegant style is woven together from the expressions of scripture. The order is reasonable. You can tell that he is not just a translator of the Greek Josephus but an author in his own right.”

Despite the care with which he summarized Münster’s arguments, Casaubon found them totally unpersuasive: “But the learned gentleman has wasted his time and effort. For in my view he will never persuade anyone of sound judgment that both works could have come from the same source. The Greek Josephus seems consistent, learned, and expert in Greek history. The Hebrew one is always childish and silly when he describes Greek and Roman matters.” And no wonder. Casaubon was not very gracious when he used Münster’s careful collation of the Josippon with Josephus and other, better-known sources to refute Münster’s conclusions. His predecessor had already noticed the medieval names that so annoyed Scaliger and Casaubon: he simply diagnosed them differently, as the results of interpolation rather than as signs of spuriousness. But he also had plenty of material of
his own to call into service. Casaubon used his time in Paris to compare the
Josippon with texts that Münster had not known, such as one of the Italian
versions of the Alexander Romance falsely ascribed to Callisthenes, which
he found in the Royal Library. In August 1605 he wrote to Scaliger to de-
scribe the fun he had been having as he collated and corrected the two texts:
“I actually admire the deception.”

139 Casaubon 1709, 246: “Extat in Bibliotheca Pseudo-Callisthenis Historia Rerum Alexandri. Ob-
servavi hoc μιθεψμα totidem fere verbis in Ebraeum sermonem versum a Pseudo-Gorionide, et sane
cum voluptate quaedam contuli, multaque in textu etiam Italico emendavi; praeertim virorum et loco-
rum nomina. Admiror vero imposturam.” See also ibid., 252.
on Serarius and wreathing the Hebrew with his own observations about Pseudo-Callisthenes and many other matters. He noted variations from Münster’s abridged version of the Hebrew, took extensive notes on the text’s sources, and snorted from time to time with disdain at its pretenses to cover Greek and Roman history. At the same time, he examined or reexamined the short form of the Hebrew text that Sebastian Lepusculus had published in Basel in 1559, comparing it, too, with Scaliger’s comments on the text.

Casaubon attacked the *Josippon* with independence as well as with energy. As he read through Scaliger’s comments, he relished the vigor with which his friend revealed the author’s “stupor,” the erudition and penetration that seemingly never failed, and the integrity that he showed as he revealed the Jesuits’ “hatred of truth.” He also took notes on Scaliger’s book in one of his copybooks. In many ways Scaliger’s polemic served as a model for Casaubon’s. It was no doubt from Scaliger, for example, that Casaubon learned to argue that even when his opponent dealt accurately with a given subject, his treatment showed his ignorance of the real sources in Hebrew or Aramaic. But he also corrected what he took to be the slips that Scaliger had made, in his haste to finish his tirade. Scaliger quoted what he described as a proverb from tractate Sanhedrin of the Babylonian Talmud: “If salt is worth one *sela*, silence is worth two.” Casaubon suggested, rightly, that מלח (Melah; salt) be corrected toملָה (Milah; word). Even as Casaubon picked little flaws in Scaliger’s work, though, he learned from it. Scaliger translated the author of the *Josippon’s* reference to books that*I wrote for them [the Romans],* as “*in libro, quem scripsi ad illos.*”

---

140. Casaubon’s copy of the Venice 1544 *Josippon* is BL 1938.f.21.
141. Casaubon’s copy of Lepusculus’ edition is BL 1982.c.34. This version of the text records the story, also told by Josephus, that Demetrius killed some eight hundred Pharisees at Jerusalem in 88 B.C.E. and drank with the leaders of the Karaites (61). Scaliger recorded the story from Josephus and noted (1605, 96): “Nam et compendium Pseudogurionidae dicit idem, et praeterea addit regem discubuisse cum Sadducaeis, quos ipse Karraim inepte vocat.” Casaubon adds a cross-reference to this discussion in his copy of Lepusculus, at 61.
142. For typical comments by Casaubon see, e.g., BL C.79.a.4.(2), 47: “Stupor Pseudog.”; 220: “Stupeo ad hanc doctrinam tantam”; 149: “Veritatis odio in istis”; and, at 206, where Scaliger confesses ignorance on a point of etymology: “quis sciet te nesciente?”
143. Bod MS Casaubon 52.
144. See, e.g., Scaliger 1605, 80: “De Doctoribus stantibus honoris caussa non raro et in Talmud, et in Iad Rambam, in Iohasim, et in Germine David legitur. Quae igitur Serarius ex collectione locorum Evangelii argumentatur, habet nostra, quibus ea confirmet, si modo Novatorum odium et ζηλοσπια ejus judicium non occupaverit.”
146. Scaliger 1605, 48.
bon noted, in his copy of the Josippon, that the rendering was inexact.\textsuperscript{147} As a gifted and experienced forgery hunter, Scaliger took another such passage as clear evidence that the writer of the Josippon had clumsily tried to authenticate his own work: “To prevent anyone from doubting that he was the Josephus whom the Christians called Josephus, he wrote: ‘So said Josephus, the son of Gurion, a priest. He is Josiphun, in the diminutive form Iosiphun, who was called Josephus in Greek and Gushipus in Latin.’ Even Crassus, who was nicknamed ‘the man who never laughed,’ could not have read this without laughing.”\textsuperscript{148} In a marginal note, Ca sau bon identified the passage that Scaliger had in mind.\textsuperscript{149} And in a second note on the relevant passage in the Josippon, he characteristically went a little deeper than his friend had. For Scaliger, as for Casaubon, clumsy statements of authorship revealed a forger at work. But Casaubon, unlike his friend, also took the time to collect a number of these statements, and to note that in some of them “the author seems to distinguish between himself and the true Josephus, since he refers the reader to him.”\textsuperscript{150} Here—as in his reading of Aristeas—Casaubon showed himself more willing than his friend, at least in the course of reading, to think twice about a text even if he did not think the text itself authentic.

Casaubon developed this point further in the copy of the 1544 Froben edition of the works of Josephus in Greek that he used while preparing the Exercitationes. There, too, he took care, in his marginal notes, to distinguish between the Josippon and the historical Josephus. Early in his account of the Jewish War, Josephus noted that he had translated into Greek a work that he had originally written for the barbarians in his homeland. “This book,” Casaubon noted, “was translated from the Hebrew. Some believe that that original text exists as well. But the facts of the matter show that they are very wrong, and Scaliger proved it.”\textsuperscript{151} But he also made clear, in a note on the title

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{147} BL 1938.f.21, col. 300: “הָלָם הָלִכָׁח בְּבֵית לְזִקְנֵה וּשְׁלֹשָׁה, וְהִשְׁרִי מִמֶּנָּה בַּר יְזִיר עָרֵשׁ. וּנְוַי הַמִּצְקָר בַּר יְזִיר עָרֵשׁ.”
\item \textsuperscript{148} Scaliger 1605, 41: “Ne quis dubitaret se Iosephum esse illum, qui a Christianis Iosephus vocatur, ita scribit: Sic dixit Ioseph filius Gurion Sacerdos. Ipse est Josiphun, et quidem nomine diminutivo Iosiphun. Ipse est, qui vocatus est Iosiphus, Graece, et גושיפוס Guschipus Latine. Et Crassus ipse qui ἀγέλαστος dictus fuit, haec sine risu non legeret.”
\item \textsuperscript{149} Casaubon, marginal note in BL C.79.a.4.(2), 41: “locus est columna 225.”
\item \textsuperscript{150} Casaubon, marginal note in BL 1938.f.21, 49 recto: “Σημαία loca sunt in hoc scriptore ex q. videtur facere discrimum inter se et verum Josephum: cum ad illum reiciit lectorem. Notandum vero col. 191. reici lectorem ad Josephum qui est penes Ro. col. ali. Σημαία Σημαία locum p. 199, ubi librum magnum historiarum Jos. qui scriptus est Romanis sibi vindicat. confer similes locos omnes, maxime col. 303. ubi videtur sui oblivus.”
\item \textsuperscript{151} Casaubon, marginal note in his copy of the Basel 1544 Josephus, BL C.76.g.7, 657: “Hic liber versus est de Hebraico: qui etiamnunc extat ut quibusdam placet. sed eos gravissime falli res arguit: et Scaliger probavit.”
\end{itemize}
Casaubon and Baronio

page, that he did not believe that the author of the *Josippon* had simply claimed to be the historical Josephus:

This one is not the same as the one called Joseph son of Gorion, the priest, whose books we have, and an epitome of whose book in Hebrew we have read, as published by one Lepusculus at Basel with the translation of Münster. Although they think that that is an epitome of the books of this Josephus. A gross error, into which they seem to have fallen because of the similarity of the subjects, as they had not seen the complete books of Joseph son of Gorion. But when we read the book of Joseph the son of Gorion in Hebrew, we see that he speaks in such a confusing way about himself at the end of the first book that someone could quite reasonably be led into error by reading him.152

At this point Casaubon was calling attention to some of the complex features of the text that would prove central, in the twentieth century, to David Flusser's revisionist edition and interpretation.153

Casaubon did not always see further than his friend. Like Drusius, and apparently independently of him, Scaliger had emended “Cushim” to “Cuthim” in the key passage “And the Cushites followed the Sadducees in those days.” Casaubon, like his friend, took the word “Cushite” in its biblical sense, as a reference to the Ethiopians, and rejected it: “this clearly goes against the historical truth. For what do those foreigners have to do with the domestic affairs of the Jews?” But he did not accept Scaliger’s reading either. Instead he proposed to read *harekhushim*, literally “riches,” but to transform the substantive into an adjective, “rich,” as Casaubon thought the rabbis did. After all, the Greek Josephus had described the Sadducees as attracting the rich.154 In fact Drusius and Scaliger were right to see the passage as referring

---

152. Ibid., note on title page:

Alius ab hoc est qui dicitur הכהן בן יוסף cuius librum habemus, et eiusdem libri epitomen legimus Hebraicam, a Lepusculo quodam edita[m] Basileae cum versione Munsteri. quanquam putant illi esse epitomen horum Josephi istius librorum. crasso errore. in quem videntur incidisse (cum libros Josephi ben Gorion non vidissent) ob argumenti similitudinem.


153. Flusser’s interpretations continue to attract discussion and criticism: see, e.g., Sermoneta 1988, 187–188.

to the Samaritans as Cuthites. More important, for all his learning and hard work, Casaubon could not add much to what Drusius and Scaliger had worked out about the testimony of the *Josippon* on the ancient divisions of the Jews. And in a crucial passage of the *Exercitationes*, he echoed Scaliger on the most important point of all, the fact that the text was neither authentic nor ancient:

> There is, to be sure, a history elegantly composed in Hebrew, under the name of Joseph son of Gorion. This excellent confidence man crafted his work so that it would seem to have been written by the real Josephus. But cubs smell one way, lions another. This Josephus is so far from being the ancient one, that he is quite a recent writer, and in fact a Frenchman, as Joseph Scaliger recently proved definitively in his *Elenchus*. Moreover, although this faker often follows Josephus, or rather his Latin translator, word for word, the character of his whole work is entirely different.155

In the end, then, all of Casaubon’s preparatory work left him reiterating, with modest qualifications, what Scaliger had already argued.

What made Casaubon focus so heavily on the *Josippon* and the nature of intertestamental Judaism was not his belief that he had radically new things to say. On the whole, as we have seen, his larger arguments were traditional, and some of his sharpest perceptions on points of detail remained confined to the margins of his book or to his copybooks. Rather, Casaubon had set out to show that Baronio did not know how to negotiate the rocks and labyrinths of chronology, especially now that Scaliger and others had reconfigured the field. And by working so hard to show his mastery of the *Josippon* and the related pagan and Jewish texts, he established a foundation from which he could criticize Baronio on more technical points.

One of these had to do with authenticity. By no means uncritical, Baronio still set out to defend and to use the church’s traditions so far as he could.

---

That strategy entailed, as we have seen before, treating Hermes Trismegistus as a pagan prophet who had foreseen the coming of Christianity. But it also entailed trying to defend another ancient document—supposedly the oldest one not by a Christian that tells the story of Jesus. Some manuscripts of the Jewish Antiquities of Josephus, all of them presumably deriving from a Christian redaction of the text, contain a summary of Jesus’ life, death, and afterlife. From the third century onward, Christian scholars had debated both the wording and the authenticity of this text, now known as the Testimonium Flavianum. Baronio treated the passage as reliable, and cited Josephus as the first witness, after the Evangelists, to describe the life of the Savior. By contrast, the Lutheran Osiander dismissed the text as an obvious Christian fake, one “of the same bran,” as the Romans had said, as the fake letter of Pontius Pilate to the emperor Tiberius. Neither text fitted its supposed author. “If Pilate had believed these things about Christ,” Osiander explained, “he would have been a Christian.” Similarly, “If Josephus had felt about Christ as that testimonium holds, he would have been a Christian; but nothing in all of his writings gives off any suggestion of Christianity.”

More than one of the scholars who worked on the Josippon discussed this issue, and for good reason: the Testimonium did not appear in the Hebrew text. Münster, who pointed this out, offered two explanations: either the Jews had excised it, or Josephus had—as he argued in his preface—written

156. Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 18.63, trans. L. H. Feldman: “About this time there lived Jesus, a wise man if indeed one ought to call him a man. For he was one who wrought surprising feats and was a teacher of such people as accept the truth gladly. He won over many Jews and many of the Greeks. He was the Messiah. When Pilate, upon hearing him accused by men of the highest standing among us, had condemned him to be crucified, those who had in the first place come to love him did not cease. On the third day he appeared to them restored to life. For the prophets of God had prophesied these and myriads of other marvellous things about him. And the tribe of the Christians, so called after him, has still to this day not disappeared. “Josephus’ reference to Jesus in 20.200—“Since Ananus was that kind of person, and because he perceived an opportunity with Festus having died and Albinus not yet arrived, he called a meeting of the Sanhedrin and brought James, the brother of Jesus (who is called ‘Messiah’) along with some others. He accused them of transgressing the law, and handed them over for stoning”—is taken as genuine even by some of those who deny the authenticity of the other passage.

157. The fullest account of the premodern debate is given by Whealey 2003.


differently for Christians than he did for his fellow Jews. \(^{160}\) Lepusculus accepted the latter notion, and argued at length that the historic Josephus, who wrote in Greek, but who had read the Bible and interpreted it in Hebrew, had found indications of Christ’s coming in the prophets, and that other Jews must have done the same. \(^{161}\) Unlike Münster, however, he distinguished firmly between this Josephus and the “abbreviator of Josephus” who composed the *Josippon*, and although he, too, suspected dirty work by Jews, he also admitted that this late author might have decided on his own to omit the text. \(^{162}\)

Casaubon, for his part, denounced the *Testimonium* as an obvious Christian fake, a piece of evidence far too good to be true. In doing so, he carried on part of the chronologer’s enterprise as Scaliger understood it. From the start to the end of his career, Scaliger made the authenticity—or lack of it—of sources a central theme of his chronological writing. He denounced the spurious ancient Near Eastern texts forged by Annius of Viterbo, in Latin, under the names of Berosus, Manetho, and Metasthenes. And he offered readers, in their place, the genuine fragments, in Greek, of Berossus, Manetho, and Megasthenes. \(^{163}\) Although the two men were not in accord on the letter of Aristeas, both agreed that sources must pass the sorts of tests that Scaliger had applied there—highly specific tests of both factual content and biography. And in the first decade of the sixteenth century, they agreed,

---

160. *Josippon* 1541, 174, on 5.44: “Omittitur hic in Haebraico contextu magnificum illud praecoonium, quod Iosephus tribuit servatori nostro Iesu Christo, capite sexto decimi octavi libri Antiquitatum Iudaicarum. Quod an Iudaei ex Hebraico volumine eraserint, aut ipse datur opera id omiserit ne suis illudere videretur, incertum est. Celebrat autem Iosephus in Graeca aeditione Christum nostrum his verbis: . . . ”


162. Ibid., 10: “Porro quum hic Iosippus noster abbreviator Iosephi sit, ut dictum est, quod illud amplissimum testimonium quod hic Christo servatori nostro tribuit, ille omiserit: an ex perfidia Iudaeorum post Christi adventum factum sit, quae et in aliis locis deprehenditur, scire nequeo. Id itaque in medio relinquo, et in gratiam Christianae iuventutis et omnium quotquot sunt, qui hunc libellum lecturi sunt, subjiciam, quae in Iosepho primum Graeco, deinde et Latino, de Domino Iesu habentur, subjiciam.” The duplicated words underlined here were underlined by Casaubon in his copy (BL 1982.c.34): clear evidence that he saw this passage.

163. Full details in Grafton 1983–1993, II.
in a remarkable exchange of letters, that the early Christians had been terri-
bly wrong to believe that the kingdom of Jesus needed lies to promote it. They also agreed that the only way to right this wrong was to pluck from the record not only the correspondence of Jesus with Abgar of Edessa and the
Acts of Pilate—relatively low-hanging fruit—but also such complex, durable, and thick-skinned fakes as the Hermetic Corpus and the Sibylline Ora-
cles. And in their determination to criticize even the early Christian writers whom they loved and whose works they savored, they took a distinctive—and provocative—position, which would never attract many followers.164

In the context of this polemic, the Josippon and the earlier discussions of the Testimonium mattered deeply. Baronio claimed that his long residence in Rome—which he compared to that of the Greek antiquary and historian of Rome, Dionysius of Halicarnassus—endowed his work with authority.165 He had in mind, among other things, the unlimited access he enjoyed to the rare manuscripts in the Vatican Library. And he took advantage of his position to claim inside knowledge about exactly why the Testimonium did not appear in the Josippon: “Here at Rome we sent for Josephus’ testimony, in a very ancient Jewish manuscript, in which his histories had been copied long, long ago, translated from Greek into Hebrew. We found—O the impu-
dence of those perfidious ones—that it had been excised, and in such a way that the crime could not possibly be excused. The very parchment seemed to cry out.”166 Ca sau bon did not agree, in general terms, that the resources available to Baronio in Rome had made him a reliable historian: “But it’s one thing,” he wrote in the margin of his copy of volume 1, “to write the history of the universal church, another that of the Roman people.”167 And he denied that Baronio’s specific claims about the Josippon deserved any credence: “I am afraid that this author is relying on someone else’s credibility when he

164. See Grafton 1991, chap. 6; and Quantin 2009.
165. Baronio 1593–1607, I, [b5 recto]: “sicque triginta circiter annos in his pro viribus, Dei gratia favente, insudavimus: pene enim imberbes eramus, cum haec exordiremur, nunc undique canis aspersi haec scribimus; semperque in Vrbe versati, diversas, quae in ea sunt, bibliothecas nobiles, Vaticanam praecipue, quam ditissimum rerum antiquarum penu promptuariumque dicere consuevimus, perlustravimus, ac cum eruditis viris, quorum magna copia hic esse solet, omnia contulimus, modo consultentes, modo disserentes; unde magna facta est rebus nostris accessio. “ Note also his clever reference to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, “qui nullo validiori argumento lectoris fidem sibi conciliasse visus est, quam assersens complures se annos Romae versatum, eiusdemque Vrbis vetera monumenta et abdita quaeque sedulo perscrutatum fuisse [Roman Antiquities 1.7.2–3].”
166. Baronio 1593–1607, I, 215 (34.226): “cuius testimonium in pervetusto Judaeorum codice, in quo eius historiae e Graeco in Hebraicum translatae, antiquitatis scriptae sunt, cum hic Romae requireretur (o perfidiorum imputendant!) abrasum inventum est, adeo ut nulla ad excusandum scelus posset afferri defensio, cum membrana ipsa id examolare videtur.”
167. Casaubon, note in Baronio 1601, Marsh’s Library, I, (5 recto: “Sed aliud est ecclesiae universa-
lis historiam scribere aliud populi Ro.”
writes about the Hebrew manuscript of Josephus, translated from the Greek, which he says is in the Vatican and preserves clear evidence of the perfidy of the Jews.”

For the text in question could only be the *Josippon* and that, as Scaliger and Casaubon had jointly demonstrated, was far too late to lend any credibility to the *Testimonium*. Casaubon’s choice of words revealed his contempt for Baronio’s lack of critical skills. A late section of the *Hermetic Corpus*, the “*Horoi*,” contains a passage in which the author pretends to be an Egyptian, writing in hieroglyphs, and describes how “in later times” translators would lose the force of his words by rendering them in mere Greek. In his copy of the book, Casaubon signaled that the writer’s adverb had been carefully chosen to give his book an air of authenticity: “‘Later!’ What a tricky fellow [suaviludius] it was who wrote this.” As to the *Josippon*, “this writer, in my view, cannot possibly be the subject of the story of which some tricky fellow [suaviludius] has persuaded Baronio.” Evidently, then, Casaubon had not exaggerated in his preface, when he denounced Baronio for his lack of expertise in chronology.

Baronio’s failure as a critic affected far more than his treatment of the *Testimonium*. Throughout the early part of the *Annales*, by necessity, he returned again and again to Josephus, whose own Antiquities and *Jewish War* offered invaluable details on the history of Judaea and the Jews in the centuries just before the coming of Christ and in the first century of the Common Era. But although Baronio had nothing but praise for Josephus as the transmitter of the *Testimonium*, he took a highly critical position toward him in many other respects, denouncing him as untrustworthy and his work as inaccurate. He shared this view, moreover, with Robert Bellarmine, who distinguished between the Therapeutae, early Christians described movingly by Eusebius, and the Essenes, superstitious Jews described by Josephus. Both men—like Serarius—had received the sharp end of Scaliger’s critique on that account. Scaliger ridiculed the idea that Josephus had lied “about the


This critique also held for Serarius, who had summarized Baronio’s story about the Hebrew Josephus in his work against Drusius (Serarius 1604, 28): “quod in Hebraea etiam eiusdem versione fuit, sed ab impiis Iudaicis in Codicibus nonnullis abrasum Romae compertum scribit Reverendissimus Baronius Tom. 1. Annalium.”


170. Casaubon 1614, 772; 1654, 677; 1663, 677: “quae ab hunc scriptorem, quantum existimo, potest cadere, quod suaviludius aliquid Baronio persuasit.”

Essenes, whom he saw, whose meetings he attended, and whom he wanted to join—though, when he had considered their lives, actions, and mores, he preferred to join the Pharisees.”

And he heaped scorn on “the founder of the *Annales*, who preferred to trust that inaccurate man Eusebius rather than Josephus, a native writer, who wrote on the basis of what he had seen himself or on that of the Acts of Herod.”

“Come now,” he challenged the Catholics, “which of the ancients wrote history with more credibility than Josephus?”

“Iosephi fides,” wrote Casaubon in the margin at this point; and he went on, throughout the *Exercitationes*, to argue that Josephus deserved belief far more than Eusebius did. As Casaubon worked on Josephus and related texts, he tried to solve both technical problems that lay at the heart of Christian chronology, such as the dating of Christ’s birth, mission, and death, and larger questions that went to the core of early Christianity and its relationship with Judaism, such as the extent to which Essenes and other sectaries had deviated from Jewish practice and belief. In such fields he consistently followed the threads that Scaliger had spooled out behind him as he made his own long march through the centuries around the birth of Christ. Neither simple nor trivial, these chronological questions would remain central to scholarship for centuries.

In some ways, the central question that Casaubon attacked, and the one that led him deepest into the study of Judaism, was that of the Crucifixion—the one with which we began this chapter. The problem was complex, and its relation to Jewish texts and sources had been known for a long time. When Baronio argued that the account in John’s Gospel matched those in the other three, he brusquely rejected what he called a solution based on the practices of Jews in recent centuries. Paul of Burgos, a fifteenth-century bishop of Jewish descent, had argued in his *Additions* to the widely influential *Postillae* of Nicholas of Lyra that the Jews had deliberately moved their Passover from the fifteenth of Nisan, a Friday, to the next day, the sabbath.

They did so, he claimed, in order to avoid having two days in a row on which

---


173. Ibid., 200: “Cedo sis quis veterum fide tanta usus sit in Historia conscribenda, quam Iosephus?”

174. Ibid.: “Cedo sis quis veterum fide tanta usus sit in historia conscribenda, quam Iosephus?”

175. Baronio 1593–1607, I, 147: “ex lacunis recentiorum Hebraeorum.”
Figure 4.5.
Note by Casaubon in his copy of Cesare Baronio’s *Annales ecclesiastici.*
Marsh’s Library, Dublin.

[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]
they could not carry out such tasks as burying the dead—just as they did in his own day. Jesus and his disciples, in his view, had celebrated the Passover on the date set in Leviticus, the fourteenth of Nisan—just as the Synoptic Gospels stated. The Jews, by contrast, had celebrated on the sixteenth—just as John’s Gospel indicated.176

When Baronio rejected what he described as Paul’s suggestion, he was knowingly taking a position on an issue that had aroused debate in the church for centuries. And Paul had not been the only participant in these discussions to draw on Jewish sources. As early as the twelfth century, Rupert of Deutz, a theologian who knew, and tried to convert, many Jews, had used his knowledge of the Jewish calendar to explicate the Gospels. He raised a somewhat different problem: “The Jews had eaten the Passover in the evening of the fourteenth day. On the next day, since it was the fifteenth, they would have been obliged to celebrate the feast and, in accordance with the law, to refrain from normal activities. How then could they spend the whole day on the trials by which they condemned the Lord and those whom they crucified with him?”177 Rupert ignored many problems here: above all the nature of the Jewish calendar and the identity of the legal system that actually condemned Jesus. But he rapidly found a Jewish answer to his profoundly Christian question:

For among the many traditions that the Jewish elders added to the traditions of God, they established this one: if the day before the sabbath, which we call Friday, happened to be the fifteenth of the month, the feast would not be celebrated then, but put off until the following day, the sabbath. They said it was difficult and inconvenient to have two sabbaths in a row: that is, to refrain from all work on two days. This was the case for many reasons, and one of the most important was that when the corpses of their dead sometimes remained unburied until the fourth day, they produced a troublesome stench.178

176. Paul of Burgos, Additio to Nicholas of Lyra on Matthew 26, in Paul of Burgos 1477, ii3 recto–[ii5 recto]. See the account in Shuger 1994, 72–73. We are most grateful to Philipp Nothaft, whose dissertation, now nearing completion, treats the history of these problems for the first time in full detail, for his counsel.

177. Rupert of Deutz 1545, 142 verso: “Cum Iudaei quartadecima die ad vesperam pascha celebrando, agnum comedissent, et sequenti die, quoniam quintadecima erat, solennitatem celebrare et secundum legem vacare debuissent, quomodo illis iudicia tractare liciit, quibus tunc totum diem insuspserunt in condemnatione domini et eorum quos cum illo crucifixerunt?”

178. Ibid.: “Nam inter traditiones plurimas quas seniores Iudaeorum superstatuerant traditionibus dei, istud quoque statuerant, ut si diem ante sabbatum, quam sextam feriam dicimus, contingueret esse
Knowledge of these postponements (dehiyyot) not only resolved the problem he had raised, but also explained the troubling sentences in John. The problem of the Crucifixion thus forced a Christian exegete to ask new questions, and to consider new sources of knowledge, about the Passover.

Jewish scholars, of course, also discussed at length their calendar and the problems posed by double sabbaths. And they knew that the problems involved were complex, since the Jewish calendar was anything but a fixed body of practices created at a single point. Almost every aspect of the calendar provoked debate. Rupert’s Jewish contemporary Abraham ibn Ezra, for example, noted in an extended commentary on Leviticus 23:3 that “in all of scripture we find no evidence of the procedure whereby the Jews established their calendar.” True, one of the greatest earlier authorities, Saadia Gaon, who had engaged in heated controversies about the calendar in the first half of the tenth century, had argued that “they relied on the intercalation calculation [that we now employ].” But ibn Ezra insisted that “this cannot be true, as the Mishnah and the Talmud both record that Passover occasionally used to fall on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. Two stories tell of the occurrence of such events.”

In the decades around 1500, Paul of Middelburg, bishop of Fossombrone and astrologer, examined the work of Paul of Burgos and at least some of its Jewish sources in his Paulina. This massive treatise on the history and celebration of Easter appeared in 1513, its publication timed to coincide with the Fifth Lateran Council, which Paul and many others hoped would reform the....

\[\text{quintamdecimam mensis, non celebraretur solennitas, sed differretur in diem sequentem sabbati, difficile et incommodum esse dicentes, duo sabbata continuare. i. duobus diebus vacare ab omni opere, multas ob causas, quorum ex praecipuis una erat, quod cadavera suorum nonnumquam usque in quartam diem insepulta foetoris molestiam generarent.} \]

179. Ibid.: “Hanc (inquam) quaestionem cognitio cito solvit illius iam dictae traditionis, quia traditum illius fuerat differre solennitatem quum evenisset ante sabbatum legale quintadecima dies mensis, et pro duobus sabbatis unum celebrare sabbatum magnum, solennitate duplici. Vnde cum dixisset Evangelista, ludeae ergo, quoniam paraseve erat, ut non remanerent in cruce sabbato corpora, causam istam subiunxit: Erat enim magnus dies ille sabbati.”

180. Mahler 1916 is the classic manual; Stern 2003 is a very informative recent survey. In chap. 40 of his Mécôr Einayim (2001, 480–517), de’ Rossi discusses the issue of postponements, clearly favoring Maimonides’ position. He writes (502): “This difference of view is of great significance, for according to Rabbi Moses, the postponement derives from astronomical principles, whereas the view of his opponents is that it is a convention agreed on authority of a valid Law Court following the scriptural statement, \textit{These are the set times of the Lord, the sacred occasions which you shall celebrate each at its appointed time} [Lev. 23:4].” He takes up the subject again in his Matsref laKesef (Refinement of Silver), de’ Rossi 1866, II, chap. 7, where he attacks Münster for his use of a late liturgical poem as an authoritative text on the Jewish calendrical system. De’ Rossi’s sophisticated treatment of this complex topic, drawing upon discussions by numerous medieval Jewish authorities, was not known or used by Casaubon or his contemporaries.

ecclesiastical calendar, now in considerable disarray.\textsuperscript{182} Paul confessed that—like Ibn Ezra, whom he did not cite—he had originally assumed that the fixed Jewish calendar, with its rules for postponements, came into being long after the lifetime of Jesus. True, Paul knew a petihah, a reading that precedes a piyyut, which described how the Sanhedrin had created the fixed calendar, as the result of direct divine sanction and inspiration, immediately after the completion of the Second Temple:

Thus did our rabbis the Sanhedrin, the authorities of the world, decree when the building of the Second Temple had been completed. Then a throne of fire appeared in their place and on it the King of the universe revolving and standing between the portico [and the altar]. And they received a crown, and they took a hidden seal, and they made an irrevocable enactment, and it was given to Rabbi Eliezer, the greatest of them all, and he instituted: “Purim cannot fall on a Monday, Wednesday, or Saturday; Passover on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday; Pentecost on Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday; New Year on Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday; Day of Atonement on Sunday, Tuesday, or Friday.”\textsuperscript{183}

Paul not only quoted this impressive charter for the fixed calendar, but also translated it into Latin. For a time, however, he had refused to believe it: “since the Jews, in their perfidy, make a habit of arbitrary invention to enable them to slander the Christian religion, I used to think that they had invented this institution after the Passion of Christ.” By doing so, after all, they

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{182} See in general Coyne, Hoskin, and Pedersen 1983.
  \item \textsuperscript{183} Paul of Middelburg 1513, [Dvi verso–Dvii recto]: “Reliquum iudaeorum argumentum non minus urgere videtur pro quo assumunt quod praecepti ecclesiae doctores perhibent Christum dominum ab eis crucifixum fuisse in die festo paschae iudaeorum. Ex quo sic arguunt: paschalis solemnitas iudaeorum post secundam templi instaurationem nunquam celebrata fuit die veneris, ergo Christus non fuit crucifixus ab eis die veneris in festo paschae. assumptum deducunt ex prisca ipsorum constitutione in secunda templi instauratione longo temporis intervallo ante Christi salvatoris nativitatem aedita, qua cavetur ne festum paschae feria sexta, hoc est, die veneris observari possit: festorum ordine hoc exigente, quam suis linguis maledicis his verbis nobis obicere solent . . . statuerunt patres nostri iudices aequissimi in templi instauratione secunda quando in templi porta divina eis apparuit maiestas super cathedram igneam ordinem sempiternum. accepta itaque corona et sigillo secreto praesidente Eleazaro legisperito statuerunt ut festum sortis nunquam possit contingere feria secunda, feria quarta, aut sabbato, pascha vero nunquam feria secunda, feria quarta, aut feria sexta celebrari possit et pentecoste nunquam feria tertia, feria quinta aut sabbato accidere possit. caput anni et festum tabernaculorum nunquam feria prima feria quarta aut feria sexta. leiuimium expiationis nunquam feria prima feria tertia vel feria sexta contingere possit. “For this text see Weinberg 2000 (translation at 319). Warm thanks to Philipp Nothaft for pointing out to us that Paul of Middelburg was the first Christian scholar to quote and translate it.
\end{itemize}
could claim that their ancestors could not have crucified Jesus on a Passover that fell on a Friday. Eventually, however, Paul came across the same rules in a treatise “by the holy Gamaliel, the pupil of Christ and the teacher of Paul,” and conceded that they had been in effect in the time of Jesus.\textsuperscript{184} Sebastian Münster followed Paul, and even quoted the same impressive \textit{petihah}, at first without giving Paul credit (later he admitted his debt).\textsuperscript{185} Other Catholic scholars—notably the biblical scholar Johannes Hentenius and the theologian Cornelius Jansen—followed Münster, although they cited not the work of that convert to Lutheranism but the Jewish chronicle \textit{Seder olam zuta}, which he had incorporated in his work on the calendar.\textsuperscript{186}

By the time of Baronio and Casaubon, the majority of exeges seem to have believed that Christ and his disciples had celebrated Passover on the Thursday evening, the Jews on the Friday evening and Saturday. But some very influential writers disagreed. Robert Bellarmine, for example, devoted a substantial section of his \textit{Disputations} on the Eucharist to showing that all four Gospels agreed on the chronology of the Crucifixion. Although he knew the exegeses of the two Pauls, and recognized that the Jews of his own time followed the fixed calendar, he insisted that “it is false that that tradition, according to which the feast of unleavened bread was never celebrated on a Monday, a Wednesday, or a Friday, was in use in the time of Christ.”\textsuperscript{187} It was easy to understand how previous Christian expositors had gone wrong. They had naturally believed Paul of Burgos, “on the grounds that he was speaking as an expert in his own art, for he had himself been a rabbi of the Jews.”\textsuperscript{188} Bellarmine, however, wielded powerful new evidence to prove that the Jewish fixed calendar had come into being relatively recently—and by the same token to disprove Paul’s theory about Passover:

\begin{quote}
\textbf{First of all}, Rabbi ibn Ezra, in his commentary on Leviticus 23, explicitly asserts that this tradition did not go back to the beginning of the Second Temple, as many pretend, or even to the time when
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{184} Paul of Middelburg 1513, [Dviiii recto]: “Verum quoniam iudaei perfidia pleni multa pro arbitrio solent confingere, ut christianam religionem calumniari valeant: arbitrabar hanc constitutionem post Christi passionem ab eis confictam fuisse, donec eandem apud sanctum Gamalielem Christi discipulum et Pauli praeceptorem conscriptam invenirem, ad cuius pedes apostolus ipse se legem et prophetas didicisse gloriatur, qui in libro quem de solis et lunae motibus annique ratione conscriptum sic dicit.” The Hebrew text that Paul quotes seems to be his own invention.

\textsuperscript{185} Münster 1527b, 128; 1537, 142.

\textsuperscript{186} Hentenius in [Eutychius] 1543, [†viii recto]; Jansen 1572–71, IV, 425–426.

\textsuperscript{187} Bellarmine 1588, 820: “SECVNDO, falsum est tempore Christi fuisse illam traditionem in usu, ut nunquam festum azymorum celebraretur die 2. 4. vel 6. est enim traditio illa multo recentior.”

\textsuperscript{188} Ibid.: “Atque hoc est, quod decept plurimos scriptores modernos, alioqui eruditissimos: crediderunt enim omnes Burgensi tanquam in sua arte perito: nam et ipse Rabinus Hebraeorum fuerat.”
the Talmud was created. For in the Mishnah and the Talmud, as he says, Passover can be found on \( \text{בָּדְוָּו } \)—that is, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Now it is well established that the Talmud was composed some centuries after the Passion of Christ.\(^{189}\)

Ibn Ezra made a strong witness—although Bellarmine may not have realized, and certainly did not acknowledge, how isolated his views had been in the Jewish world.

The Jesuit theologian and biblical scholar Franciscus Toletus attacked the same problems in 1589 and 1590, in his own commentary on the Gospels. Like Bellarmine, he found it “astonishing that Catholic teachers believed the fables of the Jews of our time, and did not take into account the testimonies of scripture, or subjected them to violent expositions.”\(^{190}\) Toletus made clear that he rejected any effort to draw on contemporary Jewish practice in order to understand the Crucifixion, even if the Jews claimed that their traditions were ancient.\(^{191}\) And he argued that the best evidence about ancient practices showed that they had not included the \textit{dehiyyot}. In a complex, difficult sermon by the fifteenth-century Spanish rabbi Isaac Arama, Toletus found a piece of evidence that seemed to prove his point. Arama described the counting of the \textit{Omer}, the interval of forty-nine days between Passover to Pentecost. This began, he explained, with the cutting of a measure of barley to be offered up. The barley must be cut, and the count must begin, on the sixteenth of Nisan. Arama quoted as his authority Mishnah Menahot 10:3, which described the process in detail. The representatives of the law court were to go out after sundown on the feast day and bind a bunch of barley to make it easier to cut. The one deputed to cut should ask the others, three times, if the sun had set, and if they were using the proper implement.

\(^{189}\) Ibid.: “Esse autem falsum, traditionem illam tempore Christi in usu fuisse, probo. INPRIMIS Rabbi Abenezra in commentario Levitici, ca. 23. disertis verbis affirmat hanc traditionem non solum non fuisse ab initio secundi templi, ut multi fabulantur, sed nec fuisse eo tempore, quo fiebat Thalmud. Nam et in Misna et in Thalmud, ut ipse dicit, inventur Pascha in \( \text{בָּדְּוָּו }, \) id est, die 2.4. et 6. constat autem Thalmud confectum fuisse aliquot annorum centuriis post passionem Christi.”

\(^{190}\) Toletus 1590–89, II, 9: “miror autem catholicos hos doctores Iudaeorum nostri temporis fabulis fidem adhibuisse, scripturae testimonijis non consideratis, aut violentis expositionibus adhibitis.”

and in the proper place. Most important, the text made clear that the same rules applied if the sixteenth of Nisan was the sabbath. In these circumstances, the one deputed to cut the barley should “ask the others, is it the sabbath? They answer, It is. He then says: Shall I reap? They answer, reap.” But as Toletus noted, if the sabbath could take place on 16 Nisan, then 15 Nisan—the beginning of Passover—could obviously fall on a Friday after all. Here was an authoritative text—one not only far older than Ibn Ezra, but actually drawn from the Jewish code of ritual law—that could not have been formulated as it was if the fixed calendar had been in effect. Menahot, Toletus explained, “is part of the Talmud, which was composed many years after Christ. Here you see that the Jews did not use postponements some years ago, but celebrated the sabbath immediately after the first day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread.”

Not every Catholic commentator rejected the views of the two Pauls. Juan de Maldonado, a Jesuit commentator whom some described as a Marrano, drew on all these traditions to support what he called “the opinion that many do not approve: that Christ did not celebrate the Passover in advance, nor did the Jews delay it, and yet they did not celebrate it on the same day. But Christ followed the prescription of the Law, the Jews the traditions of their elders.” He noted the dissenting opinion of Ibn Ezra, which he may have known from Bellarmine’s work, but he did not see it as reason to amend


194. Maldonado 1607, 559: “Eam ergoprobe sententiam, quam multi non probant, neque Christum tempus Paschae anticipasse; neque Iudaeos distulisse, et non eodem tamen die celebrasesse, sed Christum legis praescriptum: Iudaeos maiorum suorum traditiones sequutos esse.” This is oddly translated in 1888, II, 349–350.
his views: “I know that Rabbi Abraham writes that in the Mishnah and the Talmud it is found that Passover sometimes fell on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. But I am not certain if he therefore denies that when it fell on Friday it was normally moved to the sabbath; nor if he deserves such great authority that we should depart from the others’ opinion for his sake.” But Baronio—as he made clear—followed Bellarmine and Toletus in rejecting the whole effort to use what he described as the customs of contemporary Jews to explicate the chronology of the Passion.

One reason that Casaubon set out to debate these chronological points, to which Baronio had devoted relatively little attention or space, was probably tactical. Students of the chronology of the Passion—most of them Catholic—had taken Jewish materials into account for centuries. But Baronio had rejected all such appeals to what he dismissed as the superstitious practices of modern Jews. This made chronology a particularly attractive area in which to demonstrate not only Baronio’s general failings as a scholar, but also his ignorance of Hebrew and Jewish customs. Casaubon had worked his way years before through Scaliger’s detailed treatment of Passover and the Last Supper. Using the Haggadah, which he analyzed with great intelligence, Scaliger had made clear that the Last Supper described in the Synoptic Gospels must actually have been superimposed on a normal Passover.

His arguments evidently excited many Calvinist readers. “Please,” wrote the jurist François Hotman to the Zurich theologian Johann Stucki, a few months after Scaliger’s work appeared, “read Scaliger’s passage on the Lord’s Supper in his book De emendatione temporum, and let me know your opinion on it whenever it is convenient.” Scaliger also argued that the Jews had postponed Passover to the sabbath. In explaining the dehiyyot, he called attention not only to the difficulties involved in delaying burials, which Christians had known about for centuries, but also to the further problem that “pot-herbs” would not remain edible for two days on which further cooking was prohibited. Casaubon not only read and annotated both editions of the De emendatione temporum, in which these arguments appeared, but also collated them with Scaliger’s principal—and largely uncredited—source, Münster’s Kalendarium, and even made small corrections in the relevant

195. Maldonado 1607, 560: “Scio Rabbi Abraham scribere in Misne et in Thalmud reperiri aliquando Pascha in feriam secundam, quartam, et sextam incurrire, sed nescio, an propterea neget, cum in sex- tam feriam incurrebat, solitum in sabbatum transferri: aut an tantum auctoritatis mereatur, ut eius gra- tia ab aliorum sententia discedere debeamus.”

passages in Münster. Hebraic learning and the chronology of Christ’s last
days were intimately linked in Casaubon’s understanding. By the time he
wrote, after all, it had become normal, even commonplace, for Protestant
scholars to claim that the study of Hebrew could be justified by the light it
shed on the problems connected with the dating of the Crucifixion.197

At the same time, Casaubon drew on a wide range of other sources that
he, like Scaliger, saw as basic to the study of chronology: above all Abraham
Zacuto’s Yuhasin, one of the most detailed Jewish chronological texts avail-
able to him. Like Scaliger, too, Casaubon applied to particular problems
sources that had nothing to do with chronology. Maimonides’ Yad, which
served as his most detailed source for Jewish law, did regular service in his
rebuttal of Baronio. Again and again Casaubon argued, drawing on these
materials, that the Jews must have postponed Passover. Baronio insisted that
the Jews could have condemned and executed Jesus on the day of the feast.198

Casaubon denied this possibility at detailed length. The Pharisees, he ar-
gued, could not possibly have judged Jesus on the holiday itself. Jews, as
Maimonides made clear, never held capital trials even on the day before the
sabbath or a feast, as it would be impossible to execute a defendant judged
guilty on the next day. The Jews’ actions could be explained only if—as John
indicated—Jesus could have been executed on a weekday.199

Casaubon admitted that the most learned chronologers did not agree on
every detail of Jewish tradition. One of the most exciting discoveries he
made as he worked on these problems had to do with what he recognized as

197. Waser to Buxtorf, in Buxtorf 1610, |:| (8 recto): “Quantum boni, queso, praestat haec lingua
Chronologo, ut de caeteris sileam? Equidem quod divinus author Plato de sua Geometria magni-
centissime pronunciavit, ‘Ἀγαθομέτρητος οὐκ εἰσίτω, κατ’αυτούς, qui Geometriae ignarus sit, ad suum
Lyceum aditum et ingressum praecipsum esse: id de Chronologia verissime dixeris, ’Ανεβραίος οὐκ
εἰσίτω: res quandoquidem minime dubia est, sed certa atque concessa apud omnes eos, qui supputa-
tioni atque emendationi temporum operam navant. Post investigatum annum Passionis Domini consu-
 lendum esse Kalendarium Hebraorum, ut ex illo mensis Paschalis eliciatur, atque ex situ Plenilunii dies
Passionis indicetur. Quomodo autem rudis litterarum Hebraearum Kalendarium isthoc intelligat?”

198. Baronio 1593–1607, I, 150: “Nec aliquem puto dicere iure posse, opera legis festo die esse vetita.”

199. Casaubon 1614, 482; 1654, 425; 1663, 425: “Nos interim proferemus hoc loco gravissimis scriptoris
testimonium expressum, quo omnes Baronianae coniecturae uno icu conficiuntur. Moses ben Maimon
libro ultimo lad, sectione prima, quae inscribitur Sanedrin, capite undecimo, tractans de varijs differen-
tijs inter judicis Mammonoth, id est, civilia et Animarum, sive capitalia, ait inter caetera . . . Judices re-
rum capitalium non iudicant in parasceve Sabbati, aut in parasceve diei festi: quia non debet id fieri, et
reus occidi postridie non potest. De sindone et myrrha ad Domini pollincturam emptis, mirari subit re-
sponsionem Baronij: concedit fieri id non potuisse propter honorem festi, quia Pascha erat: vult die sab-
bati esse illa empta. At si raperes in ius, caedere, damnare, affigere cruci, die festo Paschatis putat Bar-
oniusuisse licitum: quae malum! importuna religio illum incessit, ut existimet, rei ad opus pium
faciendum necessariae emptionem fuisset illo die legibus vetitam? Quod autem arbitratur Sabbato illa
curare omnia quae ad funus spectabant, licitum fuisse; insigniter fallitur: neque hoc unquam illi conce-
dent istarum politicarum translationum defensores.”
a mistake on Scaliger’s part. Scaliger had argued that the rules for postponing Passover and Yom Kippur must have been framed under the kings of Israel and Judah, “since the air in Jerusalem was no hotter or more infectious after the Captivity than before.”

At some point during his stay in England, however, Casaubon came upon an unfinished manuscript chronology by Edward Lively, a professor of Hebrew at Cambridge who had died in 1605. He may have encountered this work during his trip to Cambridge and Ely in 1611. At all events, by 1612 he had realized that Lively’s work was of extraordinary quality and interest. As he wrote in his diary on 2 July, “Today I began to copy out some things from the chronological papers of the late Lively. I knew from the writings I had seen that he was a very learned man, but these chronological papers surpass my assessment. I wish this great man had been able to complete them and publish them.”

Lively’s work survives, in manuscript form, in the library of Trinity College Dublin. And it more than justifies Casaubon’s enthusiasm. In a brilliant passage Lively showed that Scaliger himself had misunderstood the talmudic evidence. In fact, the Jews had introduced postponements into their calendar during the Babylonian captivity:

But the reason for postponing the weekdays was not the climate in Jerusalem, but that in Babylon and Persia. The Jews’ Talmud makes this clear in chapter one of Rosh haShanah. For the Jews living in Chaldea say: “the world brings us corruption, but not to them.” The commentator explains this as follows: “We Babylonians live in a hotter region, which causes corruption, since Babylon is low-lying, and not a land of mountains and valleys like the land of Israel, which is not subject to the influence of the air. Hence they have no need of intercalation (postponement) there on account of the dead or the herbs, except for our sake alone.”

---

202. Casaubon 1850, II, 935: “Cepi hoc die quaedam describere e chartis chronicis t(u) μακαρίτου Livelei. Sciebam e scriptis, quae videram, virum fuisse doctissimum; sed opinionem meam superant hae chartae chronologicae, quas utinam vir magnus perfecisset, et edere potuisset.”
203. A fair copy of Lively’s unfinished chronology is Trinity College Dublin MS 126; a rough draft is MS 125.
Yet if Lively corrected Scaliger's causal account, he agreed with him that postponements predated the time of Jesus: “This passage shows that the custom of postponing the weekdays was so old that it seems already to have been established even before, under the Second Temple.”

Casaubon took Lively’s work as a splendid, and unusual, example of critical learning: the work of someone who could build on the achievements of his predecessors while giving them the credit they were due. Accordingly, he printed the passage, and took it as proving that the custom of postponing feasts clearly predated the Passover at which Jesus was crucified. The specialized study of chronology was clearly a necessity, not a pedantic luxury, for the Christian scholar.

In some ways, Casaubon’s studies of the Jewish calendar are frustrating. He did not print some of the most challenging passages in Lively’s work, in which the English scholar pushed backward, trying to show that Saadia Gaon and the others who created the fixed Jewish calendar toward the end of the first millennium C.E. had actually restored an earlier calendar that the rabbis of the Talmud had misunderstood and mismanaged. But when

205. Ibid.: “Hic igitur locus argumento est illum transferendi ferias morem tam antiquum fuisse ut iam et ante 2o templo institutus videatur.”

206. Casaubon 1614, 486; 1654, 429; 1663, 429: “Hactenus ὑμακαρίτης Λιελευς: qui in toto hoc argumento chronologico Iosephum Scaligerum, virum maximum, maxime admirans; non raro tamen ab eo dissentit: verum ita, ut modestiam prius laudes an doctrinam non scias.”

207. Casaubon 1614, 485; 1654, 428; 1663, 428: “Vt taceam quae ab alijis viris summis scripta sunt ad refutandum hanc calamniam, quaque in manibus eruditorum versantur: lectori tantum indicabo, Eduardum Liuleum in opere Chronologico suo, nondum edito, dispositione Cardinalis Toleti, qua doctrinae de translationibus feriarum novitatem probare carnatus est, luculente respondisse et docuisse; licet aliquando post destructionem Templi in harum erum ignoracione versati sint ludaei, quod Epiphanius ostendit, et scripta quorundam ex ipsis Rabbinis: Kalendarium tamen Iudaeeorum, quo hodieque usutur; cum primis vero hanc de translatione feriarum doctrinam, rem esse antiquissimam, et ante Domini temporae cognitam.”

matters of textual exegesis came to the fore—when the question at issue was
less the date when Jesus actually died than how, more generally, to make
sense of the details of the Gospel texts—Casaubon drew deftly on the mate-
rial Lively had assembled, and added independent observations to it.

The various Gospel testimonies about the chronology of Jesus’ last days
are the pieces of a maddeningly complex puzzle. For centuries, as we have
seen, scholars have arranged and rearranged them—and sometimes tried to
push one or more of them off the board entirely. Casaubon’s efforts to exam-
ine and classify each bit of evidence reveal even more about the character of
his mind and method than do his larger efforts to frame the Gospel history
as a whole. At 19:14, for example, John writes: “And it was the preparation
[parasceve] of the Passover [παρασκευὴ τοῦ πάσχα], and about the sixth
hour: and he [Pilate] saith unto the Jews, Behold your King!” Here he seems
to say explicitly that Christ suffered not on Passover but on the day before,
the day of preparation for the feast. No verse presented more obstacles to
those who—like Bellarmine and Baronio—rejected the theory that John’s
chronology differed from that of the Synoptic Gospels. Bellarmine, how-
ever, insisted that John had meant nothing of the sort. His argument was
muddy, as befitted the violence to which he had to subject John’s words. But
his meaning was clear. Despite what seemed John’s clear testimony, the Jews
had not called the day before Passover παρασκευὴ τοῦ πάσχα—“parasceve,
or preparation for the Passover.” They had only had a “preparation for the
sabbath”—their term for Fridays, including the Friday on which Christ suf-
fered, which coincided with Passover, and on which, as on any other Friday,
food had had to prepared for the sabbath.

I reply: The Jews had no parasceve, except for the sabbath. For
before the sabbath a preparation was necessary—a preparation of
foods, that is, for on the sabbath food could not be prepared. That is
why we read at John 19:31: “The Jews therefore [besought Pilate],
because it was the preparation, that the bodies should not remain
upon the cross on the sabbath day, (for it was the great day of the
sabbath)” . . . Here you see that the preparation was not for the Pass-
over, but for the sabbath, which was even more solemn in that year,
and was called the great sabbath, because it fell during the week
of Passover, all of which was sacred, though the first and last days
were more sacred.209 That is why Mark expresses the same point in

209. Bellarmine, like many Christian expositors before and after him, seemingly assumed that the
“great day of the Sabbath” referred to by John in 19:31 (ἡ γὰρ μεγάλη ἡμέρα ἐκείνου τοῦ σαββάτου) was also the Jewish “great Sabbath,” which is in fact the sabbath before Passover.
It was the preparation, that is, the day before the sabbath; and Luke in 23:54: “And that day was the preparation, and the sabbath drew on.” Accordingly, the term “preparation of the Passover” there referred not to a preparation for Passover, but for a preparation that took place at the Passover: as if we might say, it was the Friday of Passover.

Toletus agreed: the *parasceve* mentioned by John referred only to the preparations for the sabbath, not to preparations for Passover.

Lively, however, sharply disagreed: “The Gospel of John supplies so many proofs,” he argued, that the day of the Crucifixion was also the *parasceve* for Passover “that, so far as I am concerned, this point is to be classified as one of those about which there can be no doubt.” He rejected the theory—which he ascribed to Toletus, although Bellarmine seems to have devised it—that the *parasceve* applied only to the sabbath. In fact, he argued, “It is easy to establish how ridiculous their assertion is. For the Greek word *παρασκευή* is the same as the Hebrew term יָרֵכָה [erev], that is, evening.”


212. Trinity College Dublin MS 126, 81 recto: “Tot vero argumenta ex evangelio Johannis suppeditantur ad probandum parasceuen fuisse, ut quod ad me attinet, inter ea illud ponendum censeam de quibus dubitari non debet. Joh. 19: v. 14 crucifixionis dies disertis verbis parasceue paschatis fuisse dicitur. Erat autem parasceue paschae, hora quasi 6a cum Pilatus Judaeis diceret, ecce rex vester, illi vero clamarent, tolle, tolle, crucifige eum.”

213. Ibid.: “Toletus quem Bellarminus et Baronius sequuntur, contendit parasceuen paschatis eo loco dici parasceuen illius sabbati, quod in festum paschatis 7. dierum incidunt; negans eam vocem aliter usurpari quia praeparationem (inquit) proprie significat, quae tantum feriae 6ae convenit. Eo quod in solo sabbato, non item in alis festis diebus azymorum, parare ad esum necessaria prohibitione fuerit.”

214. Ibid.: “Quam hoc absurde dicitur ex eo facile constare potest, quod Graece paraskeue idem sit cum eo quod Hebraice יָרֵכָה id est vespera dicitur.”
Lively quoted a passage from a central Jewish source, one which no previous commentator had quoted, and which made clear that the Jewish calendar included a day of preparation for Passover: “in tractate Sanhedrin, chapter 6, the authors of the Talmud say: ‘There is a tradition that Jesus was hung up [be’erev pesah; on the eve of Pesach], that is, on the parasceve of Passover.” 215 Lively did not claim that he was the first to understand the Gospel text properly: “everyone knows that the word erev stands for what is called the parasceve in the Gospel of John.” 216 In fact, many previous expositors had taken John’s phrase as referring to a day of preparation for the Passover; both Paul of Burgos and Paul of Middelburg understood the relevant line in that sense. 217 But when Lively read the Greek of the Gospels—especially when he encountered expressions of time—he heard undertones that his predecessors had missed. He vividly sensed the presence of Hebrew and Aramaic beneath the Greek, and he used Jewish texts to identify the words and phrases in question.

Casaubon agreed with Lively, passionately. In the detailed argument in which he developed Lively’s thesis, he invoked “the Talmud, Maimonides’ Yad, Zacuto’s Yuhasin, and other rabbinical writings” to prove that John had described Friday as the formal day of preparation for Passover. 218 As so often, the sources Casaubon quoted were late, and one of them, Zacuto, was a writer whom no Jew would have cited in this context. But he added to the materials that Lively cited a highly relevant passage from the Mishnah,

215. Ibid.: “Ut in tractatu sanhedrin cap: 6: Traditum est Jesum fuisse suspensum be’erev inquiunt Talmudici id est in parasceve paschatis.”
216. Ibid.: “Ineverybiapositum esse pro eo quod in evangelio Johannis parasceue dicitur, omnes noverunt.”
217. Paul of Burgos 1477, ii3 recto: “johan. xix. expresse dicit. Erat autem parasceve pasche etc. Cum enim parasceve alicuius festi idem est quod preparatio ad illam diem. et non dicit parasceve sabbati sed pasche. manifeste ostendit quod in illa die pascha parabatur quod est propositum. Item si sexta feria in qua cristus fuit passus fusset xv. sequeretur quod res non corresponderent propre figure quod est valde inconveniens in hac materia”; Paul of Middelburg 1513, E verso–Eii recto: “si enim dicere voluisset ipsum parasceue fuisse pascha posuisset pascha in casu nominativo identice et non in genitivo casu et dixisset erat autem paraskeue ipsum pascha et non ipsum paschae. Iam autem in originali legitur pasceu toio p©sxa, hoc est erat autem parasceue paschae. apparens ergo christum non fuisse crucifixum in die festo paschae ludaeorum, sed in vigilia sive profesto paschae.”
which stated that “from all the crafts, three do their work on the eve of Passover [bu'arav Paschat] up to noon.”219 This second apposite quotation from an authoritative and relevant source clinched the case, in his view.

Although Casaubon and Lively read the New Testament in similar ways, their approaches to the Hebrew materials with which they sought to illuminate it differed. Lively, it seems, could read the Talmud—or at least the Mishnah—without difficulty. Casaubon presumably could not. Nor did he claim that he could do so. Instead, he stated that he had found his passage not in the original context but as one of dozens of grammatical examples quoted by David Kimhi in his Sefer Mikhlo (Book of Completeness).220 Casaubon’s copy of the work has a marginal note at the passage in question, in which he identified the text from which the quotation came and the three crafts that it mentioned.221 Here Casaubon treated Kimhi as he would have treated a late antique or medieval grammarian or lexicographer, writing in Latin or Greek: as a source of quotations from earlier and more valuable texts.

For all the weight that Casaubon rested on his quotation, he did not discuss it exhaustively or, indeed, with complete accuracy. It comes from Mishnah Pesahim—a text that offers a great deal of additional material that he could have used to describe and explicate the observance of Passover (and that all of the Christian exegetes who studied these passages, including Casaubon, could have studied to their profit, though only Scaliger actually did so). More significantly, it does not say exactly what Casaubon claimed, as he would have seen had he tracked it to its original context and examined it as scrupulously as he did the Greek of the New Testament. Both in his marginal note in Kimhi and in the Exercitationes, Casaubon identified the three crafts allowed to work on the eve of Passover as tailors, shoemakers, and scribes. In both places, he interpreted the unvocalized Hebrew word for the third craft, ספרים, as soferim (scribes).222 In fact Mishnah Pesahim 4:6 reads: “R. Meir says: Whatesoever work a man has begun before the four-

220. Casaubon 1614, 477; 1654, 421; 1663, 421: “In Michlol Kimchi quod loco agit de forma nominum in ut, editionis Venetae, fol. 221. dictum huiusmodi affertur et Misna [the first two words do not come from the Mishnah]: ex omnibus artibus tres artifices faciunt (exercent) artem in paracsevis Paschatum, ad medium ipsius Paracsevis. Tres autem illos artifices volunt quidam esse istos: sartores; cerdones, calceolarios; et ספרים scribas.”
221. Casaubon, marginal note in his copy of Kimhi’s Sefer Mikhlo (Venice, 1545), Bl. 1984.a.10.1, 221 verso: “Tal. No. 3. artes possunt opus facere die ante pascha, sive paracseve. hae a. sunt 1. sartores 2. רצענים coriarii sive cerdones 3. ספרים scribas.”
222. Casaubon 1614, 477; 1654, 421; 1663, 421: “Tres autem illos artifices volunt quidam esse istos: sartores; cerdones, calceolarios; et ספרים scribas.” In his copy of Kimhi, Casaubon vocalized and pointed out the word as sapparim, but he did not rethink his interpretation.
teenth he may finish on the fourteenth; but he may not begin it from the beginning on the fourteenth even though he was able to finish it. But the sages say: three craftsmen may do work until midday on the eve of Passover, and these are they: tailors, barbers \[sapparim\], and washermen. R. Jose b. R. Judah says: Shoemakers also. The craftsmen who could work on the eve of Passover were all specialists whose ministrations would enable others to celebrate the holiday properly, a point Casaubon never took on board. Passages like this—and there are others—suggest that his vaunted command of Hebrew and Jewish sources sometimes had as much to do with rhetoric as with substance. Like many of the Christian scholars who shared his interests, Casaubon drew much of his information from a narrow range of texts, most of them late, and used their quotations from extant earlier sources rather than examining the originals—as he would certainly have done had Greek or Latin texts been involved.\(^2\)

Still, Casaubon clearly saw—as Lively did—that one could not explicate the language of the Gospels without drawing on the rich evidence of the Mishnah and the Talmud. Even in his marginal note, he identified the source of the passage that Kimhi cited, as Kimhi himself did not, writing the abbreviated word “Tal.,” Talmud, beside it in the margin of his copy of Mikhlol. As our next chapter will show, moreover, he discussed this and other passages from the Talmud with a live informant, a Jewish one, as he polished the draft of his attack on Baronio. The debate about the date of the Crucifixion seemed grimly technical to Lancelot Andrewes and even, at times, to Casaubon himself. To one who came to the Gospels as he did, however, it provided a natural occasion for elaborating what amounted to a new approach to the New Testament and to early Christianity.

\(^2\) Any modern Jew must wonder why none of these learned men ever asked a Jew or a convert what the preparation for Passover actually requires (removing \textit{hamets}, or leavened products, from the house, for a start). A simple answer would have spared everyone much exhausting study of texts with little relevance to the question at hand.
The Teller and the Tale

What Casaubon Learned from Jews

One of the passages in which Casaubon disputed Baronio’s scholarly credentials is especially revealing. Baronio suggested in the *Annales* that Jesus had used the Greek word *Apostolos* to refer to his disciples.¹ Like the Catholic painters and sculptors of his day, the cardinal consistently tried to show that Jesus and his followers had already formed a recognizable, Catholic church—one that closely resembled the post-Tridentine Ecclesia Triumphans in language, liturgy, and customs as well as doctrine.² Christian authorities, moreover, had his trust, even when he reconstructed a Jewish practice. In this case he followed Epiphanius and Eusebius, who seemed to say that Jews had used the term.³ Like most Protestants, Casaubon insisted that a great distance separated the world of Jesus and his followers from his

¹. Baronio 1593–1607, I, 112–113: “Ascendens deinde in montem ut oraret, elegit mox duodecim ex discipulis, ut mitteret eos ad praedicandum; quibus et dedit potestatem curandi morbos, et eiciendi daemonia; eosque Apostolos nominavit. Visitatum nomen fuit apud Hebraeos, ut Apostolos illos nominarent, qui assidue versarentur cum summo sacerdote consulendi gratia, qui et ad ipsum referrent ea quae sunt in lege; quos etiam ipse sibi legare consuevisset ad componendos optimos mores sacerdotum, ipsas synagogas inspiciendas, pravos mores corrigendos, atque ipsos denique ministros, qui non secundum legem vixisissent, in ordinem redigendos; ut ex his colligitur quae Epiphanius de Iosepho apud Ludaeos Apostolo, agens contra Ebionaeos, conscribit. Perseveravit eadem functio ordinis apud eosdem etiam ad tempora Arcadij et Honorij Impp. in quorum rescripto de ijsdem habetur mentio, quod mittentur ab eorum Patriarcha certo tempore ad exigendum aurum et argentum a singulis synagogis, exactamque summam ad eundem reportarent.”

². On the scholarship of Baronio and his colleagues and followers and its rich connections to the larger world of the Counter-Reformation—subjects to which we cannot do justice here—see the classic works of Cochrane 1981 and Ditchfield 1995. In recent years the historiography of this area has expanded with vertiginous speed; see, e.g., Le Gall 2007; Herklotz 2008; Vélez 2008; Olds 2009; and Sawilla 2009.

own day. Unlike most of his coreligionists, however, he imagined Jesus and his followers not only as far holier than modern Christians in their worship and conduct, but also as very different in other crucial respects. Most of the first Christians, he argued, had been Jews, and had retained many Jewish customs long since abandoned by Christianity.

It was certain, Casaubon informed his readers, that Jesus had spoken Aramaic. He “called his 12 disciplines Shelihin, in Aramaic. The Evangelists, who wrote in Greek, called them apostles.” Maimonides and other Jewish writers regularly used the term Shelih (properly Shaliah) when describing Jewish rituals: “In the descriptions of their rites there is mentioned the Shelih Tzibbur, or apostle of the synagogue, as in the Yad of Maimonides, Tractate Tahanioth, book three, chapter four.” In fact, Casaubon noted, Jews still used the term: “Nowadays, too, synagogues have their own Shelihim, whom they appoint as cantors, who pray to God on behalf of the congregation as a whole.” On this point, Casaubon emphasized, he did not rely only on books, but also had a human source for his information: “For that is how Jews answered us when we asked about the duties of the Schelichim.” Baronio, Casaubon clearly implied, not only failed to match his mastery of Jewish texts, but also lacked his access to Jewish informants. Therefore he deserved no credence.4 As we have seen, Casaubon repeatedly exaggerated his mastery of Jewish texts.5 But he did not wholly exaggerate when he claimed that he had found his way to living sources of Jewish tradition. In this case, he may well have learned what he wrote from the Jews of the Frankfurt synagogue.


5. Casaubon noted in his copy of the Hebrew text of the Gospel of Matthew (BL 01901.a.14) that the term shelihim was used there for the Apostles. He wrote in the margin of 37, at Matt. 10:2: “XII apost.”
which he visited in 1590.6 At other times as well, as we will see, he came closer to living sources of Jewish tradition.

A generous, supremely articulate man, Ca saubon had great gifts for scholarly friendship, which was very close to his heart.7 His circle of friends and close acquaintances included prickly, polymathic correspondents whom he never met, like Scaliger, as well as a wide range of scholars, churchmen, and courtiers with whom he exchanged formal visits and conversed on theology and philology. Though almost entirely Christian, this circle included two men born as Jews. One of them, a convert with whom Ca saubon exchanged warm letters, in Hebrew, piqued his interest, although little came of their connection in the end. The other, who lived with Ca saubon for a month, endured dramatic and painful experiences in which Ca saubon himself played no small part. He also offered Ca saubon information vital to his scholarship. The stories of Ca saubon and these two Jews show more vividly than textual analysis can how much he knew and how hard he thought about Judaism. They also suggest that he could be surprisingly open to individual Jews, but at the same time they confirm that his openness to Judaism as a larger world had certain limits.

Julius Conradus Otto: Ca saubon Corresponds with a Convert

Early in 1606 Isaac Ca saubon received a letter in Hebrew from Julius Conra-
dus Otto (1562–?), a convert and extraordinary professor of Hebrew, Syriac, and Aramaic at the Altdorf Academy—the institution that offered the patri-
cians of Nuremberg, which had no university, a sophisticated humanistic education for their sons in the decades before and after 1600.8 Otto, a scion of the distinguished Margolioth family (his original name had been Naph-

---

6. Ca saubon 1709, 623: "Nam adhuc in Judaecorum Synagogis manet mos ab Esdra institutus, ut ejus-
dem periochae lectio fiat duplex: Hebraice primum, deinde Chaldaice, quod nos Francofurdi ante ali-
quot annos viderimus diligentem observatunm."

7. Cf. Ca saubon's meditation on the earlier friendship of Philipp Melanchthon and Joachim Came-
rarius, Bod MS Ca saubon 25, 116 recto: "Inter felicia amicorum exempla non dubitaverim ponere par-
amicorum nobile Ph. Melanchthonem et Joachimum Camerarium: qui in studiis, inque rebus religionis
mirifice congruentes, amoris mutui fructum perceperunt quam diutiss. ut est vita hominiun. et
postquam morte Philippus usus amicitiae est sublatus, nihil praetermisit Camer. quo de memoria amici
fato functi bene meretur. Haece vera est amicitia, quae est inter idem sentientes, quae longo usu fir-
matur, quæ ne morte quidem dissolvitur." For Ca saubon's thoughts on Melanchthon's friendship with
Camerarius see ibid., 121 verso.

8. See in general Stopp 1974 and Mährle 2000. Other letters in Hebrew received by Ca saubon in-
clude those of Johannes Drusius the younger (BL MS Burney 365, 275 recto) and, more surprisingly, one
of the doctors of the Ambrosiana Library and eminent historian of Milan, Giuseppe Ripamonti (BL MS
Burney 365, 272 recto, this last in a rather incomprehensible Hebrew). See discussion by Galbiati 1956.
On Drusius as Hebrew correspondent see Fuks 1969.
thali Margolioth), came from Vienna. The Altdorf authorities had appointed him in 1603 to teach Hebrew, as an experiment. After a salutation in somewhat garbled Syriac, Otto’s letter devolved into a flurry of conventional phrases and compliments, devoid of precise information about himself but replete with misinformation about Casaubon.10

May the honorable scholar enjoy health and peace. Verily, I have initiated this discourse; yet I beseech my lord not to suspect me of being willful, nor let my lord say, “Who asked anything of you, and who appointed you as a spokesman in a place to which you were not invited?” Rather, with abounding love and in great humility I have come knocking on the door of my lord to see where you graze and where you make your flock to rest [Song of Songs 1:7]. For I heard about you, my lord, and rejoiced as one rejoices in the harvest [Isaiah 9:2]. I give thanks to God, who has enabled you to scale the highest peaks of wisdom [Deuteronomy 32:13] in order to disseminate Torah, and the holy tongue in particular.12 Blessed be the Lord, who has shown you wonderful kindness [Psalm 31:22]. May He not cease to extend His kindness to you. Furthermore, my lord, I have heard that you are ready [literally, hand stretched out] to disseminate13 works written in the holy tongue, and specifically the works of the rabbis, for the greater good. May the Lord be a help and support for you.

This blizzard of stock phrases—with its natural, but incorrect, assumptions that its recipient must be a professor and a specialized teacher of Hebrew—might have bewildered a lesser man than Casaubon. And what followed might have astonished an ordinary Christian scholar even more. For Otto

9. Mährle 2000, 267–269, esp. 267: “uf ein versuchen.” Casaubon was not the only Christian scholar whom Otto contacted. A letter from a “learned rabbi” to Buxtorf, quoted and partly translated by Prijs 1964, seems to be from Otto. See also Ioannes Moltherus’ 1603 letter to Buxtorf, Universitätsbibliothek Basel, MS G 1 60, 214 recto: “Scripsit ad me superioribus mensibus ex Academia Julia doctus quidam Iudeaeus ad Christianismum conversus, consulens de quibusdam testimonijs, quibus adversus Iudeos usus sum: quem hortatus sum, ut Hebraice in Iudeaeos scriberet, quod viderent eum eximia Styli Hebraei facultate pollere. Vocatur Christianus Gerson.” Despite the difference in names, this seems to be Otto.

10. The Syriac salutation, in Serto characters, appears to say “Strength and grace from my God of wisdom to a great man.” We are grateful to Sebastian Brock for helping us to decipher the Syriac headings in the letters discussed here.

11. A formula based on Job 33:2.

12. The word beferat, “in particular,” has not been understood by the Latin translator (see below).

13. The use of the hiphil conjugation for the verb prsh is inexplicable.
It is your wish to know the titles of the Hebrew works that I own. You should know that those books which are in my possession are described in this letter, which has been inserted within this document. At this time I should also inform you about a product of my own hands, the book that is called Sefer haKabbalah in the Holy Tongue. Whoever sets eyes on it will say that nothing like it has ever been seen in all our generations. Indeed, it will appear amazing to all those who see it, for in it are revealed the mysteries of the godhead. I declare that in my opinion this book should be published and the secret mysteries of the wisdom of the Kabbalah, which are more pleasant than gold and precious gems and sweeter than honey and the drippings of the honeycomb, should be brought to light. I shall see to it that they are set in type so that their fountains will spread abroad in order that the many may profit therefrom. I therefore pray that it could be published in your press that is situated in the famous and wonderful city [Paris]. Should my lord desire to speak to the owner of the press in the city of Paris, and should you decide to publish this book and reward me for my labor with an adequate payment, you would establish the ties of friendship with me. Rejoicing in your letter I would then send you two or three pages of this book. This suffices for now.

Your servant

5 December

Julius Conradus Otto, professor of Hebrew at Altdorf

---

15. He uses an inexplicable date, פַּחַת הָיֶשׁ.
16. BL MS Burney 365, 270 (257) recto; there is a Latin translation, apparently done for Georges Babou de la Bourdaisière, on whom see ibid., 269 recto: "Gratia et misericordia a Deo meo (cuius est sapientia) viro Magno; Ac dignitati gloriae religionis (vel dispositionis) tuae vita et pax. Ecce aperui os meum, loquere lingua mea cum palato [marginal note: Syre, risu] meo. Obsecro Dominum meum ne reputet me tanquam temerarium, neque dicat Dominus meus, quis petiit a te, aut quis constituit te virum verborum (id est iussit te loqui in loco cui non invitatui fuisti). Veruntamen prae multitudine amoris, inque humilitate magna veni ad pulsandum hostium domicilii Domini mei, ad videndum ubi pasces, ubi cubes. Cum audivi nomen tuum Domine mj gavisus sum quasi gaudio in messem, egisque gratias potenti Deo, qui insedere fecit te super excelsa sapientiae ad cubare faciendum legem (id est Gymnasii praesidem) et praesertim (lectorum) linguae sanctae; benedictus sit Dominus qui mirificavit naturam suam tibi, et benignitatem suam a te non prohibet et amplius Domine mi audivj quod est
A fragment of Otto’s work on the Kabbalah survives, copied out by Casaubon in one of his Hebrew grammars.\textsuperscript{17} Apparently the book described non-standard Hebrew alphabets, their letters supposedly even more charged than the normal characters with mystical meaning—rather like the magical and mystical alphabets that Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa had included in his \textit{De occulta philosophia} of 1533.

Casaubon was not an enthusiast about promises of magical power or paeans to the mystical secrets of ancient Near Eastern languages. He had already decided that the dialogues of Hermes Trismegistus, with all their claims for the profundity of the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, were forged—an argument that he would make public, at great length, in his attack on Baronio.\textsuperscript{18} And he dismissed as absurdities the methods of exegesis, based on Jewish precedents, that involved substitutions of letters and numbers. Reuchlin and other Christian Hebraists had claimed that gematria and related techniques could yield the names of angels and even the secret names of God. Casaubon rejected these practices with contempt: “The Hebrew masters often not only waste their time, but actually make fools of themselves as they seek out the mysteries of holy letters.”\textsuperscript{19} Yet Otto’s letter fascinated him. He showed it to Georges Babou de la Bourdaisière, Comte de...
Figure 5.1. Letter from Julius Conradus Otto to Casaubon, 1605. British Library MS Burney 365, 270 (257) recto.
Sagonne, an erudite aristocrat and counselor to Henri IV, who had it translated into Latin and expressed enthusiastic interest in Otto’s kabbalistic book. He also took the time to reply, in a Hebrew as allusive, if not as natural, as his correspondent’s. And he, too, played the orientalist, prefacing the letter with a series of salutations in Arabic and Syriac and concluding it with

20. On Georges Babou de la Bourdaisière (1531–1607) see the article by A. Martin in *Dictionnaire de Biographie Française*. Casaubon said that Babou had Otto’s first letter translated into Latin, and in the note that he entered on the leaf he preserves the translation, BL MS Burney 365, 269 recto: “Vir illustris D. de la Bourdaisiere, cum Hebraei hominis epistolam videre optasset, mox a se versam Latine in hac charta transmisit: usus opera Scoti viri doctissimi quem secum habebat.” The learned Scot was James
the word “Amen” in Ethiopic characters. Casaubon made clear that he was neither head of a school nor a teacher of Hebrew, but a humanist whose chief interest lay in making the Greek and Latin classics useful in his own time—in particular, in providing a new and accurate Latin translation of the Greek historian Polybius, whose expert understanding of warfare he thought vital for his contemporaries.

Blessed be my lord, who, being mindful of me, has written to me and not cast me aside. Indeed I was overjoyed by your letter. You should, however, realize that I have not set myself the task nor committed myself to the dissemination of works written in the holy tongue; I am not an expert in Torah, nor do I scale the highest peaks of wisdom as my lord thinks. For few and evil have been the years of my life. Yet I have happened upon goodness, and blessedness has fallen to my lot, for the Lord is my share and portion [Psalm 16:6]. Until now I have been absorbed in gaining proficiency in various disciplines and acquainting myself with languages, and I am intending to write some books. In your letter you informed me about Sefer haKabbalah, but I was not the only recipient of your news. For I showed it to the great nobles of France, and in particular to the sieur de Labrousseière, the chevalier of two legions of the king, may the Lord keep him, conseiller d'état, capitaine des cent gentilshommes de

---

21. The Arabic salutation, appropriate to a convert, reads: “The Lord answers your call on a day of misfortune. The name of the Lord of Jacob gives you victory. God sends you help from His divinity and from His awesome majesty in order to seal a covenant with you.” We are grateful to Alastair Hamilton for his advice and to Arnoud Vrolijk, who suggested this rendering. Strangely, the Syriac has one line in Serto characters and the other in Estrangela, with which Casaubon was less familiar. For Casaubon’s Arabic studies at this time see Appendix 1 below and Hamilton 2009.

22. For the Renaissance rediscovery of Polybius as an authority on military affairs see Momigliano 1974; for Casaubon’s work on Polybius see Casaubon 1999 and Parenty 2009.


24. Like Otto, Casaubon uses שלש ימים.
Casaubon, in short, not only did not reject Otto’s offer of kabbalistic secrets, but responded to it with considerable enthusiasm, even as he tried to clarify his own position in the world and the nature of his own scholarly enterprise.

It is not hard to explain why Otto received so kind an answer. Casaubon had in fact encouraged him to open a correspondence. As early as September 1601, he had written to a friend at Altdorf, the Italian émigré jurist Scipione Gentili, expressing his interest in what Gentili had evidently told him about a Jewish scholar—possibly Otto—and his own wish to become a better Hebraist: “What you wrote about your Jew was very pleasing to me. I wish we were together. I would play his student, and in such a way that I might be able to do something for him as well. I love Hebrew letters, but the
Figure 5.3. Letter from Casaubon to Julius Conradus Otto, 1606. British Library MS Burney 365, 271 (258) recto.
level of my progress in the field makes me ashamed.”

He also noted his puzzlement at the format of what was apparently a specimen of a dictionary planned by Otto. The empty sheets between testimonia struck him as likely to yield an unnecessarily expensive end product.

In the winter of 1605, the Frankfurt Book Fair catalogue announced that Otto was publishing a “dictionary to help in understanding the rabbis.” Casaubon put this information together with Gentili’s descriptions of the new professor at Altdorf. His head filled with hopes for a major program of rabbinical publication aimed at Christian scholars, he wrote ardently to Gentili:

"Your letter informed me that there is a converted Jew there who has set out to publish the books of the rabbis. Your news came to me as a blessing, my Gentili. When I read in the Frankfurt catalogue about the book that he has announced, and could find no one who had seen the book or knew anything about it, I was in a dreadful state of torment. For that book is such that I could not wish for anything more, or enjoy anything more, than to read it. I beg you, by all the Muses, to urge him, using my words, to publish as soon as possible whatever he has of that master whom they call Our Rabbi Hakadosh. Then I would like to see it followed by the Bahir of R. Nechonija, the son of Hakkana, and the More Nebukim of the incomparable Maimonides . . . In my view publication of authors like these would be an extraordinary help to the study of letters."

Casaubon also wrote to another friend at Altdorf, the jurist and humanist Conrad Rittershusius, asking for information about the professor of Hebrew. Rittershusius passed this letter along to Gentili, who warned Casau-
bon in April 1605 that his expectations were exaggerated: “How much he has achieved in these two works, or can in his others, I don’t know. Given that he is quite ignorant of Greek and Latin letters and learning, I am sorry that the letter I wrote you long ago excited such great expectations. I fear that a sight of the books will serve to diminish that.”

In another letter a year later, Gentili tried even harder to dampen Casaubon’s considerable enthusiasm, which had evidently found expression in other communications that do not survive:

To tell you the truth, I do not know what of significance he can achieve, since he is so ignorant of Latin that he can barely read it or scrawl it. He uses the help of two students—and not the best ones—for translation. I am sorry that I made your mouth water with my letter, and fear that he will scarcely live up to your expectations. The man is completely ignorant of our learning and all the writings that Christians have published in this sort of interpretation, and takes his own works as marvelous.

Evidently Casaubon had asked for Otto’s help in obtaining rabbinical texts, and here, too, Gentili felt obliged to warn his friend not to hope for too much: “At Frankfurt he bought those rabbinical commentaries through what he calls an amazing trick; but they are not manuscripts, but printed, I think, at Venice.” Gentili also enclosed a “little sheet” from Otto—presumably his first Hebrew letter to Casaubon—and the introduction to the rabbinical dictionary—evidently the only part of it to be printed.

33. Gentili to Casaubon, 20 April 1605, BL MS Burney 364, 126 recto: “Heri misit mihi literas tuas ad se scriptas coll. meus Rittershusius, in quibus mihi adscripta salus iucundissima fuit, sed eadem indicat, perijisse forte literas meas, quas non ita pridem ad te dederam, Doctorique Remo, id petenti, commiseram. Erant autem pleraque scriptae de Hebraeo illo nostro Professore, a quo et Titulum operis impressum misi, id est Dictionarij ad Rabinos praecipue intelligendos, ut videtur, elaborati: sicut et Grammatica, quae his nundinis prodigj, sed quid in utroque opere ille praestiterit, aut praestare in caeteris possit, ignoror: nisi quod cum et linguae latinae ac graecae omnisque doctrinae sit ignarus, doleo me tantam expectationem meis literis ad te olim scriptis concitavisse: quam vereor, ut minuat adspectus librorum.” The lost letter to which Gentili refers is not in the Burney MS.

34. Gentili to Casaubon, 23 February 1606, BL MS Burney 364, 127 recto: “Mandatum illud de libris Rabbinorum mihi curae fuit sed non licuit citius per absentiam professoris nostri Hebraei. Is reversus dedit mihi hanc schedulam, quam ad te mitterem, unaque principium Dictionarij sui, quod iam sub praelio est. Vt vere dicam, nescio quid praestare magnum possit, cum plane rudis sit linguae latinae, vix ut legere eam et pingere possit. Vitium duorum studiosorum, neque eorum doctissimorum, in interpretando opera. Doleo commotam tibi salivam literis meis: vereor enim, ne ulla ex parte respondeat expectationi tuae. Homo eruditionis omnis nostrae imperitus et scriptorum, quae a Christianis in hoc genere interpretandi edita sunt, omnia sua pro praecclariis accipit. Emit Francofurti commentarios istos Rabbinorum mira techna, ut dicit: neque scripti manu sunt, sed impressi, opinor, Venetiis. His nundinis nihil eorum proditurum dicebat, sed Autumnalibus.”
Casaubon took less interest in Otto’s reported failings as a Latinist than in his demonstrated mastery of Hebrew, and brushed these warnings aside. In March 1606 he told Gentili that he had found Otto’s letters “delightful.” In fact, he hoped that the conversion of such a man might benefit the entire Republic of Letters. It was with this reply to Gentili that Casaubon enclosed what he described as his “very rough” Hebrew letter to Otto, “not to show off my learning but to declare my friendship.”

Casaubon meant what he said. In August, Otto wrote again. This time he offered Casaubon another project, one very different from his proposed book on the secrets of the Kabbalah. Now he wanted to revise the polyglot New Testament, including a Hebrew version of the entire work, which the Leipzig professor Elias Hutter had published in 1599:

My lord and master, do not be surprised that I am now circulating yet another letter. As you know I had already written to my honorable doctor about certain matters. But please accept this one, too. Do not withdraw your hand from this [letter], my beloved lord. You should know that previously the book called Berit hadashah [New Testament] in the Holy Tongue was published in the city of Nuremberg by the author Elias Hutter, and its cost was defrayed by the worthy lord and distinguished Hieronymus Keller [Kähler]. The book was printed in twelve languages, as you can see with your own eyes. One of the languages [in which it is written] is the Holy Tongue, for he translated the New Testament from Greek into the Holy Tongue. Since the Hebrew [text] is not altogether correct, it serves no useful purpose for those who love the Holy Tongue. It has therefore been removed; the book does not sell, and the above-

---

35. Casaubon to Gentili, 29 March 1606, Casaubon 1709, 263: “Et literae tuae gratissimae mihi fuerunt, ut semper, clarissimae Scipio; et illae quoque jucundissimae, quas a Conrado Ottone, viro eruditissimo, mihi misisti. Spero utilem Ecclesiae Dei et Reipublicae literariae hominis tam ad veritatem a Christianismum. Atque utinam ita vivere vemos nos veteres Christianiani, ut probitas nostra miseram gentem ad expetendum veritatis notitiam alliceret! Huic certe viro optimo [e scriptis videor cognoscere] opto laeta omnia, ut quae orsus est ad illustrationem earum literarum, ad umbilicum brevi possit perdurere. Scripsi ad illum sane quam παρμιστας, non ostendandae eruditioni, sed benevolentiae declarandi. Eas literas tibi mitto, teque oro, ut de meo erga ipsum animo proixe omnia polliceris, quae ab homine tanto intervallo terrarum separato potest exspectare.”


37. Casaubon’s Latin translation, given below in note 42, shows that he realized that this is an honorific title, but it is not clear whether he really knew which words the Hebrew letters stand for.

mentioned lord Hieronymus Keller has been unable to cover the cost and has incurred financial loss. Consequently, certain scholars decided to translate that book and to compensate for its deficiencies for the sake of the greater good. They also thought of asking me to translate it. I took into account the usefulness of the book and the losses incurred by lord Keller, who is a wise, intelligent, decent, and upright man. All that he does is for the sake of the glory of the blessed Lord and for the benefit of His creation. Therefore I took pity on him and decided to comply with their idea. So I am the translator, and I will ensure that my Hebrew rendering, being accurate and without deficiencies, will be on a par with the other eleven39 languages, as is proper. So I decided to write to my lord and to request my lord to show this letter to my lord the distinguished George Babon [Babou] de Labrouzière. Thus for the sake of the honor of the blessed Lord and that of His creation the noblemen will make every effort to sell copies of the book in your own province and domain. For I know and have been told that many French noblemen love the Holy Tongue and have expert knowledge and understanding of it. So magnify the Lord with me, and let us exalt His name together [Ps. 34:3]. If you do this, you will undoubtedly shine forth with the radiance of the firmament and the stars of heaven for eternity. I entreat you, my lord, to respond both to this letter and to the previous one. Please do not send me away empty-handed. May the blessed Lord be with you and grant peace to us and to you, Amen

Your friend and servant, the humble and lowly Julius Conradus Otto, teacher of the Holy Tongue in the Academy of Altdorf

I wrote this on Monday, 28 August [\textsuperscript{728}]40

I also wrote to the worthy lord Jacques Bongars about this.41

The evidence suggests that Casaubon took Otto's new proposal very seriously indeed. He took the time to translate Otto's letter into Latin.42

39. Casaubon corrects the text silently to read "eleven."
40. In this letter, too, the Hebrew date does not make sense.
41. BL MS Burney 367, 82 recto.
42. BL MS Burney 365, 276 (263) recto: "Domine mi doctor mi ne mireris super revolutione manus meae, postquam scripsi ad celsitudinem gloriosam laudis tuae, de parte harum rerum, ut scis: sed apprehende etiam hoc: et in hoc ne cesset manus tua. dilecte domine mi scito, quod antea editus est liber qui vocatur in lingua Sta \textsuperscript{728} \textit{הברית} in urbe Noriber. auctore Elia Hutero, sumtibus domini \textit{toί} kleízom\textsuperscript{728}e\textsuperscript{728}n magnifici Hieronymus Kerler. Atque iste liber editus est in XII. linguis, ut videbunt oculi tui recte. estque [Read atque?] una e linguis illis est lingua sancta, quia translatum est N. T. e lingua
Only a few days after Otto wrote, Babou took a measure that shows how much hope he reposed in Otto. In an exuberant, even phosphorescent, official letter he begged Otto to come to Paris and teach the holy language, as a royal professor. “I have read many of your excellent and erudite essays,” he wrote, “and they recalled to my mind that truest of true prophecies: [and say, surely this great people is a wise and understanding people; Deut. 4:6]. For from all other peoples, you will find one who rivals a Jew in wisdom and intelligence to be rarer than a white raven or phoenix.”


Figure 5.4. Letter from Julius Conradus Otto to Casaubon, 1606. British Library MS Burney 367, 82 recto.
Otto replied at eloquent length. Again he urged the potential value of Hutter’s polyglot New Testament:

Greetings to those far and near.

I shall mention the Lord’s kindness on account of the great goodness He has extended to us. His righteousness prevails like the powerful mountains [Ps. 36:7], for He is our Messiah and redeemer. Lift your eyes on high and reflect deeply. Has He not given us a mind to enable us to explore and discover how the heavenly bounty shows us which direction to take? With the Lord we shall ascend on the path that leads heavenward; we shall be implanted in a place of holiness and purity. There we can take delight and pleasure in the higher resplendence and glory, reside in the highest realm, and dwell in the first dominion. Therefore, my lord and master, you who are wise and magnificent, a priceless jewel, incline your ear and listen to my riddle and give ear to the words of my mouth. I wrote previously to your honor and to the worthy, distinguished, and honorable George Babon [Babou] de la Bourdaisière, my lord, on this matter. It concerns the book that is called Berit hadashah [New Testament] in the Holy Tongue and Neue Testament in German. Elias Hutter translated it from Greek into the Holy Tongue to the best of his ability. If you happen to find errors and untenable mistakes in this work, you should nevertheless realize and declare that “there is no just person on earth who does good and does not sin” [Ecclesiastes 7:20]. As for my humble self, I have translated each part in its correct place, as you will rightly see for yourselves. Thus its fountains may spring forth into your streets as streams of living water, honeysuckle, pleas-

spectat, et expectat. cuius eximiae eruditionis fama omnium pervenit ad aures, quaque percussus est ipse Galliarum Rex, eaque in animum verissimum illud veritatis vaticinium revocarunt: quem mihi idem vehementer desideranti imperavit ipse haut parva, nec pauca pol-licens, ut te litteris certiorem facerem, quod quidem hisce factum velim. Plurimas praecellas ac pereru-ditas lucubrationes tuas perlegi, quae mihi in animum verissimum illud veritatis vaticinium revocarunt: quae mihi idem vehementer desideranti imperavit ipse haut parva, nec pauca pol-


spectat, et expectat. cuius eximiae eruditionis fama omnium pervenit ad aures, quaque percussus est ipse Galliarum Rex, eaque in animum verissimum illud veritatis vaticinium revocarunt: quem mihi idem vehementer desideranti imperavit ipse haut parva, nec pauca pol-

45. Otto uses the Aramaic form of the popular expression.
The Teller and the Tale

The teller and the tale

ant words, balm for the soul, and healing for the bones. For I know that you are worthy leaders, honored princes. Your reputation extends throughout the world, and particularly in your own environs. So you, the seed of the blessed Lord, do not withdraw your hands. It is time to acquire, for the day is short and the work is onerous and the worthy lord Hieronymus Keller, who funded the work, has incurred losses; but by means of your plans, a buyer may present himself.46

Your servant—I have written this in very great haste,
15 December 1606
Julius Conrad Otto, Professor of the Hebrew language in Altdorf

May all those who care for my welfare plead my cause; especially the great worthy and splendid George Babon de la Bourdaisière should also read this letter.

[On obverse (in Hebrew)]
Again I would inform my learned teacher that the wise Scipio Gentilus [sic] spoke to the nobles of Nuremberg with regard to my fee. You, too, my distinguished teacher, also wrote to him, and as a result of his intervention and your justifiably good word on my behalf, I received a good fee. So may you and all Christians [Meshihim] be granted peace and life.

Isac Causabon [sic]48

Just at this promising point, with Otto and Causabon in active contact, the story breaks off. For unknown reasons, Otto abandoned his wife, his debts, and his position in Altdorf in December 1607.49 According to a persistent report, he also left the Christian faith. At all events, he never reached Paris or published the series of rabbinical works that Causabon so eagerly hoped he might make accessible to Christian scholars.

Gentili's pessimistic estimate of Otto's scholarly potential was probably

46. There appears to be an abbreviation in relation to the date, but again the reference is not clear.
47. This last phrase is in Latin.
48. BL Ms Burney 365, 274 (262) recto. The address on the obverse reads, in Hebrew: “To the worthy and distinguished, pure upright true and wise lord, a shining light, a great man, the noble and princely master and teacher Isaac Causabon. May His rock and redeemer protect him. To the city of Paris.” Otto added the ban in mnemonic form attributed to Rabbenu Gershom against other people’s opening the letter. Buxtorf gives the mnemonic with explanation in his Institutio epistolaris Hebraica (Buxtorf 1610, 59).
Figure 5.5. Obverse of letter from Julius Conradus Otto to Casaubon, December 1606. British Library MS Burney 365, 274 (262) recto.
Figure 5.6. Letter from Julius Conradus Otto to Casaubon, December 1606. British Library MS Burney 365, 274 verso.
more accurate than Casaubon’s optimistic view from afar. Evidently Otto was a competent Hebrew teacher: Daniel Schwenter, one of his pupils, wrote a poem in Hebrew for the front matter of one of his books and succeeded him in his chair. But Otto’s publications were no more impressive than Gentili suggested. His Hebrew grammar, though described on its title page as “handled methodically in the manner of the rabbis,” was conventional. His rabbinical dictionary never reached completion. And his *Gali razia* (Revealer of Secrets) of 1605, a detailed scrapbook of rabbinical passages in Hebrew and Latin that supposedly supported the divinity of Jesus, the doctrine of the Trinity, and other Christian doctrines, was basically compiled from an early sixteenth-century compendium of rabbinic aggadah, the *Ein Ya’akov* of Jacob ibn Habib—although Otto accompanied the main anthology of proof-texts pulled from context with a useful chronology of Jewish writers to which he added entries down to his own time. Nothing in *Gali razia* or in Otto’s other writing suggests that he could have lived up to Casaubon’s expectations. Otto’s career seems to have continued for a long time after his correspondence with Casaubon came to an end. A decade and a half after Otto contacted Casaubon, he was still active in both Christian and Jewish circles, still of indeterminate religious identity, and still infuriating those who relied on him. According to Johann Buxtorf, who gathered gossip about Otto from Jewish as well as Christian sources, he set himself up as a teacher in Bremen and elsewhere and fooled many students. Unfortunately, Buxtorf gives no further details, but he does make clear that Otto lived longer than scholars have realized, and that his later career bore out not Casaubon’s hopes, but Gentili’s warnings.

50. Ibid., 268–271. 
51. Otto 1605b. 
52. In a note at the end of the preface, Otto states that the page numbers in his references to the tractates of the Talmud refer to Jacob ibn Habib’s work (1605a): “Quicquid in margine huius operis de Rabbinis dicitur, illud omne in libro יא’אקב אין כולם תלמוד כתוב, מונעולייט.” The references indicate that Otto used the 1600 Kraków edition. 
54. Buxtorf to Waser, 3 February 1619, Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS F 167, 46 recto: “Es ist zu Sultz, ein tagreise von hinnen, ein Jud welchen die andere Juden uberaus rhümen von grosser geschickligkeit und wissenschaft, und wie er die Christen an vielen Orten mit diskuteran überwunden hab. Sol etwas Latin konnen und weiss vil von der Christen Religion thun und lassen zu sagen. Daher mir von meinem Judischen mit Corrector allie, in ein Ohr vertrawet worden, als wen man denselben im argwohn halte, es seye der, welcher sich bei uns hat tauffen lassen. Deswegen bete Ich, Ihr wölten mir deselbenen etwas beschreiben, so wil Ich nachforschen, ob er dem worigen gleichförmig seije. Ich möchte auch wol wissen, ob er sich bei uns nicht vermercken lassen, dass er meiner durch Schreiben oder Briffes etwas kund schafft hab, oder Ich einmalh an ihn geschriften hab, dessen sich dieser Jud zu Sultz daselbs berhümët, und meine briffes herfur gezeigt dass auch meine hand von anderen Juden seye erkennet worden. Von diesem also, so is er kein anderer, als der Julius Conradus Otto, getaufturer Jud, so vor etlich Jahren
For all its gaps and despite its dim ending, the story reveals much about Casaubon. It makes clear his passion for Jewish literature—including the works of medieval and later rabbis. It demonstrates his respect and sympathy for an individual Jew—admittedly one who had converted. Above all, it proves that he could read and translate letters in contemporary Hebrew, and even answer one of them in correct if sometimes awkward Hebrew of his own. Although Casaubon’s contact with Otto proved abortive, it could not have taken place at all if he had not made himself a Hebraist more adept than many of those who taught the language for a living in Christian universities.

Jacob Barnet: Casaubon Confronts a Jewish Scholar

Only a few years after Casaubon’s negotiations with Otto collapsed, he found himself engaged in a second encounter with a living Jew, Jacob Barnet—an encounter more direct, more provocative, and more productive than the first. This meeting of minds and interests left traces in more than one passage of the Exercitationes, and the signs of it in Casaubon’s notebooks are in some ways even more impressive. In 1613, as Casaubon prepared the final version of his critique of Baronio, he visited Oxford under the kindly if fussy guidance of Henry Savile. Far more than the Paris where Casaubon had spent the years 1600–1610, London, Cambridge, and Oxford were nurseries of serious, if limited, Hebraic scholarship. At Oxford he discussed Hebrew questions with Richard Kilbye, rector of Lincoln, professor of Hebrew, and author of a detailed commentary on Exodus, steeped in material drawn

zu Altorff ist Professor linguae Hebraeae gewesen, und Anno 1605 zu Nurrenberg ein Buch in hebraisch und Teutscher Sprach wider die Juden trucken lassen, וזו גלי Revelator occultorum getituliert. Dieser ist darnach ausgerissen und heimlich davon gezogen, Ich halte auch denselbigen eben fur den, der vor wenig Jahren zu Bremen die studiosos und andere Herrn betrogen hat, und bedunckt mich, eben der selbig auch bei uns [Ms auch] gewesen seyhe. Er hat sich disen winter zu Sultz fur ein Judischen Schulmeister aufgehalten, und sich weder auf künftigen Summer aufs neue verdingt. Es mochte nicht unrhat-sam seyen, disem Buben etwas nachzu forschen.” Otto was still active two years later. See Buxtorf to Waser, Basel, 28 March 1621, ibid., 55 recto: ”Hujus mei epistolii causa est, judaeus ille apud vos ultimo baptizatus. Is nunc Argentinae per aliquot septimanas est, et pro more suo linguas orientales fraudulent vendit. Est inquam ille Julius Conradus, qui Bremae studiosos defraudavit. Quod si idem ille is fuit, qui et vos decept, tunc ille nunc Argentinae est. An de hoc aliquis amicorum ibi monendus, tu noveris. Ego de eo te monere intermittere non potui.”

55. On Barnet see, in addition to the account in Pattison 1892, 367–371, Roth 1950; and Shapiro 1996, 162–164.


57. See the lively and informed review of English Hebraists in this period in Daiches 1941.
from Hebrew biblical commentaries. Their discussions were evidently precise. Kilbye knew he could turn to Casaubon when he wanted to borrow a copy of the Jewish chronological work *Sefer Yuhasin*, which he had never seen.

Casaubon reached Oxford on 18 May. He toured the handsome colleges, met the local good and great, ate rich meals, especially at Magdalen, and evaded efforts to give him an honorary degree. Above all, he admired and worked in the Bodleian Library. What struck him most about Thomas Bodley’s creation was not its ancient codices. As he told a correspondent, perhaps de Thou, the manuscript collection could not bear comparison with the far richer royal one in Paris. But the Bodleian did offer something Casaubon had not seen before: a unique scholarly community, called into being by the library’s distinctive collection of recent literature and refusal to allow borrowing:

The collection of printed books is remarkably large, and will increase every year. For Bodley left a rich annual income to see to that. So long as I was at Oxford, I spent whole days in the library. For the books cannot be taken out, but the library is open to all scholars for seven or eight hours a day. You would always see a goodly number


59. Kilbye to Casaubon, 13 July 1613, BL MS Burney 364, 323 recto: “doctissime vir nunquam vidi יוחסין ספר audio te illum habere, si modo digneris velis illum ad me mittere per mensem, ego illum ad te sartum tectum cum maximis gratiis remitterem.” Note also Casaubon to Erpenius, 13 June 1612, Casaubon 1709, 537, where he mentions that he has seen only two copies of Raphelengius’ *Lexicon*, “unum in manibus Eliensis [Andrewes], alterum Oxonii apud Professorem Hebraeum [Kilbye].”

60. Casaubon wrote more than one brief account of what he saw in Oxford that did not mention his meeting Iacob. In addition to the letter quoted in the text, there is an informative preface to the notes he took in Oxford in Bod MS Casaubon 28, 116 recto: “Σὺν Θεοῖ Excerpta Oxoniensia. Anno 1613, mense Maio cum ἐν Ἑλλάδι ἰτερ ἐν Γαλλία ἱκτῆναι, καὶ τῷν Θεοῦ. Hic primum aedificia collegiorum spectavi omnia: deinde cum doctoribus huius Acad. viris humanitate et doctrina excellentibus notitiam contraxi, sumque familiariter cum praecipuis eorum, praesertim cum D. Abbotio, D. Decano, D. Kilbie, D. Prideaux et aliis primariis viris, versatus. Die Lunae x. Maii, Bodleianam bibliothecam caepi inspicere et libros eius B. tractare. Atque interea, domum reversus, quia libros B. efferre nefas, alios libros lectiavi, imprimis illum qui de adventu Regis in hanc Academiad scriptus est et inscriptur, Rex Platonicus. lectu sane dignissimus, propter admirandam Regis maximi doctrinam et φιλολογίαν, quam eximia hic dedit specimen.”

61. Casaubon 1709, 537, quoted in Casaubon 1850, II, 1229: “Noli cogitare similem hic reperiri librorum MSS. copiam, atque est in Regia: sunt sane et in Anglia MSS. non pauci, sed nihil ad Regias opes.” Russell suggests that the recipient was de Thou.
of scholars greedily enjoying this feast prepared for them, a sight that gave me great pleasure.  

Bodley’s first librarian, Thomas James, saw the library as an arsenal of weapons to be deployed against Catholic scholars in historical and philological controversy. Although his larger enterprises eventually failed, he did succeed, with Bodley’s endowments, in making the library a kind of counterpart to such contemporary centers of collaborative erudition in the Catholic world as the Vatican and the Biblioteca Ambrosiana. Casaubon’s encounters with his Jewish informant—like his conversations with other scholars in Duke Humfrey’s library—formed part of his exposure to this new form of scholarly community. No wonder that after Casaubon returned to London, he told another friend that he had been “buried through my whole stay in the excellent library, which I left with great regret.”

On 23 May Casaubon recorded in his diary: “I spent several hours on Hebrew studies with a Jew, a most learned man, whom I found here.” This was the first of his many meetings with Jacob Barnet. A letter to John Prideaux, written some weeks later, fills in a few details: “From the first time that I happened to meet him, in your lodgings, I recognized from just a few words how expert he was in talmudic learning.” Evidently, then, Casaubon met Barnet at Exeter College, of which Prideaux, soon to become professor of divinity, had been elected rector in 1612. Evidently, too, they found common ground in talmudic studies. It seems certain that their discussions continued. Though Casaubon did not say that his later Hebrew sessions in Oxford involved Barnet, the inference seems reasonable, for henceforth, by his own testimony, he devoted much of his time in Oxford to the reading of Jewish texts.

62. Casaubon 1709, 537–538: “At librorum editorum admirandus est numerus, et qui incrementum quotannis est accepturus: reliquit enim Bodlæus annuos reditus sane luculentos in eam rem. Quamdiu Oxonii fui, totos dies in bibliotheca posui, nam libri efferri non possunt; patet vero bibliotheca omnibus studiosis per horas septem aut octo quotidie. Videres igitur multos semper studiosos paratis illis dapi bus cupide fruentes, quod me non parum delectabat.”


64. Casaubon 1850, II, 981: “Dedimus et plures horas studii Hebraicis cum Judaeo, quem hic invenimus, viro doctissimo.”

65. Casaubon to Prideaux, 23 June 1613, Casaubon 1709, 538: “Jam tum, quando primum apud te mihi contigit ipsum alloqui, ex paucis verbis cognovi, quantum ipse usum in illa Thalmudica doctrina haberet.”

Figure 5.7. Beginning of Casaubon’s notes taken in the Bodleian Library, May 1613. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 28, 116 recto.
On 24 May, while still at Oxford, Casaubon recorded that he had “spent the morning hours on reading the Talmud.” On 25 May, he noted that “today I studied Hebrew and Basil’s Commentary on Isaiah, and I don’t regret it.”

When he left for London—where he began, in early June, to write up his work against Baronio—Barnet came with him. During June Casaubon, now in London, mentioned twice that he had spent substantial amounts of time on Hebrew even as he worked on the Baronio manuscript. It seems likely that these notes record sessions with Barnet. Casaubon’s son Meric tells us that Isaac and Jacob usually conversed during meals, although he does not say what Jacob was willing to eat at Casaubon’s table.

Later we will see that their conversations ranged over many issues; but first, the rest of Barnet’s story. Before long Casaubon decided that he must send Barnet away. “Today,” Casaubon noted on 23 June, “Jacob the Jew, whom I had brought from Oxford, left me. I would not regret this plan if my other projects had left me the time to work with him. But my poverty always obstructs my enterprises.” During these early summer days, Casaubon had come to feel that he could not spend substantial amounts of time working with Jacob if he was also to complete in a timely fashion the work on Baronio that James expected him to write. Apparently he also concluded that he could not afford to keep Jacob with him if they would have little time together for work. So he sent Jacob back to Oxford, armed with nine letters of recommendation to his friends there.

It is not surprising that Barnet won Casaubon over. We have few reports about him, and all of them come from Christian sources—many of which, for reasons that will soon become clear, were biased against him. Nonetheless they suggest that Barnet was very appealing. The first British divine to give him shelter and support was the Cambridge-educated Puritan Andrew Willet. According to Willet’s son-in-law, Peter Smith, in 1610 or a little afterward he spent a month or more disputing with Barnet about “Whether

---


68. Casaubon 1850, II, 987 (7 June 1613): “Hebraica studia hodie nos habuerunt”; 988 (10 June 1613): “Studia fere non inspexi praeter Hebraica.”

69. Meric Casaubon, Pictius, in Casaubon 1709, 103: “Quamdiu una cum Patre fuit, possum ego testari rarissime eos esse collocutos, nisi inter epulas, non quidem quod non multa Pater ab eo se doceri cuperet, sed quia alius tum necessariis occupationibus distinebatur.”


Christ be already come, and whether hee was the same who suffered once upon the crosse, which the Jewes deny. At length, Barnet “confessed his sight was cleared, and the veile was now removed from his eyes.” He agreed to convert. After a visit to Cambridge, he set out for Oxford, equipped by Willet with “letters . . . to commend him to some Professors there, and by these he gains kinde entertainment.” At Oxford, according to a later source, he “read Hebrew to divers young students.”

Smith draws a vivid portrait of Jacob. He notes that Barnet was “borne (as he said) in Italy, and I thinke in Venice,” and that he had a deep mastery of Jewish learning: “He was no stranger in the Old Testament, but most familiarly acquainted with the letter of it, and knew everie Criticism of the Hebrew Dialect.” More remarkable, he spoke Latin fluently enough to make a favorable first impression on Willet, as he later would on Casaubon: “It was his hap to light upon this reverend Doctor, who after a word or two in Latine enterchanged betwixt them, invites him into his house.” Evidently, Barnet was not only learned but charming: “a young man of a comely presence, a smiling countenance, and of gracefull behaviour”—not the terms in which Christians described many Jews in this period. Casaubon added one more detail, this time from the Jew’s own report: Barnet, he told Prideaux, came from a rich and affectionate family.

Yet another source tells us that the English subsidized Barnet for two years. We are not absolutely certain what he did to earn his keep in Oxford. But a letter from Peter Goldman, a young Scot to whom we will return, to Patrick Young, the learned and energetic royal librarian, gives a sense of how eagerly and intensively he worked with the more willing of those “divers young students”: “As boys need the help of a nurse when they learn to walk, so, when I totter, the Jew holds me up; when I fall, he lifts me; when I am running into the wall, he changes my course. To confess the whole truth, he is everything to me. Believe me, this language is harder than I suspected. Some parts of it are impenetrable, and many points require hard work, a fair number of them require intelligence, and a great many require the presence of a teacher.” Clearly, Barnet’s pupils appreciated his goodwill—even if not

73. Clarke 1683, 14.
74. Smith 1634, c recto.
75. Casaubon 1709, 538: “memoria parentum, quos habet sui amantissimos et divites.”
76. Vanini 1615, 66: “quem per 2. annos magnificis impensis aluerunt, ut Christianam religionem amplecteteretur.” On Vanini’s testimony see further below.
77. Bod MS Smith 75, 27: “nam ut pueri cum discunt incedere, nutricum opera indigent, ita me Judaeus nunc nutantem fulcit, nunc lapsum erigit, nunc in parietem impingentem avertit; et ut ingenue fatear, ille mihi omnia est. maior est, mihi crede, in his literis, quam suspicabar, difficultas, nec omnia pervia: multa diligentiam, non paucha ingenium, plurima praeceptorem postulant.”
all of them emerged from his tuition with a strong command of Hebrew or Aramaic.

Casaubon was impressed by Barnet’s expressed desire to convert. He recommended his Jewish friend to every possible patron. Casaubon described Barnet to the king himself, and recommended him to both the Archbishop of Canterbury and Lancelot Andrews, “both of whom showed him great generosity.” The main point Casaubon noted, as they spent their month together and he and Barnet discussed scholarly problems more intensively, was that Barnet was even more expert in the Talmud than he had at first realized. Others confirm this judgment. After Barnet had left Oxford in disgrace, for reasons to which we will return, Kilbye, perhaps the most expert Hebraist in the university, wrote to Casaubon that “it will be a long time before a Jew like him, and with his skills, reaches our shores. If only he had converted to Christianity he could have been of help to many members of the university, so that they could have attained a modest knowledge of rabbinical learning, if not a profound mastery of it. For no one can ever understand the Hebrew masters perfectly on his own, but one must also use the help of a Jew.” Evidently, the most learned Christians saw Barnet as the very model of a learned Jew.

By the time that Barnet returned to Oxford, as Casaubon knew, his fate had become a public issue. He had already promised Willet that he would convert. In 1613 he attracted the attention of the king and the great prelates, who came to see him as a prize catch for the Church of England. Though generally enthusiastic, Casaubon worried. To Prideaux, of whose liking and esteem for “our rabbi” Casaubon felt certain, he described what already


79. Casaubon 1709, 538: “Sed multo magis id sum expertus, quoties mihi per gravissimas occupatones meas licuit cum ipso de illa studiorum meorum parte conferre.”

80. Kilbye to Casaubon, 20 December 1613, BL MS Burney 364, 322 recto: “vix talis ac tam peritus Judaeus propere ad nostra littora appellet, et si modo Christum induisset plurimus in academia opi et adminiculwm fuisse, ut Rabbinorum intelligentia ac scientia saltum leviter tincti, si non plane imbuti essent, nam nemo doctores hebraeorum unquam perfecte intelligere potest proprio marte ac studio, qui non ultra Judaei alicuius opera usus sit.”
seemed to him an awkward situation: “The most serene King and the most illustrious Archbishop are very committed to our rabbi’s becoming a Christian.” Casaubon, however, had urged Barnet “to see to it that he was very fully instructed on the question of religion before being baptized. Better to have it be a little more solid and take place a little bit later.” For Barnet, as he explained, “with his incredible command of talmudic learning, is beset by many doubts,” and the thought of his family also gave him pause. Casaubon felt that Barnet genuinely wanted to convert, but he also clearly saw that the young man was not yet ready to do so in a wholehearted way. He urged Prideaux to see to it that all ended well, and that Barnet became the adornment to Oxford that he could and should be.\(^\text{81}\)

Over the next few months, Casaubon followed Barnet’s career sympathetically from a distance. At first at least some of his colleagues in Oxford accepted the view that Barnet was not quite ready to convert, and like Casaubon they nevertheless showed affection for him. Kilbye, for example, wrote to Casaubon in June, while Barnet was with him in London, asking him “to give warm greetings for me to Jacob the Jew, my dear friend, and, as I hope, one who will be a faithful disciple of Christ.”\(^\text{82}\) In July 1613, after Barnet’s return to Oxford, Kilbye reported that some “rash” men were pushing Barnet to be baptized. Kilbye himself, however, “thought it entirely foreign to right reason and religion for Barnet’s body to undergo Christ’s holy baptism before his soul is imbued with knowledge of and faith in Christ.”\(^\text{83}\)

But by September a decision had been made. Oxford’s vice-chancellor, Kilbye reported, wanted Barnet to undergo a public baptism in the University Church of St. Mary at the start of the Michaelmas term. Kilbye himself cherished high hopes that “Jacob will be another James, a faithful disciple of Christ, and I pray that as he rejoices in splendid natural gifts, so he may abound more and more in spiritual gifts, and be confirmed over time in His

\(^{81}\) Casaubon 1709, 538: “Redeo ad nostrum Rabbinum; quem serio fieri Christianum, serenissimus Rex et illustriissimus Archiepiscopus vehementer optant. Ego illi auctor fui, ut curaret se in negotio Religionis ante baptismum diligenter instituendum. Praestat paulo serius, modo firmius. Video ipsum in Thalmudica doctrina mire versatum, multis tentari dubitationibus; quas eveli ex ipsius animo pretium fuerit operae. Accedit quod memoria parentum, quos habet sui amantissimos et divites, reflectere ocularos ipsum aliquando cogat. Hoc ego non semel animadverti, qui tamen videor illum advenisse, ipsum voluntate jam Christianum esse. Opto ipsum Oxonii manere; persuasus posse olim ejus operam illustrissimae Academiae vestrae decus aliquod afferre. Iterum igitur atque iterum te oro, ut pro tua pietate negotium hoc tua cura indignum ne existimes.”

\(^{82}\) Kilbye to Casaubon, 13 June 1613, BL MS Burney 364, 325 recto: “Salutes quaeso benigne nomine meo Jacobum Judaeum mihi amicissimum, et ut spero christi discipulum futurum fidelem.”

\(^{83}\) Kilbye to Casaubon, 13 July 1613, ibid., 323 recto: “Si quidem prorsus alienum putavi a recta ratione ac religione corpus suum sacro christi baptismo tingi, antequam animus eius Christi scientia ac fide imbuatur.”
grace and faith.”84 In turning to Casaubon now, he asked for liturgical information that even the greatest Anglican experts lacked, since England lacked Jews: “If you have ever seen a Jew baptized, please give me an account by letter of any ceremonies that you have seen or have heard about from others.”85

What followed was the catastrophe that Casaubon had clearly feared. Samuel Clarke tells the story: “But the very day before he was to be baptized, this dissembling Jew ran away. Dr. Lake being informed hereof, sent some on horseback, others on foot to pursue him, who overtaking him, brought him back, though against his will, to Oxford, where, on his own accord, he professed that he was returned to his old Judaism, which he had forsworn: he jeered at Christ and despised Baptism, for he had now filled his purse.” William Twisse, who had prepared a sermon to celebrate Barnet’s baptism, put it aside and preached another, which he prepared in only a few hours, “wherein he shewed Gods just judgment upon that perverse nation and people . . . with great applause and to the admiration of the whole University.”86 Barnet was placed in Bocardo, the university prison. Enraged by what they saw as his skillful and deliberate plot to deceive them, the dons railed and preached at him by turns, uncertain what they could achieve but none the kinder for that. As Kilbye explained on 18 October, “he is kept in prison. I often send my servant, to bring him to me and then take him back. He promises many things, he inclines toward faith and baptism; but whether he does this from the soul, or by pretense, only God knows, Who knows men's hearts.” “I do not think it safe to believe him too rapidly.” Kilbye explained, with a significant choice of proverb, “lest he return again, with the dog, to his vomit.”87

84. Kilbye to Casaubon, 6 September 1613, ibid., 326 recto: “Optime spero de Jacobo, quod futurus sit alter Jacobus christi discipulus fidelis, et ut praecelaris naturae dotibus pollet, sic precor ut donis spiritalibus magis magisque abundet, ac ut cum eius gratia et fide indies confirmetur.”

85. Ibid.: “si vero aliquem Judaeum baptizatum videris, oro ut caeremonias quas vel ipse videris vel ab alii intellexeris, litteris tuis denunties.” In fact there were English precedents for the ceremony to be held at Oxford. See, e.g., “The confession of faith, which Nathanael a Iewe borne, made before the Congregation in the Parish church of Alhallowes in Lombard streete at London, whereupon he was according to his desire, received into the number of the faithfull and so baptized the first of April. 1577,” in Foxe 1578, Bi recto–[Ciii verso]. According to a printed note on the verso of the title page, Nathanael or Nathaniel’s confession, with its denunciation of Spanish and Portuguese idolatry, was “vvritten first by him selfe in the Spanish tongue, and novv translated into En glish for the more bene fite of the godlie Reader.” This incident and its context are discussed in Achinstein 2001, 114–115.


87. Kilbye to Casaubon, 18 October 1613, BL MS Burney 364, 327 recto: “in carcere detinetur, saepe autem famulum meum mitto, ut illum ad me adducat, et postea reeducat, iam vero plura spondet, ad fidem et baptismum facit, sed sive ex animo id fit, sive simulatte deus καρδιογνώστης novit, nec tutum
Even before Kilbye wrote to describe Barnet’s apostasy and his current wretched condition, Casaubon tried to intervene. He used the normal harsh language to describe Barnet: “I hear,” he wrote to Prideaux, in whose goodwill toward Barnet he believed, “that the wretched Jew has ruined himself, and I am not sure whether it is more correct to say from stupidity or from perfidiousness.” But he refused to judge Barnet’s actions: “On the matter itself I cannot speak, for it is unknown to me.” And he urged Prideaux to be as gentle as possible, in a plea whose language revealed both Casaubon’s conventional anti-Semitism and his magnificent, wholly unconventional intellectual honesty:

I shall be quite shameless, and in my love of letters I shall beg you not to whip him forward in his rush to doom. Please, don’t pass too severe a sentence on him. Let the obstinate Jew recognize the kindness of Christ in the clemency of those who profess Christ’s name. Perhaps my boldness will shock you. But please, reverend sir, allow me to put off all shame before you on behalf of that man, whom it was my lot to have as a teacher.88

Reports of Barnet’s condition continued to reach Casaubon. They were disquieting, or even worse. On 7 November Peter Goldman, a humanist and Greek scribe who had taken a medical degree in Leiden and who had a Scot’s distrust for the English dignitaries who governed Oxford, contacted Casaubon for the third time to urge him to take some action on behalf of the Jew who had taught him so well.89 He himself, he claimed, felt no sympathy for

fore censeo cito fidem adhibere, ne forte iterum cum cane ad vomitum redeat.” The proverb that Kilbye used here (Proverbs 26:11, quoted in 2 Peter 2:22) was often used in invectives against heretics and converts. When the Catholic ex-Carmelite Vanini promised to convert to the Church of England, he used the same phrase that was later turned against Jacob (and Vanini himself): that is, he swore not to return to his vomit. Evidently Kilbye’s locution referred only to Barnet’s refusal to convert from Judaism, not to his being a Jew. For an account of Vanini’s oath and the dazzlingly clever equivocation he used to nullify it, see Abbot to Carleton, 16 March 1613/14, edited in Christie 1902, 204–205. The letter is reprinted less accurately in Namer 1965, 74–75.

88. Casaubon to Prideaux, 4 October 1613, Casaubon 1709, 545: “Audio miserum Judaeum ivisse se perditum, stultitia sua nescio dicam an perfidia. De re nihil possum dicere, quae mihi est ignota. Perfricabo tantum frontem, et pro meo erga literas amore, te rogabo ut ruentem ne impellas; neve sententiae adversus illum asperioris auctor esse vels. Agnoscat Judaeus obstinatus Christi mansuetudinem ex illo clementia, qui nomen Christi profertentur. Miraberis fortasse audaciam meam; sed liceat mihi, Vir verebesiaste, pro eo viro pudorem apud te ponere, quo uti mihi contigit Praeceptore.”

89. Goldman, unknown alike to ODNB and Gamilschegg and Harlfinger 1981, was the scribe of BL MS Royal 16 D VII and 16 D IX. In his subscription to the former (154 recto) he identifies himself, in Hebrew, as “Cephas, son of Gold, a Scot, from Dundee, the great city” (כיפא בן-זהב סכוטוס מן דאידונם עיר הגדולה). He apparently completed this MS, which he copied from an original in the Bodleian, on 9 November 1613, the same date on which his name appears in the Bodleian register, where he is described as
Barnet, about whose perfidy he had already warned Casaubon in person in London; and he clearly wished that Barnet had been willing to convert. But this erudite man from what he liked to call, in Hebrew, “the great city of Dundee” was shaken by the terrible conditions of Barnet’s imprisonment and the fury displayed by the Oxford dons. Goldman painted a moving picture of the Jew, counting his few coins and barely able to buy food for the next few days, while the vice-chancellor railed, Kilbye tried to persuade him to forsake his original faith, and Bodley’s librarian, Thomas James—who Goldman dismissed as fit only to make catalogues—demanded that the Jew be punished “by the custom of our ancestors”—that is, presumably, killed, as the Jews of medieval York had been massacred. Like Casaubon, moreover, Goldman hated to see a true scholar suffer, even if he deserved it: “The man’s learning moves me.” Goldman’s plea was evidently sincere. He also wrote to Patrick Young, begging him even more urgently to intervene: “If you can do anything for the Jew, do it, no differently than if I were in his place. I weep for his wretchedness. The long imprisonment has made him filthy, and the poor thing has no money with which to buy food. He fears even worse things, for all the professors are furious with him.”

“Anglus peregrinus”: Clark 1887, 276. He had defended Theses medicae de melancholia (Leiden: Basson, 1610) for an M.D. degree at Leiden on 12 July 1610. Goldman’s Latin verse appears in Burggravius 1611, 45; and in Delitiae 1637, 356–376.

90. Cf. also the notes in Casaubon’s copy of the Variae of Cassiodorus, BL C.80.a.1, to which Arnaldo Momigliano called attention long ago (Momigliano 1977). In the central position on the title page, he wrote: “Religionem imperare non possumus” and “66. Theodoricus ad Judaeos: quia nemo cogitur ut credat invitus. sic p. 348 cum divinitas patiatur multas esse religiones, nos non audemus unam impo­nere.” One wonders if Casaubon remembered these remarks when he defended Jacob Barnet against what he saw as the cruelty of Christians bent on converting a Jew.


A few days later Casaubon wrote at length to an unidentified bishop, to whom he told the whole story. He begged his powerful acquaintance to see the king and ask for Jacob's release. Barnet, he pleaded, had been brought up in the Talmud, enmeshed since early childhood in superstitions and blasphemies against Jesus. No wonder that he could not manage to convert: to do so he would have had to extricate himself from the whole clinging, tight-meshed net of his upbringing and culture. Even during their study sessions, he had sometimes startled Casaubon with reminders that he had been “brought up entirely on texts that contain dreadful blasphemies against the Savior.” True, he had practiced dissimulation upon his return to Oxford, and that was a great fault. But his refusal to convert, Casaubon insisted, was not evil in itself: “the fact that he did not wish to become a Christian is not, in my view, a crime punishable by law: only the fact that he pretended.” In any event, Casaubon was horrified by Goldman's account of the cruelty with which the authorities had treated Barnet. He asked the archbishop of Canterbury himself to intervene. In the end, the value of sheer erudition and the requirements of Christian pity outweighed even the charge that he thought valid: “Although I detest his perfidy from the

---

93. In Casaubon 1709, 547, the addressee of this letter is identified as Benjamin Carier, the man who conducted Casaubon to England. But in the spring of 1613 Carier left for the Continent and was reconciled to the Catholic church; see Anthony Charles Ryan, “Carier, Benjamin,” in ODNB 2004; and Questier 1996. Casaubon knew all about the scandal, since King James used him as his intermediary in an effort to induce Carier to return. Casaubon addresses his correspondent as “Praesule ætate eësebÁestate,” so he was clearly a bishop, but one with whom Casaubon was on less intimate terms than he was with Andrewes, and not George Abbott, the archbishop of Canterbury (in the letter Casaubon refers to both men in the third person). Perhaps his correspondent was Tobie Matthew, archbishop of York, to whom Casaubon gave a copy of Casaubon 1611, the book in which he published materials about Henry Garnett's use of dissimulation (York Minster Library).


95. Ibid., 547: “Ne multis Reverentiam tuam morer, eventus docuit non fuisses metum meum inanem. Oxonium reversus, et longa simulatione usus, ubi ad rem ventum est, et dies instabat, quo erat baptizandus, repente Judaeus urbe aufugit, et itineri se accinxit, ut huc veniret. Retractus a fuga, rejectus est in carcerem, ubi etiam nunc haeret, justas suae perfidiae poenas pendens. Nam quod nolit fieri Christianus, crimen legibus puniendum, opinor, hoc non est; sed tantum, quod simulaverit.”
bottom of my heart, I cannot but feel some pity for him, given his great learning.”

The Oxford scholars who responded to Barnet’s disaster explained it by reference to the uniformity, permanence, and unchangeability of his entire nation’s character. William Twisse, in his sermon on the occasion, blamed “that perverse nation and people,” and his audience agreed. Arthur Lake, warden of New College Oxford and one of the translators of the King James Bible, took so serious an interest in Hebrew that he endowed a lectureship in the subject at Oxford. After he sent men on horse and foot to capture Barnet, he preached a revealing series of sermons in the church where the Jew was to have been baptized. Lake admitted that “euerie Countrie may haue Pharisees and Saduces,” the Jewish villains of the Gospel narratives. But he also used his knowledge of Hebrew and Judaism to denounce the Jews, who “in their Holy Synagogues” thanked God for making them Jews rather than Gentiles. The Jews, he insisted, were the worst enemies of Christianity: “The Turkes though they doe not receiue him for the Sonne of God, yet doe they reverence him for a great Prophet . . . Only the Iew is in direct opposition, and the most desperate impugner of our Sauior Christ, witnesse their Talmude.” These features were universal: centuries of conditioning had made the Jews an evil race. “Neither is this sinne personall to some few of them, but nationall, the same malice is found in them all. Neither is it only nationall, but naturall also; they haue for many generations brought vp their children in it; so that wee may well say that sinne is growne in them to the highest, amongst them there is neither good egge nor bird; they fill vp the measure of their fathers iniquitie; nay, they farre exceed them.”

96. Ibid., 547–548: “Audio tamen esse quosdam, qui justo odio accensi, dirum aliquod in miserum hominem supplicium cupiunt statui. Haec causa est, cur alterum jam memem in carcere haereat sine spe dimissionis. Egi de illo cum illustrissimo et reverendissimo Archiepiscopo, qui confirmavit mihi, se daturum operam, ut ei negotio finis semel imponeretur. Sed audio esse aliquem, qui impediat quo minus hoc fiat. Et scribitur ad me Oxonio, periculum esse ne homo infelix fame et paedore pereat in illo duro carcere. Ego, etsi detestor ex animo illius perfidiam, non possum tamen non aliqua ejus tangi comisseratione, propter excellentem ejus doctrinam; quam et Dominus Kilbius, Regius Professor Linguae Sanctae Oxonii, vir praestantissimus, non minus admiratur quam ipse faciam. Habes, reverendissime Domine, causam hujus meae scriptionis; nam quia nulla spes meliorum affulget, nisi a clementia optimi Regis, peto a te obnixe, ut meo nomine, si placet, ipsam Majestatem convenias, et significes hoc unum cupere me ab illo impetrare, ut semel tandem statuatur de captivo, et quoquomodo finis imponatur ejus durae sane captivitati. Oro, obsecro, obtestor tuam Reverentiam, Praesul eësebÁstate, ut tuo patrociniio misero me judices indignum. Spero illam immensam Domini Regis bonitatem, quam in ejus Majestate etiam hostes admirantur, mihi veniam daturam hujus audaciae, et humillimas preces meas non aspernaturam.”

97. Clarke 1683, 14; repeated in Wood 1813–1820, I, 316.

98. Lake 1629, 490.

99. Ibid., 479. See Shapiro 1996, 163; and, for the larger development of ideas about race in this period, Martínez 2008.
makes Goldman and Casaubon stand out in this dismal record is not the negative view of Jews and Judaism in general that they shared with their contemporaries but their ability to see Jacob Barnet as an individual, and to feel for him.

Casaubon’s pleas—and perhaps those of others—were heard, and counsels of moderation prevailed. On 7 November the Privy Council ordered that Barnet be released from Bocardo and brought to London “under safe custody,” and nine days later it directed that he “be presently conveyed to the seaside, to be sent out of the realm.”100 This was done, and Barnet—like Otto—disappeared from Casaubon’s life. Unlike Otto, however, he did not disappear from history. A man of parts, he seems to have made his next stop after Dover the French court in Paris. So, at least, we hear from Giulio Cesare Vanini. Vanini had learned about Jacob during his own difficult stay in England during the years 1612–1614.101 A onetime Carmelite, he, too, told the authorities that he wished to convert to the Church of England, and he, too, experienced the rough side of clerical tongues—not to mention imprisonment and threats—when he reneged on his promise. In Paris the two men discussed their English hosts’ savage hatred of the Jews. True, they had shown Jacob uncommon liberality while they still thought he planned to convert—a judgment, like many of Vanini’s, couched in many levels of irony, and all the more appropriate to Jacob Barnet.102 Young and Goldman, by

100. Acts of the Privy Council 1921, 257, 272–273. By the end of 1613, when Goldman wrote again to Patrick Young, Jacob had left England; see Kemke 1898, 20: “Judaeum, si Londini est, officiosissime saluta, et ad me quamprimum rescribe: nam impatien ter fero, te tanto temporis interv allo nihil ad me literarum scrisisse.”

101. It is at least possible that Vanini knew Casaubon, and even that he learned from him that the works ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus were spurious. See Foucault 2003, 293–296. On Vanini’s life see most recently Raimondi 2005; for his time in England see also Paola 1979 and Mas 2003.

102. Vanini 1615, 65–66, reproduced in Vanini 1990, 189: “Si sub eodem Arietis signo utraque provinciarum constituta est, cur cometes in Britannia non vero in Iudaea futurum schisma antenunciavit? deinde cur vatiniano quasi odio Angli Judaeeos prosequantur, ita ut in Principes Italos, qui illis domicilia stationesque concedunt, quotidie, licet immerto, debacchentur: contra vero cur Iudaeei Angli in vis simi infensissimique sunt? Fuit quidam temporibus meis Iudaeeus in Anglia, ut Christi fidem susciperet, et ab Oxoniensi Academia perhumaniter fuit exceptus. Cum vero ad sacram lavacrum deduceretur Fuit quidam temporibus meis Iudaeeus in Anglia, ut Christi fidem susciperet, et ab Oxoniensi Academia perhumaniter fuit exceptus. Cum vero ad sacram lavacrum deduceretur...” This text was noted by Pattison 1892—perhaps thanks to information from R. C. Christie—at 371 n. 2, but has since been forgotten by writers on Barnet (not, of course, by writers on Vanini; but they have strange things to say about Barnet: see, e.g., Foucault 2003, 296–297). This is curious, since Christie, in his classic article of 1895 (1902), compared Vanini’s English experiences to those of Barnet, suggested that the two men met while in England, and called attention to Pattison’s “entertaining” account of Barnet’s “stay at Oxford and simulated conversion” (Christie 1902, 197; see also 208).
contrast, had by now lost all sympathy with the man whom Young called “that vile and ungrateful circumcised one,” and both believed him to be writing some sort of polemical text—though in the end it never appeared, perhaps, so Young thought, because he could not write Latin. On 26 October 1614 Goldman wrote to Young from Paris: “By the custom of my ancestors, I have renounced his friendship.”103 The personal story of Jacob Barnet dwindles into vain threats and inexplicable fury.

More than a year before that, however, Casaubon and Barnet had their discussions, in Oxford and then in London. In early July 1612 Casaubon wrote to Thomas Erpenius that he was hard at work on Baronio, and spending his spare time on rabbinic studies.104 At the beginning of August he told Erpenius that if he only had a companion, he would steep himself “in the books of the rabbis.”105 The evidence suggests that he now found his companion in Barnet—and that when he did so, he saw that the rabbis were not a sideline, but vital to his work against Baronio. Two of Casaubon’s surviving notebooks probably record some of their study sessions. One of them contains a long series of notes that Isaac, as he himself made clear, took in the Bodleian during his stay in Oxford.106 In the middle of this series appears

103. Young to Goldman, late summer/fall 1614, Kemke 1898, 24: “Infamis et ingrati illius recutiti libelleros famosos libenter viderem; rogo itaque te obnixe, ut per primum internuncium ad me transmittas”; Goldman to Young, Paris, 26 October 1614, ibid., 27: “Judaei schedas ad te misissem, si lucem visisset; sed bene est, quod Latine scribere non possit. Ego ei more majorum amicitiam renuntiavi.”

Goldman remained in Paris for some time, as the colophon of BL MS Royal 16 D IX, 263 verso, attests. But we hear nothing more of contact with Barnet.


105. Casaubon to Erpenius, 1 August 1612, ibid., 479: “Quod si studiorum socium haberem, non leviter me in libros Rabbinorum immergerem, quos aliquando coeperam diligenter evolvere. Sed me aliae curae inde revocarat.”

one page of notes on two Jewish texts. “Among the Hebrew books that I saw in the Bodleian library was the Arba Turim, which is titled Sefer Arba'ah Turim le-rabbenu Yaakov ben Rabbenu Asher zal [The Four Rows of Rabbi Jacob ben Asher of blessed memory]. It was printed in Cremona and is a type of talmudic epitome.”107 Casaubon was reading—perhaps with Barnet by his side—one of the most authoritative codes of Jewish law, compiled by Jacob ben Asher in Spain in the early fourteenth century. Among the many editions printed in the sixteenth century was the Cremona version produced in 1558. Casaubon had apparently never cast eyes on this monumental code, commonly designated by its short title, Tur. But he had come across several references to the Arba'ah Turim in Baronio’s Annales ecclesiastici. These include one passage in which “Jacob Turrim” is cited alongside another important rabbinic authority, Isaac Alfasi, the author of the “little Talmud.”

In his working copy of the Annales, Casaubon had stopped at this juncture to cast a sneering remark in the margin about Baronio’s illiterate reference to Alfasi, but he passed no comment on Baronio’s mention of “Jacob Turrim.”108

As we have seen, Casaubon had a knack of making immediate use of recently acquired knowledge for his censorious attacks on Baronio. Thus, when he came to pen his mighty critique, he clearly took great pleasure in noting that Baronio’s designation of the author Jacob Turrim indicated that he did not actually know the latter’s work. Casaubon smugly pointed out that he himself had “recently seen the Cremona edition of that book, in the celebrated Bodleian Library at Oxford, but only in passing, among many other Hebrew books”; Baronio, by contrast, “imprudently confused the author’s name with the title.”109 Intent on exposing Baronio’s ignorance, Casaubon...
Figure 5.8. Casaubon's notes on Hebrew books in the Bodleian. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 28, 132 verso.
bon made no effort to give serious consideration to the actual citation from Rabbi Jacob’s work, nor did he credit Baronio for what appears to be an attempt—admittedly unsuccessful—to follow the Jewish practice of referring to an author by the title of his work.110

But why did Baronio single out Jacob ben Asher’s code for information about first-century Judaea? As we have seen, Baronio (or an anonymous adviser) was sufficiently familiar with Jewish writings that in describing Jewish funerary customs he was able to cite the one minor talmudic tractate devoted to the subject, Evel Rabbati. Clearly, as Casaubon pointed out time after time, there were limitations to Baronio’s understanding of the Jewish sources. And yet it does seem likely that Baronio’s interest in Jacob ben Asher’s Tur must have been generated by the popularity that the code enjoyed among Jewish readers, particularly those of Germany, Italy, and Poland.111 Likewise, Casaubon, casting his gaze on Bodley’s Hebraica collection, picked out the Tur, or talmudic epitome as he called it, noting its similarity to the Mishneh Torah of Maimonides. It stands to reason, however, that he would have been incapable of assessing the legal authority of the Tur. Rather, he carefully copied down some of the contents of the first section of the code, the Orah Hayyim, “which deals with Zizit [prayer shawls], Tefillin [phylacteries], and Nesius Kappayim [priestly benediction], among other matters.”112 Not surprisingly, given Casaubon’s fascination with Jewish prayers and Jewish modes of worship, it was the ritual section of Jacob ben Asher’s code that caught his attention. It should also be remembered that he had read Buxtorf’s Synagoga, in which the work was often mentioned. Moreover, Casaubon himself owned an anonymous book about Jewish customs in Yiddish.

---


112. See note 107 above.
also titled *Orah Hayyim*. It is not unlikely that he picked out the section whose title stirred vague memories of his other encounter with Jewish books.

The other Hebrew book selected for inspection in the Bodleian was a commentary on the Pentateuch written by the famous Iberian scholar and statesman Isaac Abravanel, which was printed in Venice in 1579. Abravanel's prolix style called for comment. Casaubon, not unreasonably, slightly disparaged the author's scholastic method of posing many questions about specific words, which he then “proceeds to treat at great length.” Casaubon read the text as though he had never encountered the name of Abravanel before, but he had read, and possibly also possessed, Abravanel's commentary on the minor prophets, and he would certainly have come across his name (rendered as Barbinel) in his reading of Calvin's Bible commentaries. The short visit to the Bodleian did not allow for in-depth reading of these texts. But the two Hebrew works chosen for examination, belonging to two discrete parts of Jewish tradition—the one legal, the other exegetical—reveal again the catholic nature of Casaubon's quest for Jewish learning.

A second set of notes—scrawled in a hand even less regular, and less attractive, than Casaubon's usual chicken scratch, which may reflect his efforts to keep up with oral instruction—records more elaborate inquiries into a whole series of Hebrew and Aramaic texts. One or two of these notes Casaubon places in London, apparently in the period just after his return from Oxford—the period when Jacob Barnet was staying with him. By examining these materials and comparing them to the *Exercitationes*, we can tease out something of what Barnet and Casaubon did, and what Casaubon learned from him, in their few weeks together.

At first glance the materials collated in the copybook appear to be a
hodgepodge of talmudic texts. On closer inspection, however, it becomes clear that a specific agenda informs the selection of sources. Among the various subjects treated in these pages—which, as usual, were inscribed “with God”—are rabbinc discussions of the dimensions of sepulchral cham-

118. Bod Ms Casaubon 30, 105 recto–107 verso:


Misna sic incipit:


Locus e Talmud de D. Jesu. In Tract. Sanhedrin, cap. 6 quod incipit et vocatur Nigmar hadin. fol. 43. in Misna. post misnam Motzeu lo Zacut.

in edit. [Bas. crossed out] Ven. [added above line] est script. sic: sed in eorum libris est Tania

In parasc. pasch. suspenderunt Jesum Naz. et κηροῦ γραφεδεBAT eum per 4[o] dies. Jesus Naz. exit ut lapidetur quia ἐμαχειστάρατο et persuasit et expedit (extra leg.Mosis) Israel. Qui-cunque sciverit aliquid de eius innocentia, veniat et doceat pro eo. Et non inventa est pro eo innocentia et susp. in parasc. pasch.

Tzur est nomen aequivocum nomen montis, nomen lapidis duri nomen originis unde excisdi solent lapides inde translat. sunt lapides originales. inde transluterunt ad radicum omnium rerum . . . Sequitur locus de Abrahamo valde appositus ad locum N. T.

Locus a. ille est Isaiae e cap. Li ubi vide Int. et Leonem a Castro.

See de Castro 1570, 15–16.

119. In addition to the notable examples discussed here, other cases of Casaubon’s selective reading of Talmud occur on several pages in Bod MS Casaubon 30. On 107 recto Casaubon transcribes a passage from tractate Sanhedrin (2:1), and refers toMaimonides’ Mishneh Torah, which deals with the laws...
Figure 5.9. Collaborative notes by Casaubon and Jacob Barnet, in Casaubon’s hand, on a passage on graves from the Talmud. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 30, 105 recto.
bers, references to Jesus in tractate Sanhedrin of the Babylonian Talmud, and a list of essential talmudic terms. Casaubon’s impressive ability to surf the complex web of rabbinic texts, unprecedented in his earlier work, must lead us to conclude that a prompter was near at hand. Two massive sets of Talmud are called up for this topic: the censored Basel Talmud of 1578–1581 and the Venetian Bomberg edition of the 1520s. Evidently this Protestant reader of Talmud knew that information about Jesus’ death, excised from the Basel edition, was to be located in the Venetian Talmud.120 Perhaps Casaubon had also heeded the warning given by his erstwhile correspondent, the convert Julius Conradus Otto, that for correct presentation of talmudic materials it was necessary to return to the “old authentic Talmud.”121

The reason for Casaubon’s remarkable plunge into the “sea of the Talmud” is not difficult to discern. Unlike his investigation of other rabbinic and Jewish works, this was not reading for its own sake. Indeed, all the texts were selected with a view of reconstructing “the history of the Jewish people in the time of Jesus Christ.”122 On one page, the section is titled “A Talmudic Passage about Lord Jesus.”123 In this case, the censored Basel edition had to be removed from the table to make way for the Venetian (Bomberg) text,124 which records: “Tanya [it is taught]: On the eve of Passover they hung Jesus.

120. The first Venetian editions of the Talmud did not contain Rashbam’s commentary on Bava Batra, which provided Casaubon with important information.

121. Otto 1605a, B verso–Bii recto: “Praefatio ad lectorem”: “Tandem etiam benevolum lectorem monendum duxi, me omnia illa, quae scripsi, non ex recentiore illa editione Talmud Basileae excusi, quern librum Judaei ex veteri Talmud congerissent, et Christianis hodie obtrudunt, excepisse, sed ex veteri, vero, et genuino, quem etiam librum ut et alia Rabbinorum praecella et utilisima scripta non sine magnis labore et praesentissimo vitae periculo, in usus meos comparavi.” On the idea of the “Old Talmud” and its esoteric use by Flavius Mithridates in his De passione Domini see Wirszubski 1963, 19–18.

122. This is the title of the important German work (1886–1890) of Emil Schürer, translated as Schürer 1973–1987.

123. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 105 verso: “Locus e Talmud de D. Jesu.”

124. Casaubon excised the reference to the Basel Talmud, writing Venice in its place (Bod MS Casaubon 30, 105 verso): “in edit. [Bas. crossed out] Ven. est script. sic: sed in eorum libris est.”
For forty days a herald went out before him proclaiming: ‘(Jesus the Nazarene) is going forth to be stoned because he performed witchcraft, and perverted Israel, and led them astray. Anybody who can speak up in his defense may come and state it.’ But no defense was brought, and they hung him on the eve of Passover.”

The passage, from tractate Sanhedrin of the Babylonian Talmud, is presented as a *baraita* (a tradition attributed to the sages of the Mishnah, but not included in the official Mishnah of ca. 200 C.E.). It is in fact only a part of a larger talmudic discussion. On the facing page Casaubon lists various terms that are used to denote the different voices or strata of the Talmud. The list is titled *baraita*, which he bizarrely writes as two words (the term literally means “that which is outside”). These are the notes of a tyro, and apparently one taking down oral instruction: hence the spelling error. Although Casaubon possessed all manner of books—Génébrard’s *Eisagoge*, for example—from which he could have learned the meaning of the common technical talmudic vocabulary, it is clear that here we witness him inquiring about the meaning of the term *tanya* in the Sanhedrin passage. Under the guidance of a good pedagogue, Casaubon not only received an explanation of the term *baraita*, but also was initiated into the meaning of the standard signposts on the talmudic page.

Of a rather more unusual nature are Casaubon’s transcription and Latin translation of a passage in tractate Bava Batra, which he took down from the Basel edition of the Babylonian Talmud. Casaubon transcribed the fourth Mishnah of chapter 6 and then translated it:

If a person sells his fellow a plot in order to make a grave . . . the inside of the cave must have an area of four by six cubits, and opening into it eight niches, three on each side and two at the top and bottom. The niches must be four cubits long, seven handbreadths high, and six wide. R. Simeon says: “He must make the inside of the

---

125. Casaubon writes the Hebrew words for “Jesus the Christian” in parentheses. Did he have the manuscript, now in Munich, in which these words are excised? See Schäfer 2007, 168 n. 13.

126. Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 43a. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 105 verso: “In Tract. Sanhedrin, cap. 6 quod incipit et vocatur Nigmr hadin. fol. 43 in Misna. post misnam Motzeu lo Zacut.” Edward Lively cited this passage in his treatise on the Jewish calendar, which Casaubon in turn cited with enthusiastic praise in his *Exercitationes*.

127. For a recent discussion of this text see Schäfer 2007, chap. 6.

128. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 106 recto:

*e Bar aitha*. Secunda pars in Talmud, q.d. extra scholam, quia proponebatur et docebatur extra scholam.

In Talmud hae voces occurrunt saepe in ipso corpore textus. Prima vox indicat sequentia esse e Misna. sequens, esse e Gemara. tertia esse e Bar aitha.

Figure 5.10. Collaborative notes by Casaubon and Jacob Barnet, in Casaubon’s hand, on a passage on the Crucifixion in the Talmud. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 30, 105 verso.
Figure 5.11. Collaborative notes by Casaubon and Jacob Barnet, in Casaubon's hand, on exegesis and talmudic terminology. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 30, 106 recto.
Figure 5.12. Further collaborative notes by Casaubon and Jacob Barnet, in Casaubon's hand, on the Talmud. Bodleian Library MS Casaubon 30, 107 recto.
vault four cubits by eight and an opening within it thirteen niches, four on this side, four on that side, three opposite and one to the right of the doorway and one to the left . . . He also makes a courtyard at the mouth of the cave six cubits square, as much as the coffin with its bearer needs. He may open up within it two other caves, one on either side. R. Simeon, however, says: “four to all its four sides.” R. Simeon b. Gamaliel, however, maintains that all must be done according to the rock.\textsuperscript{130}

An experienced reader of rabbinic texts will know that a new ordering and exposition of the talmudic material is to be found in the medieval codes and commentaries. At first glance, then, one can only be impressed by the nonchalance with which Casaubon notes down the relevant section in Maimonides’ Code: chapter 21 of the laws of buying and selling in the “Book of Acquisition” (21:6). True, on the fringes of the talmudic page lay the reference to the Maimonidean text. But only a scholar possessing considerable familiarity with rabbinic texts could find his way to the edge of the page.

The probing of the text did not end with the Maimonidean reference. Rather, like a well-trained yeshivah student, Casaubon then retrieved a clarification of the Mishnah by means of a gloss by R. Samuel ben Meir (also known as Rashbam), which lies buried in the thicket of commentary on the same talmudic page (Bava Batra 100b). Before transcribing the text Casaubon noted the identity of Samuel ben Meir as the grandson of Rabbi Solomon, namely, Rashi, the preeminent commentator on the Talmud, indicating an awareness of the connection between the two rabbis as expositors of the talmudic text.\textsuperscript{131} That established, Casaubon transcribed the passage and translated it into Latin: “It was not Israelite custom to bury individuals separately. Rather, the entire family was placed in one cave, and each individual in his own niche [kohk].” Casaubon then indicated that the entire passage should be examined, since “it seems that they put two cavities in one chamber.”\textsuperscript{132} Rashbam’s gloss, according to Casaubon, provided evidence of an

\textsuperscript{130}. A common form of tomb was the natural cave, sometimes resculpted to permit better access. The word kohk (loculus) was used to mean a cavity or chamber cut out into a rock, giving rise to manmade tombs and buildings. The kohkim, with their various forms of individual interment and primary burial, could easily be associated with familial occupation. For a recent discussion see Hachlili 2005.

\textsuperscript{131}. There is no commentary by Rashi on this part of the Talmud. Rashbam’s commentary serves in lieu. On Rashbam as commentator on the Talmud and in particular on Bava Batra, see Urbach 1980, 45–54.

\textsuperscript{132}. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 105 verso: "Notat R. Samuel ben Meir nepos ipsius R. Salomonis, notat in superiora verba Misnae. Non fuit mos in Is. ut sepelirentur singuli separati, sed tota familia in spelunca una, et unus quisque in foramine pro se. sed vide totum illum locum. nam
Israelite custom of burying in familial tombs, while “each individual was placed in his own niche or chamber.” It may have been an association of ideas that led Casaubon to scrawl on the next page of his notebook, after this study of Jewish tombs, niches, and crypts, a somewhat illegible note about the Hebrew word for “rock,” although he actually used that material elsewhere, in a discussion of what Jesus meant by calling Peter his “rock.”

It will come as no surprise that Casaubon’s selection of these passages was not fortuitous. The amassing of knowledge was important, but it all served a greater purpose. Where was Jesus placed when he was taken down from the Cross? This is one of the innumerable questions that Casaubon confronted in his encounter with the Catholic Baronio, and it had a particular contemporary significance. The discovery of the Vigna Sanchez catacomb in 1578 had unleashed fervent displays of devotion. This and other Christian burial sites became renewed centers of pilgrimage. Filippo Neri organized visits to the catacombs, which came to represent the earliest expression of Christian faith, symbolized by the bones of the Christian martyrs who were allegedly interred there. The evidence of the catacombs, with their primitive inscriptions, murals, and relics, became the hallmark of true Christianity.

Antonio Bosio, the author of the first detailed material description of the Roman catacombs (including one Jewish catacomb), the Roma sotteranea, celebrated them in text and image. In the short preface to Bosio’s posthumously published work, the Oratorian priest Giovanni Severano took it upon himself to drive home the book’s message: it contained “arsenals from which they could take up the arms with which to fight the heretics, and in particular, the iconoclasts.” Baronio, who had accompanied Bosio on a tour of the catacombs, was deeply impressed by the subterranean city, with its network of galleries and burial chambers. He proceeded to use these material, iconic remains of the Christian past for the sake of the Catholic faith. Baronio claimed that the Roman catacombs reflected the ancient practice of

videtur 2. speluncas poner uno atrio disiunctas.” The printed text reads: “They were not accustomed.” It appears that Casaubon wishes to stress the antiquity of Jewish practice. The Hebrew reads: והם לא היו完整热 אחד למכר בחברו Reggie ליקבר אחד одно בפני עצמו אלא כל בני משפחה נקברין במערה אחת כל אחד בכוכו בפני קבר מכר לו מקום לשתי מערות וחצר ביניהם...

i.e., one who sells somebody a grave should sell him space for two caves separated by an atrium.

133. Ibid., 106 recto: “Tzur est nomen aequivocum nomen montis, nomen lapidis duri.”
135. For a recent account of the exploration and use of the catacombs before the sixteenth century see Oryshkevich 2003.
136. For a short description of Bosio’s account of the Jewish catacomb see Rutgers 1995, 9–14.
137. Bosio 1632–1634, preface: “Arsenali, donde si pigliano le armi da combattere contra gli Eretici e particolarmente contra gli Iconoclasti, impugnatori delle sacre Imagini, delle quali sono ripieni i cimiteri. . .” His work was published posthumously. On some of the vagaries of the printing of the work see Finocchiaro 1995, 189–193.
“burying the dead in crypts and in niches hollowed out in them, which was
apparently derived from the Jews: that is why Abraham, the father of all
believers, bought a double sepulchre from Ephron [Genesis 23].”

His impressionistic mode of excavating the past, which included a sprinkling of Jewish
sources, aroused Casaubon’s ire.

At the outset, Casaubon admitted that the topic was not without its prob-
lems.139 But his solution was to extract all the rabbinic passages that, under
Jacob Barnet’s supervision, he had painstakingly written out in his copy-
book, and, in one fell swoop, to transfer them into his anti-Baronian monu-
ment. The Talmud, Rashbam, and Maimonides were now all invoked. A dis-
creet rewording of Rashbam’s statement—from “they were not accustomed
[lo hayu regilim likaber]” to “the custom of the ancient Jews was not to”—
strengthened Casaubon’s argument, implying that the medieval commen-
tator’s gloss referred to first-century Judaea:

Rabbi Samuel ben Meir writes that the custom of the ancient Jews
was not to bury people in individual graves separated from their
own family; rather, the entire family would be placed in one cave
and each corpse in separate niches. This is what is meant by “Each
person in his own niche.” Moreover, if an individual head of a family
had not inherited his own grave from his parents for his own and
his family’s use, he would acquire a plot for that purpose.140

It is at this juncture that we see the experienced scholar of antiquity show
himself in all his colors. Having summoned up the rabbinic evidence, Ca-

---

138. Baronio 1593–1607, II, 346: “Ex Hebraeis namque accepta videtur eiusmodi consuetudo sepe-
liendi mortuos in cryptis, loculis in eisdem excavatis: ad hoc namque opus Pater credentium Abraham
ab Ephron speluncam duplicem emit. In interiori quoque spelunca diximus fuisset sepulchrum Domini
excisum in petra.”

139. Casaubon 1614, 656; 1654, 577; 1663, 576–577: “De forma sepulcrorum judaicorum observa-
tiones e scriptis Iudaeorum”: “Historia sepulcri in quo repositum est corpus Domini de cruce deposi-
tum, difficulatibus non caret: de quibus prius quam dicimus, iuvat commemorare hoc loco, quae de
forma sepulcrorum judaicorum in Thalmudicis et Rabbinicis scriptis observavimus.”

140. Casaubon 1614, 656; 1654, 577–578; 1663, 577–578: “Scribit R. Samuel ben Meir, priscis Iudaeis
fuisses in more, ut non sepielentur singuli separatim a suis, sed tota familia in spelunca una, conditis
singulis corporibus in separatis foraminibus. hoc enim volunt haec illius verba: לַגַּן שֵׁם
רֹאשׁ בְּנוֹ יִשְׂרָאֵל הַגַּן שֵׁם רֹאשׁ בְּנוֹ יִשְׂרָאֵל. Propertiae solabunt singuli patresfamilias, si proprium monumentum sibi et suis non accepiissent a par-
entibus preiot locum sibi parare in eum usum. In Talmud seder Nezikin, sive parte quarta, libro III.
Bava Batra, cap. sexto, ubi de rerum acquisitionibus dixeretur, discimus, fuisses hoc ies apud Iudaeos, ut
si quis monumentum ab aliquo emere vellet, aut locare faciendum, venditor aut mancipes opera tenere-
tur cavernam in petra excavare וא או מי ש’avat quatuor cubitorum supra sex, id est, ut videtur, longam sex,
latam quatuor cubitos: in ea autem caverna octo (alij volunt tredecim) cavanda erant foramina, ad sin-
gulo corpora reponenda. Addunt ante os speluncae fuisset faciendum שַׁמַּי atrium. Eadem habentur apud
Mosem Aegyptium in Iad, lib. XII., sectione Mecira, cap. XXI.”
The Teller and the Tale

Sau bon applied it to the context of the Gospels. The evangelists wrote that “Joseph laid it [Jesus’ body] in his own new tomb, which was hewn out in the rock: and he rolled a great stone to the door of the sepulchre, and departed” (Matthew 27:60), and that “he took it down, and wrapped it in linen, and laid it in a sepulchre that was hewn in stone, wherein never man before was laid” (Luke 23:53).141 Casaubon attempted to understand the significance of the hewn-out rock. He recalled another contentious issue: the exact place of Jesus’ birth. His favorite author, Strabo, had described the terrain in the area around Jerusalem as rocky.142 Casaubon used Strabo to uphold his own view on where the birth took place.143 The evidence of the ancient geographer thus supported his view that the cave or grotto into which Mary put Jesus was not a subterranean gallery, but instead a natural grotto. The description in both Gospels thus conjured up the actual physical characteristics of the terrain with its hewn-out rock—all of which was confirmed by the rabbinic texts.144 “The body of our Lord,” he concluded, “was placed in one of the eight or thirteen niches which as, we said, were usually hewn into each grave. In the talmudic texts the niches are called kokhim, and they refer to a stone or rock that they call golel, because the rock is rolled against the opening of the grave or tomb.”145 Here we see the historian and antiquarian Casaubon at work. Beginning and ending with the historical and geological evidence, Casaubon rightly places the burial in caves hewn out of the rock. Baronio, in contrast, had one big idea in mind, that of the continuity of Catholic practice, and he recreated the burial of Jesus according to that pic-

---

141. Casaubon 1614, 656; 1654, 578; 1663, 578: “in historia Christi . . . monumentum in saxo incisum, Lucae xxiii.53 . . . et Matth.xxvii.60.”

142. Strabo, Geographia 16.2.32. Casaubon tries to qualify Strabo’s negative assessment of the nature of the terrain of Judaea by insisting that Strabo was referring to the Judaea of his own time (Casaubon 1587, 215): ‘Ait Iudaeam non esse foelici solo . . . verum dubium non est, quin Strabonis temporibus multo deteriorem agrum Iudaei colerent, quam coluissent olim: quod ex iisdem sacris literis probare posse mihi videor, si id ageretur.”

143. See Casaubon 1614, 161–162; 1663, 145, where he quotes the same passage from Strabo 16.2.32: “Porro stabulum in quo natus est Dominus, passim Graeci Latinique Patres appellant σπῆλασια, spe­luncam: nec mirum: nam quem esset Bethlehem in saxeo colle sita, videntur pleaequae domus in saxis fuisse excisa. Strabo observat, totam regionem circa Ierosolyma, ad sexagesimum usque lapidem, esse . . . petrosam.”

144. Casaubon 1614, 656; 1654, 578; 1663, 578: “Igitur in historia Christi . . . monumentum quod in petra inciderat in scriptis Rabbinorum קבר keber, sepolcru, a fine, et mahara, spelunca, sive antrum a forma: quoniam, ut modo dicebamus ex Evangelistis, cavabatur locus in petra sive saxo: cuius rei petenda ratio est ex eo quod observabamus in disputazione de loco ubi natus Dominus, totum circa Jerusalem solum esse saxosum et ἐνοπερτοσ, ut appellatur a Strabone.”

145. Casaubon 1614, 656; 1654, 578; 1663, 578: “Locus vero ubi positi sunt Domini, unum erat ex illis octo vel tredecim foraminibus, quae diximus cavari solita in quoque monumento. ביזו εא vocantur in Talmudicis scriptis. in quibus fit etiam mentio lapidis, sive saxi, quod vocant קגב golel quia ad­volvebatur ori monumenti vel conditorij, quo pertinent verba Matth. XXVIII.2 . . . devolvit lapidem a foribus. et Luc. XXIV.2 . . . invenerunt lapidem devolutum a monumento.”
ture. He imagined Jesus as buried in one of the niches incised in the wall of the catacomb.

Having collated all the relevant Jewish sources, in the next section of the *Exercitationes* Casaubon proceeded to the heart of the matter. The question with which the section opens, “Whether the custom of burying in the sides of crypts originated with the Lord’s sepulchre,” was clearly purely rhetorical. Baronio had asserted that Christians in Rome copied the ancient Jewish burial customs of the land of Israel. Jews buried their dead “not underneath the earth, but above, in the niches in the sides of the crypts surmounted by arches.” Casaubon’s correct response was to reassert his contention that neither scripture nor the rabbinic texts could sustain such a view. Rather, Jesus was buried according to the widespread Jewish practices of the time: “Then took they the body of Jesus, and wound it in linen clothes with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to bury” (John 19:40).

To win this argument mattered, in ecclesiastical terms in the first instance. The importance of the catacombs, as both a model for contemporary Catholic spirituality and practice and a weapon against Protestant iconoclasm, had to be minimized. Casaubon set out to demonstrate the flaws in Baronio’s argument, and in this polemical context his flamboyant display of rabbinic learning was not just for show. But a larger issue was also at stake, in more complex ways. Casaubon read the New Testament in its Jewish setting, and condemned Baronio for failing to do so. In fact, as we have seen, Baronio made more serious use of Jewish sources than Casaubon ever admitted. But Casaubon stood for a more systematic approach, one that had become de rigueur for many Christian scholars in the course of the sixteenth century. As early as 1554, the Italian scholar Angelo Canini appended to his Aramaic grammar a monograph titled *Novi Testamenti multorum locorum historia enarratio*: a collection of observations on various obscure passages in the New Testament, which he expounded by means of Hebrew, Syriac (that is, Aramaic), Arabic, and Ethiopic. What distinguished Canini’s treatment of this subject was his direct recourse to Jewish texts and history, which enabled him to identify and expound certain “Semitic” passages in the New Testament.

146. Casaubon 1614, 657; 1663, 578–579: “An mos sepeliendi in lateribus cryptarum ortus sit e sepulcro Domini.”
148. See Weinberg 2006.
Canini’s was the first word in this area, not the last. Later scholars, from the Protestant converts Immanuel Tremellius and Joseph Scaliger to the Italian Jew Azariah de’ Rossi, set out, in their different ways, to demonstrate that a philologically sound and historically rich interpretation of the New Testament required systematic use of rabbinic texts. A generation after Casaubon, the influential commentator and theologian Johannes Cocceius exaggerated when he claimed, in the preface to his translation of the Mishnah tractates Sanhedrin and Makkot, “What I am doing is new: for I am trying to show that understanding of the Talmud and talmudic writings sheds a brilliant light on the New Testament.” In fact, Cocceius stood out not for the novelty of his method but for the learning and precision with which he pursued it. A century after Cocceius, as David Ruderman has taught us, William Wotton fought to convince his contemporaries that knowledge of the Mishnah was essential to proper study of the New Testament. He drew up a history of systematic Christian study of the Mishnah, which began with Cocceius. But Wotton traced the roots of this approach to the humanism of the later sixteenth century. Scaliger, he recalled, “knew the worth” of Maimonides as a guide to Jewish law; “however Joseph Scaliger did not stop there: he had read the Misna carefully, as appears from many places of his Writings.” Wotton knew that even though Scaliger had never devoted a full-scale work to the Mishnah, he deserved a place in this story. So does Casaubon.

Although many Christian scholars attacked these questions in the decades after 1600, Johann Buxtorf the elder surpassed all the rest, including John Selden, in his impressive command of Jewish tradition. Exegesis of the Judaic parts of the New Testament, he showed, could not be achieved only by systematic study of Moses Maimonides and occasional excursions back to the Talmud. Rather, the Christian exegete must do his best to follow the development of Jewish tradition in the postbiblical period, from Josephus to the Mishnah and from there to the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds and their interpreters. Buxtorf’s surviving research notes offer impressive evidence not only of the pertinacity with which he questioned Jews about their ways, but also of the range of his Jewish learning and the fluency with which

149. Cocceius 1629: “Sed novum est quod molior ostendere nempe cognitionem Talmudis, Thalmudicorumque scriptorum ad Novi Testamenti illustrationem insignem lucem affere.” Cocceius’ approach was novel in other ways, for which see Yoffie 2004.
151. Reprinted in ibid., 109; for Cocceius see ibid, 107.
152. A prime example of Buxtorf’s ability to scan the Jewish sources and select the relevant material for his exegesis is provided in his dedicatory letter to his De abbreviaturis (Buxtorf 1613), where he discusses Paul’s flagellation by the Jews in the light of Jewish sources.
he read, excerpted, and translated texts, the mysteries of which other Christians could not explore unless someone who had undergone a traditional Jewish education was willing to play the role of Virgil.153

One way to describe what Casaubon accomplished is to compare his work with that of Buxtorf. During his precious hours of study with Jacob Barnet, Casaubon dipped his toes into the sea of the Talmud. He did so in order to understand, as he saw it, some of the customs of the ancient Jews relevant to the life and death of Jesus. And the late talmudic evidence provided him, in this instance, with the apposite material to emend Baronio’s ideological reconstruction. Yet Casaubon’s Jewish learning, as we have seen, was eclectic. He himself acknowledged that he could not rival Buxtorf’s command of the core Jewish materials. Considered as a “Christian Hebraist”—to use the category that has become accepted in modern scholarship—Casaubon falls short of the highest standards both in range of reading and in technical virtuosity. Many of the texts that he knew best—from Kimhi’s grammar to the *Yuhasin*, and from Galatino to the *Josippon*—were relatively common. Like so many of his colleagues, he often contented himself with late intermediary sources even when he could have replaced them with the older, more rebarbative originals. No wonder, then, that he has never found a place in modern lineages of Christian Hebraism.

Yet Casaubon’s approach to the Jewish world had distinctive qualities, some of which Buxtorf’s lacked. Another comparison will help to bring these out. Joseph Scaliger, Casaubon’s most honored friend and partner in philological discussion, also devoted himself to using Jewish sources to explicate the New Testament. Like Casaubon, Scaliger knew, as he told the students who lived in his house in Leiden, that “there is just no way to read the Talmud without the living voice of a Jew.”154 Scaliger had even more experience to go on. For six months or so he read the Talmud with a Jew named Philippus Ferdinandus, who had been made professor of Arabic at Leiden on his recommendation. These lessons proved transformative. Scaliger informed his students that many of Jesus’ teachings in the Gospels were not attacks on Jewish beliefs but standard Jewish precepts, also attested in the

153. For the history of talmudic studies in the German world in the century after Buxtorf—and some striking comparisons with the situation in the Netherlands—see Wilke 2000. Katchen 1984 offers much information on Jewish studies in the seventeenth-century Netherlands.

Talmud: “I have noted many things in the New Testament, which are in the Talmud. Christ brings them forth from the normal speech of the Jews. A case in point is the proverb ‘New wine is not put in old vessels,’ which indicates that nothing should be changed too violently.” Scaliger would not have needed Ferdinand’s help to identify this Jewish text, from Avot 4, since many Christian scholars already knew it. Moreover, it did not provide a perfect parallel to Mark 2:22. Still, Scaliger clearly saw that the Talmud offered information, not only about the rituals and beliefs Jesus condemned, but also about those that he accepted. He went so far as to say: “I approve of certain Jewish ceremonies that Christ took over.” Moreover, Scaliger made clear that Jesus had dressed and worshiped as a Jew: “A certain Norman denies that Jesus went about in Jewish clothing. He celebrated the Supper by Jewish custom; he would not have dared to do otherwise.” Like Scaliger’s insistence, decades before, that the Passover ritual shed light on the Last Supper, these were strong statements. As Scaliger must have known, the Portuguese Inquisition long before had charged that the Scottish historian and poet George Buchanan told the king of Scotland that a Christian must eat the paschal lamb in order to win salvation.

Scaliger’s statements were sharper, more forthright, and more consistent than Casaubon’s—a fact that may reflect the differences in their direct experience of Jews and Judaism, as well as the differences in their temperaments.


157. James Laing, doctor of the Sorbonne and controversialist, spread the accusation against Buch-anan, and told the story of John Major’s refutation of his heresy, in 1581—a date close enough to the pub-lication of Scaliger’s De emendatione temporum in 1583 to underline the intrepidity of Scaliger’s use of the Passover Haggadah in that work. See Laing 1581, 39 recto: “Homo sacrarum literarum imperitissi- mus, simulque impudentissimus ita regi respondent tu domine similiter debes agnum paschae comedere, si vis salutem consequi”; 39 verso–40 recto: “Itaque maister Iohannes maior de quaestione proposita ita Regi respondit, ille qui dicit Rex christianissime te debere comedere agnum paschae, vellet te Iudaeum esse, sive more Iudaerorum vivere, qui negant christum adhuc venisse, aut de virgine Maria natum esse. Agnus enim paschae est aliquid caeremoniale ut loquuntur doctores theologici, sed omne caeremoniale, christo iam passo fuit mortuum, id quod etiam videtur satis clare dicere apostolus quinto capite ad Gal- atas: testificor autem cursus omni homini circumcidenti se, quoniam deditor est universae legis facien- dae. Et mox postea, Nam in christo Iesu neque circumciscio aliquid valet, neque praeputium. Caeterum Georgius bucananus, tanti sceleros inaudit et incogniti convictus, clanculum aput fugit (sociis eius captis atque combustis) aliqui ille cum caeteris combustus fuisset. Deinde profectus est in Iusitiam, ubi pro haereticco captus et accusatus fuit, et nisi celeri fuga sibi salutem quaesivisset, de illo actum fuisset.” Be-fore the Inquisition, Buchanan simply dismissed the accusation: Aitken 1939, 36: “De Iudaismo nun- quam cogitavi.” The court seems to have accepted his testimony. See in general McFarlane 1981, 68–69; and, for a different view, Williamson 1994, 99–100.
At some point between 1583 and 1593, Scaliger visited Avignon. There he came to know a Jewish woman, who was poor but decently dressed—a fact that led him to admire Jewish charity. She ate with him: only fish and bread, no meat. And she impressed him with her ability to read Hebrew. Scaliger’s friend told him many interesting things—including the story that the Jews of Avignon, in order to save their best scholars from papal tyranny, had sent them away and made their most incompetent circumcised Jew become their rabbi. When Scaliger laughed at this tale, she replied: “Don’t laugh, my lord: your Jesus was circumcised, too.” After that encounter, it seems, Scaliger never ceased thinking about the Jewish elements in the Gospels.\footnote{158}

Scaliger’s \textit{De emendatione temporum} of 1583 won the admiration of the world of learning for many reasons—not least for his use of Jewish material to recreate the Last Supper. But he knew that some of his other ideas would not find ready assent. In 1591 he wrote to his friend Jacques-Auguste de Thou that he could not complete his planned notes on the New Testament “without my books, for it is vital to have the Talmud and several other books. If we were together, engaged in informal conversation, I could speak to you about many things relevant to this, and in my view that would be enough to make you happy. With someone else, I would neither want to do this, nor dare to.”\footnote{159} The happy accident of a research post in Holland gave Scaliger
the chance to pursue these adventurous thoughts in good company. As an aged professor in Leiden, he welcomed the arrival of Portuguese and other Jews in Holland. He liked to see the women of the Portuguese community in Amsterdam sitting in front of their houses, observing the sabbath, and he contrasted the enlightened policy of the Estates of Holland with that of Swiss cities like Basel, which had exiled their Jews: “The Jews should never be expelled; they bring us profit, and we learn from them.”

Casaubon spent far less time with Jacob Barnet than Scaliger did with Philippus Ferdinands. Their conversations took place in isolation and under a kind of spotlight as religious and secular authorities planned Barnet’s conversion, not in the easier circumstances that Scaliger and Ferdinands enjoyed. And Casaubon, as we have seen again and again, lacked Scaliger’s taste for facts and texts that seemed to call fundamental truths into question.

Yet the differences, in the end, seem less striking than the similarities. Both Scaliger and Casaubon devoted much of their lives to the study of early Christianity, which they saw as part of a larger ancient culture. Both believed that that culture could be understood only by scholars who took Jewish texts, histories, and customs into account—especially the culture of the Hellenistic and imperial periods, when so many Jews had spoken, written, and worshiped in Greek. More radically still, both argued that no modern scholar could understand Christianity itself without mastering a wide range of difficult Jewish sources. Both learned Hebrew well enough to write letters in it (although the surviving draft of Scaliger’s letter to the Samaritan community in Cairo, asking for information about manuscripts, is less fluent than Casaubon’s surviving letter to Julius Conradus Otto).

Both carried out these intellectual journeys at least as much in the pri-


162. Scaliger’s draft is preserved in Leiden University Library MS Or. 6882; reproduced in Vrolijk and van Ommen 2009, 50.
vate role of readers, working for their own instruction and that of an intimate circle, as in the public one of writers seeking to address a wider readership. Jewish learning had much to teach Christians; but some of the lessons evidently called for private rumination rather than public presentation. At times, however, both men extended their webs of reading, annotation, and meditation from the margins of their books and notebooks into their publications. At times, too, their weaving became for a time a shared, or collaborative, activity. The strands touched not only texts but human beings: Jews, whom they could see as complex individuals, and for whom they could feel, as they showed in different ways, a protective affection that did not depend on the Jews’ willingness to convert. Private men who lived intensive, even obsessive, lives of silent study, Scaliger and Casaubon also cared deeply about the social dimension of intellectual inquiry, which they would probably have called “civil conversation.” When they embarked on their journeys into the labyrinths of tradition, Jews were among the companions whom they prized, and whose help, as they acknowledged, they needed.

In the end, though, the comparison yields one very important difference. Casaubon showed at times a striking personal openness, not only to Jews, but also to Jewish beliefs and practices. Like Casaubon, Scaliger owned collections of Jewish prayers; but no surviving evidence attests that he shared Casaubon’s appreciation for the beauty and variety of the Jewish liturgy of his own day, or even his warm interest in the details of synagogue ritual. Like Casaubon, Scaliger owned a copy of Sefer Hasidim. But whereas Casaubon saw something of the beauty of the lives the book recorded, Scaliger dismissed it as “a book of no great age, which contains some of the sayings of the Jewish masters.” Buxtorf, for all his vast Judaic learning, used language that dripped with contempt to describe his voyages into Jewish communities in search of texts; and Scaliger—for all the quizzical humor with which he encountered the great Judaist’s Judaeophobia—sometimes did the same. Like Scaliger, Casaubon found it easy to make demeaning remarks about the ignorance of the Hellenistic Jews and the fantasies and pedantry of the rabbis. But he also found his way, rather like the seventeenth-century Dutch Talmudists who knew Jews and Judaism far better than he could, to a

163. For this side of Casaubon see esp. Considine 2003.  
165. Scaliger 1627, 298: “Librum Ἀρταμάσσαν habeo; opus non vetustum, quaedam γνωμολογικά Judaeorum Magistrorum continens.”
warm appreciation of the Jewish tradition as hard to define as it is impossible to ignore.\textsuperscript{166}

It is not easy to state what Casaubon hoped to achieve, or to work out the extent to which he realized his aspirations. The terms that he and Scaliger used for their work—and the actors’ categories that these embody—were complex and sometimes contradictory. Their full range of meanings still eludes us. When these men called themselves “grammarians” or “critics,” they did not mean that they were classical scholars in a sense now easily recognized.\textsuperscript{167} They did not claim to be “Christian Hebraists,” or indeed “patristic scholars.” Yet their project was at once classical, Hebraic, and patristic, in complex combinations, and the depth and interest of what they achieved are clear. It seems a pity that their enterprise lacks a modern name, especially given the many ways in which it adumbrates the discoveries of the last half-century. At least, though, we can now see that when Casaubon studied Calvin’s catechism in Hebrew, he labored in the same vocation that had occupied him for most of his lifetime.

\textsuperscript{166} See Wilke 2000.
\textsuperscript{167} See Parenty 2009.
Appendix 1

The Long Apprenticeship: Casaubon and Arabic

Alastair Hamilton

In August 1592, while he was still living in Geneva, Isaac Casaubon told his friend Philippe de La Canaye de Fresnes that he was about to embark on the study of Arabic. In order to prepare himself, he said, he was busy reading Hebrew, and would then proceed to the language which had been used by many of the very “greatest philosophers” to have contributed to every branch of learning.1

For a student of antiquity with an interest in the eastern Mediterranean, the decision to tackle the most widely spoken language in the area was understandable. Apologies for the study of Arabic were plentiful.2 In the thirteenth century Roger Bacon had already emphasized its value for the increase of knowledge,3 and, three hundred years later, other scholars were warmly recommending that it be studied and taught—Juan Luis Vives, Nicolas Clenardus, Richard Argentine, Robert Wakefield, Ruthger Spey, and Guillaume Postel. Postel, who dwelled on its importance for missionaries, doctors, and astrologers, also stressed its use for the discovery of the physical world. Arabic, he wrote in 1538, was understood throughout Africa and Asia, from the Atlantic to the eastern coasts of the Indian Ocean.4 It thus seemed invaluable for travelers, diplomats, merchants, topographers, and explorers.

Yet, despite the many reasons advanced for studying it, the instruments for learning Arabic were limited in 1592. There was no serviceable dictio-

1. Casaubon 1709, 569.
2. For a survey see Hamilton 1985, 69–85.
4. Postel 1538b, D1 recto—D2 verso; Postel ca. 1538, D1 verso, D2 recto—D3 recto.
nary in print. The only grammar of any use was the one published by Postel in about 1538, but that was short and hardly adequate for anyone wanting to make proper progress. Most of the works that had appeared on Arabic went no further than a discussion of the alphabet, and there were few Arabic texts available in the West. Students such as Casaubon had one great advantage, and that was the knowledge of Hebrew; they were thus already acquainted with the structure of a Semitic language. Yet, as Casaubon soon discovered, the distance between Arabic and Hebrew remained large, and he dismissed Postel’s claim that the mastery of Hebrew could lead to an easy mastery of Arabic within two years. In order to bridge the gap between Hebrew and Arabic, prospective Arabists had a restricted choice: they could depend on the few native Arabic speakers who found their way to Europe; they could approach Europeans who had either spent some time in the Arab world or, in even rarer cases, had somehow managed to learn the language on their own; or, best of all, they could go to the Arab world themselves.5

It was several years before Casaubon made any significant advance in his studies. In 1596 he moved from Geneva to Montpellier and began to form his collection of Arabic material.6 And in 1600 he settled in Paris. There, when he was already over forty, he at last got to grips with the language. In Paris, where he was immediately allowed the run of the library of his patron Jacques-Auguste de Thou and access, though limited, to the royal library, he found books and manuscripts in, and on, Arabic, as well as scholars who knew it.7 His first teacher was Etienne Hubert, physician to the French king and professor at the Collège Royal, who had spent a year in Morocco serving as physician to the ruler, Aḥmad al-Mansūr, and, while he was in Marrakesh, had assembled a collection of manuscripts.8 Casaubon could benefit, too, from the society of Arnoult de l’Isle, Hubert’s predecessor at the Collège Royal, who had also once been the physician of the king of France and then of Aḥmad al-Mansūr. He had returned to Paris in 1599 and would go again to Morocco as French ambassador in 1606. And there were other men of letters in Paris who shared Casaubon’s interest: Jean Martin, likewise a physician, who probably lectured in Arabic at the Collège Royal;9 and the counselor Etienne Fleury.10

5. R. Jones 1988, 13–24, 64–123.
6. Bod MS Casaubon 22, 43 verso, 46 recto.
7. For Casaubon’s impressions of Paris see Pattison 1892, 115–121.
Above all Casaubon sought inspiration from a man no longer in Paris: Joseph Justus Scaliger, who had moved to Leiden in 1593 and with whom Casaubon had exchanged his first letters in 1594. By the time Casaubon arrived in Paris, Scaliger had completed a Latin-Arabic glossary, destined to remain in manuscript, and had acquired a justifiably high reputation as an Arabist. It was to him that Casaubon confided the details of his own progress.

Casaubon soon had a sizable collection of books on Arabic. When acquired by the British Museum long after his death, they would form the basis of the Arabic collection at what is now the British Library. From these we can catch a glimpse of how he proceeded. The first, in a mixed volume containing grammatical texts, is the *Alphabetum arabicum* of Jacob Christmann, professor at Heidelberg, who discussed the different elements—the number, name, shape, and phonetic value—of the Arabic consonants and provided an Arabic version of the Lord’s Prayer and a passage from the Epistle to the Philippians as exercises. It was published in 1582. This is followed by the *Specimen characterum arabicorum*, issued in 1592 by Franciscus Raphelengius, the son-in-law of the printer Christophe Plantin, who had moved from Antwerp to Leiden to manage the local branch of his father-in-law’s publishing firm and who was himself appointed professor of Hebrew at the university. Intended mainly as a specimen of the firm’s Arabic types, it contained only the Arabic alphabet and an Arabic version of Psalm 50 (51). Then comes a mutilated edition (lacking the introduction) of the *Introductio in linguam arabicam*, by Bartholomeus Radtmann, professor at Frankfurt an der Oder. This, too, came out in 1592 and was only about the Arabic alphabet. Since no Arabic types were available in Frankfurt, the Arabic characters had to be filled in by hand. The fourth booklet is the *Alphabetum arabicum*, produced in 1592 by Giambattista Raimondi, the director of the Typographia Medicea in Rome, one of the first presses to print with Arabic types. Although this work, like the others, focuses upon the alphabet, it also includes a syllabary illustrating the vocalization, as well as sample texts of the Lord’s Prayer, the Ave Maria, Psalms 112 (113) and 116 (117), and the first

11. Leiden University Library, MS Or. 212.
15. Casaubon’s copy is BL 622.h.2.(4). For a discussion of the book see R. Jones 1988, 161–162, 265–266.
16. BL 622.h.2.(3).
17. Casaubon’s copy, BL 622.h.2.(2), lacks the title page and was identified by R. Jones 1988, 72–74, 167–169, 241–242.
verses of the Gospel of John. Although Casaubon seems to have owned the *Compendium grammatices arabicae*, published by Ruthger Spey in Heidelberg in 1583 and based on Postel’s Arabic grammar, and even though he knew Postel’s work, none of the books he owned would have enabled him to go very far. Nevertheless, he initially made swift progress. In November 1601 he informed Scaliger that he had started to compile a word list, and he scoured the books in his possession for Arabic words. Like Scaliger, however, he was under no illusions about the difficulties of the language.

Casaubon’s enthusiasm for his new subject was such that Marcus Welser, the classical scholar in Augsburg, feared that it might distract him from his other studies. But in fact Casaubon remained loyal to his other commitments, more demanding and more urgent. For Arabic, he relied on the presence of his teachers. Casaubon seems to have abandoned his Arabic studies, however briefly, when Etienne Hubert had to leave Paris. He resumed them when Adriaen Willemsz arrived in France with a letter from Scaliger in March 1602.

Adriaen Willemsz, from the Dutch seaport of Flushing, had matriculated at the Faculty of Letters of Leiden University in 1595 at the age of eighteen and subsequently switched to the study of medicine. He probably received some instruction in Arabic from the Polish convert from Judaism Philippus Ferdinandus, who, on the insistence of Scaliger, was appointed to the chair of Arabic in Leiden for a trial period in August 1599 but died before the year was out. Adriaen was also taught by Peter Kirsten, a physician from Breslau who was traveling across Europe in the hope of finding someone to teach him enough Arabic to read the works of Avicenna in the original and who had met an Arabic-speaking Christian who assisted him. While visiting the Low Countries to seek out Scaliger, he encountered Adriaen.

---

18. BL 622.h.2.(2). For an extensive discussion of Raimondi’s work see R. Jones 1988, 169–172, 268.
21. See, for example, his notes on the flyleaf of his copy of Johannes Stoeffler’s *Elucidatio fabricae ususque astrolabii* (Paris, 1585), BL 531.f.14.
22. Casaubon 1709, 143 (27 March 1602): “Video longum esse iter, non dicam, ad cognitionem ejus linguæ perfectam, sed vel mediocrem notitiam. Nam quod venuste sic, ut nihil possit magis, scriptum a te, in aditu blandiri hanc linguam; cum vero intus admissus fuerit aliquis, commendatitiis esse opus; id, inquam, experti reapse nos sumus. Fruantur illi opinione sua, qui ex aliquot pagellarum intuitu, non enim lectione, satis scio, repente prodierunt Arabes.”
23. Casaubon 1709, 146.
24. Du Rieu 1875, 42.
26. BL MS Burney 364, 332 recto–verso. See also Kirsten 1608, 5, 7. For Kirsten as an Arabist see Fück 1955, 57–59.
thus arrived in France with some grounding in Arabic. He became Casaubon’s most trusted teacher and collaborator.

Casaubon was devoted to Adriaen. He and his wife regarded him as an adopted son, and the two men worked their way through the Arabic texts that Casaubon had acquired. Nearly all of these were publications of the Typographia Medicea in Rome. There was the *Kitāb nuzhat al-mushtāq*, an excerpt from the large work on geography by the twelfth-century topographer al-Idrisi, who was born in Morocco but spent much of his life in Sicily. In Europe al-Idrisi was known as “Geographus arabs” or “Nubiensis” until John Selden identified him in 1646. Casaubon and Adriaen started to translate the work. Then there was the Roman edition of the Arabic Gospels, which had appeared in 1591. Casaubon acquired it in 1601, but he did not start reading it properly, with Adriaen, until 1603. They also read the Typographia Medicea editions of Avicenna’s great medical work, *al-Qānūn*, and of *al-Ajurrūmiyya*, by the fourteenth-century Moroccan grammarian al-Sanhājī. Casaubon’s marginalia to this last book survive in the British Library. They also started studying the Koran.

Casaubon and Adriaen planned a joint publication. In 1602 David Rivault de Fleurance, the future tutor of Louis XIII, presented Casaubon with an Arabic manuscript of two hundred proverbs mainly attributed to Abū ‘Ubayd in the eighth century, but in fact of various origin. Rivault accompanied the manuscript with a Latin translation by a Maronite. Casaubon thought that the translation was poor. He and Adriaen set about copying out the Arabic text, and Casaubon dispatched Adriaen’s transcription of the first 177 proverbs to Scaliger in October 1602, suggesting that he translate and annotate them. Scaliger did so, and Adriaen then copied out the rest of the manuscript; but Scaliger never managed to complete his work.

At about this time Casaubon also drew up an Arabic word list. It is in his interleaved copy of the *Dittionario novo Hebraico*, a Hebrew-Italian-Latin

29. Casaubon 1709, 111. See also Casaubon 1850, I, 481–482, 509, 510, 525. For the translation see Bod MS Casaubon 17, 81 recto–96 recto.
30. BL Or.72.c.5. Casaubon recorded his acquisition of the book in 1601 on the flyleaf, but subsequently changed the date to 1603, adding that he had taken it up again later.
32. BL 14593.b.31.
35. The episode is recounted by Casaubon in his preface to Scaliger 1610, i3 verso–i4 recto, and is reconstructed by Erpenius in his edition of the proverbs, Erpenius 1614, *3 verso–*4 recto. For a discussion of the proverbs themselves see Sellheim 1954, 56–89.
[To view this image, refer to the print version of this title.]

Figure App. 1. Title page of Casaubon’s copy of David de’ Pomi’s *Ditionario novo Hebraico*. British Library C.79.d.6.
dictionary published in 1587 by the Italian Jewish scholar David de’ Pomi. On the flyleaf Casaubon lists his sources—the publications of the Typographia Medicea (which were solely in Arabic), the polyglot psalter (in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic) published by Agostino Giustiniani in Genoa in 1516, the Arabic passages in the 1598 edition of Scaliger’s *De emendatione temporum*, the manuscript of proverbs attributed to Abū ‘Ubayd, and a Koran.

The lack of a published dictionary compelled all Casaubon’s fellow Arabists, such as William Bedwell in England and Franciscus Raphelengius and Scaliger in Leiden, to compile word lists of their own. Casaubon’s use of an interleaved copy of de’ Pomi’s Hebrew dictionary—a method also employed by Scaliger—raised the question of the Arabic alphabetical order. This was a problem faced by a number of European Arabists at the time. Their familiarity with the Hebrew alphabet led them to prefer the “Aramaic” order in Arabic, in which the letters were arranged according to their numerical value, rather than what is now the standard *hijā’* order, an arrangement according to shape. Casaubon, however, violated even the numerical order by joining Arabic characters that had no Hebrew equivalent to those that did—the dhāl to the dāl, the hā to the khā, the zā to the tā, the ghain to the ‘ain, the dād to the sād, the shin to the sin, and the thā to the tā.

Soon Casaubon was also applying his Arabic in his publications. Arabic was never central to his studies, yet he was determined to exploit his knowledge of it to the utmost. His Arabic quotations are particularly striking on account of the large and ungainly Arabic types provided by Guillaume Le Bé, and his use of the language corresponds to what we would expect of a contemporary antiquarian. He applied it above all in the domains of topography, medicine, etymology, and biblical criticism. But he often approached it with the same critical sense with which he approached the texts that he edited. In his notes to the *Historiae Augustae scriptores* of 1604 he provided two Arabic spellings for the name of Libyan Tripoli in connection with the birthplace of Britannicus, and corrected an error in Avicenna’s use of the term *conditum*, a pharmaceutical preparation. He also discussed the Arabic word for elephant, the etymology of the name Heliogabalus (a subject about which he had corresponded with Scaliger), and the gender of the Arabic word for the crescent moon. A year later he published his *De satyrica Graecorum poesi et Romanorum satira libri duo* and quoted Avicenna in Ar-
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36. BL C.79.d.6.
37. For a further discussion see Hamilton 2009, 154–155.
38. Casaubon 1603, 266, 337.
abic on priapism, correcting a mistake in the Typographia Medicea version of *al-Qānūn*. In 1606 there followed his edition of Gregory of Nyssa, in which he speculated on the identity of al-Idrisi and quoted from an Arabic version of the Epistle to the Galatians.

The assistance of Adriaen Willemsz had been essential. Casaubon was overcome by grief when Adriaen died after a brief illness in July 1604. Casaubon described to Scaliger his desperate ride to Adriaen’s lodgings and the scene at his deathbed. For a while he abandoned the studies that continued to remind him of his tutor. Not until March 1605 does he seem to have again taken up his translation of al-Idrisi, and in November to have been reading Avicenna. Although he continued to provide Arabic words in his publications, it is clear from his correspondence with Scaliger, in which discussions of Arabic had once held a central place, that his keenness had waned. In March 1607 he told Sebastian Tengnagel, the Dutch imperial librarian in Vienna, that he had all but relinquished Arabic.

Casaubon suffered again with the death of Scaliger in January 1609, but in the same month there arrived in Paris one of Scaliger’s pupils, Thomas Erpenius. Erpenius was destined to become the greatest Arabist of his generation, and it was in France that he made his extraordinary progress. Casaubon helped him from the outset. He lent him his Arabic material. He introduced him to Josephus Abudacnus, a Copt from Cairo who had himself gotten in touch with Casaubon in the previous year; and Abudacnus gave Erpenius some tuition in Arabic to supplement what he had learned from William Bedwell in London in December 1608. Encouraged by Erpenius’ presence, Casaubon returned to his earlier studies, and in October 1609 he entrusted Erpenius with the manuscript of the proverbs attributed to Abū ‘Ubayd in Adriaen’s transcription and with Scaliger’s annotations (as well as his own), asking him to retranslate the text, then edit and publish it.

In November Erpenius left Paris for Saumur, where he spent the best part of a year before again returning to Paris. It was during his second stay in the French capital that he encountered, in Conflans, Aḥmad ibn Qāsim al-Hajari, an Arab of Andalusian origin who was in France in the service of the

40. Casaubon 1605b, 90.
41. Casaubon 1606, 66–67, 140.
42. Casaubon 1709, 213–214.
43. Ibid., 234, 255.
44. Ibid., 286.
47. For Erpenius’ life see Juynboll 1931, 59–118.
ruler of Morocco. Although their meeting seems to have been relatively brief, al-Hajari gave Erpenius the most satisfactory lessons in Arabic he had ever received and enabled him to perfect the Arabic grammar on which he was working and which, after its publication in 1613, would remain unsurpassed until the nineteenth century. At first Erpenius was attracted by Casaubon’s proposal that he have it published, together with the proverbs, by Le Bé in Paris. Yet in March 1611 Casaubon, who had himself left Paris for London at the end of 1610, had to tell him that Le Bé now refused to publish books by “heretics.” By then, moreover, Erpenius had embarked on a journey that he hoped would take him to Istanbul, where he could buy Arabic manuscripts. He was disappointed. No boats were sailing from Venice, and he had to make do with material purchased in Venice and the Arabic collections in the libraries of Milan, Basel, Geneva, and, above all, of Heidelberg, which held most of the manuscripts that Guillaume Postel had collected in the Levant.

While Erpenius was traveling Casaubon had approached, through William Bedwell, the heirs of Franciscus Raphelengius in Leiden, and had urged them to publish Erpenius’ Arabic grammar with his corrections of their father’s Arabic dictionary. He also wrote to Hugo Grotius and Daniel Heinsius to enlist their support in appointing Erpenius professor of Arabic at the university. When Erpenius at last returned to Holland in the summer of 1612 the Leiden chair was his, and he remained grateful to Casaubon for the rest of his life.

Though deprived of teachers and with ever less time to devote to Arabic, Casaubon made the most use of it in his last—and arguably greatest—publication. This was his attack on Baronio, the *Exercitationes*, which appeared in London in 1614. In it Casaubon quotes al-Idrisī on the distance from Bethle-
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49. Casaubon 1709, 375.


52. See his statement in the dedicatory epistle to Casaubon’s son Meric in Erpenius 1623, *2 recto–verso*: “Is [sc. Casaubon] autem simul ac me vidit, et Linguarum Orientalium studiosissimum esse cognovit, vehementer et me amare, et studiis meis favere caepit, ita quidem ut, cum Arabicae linguae desiderio, magni Scaligeri hortatu, jam totum me flagrare, et libris omnibus destitui animadverteret, supellectilem suam Arabicam, quam satis habebat luculentam, ultro mihi offerret, et concederet. quod quidem beneficium tanto me gaudio affectis, ut me beatiorem crederem vivere neminem: et tantum Arabismi studium in me excitavit, ut majori cum ardore atque animi alacritate neminem unquam illas litteras aggressum esse persuasum habeam.” See also his oration on Hebrew delivered at Leiden University on 27 September 1620 (Erpenius 1621, 129): “hoc tantum dico Clarissimum virum Ishacum Casaubonum, seculi hujus insignis ornamentum, et cui plurimum debent studia mea orientalia.”
hem to Jerusalem, but above all he refers to the Typographia Medicea edition of the Arabic Gospels. For much of the time he simply uses the Arabic to confirm a reading in Syriac in Tremellius’ 1569 edition of the Peshitta. Yet he is also critical of the Roman edition of the Gospels. We do not know with certainty from what manuscripts the Arabic text was drawn, but it corresponded mainly to the so-called Alexandrian Vulgate, the origin of which can be traced back to the thirteenth century, when a Coptic (Bohairic) version of the New Testament was supplemented by passages from Syriac and Greek versions. A hybrid product, which was to form the basis of all published editions of the Gospels in Arabic from 1591 to the twentieth century, it is of hardly any use for critical purposes. Ca saubon was probably unaware of the genealogy of the edition, but he was clearly aware of its defects. Certain passages, moreover, offended him deeply as a Protestant. The most striking is Matthew 16:18, “Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church”—the text most frequently used to justify papal supremacy. The Arabic in the Typographia Medicea edition (but not of subsequent editions) goes further still, and instead of “Thou art Peter” gives “Thou art the rock,” which was even better suited to Roman claims.

One book in particular in Ca saubon’s library points to his intention of using Arabic material in the continuation of his attack on Baronio—the Brevis orthodoxae fidei professio, a Maronite confession of faith printed entirely in Arabic by the Typographia Medicea in 1595. Although the Maronites had long claimed to have always been in communion with Rome, there were doubts about this thesis, and the Protestants looked at them with only slightly less interest than at the other Arabic-speaking Christians who, they held, had resisted with heroism the overtures of the papacy. In the confession of faith Ca saubon marked those points that Protestants would have regarded as contentious—the Catholic claim, for example, that the Maronites believed both in the seven sacraments and in purgatory, and the passages on the church councils in which the Eastern Christians played an important role: Nicaea, Chalcedon, Constantinople, and Florence. Baronio, elated by what seemed to be decisive signs of the conversion to Roman Catholicism of the Coptic church of Alexandria, had boldly announced an imminent
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57. Ca saubon’s copy of the Brevis orthodoxae fidei professio (Rome, 1595) is BL 733.g.72.(2). Bod MS Ca saubon 22, 121 recto, provides an indication that he owned the work when he was in London.
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union, and the Protestants of Europe reacted robustly against this proclamation.58

When he was in England Casaubon at last met William Bedwell, with whom he had corresponded for so long, and formed with him a friendship that lasted until his death. Bedwell showed him the Arabic lexicon he was compiling, wrote to him from Leiden when he went there briefly in 1612, and informed him of details of his own Arabic studies.59 Casaubon wrote querulously to Etienne Hubert, complaining about the hostility he believed he had encountered in England. Two men, however, remained loyal and affectionate: Bedwell, and Bedwell’s patron Lancelot Andrewes.60

In England, however, Casaubon was above all a spectator of the great advances made by Erpenius, who kept him abreast of the stages of his progress. And it was thanks to Erpenius that Casaubon’s interest in Arabic was rewarded. In 1613 Erpenius sent him an inscribed copy of his Arabic grammar,61 and in March 1614 a copy of the Kitāb al-amthāl seu Proverbiorum arabi- corum centuriae duae.62 This was the published edition of the proverbs attributed to Abū ‘Ubayd. It was dedicated to Casaubon and contained Erpenius’ own translation of the proverbs added to notes by Scaliger and Casaubon. In his preface Erpenius gave full credit to the gifts of Adriaen Willemsz, expressed his infinite gratitude to Casaubon, and presented the work as a monument to the collaboration among the four friends, Casaubon, Scaliger, Adriaen, and himself. A few months later Casaubon was dead.

If we look back at what Casaubon actually achieved as an Arabist the results are disappointing. He set out with bold plans, but he never had time to bring them to fruition or to reach the standard of Arabists such as Raphe- lengius and Scaliger, let alone Erpenius. Dependent on the help of others, he was repeatedly frustrated by their departure or their death. He composed two lines of appropriate Arabic for his letter to Julius Conradus Otto—but nothing comparable to the Hebrew of the letter itself.63 Nevertheless he is entitled to a place of distinction among contemporary orientalists. Why?

Casaubon’s high reputation as a scholar meant that news of his interest in Arabic soon spread through the Republic of Letters, and his own energy as a letter writer made him something of a focal point among its orientalists. All the main Arabists of the time wrote to him as one of the few men who could

60. Ibid., 54.
61. BL 622.h.5.(2).
62. Casaubon 1709, 556.
63. BL MS Burney 365, 27 recto; see 238–239 above.
understand their problems, appreciate their progress, and answer their questions. Not only did he correspond consistently with Scaliger and Erpenius, but he exchanged letters with Etienne Hubert in Paris, William Bedwell in England, Jacob Christmann in Heidelberg, and Peter Kirsten in Breslau. They sent him their publications and thirsted for his opinions. Georg Michael Lingelsheim, the councilor of the Elector Palatine, spontaneously lent him an Arabic manuscript from the Heidelberg library. The Copt Josephus Abudacnus, who was always in search of intellectual celebrities and begged Scaliger to take him on as his assistant, also wrote to Ca saubon in the hope of making his acquaintance. In 1613, when he was in London, Ca saubon was approached by the Arabic-speaking Christian Murqus Du‘ābilī al-Kurdī, known in Europe as Marco Dobelo, who had lectured in Arabic at the Maronite College in Rome, had then moved to Spain, and was searching for employment in England. Ca saubon’s fame had extended across Europe, and he must be regarded as one of the scholars who made the use of oriental languages in learned correspondence fashionable.

Then there were Ca saubon’s plans, a number of which display an approach far ahead of his time. His plan to edit the proverbs attributed to Abū ‘Ubayd after he had received them in 1602 was in itself highly original. Just then the only Arabic texts that had been edited or translated in the West were either devotional—parts of the Koran, excerpts from the scriptures, Christian prayers, and confessions of faith—or scholarly—on history, topography, medicine, mathematics, and grammar. What Ca saubon proposed was the introduction of a completely different genre, a literary text. This idea would have a glorious future. After Erpenius had edited Ca saubon’s proverbs, he went on to publish other collections of Arabic sayings. Soon works of literature, such as the Maqāmāt in rhyming prose and pieces of poetry, would broaden European knowledge of Arabic culture.

Ca saubon can also claim to have been the first Western Arabist to propose a study of Arabic poetry. He did so in his 1605 edition of the satires of Persius, and his interest in the matter is confirmed by a number of the passages he underlined and annotated in his copy of Leo Africanus’ De totius Africae descriptione. That he never actually managed to carry out his plan...
may have been due to the shortage of time and the lack of texts available in the West. Again it was Erpenius who would follow his lead, and defend Arabic poetry in his public orations at Leiden University in 1613 and 1620.\footnote{Erpenius 1621, 33; R. Jones 1988, 15–25, esp. 19.}

That Casaubon should have expended so much time and energy on Arabic testifies to his tireless quest for knowledge as an antiquarian. Nor was it only the language that interested him. Even if most of his comments on the Koran were disparaging and smacked of traditional anti-Islamic rhetoric,\footnote{Casaubon 1606, 132.} he owned at least three manuscripts of the work in Arabic, besides the so-called \textit{Epitome Alcorani}, edited by Johann Albrecht Widmanstetter, and the Latin translation edited by Bibliander in 1543.\footnote{Bod MS Casaubon 22, 44 recto (nos. 51, 53, and 55), 60 verso, 69 recto.} With Scaliger, who had advised him to read it, he discussed the text dispassionately\footnote{Casaubon 1709, 184, 666.} and was clearly eager to understand it in the same way as he wished to understand the rabbinic works to which he once compared it.\footnote{Casaubon 1614, 100: "Nam si valet haec ratio, ut credi omnia debeat, quae aliquis haereticus aut fanaticus finxerit, quia Deus illa potest facere: quid est cur deliria Rabbinorum, aut etiam Mahometis, respamus? eti enim stupenda sunt, et insana figmenta, quae in libris Rabbinorum aut in Alcorano recitantur: nihil tamen est aesto portentosae excogitatum, quod, si omnipotentiam Dei respicimus, fieri a Deo non posse credi debeat." See also 211.}

We may well wonder what would have happened had Casaubon had the chance to fulfill his plans—to complete his Arabic dictionary, to discuss Arabic poetry, and to delve further into Arabic culture. And indeed, we can extend the question to the other oriental languages in which he showed an interest. For Casaubon owned material in Ethiopic and Armenian,\footnote{Ethiopic: Bod MS Casaubon 22, 34 recto; Armenian: ibid., 44 recto.} neither of which he managed to study even though he started listing the Ethiopic words he found in Francisco Alvarez’s account of the quest for Prester John.\footnote{Bod MS Casaubon 30, 75 recto–77 verso.} He went further in the study of Coptic. He had consulted a couple of manuscripts with Coptic texts in Paris, and we see from his notes that he had started to work on the alphabet.\footnote{Bod MS Casaubon 11, 51 recto–52 verso.} This was some twenty years before Athanasius Kircher introduced the study of the language into Europe.\footnote{On the early history of Coptic studies see Hamilton 2006, 197–199.}

It would be unfair—and somewhat misleading—to compare Casaubon’s knowledge of Arabic with his knowledge of Hebrew. Hebrew was central to much of his work, and the time invested in learning it was repaid with interest. It was being studied increasingly in Europe in Casaubon’s day. Adequate grammars and dictionaries were available, and Jewish converts to Christian-
Arabic was a very different matter. The European city in which it was easiest to meet native speakers of Arabic was Rome, where Gregory XIII had founded the Maronite College in 1584. But Casaubon never went to Rome. He found Paris stimulating, but, if we except occasional visitors such as Abudacnus and al-Hajarī, it was only some years after Casaubon had left Paris for London that Arabic-speakers arrived in any number, mainly learned Maronites invited to collaborate on the Polyglot Bible, to serve as royal interpreters, and to teach at the Collège Royal.82 The difficulties, therefore, were enormous, and it took the genius of Erpenius, his fortunate encounter with al-Hajarī, and his single-minded concentration on the language to break through the constrictions that weighed on the study of Arabic. Casaubon helped him, and this fact gives him an added importance in the history of Arabic studies in Europe.

**Additional note (July 2010):** The dispersal of Casaubon’s manuscript collection is likely to be a lasting source of surprises. One manuscript which it is possible to identify as his is a bilingual copy of part of the Koran, the Arabic on the left pages and, on the right, the Latin translation made in Spain by Johannes Gabriel Terrolensis for Egidio da Viterbo in 1518. The manuscript, MS Mm v 26, probably dating from the 1530s, is in Cambridge University Library, and is discussed in detail by Thomas E. Burman in his *Reading the Qur’ān in Latin Christendom, 1140–1560* (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 168–173, 277–279. Burman identified the annotator as the Biblical scholar William Tyndale. In fact, however, the notes, written, some interlineally and others alongside the Latin translation from sura 2: 46 to 231 (fos. 7–39), are unmistakably in the hand of Casaubon. The name Wilyām Tindalun, transcribed in Arabic on a blank folio near the beginning of the manuscript, is not, in my view, in the same hand as the annotations. It would seem to be a mark of ownership, but William Tyndalls or Tindales were common enough at the time: no fewer than four of them matriculated at Cambridge between 1545 and 1595. The annotations have been analyzed thoroughly by Burman. They were meant as corrections to Terrolensis, and they all endeavor to convey the literal meaning of the Arabic, whereas Terrolensis tends to paraphrase. Though some suggestions are less felicitous, they are, by and large, fine improvements and testify to their author’s expertise in Arabic. The annotations were probably made in Paris between the summer of 1602 and the summer of 1604, when Casaubon was reading the Koran together with Adriaen Willemsz. They should consequently be regarded as yet another fruit of their collaboration.

APPENDIX 2

Casaubon on the Masoretic Text

Early in 1603, Casaubon wrote an unexpectedly generous letter to the Catholic scholar Jean Porthaise. A member of the aggressively orthodox Franciscans, who led many of the public demonstrations of the Catholic League in Paris during the Wars of Religion, Porthaise made his name as a writer producing polemics against Protestant theology and astrology. To the amusement of Huguenot observers, he prudently changed his style when Henri IV assumed the throne.¹ Porthaise's mastery of Hebrew may not have been profound, if Isaac Vossius' account deserves credence: "Speaking in [Poitiers], with shameless deceitfulness he recited long passages in Bas-Breton, his mother tongue, to his audience, and pretended they were Hebrew. But he was exposed by Scaliger, who went to hear him one day out of curiosity. Knowing both Hebrew and Bas-Breton, he exposed Porthaise's deceit to those who had taken him to the man's sermon."² Nonetheless he asked Casaubon's advice about the Masorah—the spiky thicket of letters, numbers, and signs that appeared on the tops and bottoms of pages, and between the Hebrew text of the Bible and the Aramaic translation, in most editions of the Rabbinic Bible.³ Casaubon replied confidently and in detail, counseling Porthaise on the nature, value, and uses of the biblical apparatus. He used an

1. Scaliger 1695, 322; 1740, II, 514: "Ce Predicateur avoit esté aussi des plus animez contre le Roy Henry IV. avant que Dieu feust affermy sur le throsne; mais depuis les choses ayant changé, Porthaise changea aussi de note, et entre autres, estant à Saumur, il vint faire sa Cour à Monsieur du Plessis, qui en estoit Gouverneur; duquel ayant obtenu permission de prescher à saint Pierre, à la charge d'exhorter bien le peuple à estre fidelle au Roy, le Compagnon m'y manqua pas."

2. Scaliger 1695, 322; 1740, II, 513–514: "Le mesme, preschant au mesme lieu [Poitiers], debitoit impudemment à ses Auditeurs de grandes periodes en Bas Breton, son langage maternel, qu'il leur faisoit passer pour de l'Hebreu; mais il fut decouvert par Monsieur de Lescalle, qui l'ayant esté ouyr un jour par curiosité, et n'ignorant ny l'Hebreu, ny le Bas Breton, fit connoistre sa fourbe à ceux qui l'avoient mené au sermon de Porthaise."

3. For the character of Porthaise's inquiry see Casaubon 1709, 173, which makes clear that he asked about the "orbiculi" to be found in the Masorah. The first edition to offer a full version of this apparatus, and the model for most later ones, was the second Bomberg Rabbinic Bible of 1524–25, edited by Jacob b. Hayyim.
oft-cited but enigmatic Hebrew phrase to express his sense that the makers of the Masorah had done their job well. “The criticism of the Hebrews,” Casaubon explained, “which they call the Masorah, is a wholly divine thing. The rabbis generally use the very clever term ‘Fence for the law’ to refer to it, as you clearly know, for I see that you have learned to exercise in this gymnasium.” For all the hyperbole of Casaubon’s praise, as we will see he took the Masorah as something quite historical: a critical apparatus, devised and developed by men, that had preserved the text of the Old Testament in a reliable form.

Casaubon derived this overview of Masoretic tradition from the third preface to the *Massoret haMassoret* (Tradition of the Tradition), the groundbreaking study of the textual apparatus of the Hebrew Bible written by the Jewish scholar Elijah Levita. This short, tightly packed book, which appeared in 1538, offered the first detailed account of the origins and nature of the Masorah. It became, and remained for more than a century, a desk reference for any Christian scholar interested in the Hebrew Bible. Most Jews, Levita noted, believed that “Ezra the scribe, and his associates, who were the men of the Great Synagogue, made the Masorah, the vowel points, and the accents through all the scriptures.” Others—notably the author of the *Zohar*, which Levita may not have read at this point, and many other Kabbalists—held “that they were given on Sinai” by Moses himself. For his part, Levita maintained that the entire apparatus had been added by the Masoretes—the Jewish grammarians who worked both in Palestine and in Iraq from the seventh through the eleventh centuries C.E. With striking historical insight—and a little exaggeration—Levita described these men as consummate philologists, who had had to restore not only the text, but the Hebrew language itself, which had long since yielded to Aramaic in everyday life. After the destruction of the Second Temple, he explained, “the sacred tongue began gradually to disappear, till the time of the Masoretes, who are the men of Tiberias, which is Mouzia. They were great sages, and thoroughly


5. On Levita see Ginsburg’s still standard introduction to Levita 1867; and Weil 1963. For the reception of his views, Ginsburg remains very informative. See also Allen 1949; Muller 1980; and Malcolm 2002.


7. Ibid., 121; see Ginsburg’s introduction, 48; and Penkower 1989.
conversant with the scriptures and the structure of the language, more so than all the other Jews who lived in that generation, and none like them have existed since.” Levi believed that the Masoretes had drawn on “traditions” that went back to the authors of the biblical books as they did their work, even when they reported variants in the Pentateuch. But he insisted that they had assembled and sifted these materials as scholars, collating manuscripts, not as beneficiaries of direct revelation.

Casaubon concentrated on one aspect of the Masoretes’ work: the textual corrections they proposed in hundreds of cases, using the system known as Ketiv (what is written) and Kere (what is read). The Masoretes left the transmitted text, or Ketiv, intact, and used the margin and their system of vocalization to indicate what they thought the better readings, which were to be used when the Torah was read. Casaubon never said so explicitly, but it seems very likely that he saw the analogy between the Masoretes’ way of proposing emendations without altering the transmitted text and the methods of Aristarchus and other Alexandrian critics of Homer. They, too, had respected the transmitted text, and had devised a system of marginal signs to identify particular verses as spurious or unworthy of Homer.

Casaubon laid out the development of this system, which he thought had begun not with Moses, but with Ezra, when he reconstituted the text of the Torah after the exile:

The Jewish Masters offer varied explanations for the origins of the Masorah. You have seen, I believe, what Elijah Levi wrote on this matter in the preface to his Massoret haMassoret . . . It is certainly true that Moses was not the author of the Ketiv and Kere, and it is absurd to think that the matters taught in that art go back to the authors themselves. More plausible is the opinion of those rabbis who ascribe the invention of the Ketiv and Kere to that profoundly wise scribe of the law, Ezra. But this can hold only for the books of Moses and the other older ones. For as Elijah rightly argues, there was hardly any need for correctors to work on the writings of the more...

9. Ibid., 110–112. On 120 he argued that even Ezra and his associates had had to collate manuscripts when they could not find the author’s autograph of a given biblical book. In such cases, he thought, “they undoubtedly followed the majority of codices, which they had collected from different places.”
10. Friedrich August Wolf made explicit use of this analogy in his 1795 Prolegomena ad Homerum. He planned, but wrote only two chapters of, a second part of this work, which he intended to dedicate to a comparison between the transmission of the two texts. See Wolf 1985. In the twentieth century, Saul Lieberman made the same comparison, and argued that the Jews had drawn their critical methods in part from Alexandrian criticism (Lieberman 1942 and 1950).
recent prophets. I think that this opinion is either true, or close to the truth, and that Ezra, or others around his time, created the Criticism of the Hebrews. Afterward, the most learned members of the Jewish schools treated it. For just as we read that the Greeks had schools of philosophers and grammarians, so also there were schools and, as it were, families of the Masoretes. For the synagogues that remained in the East followed the major author of this form of learning, Jacob, son of Naftali. Those who returned to the West and their fatherland cite Aaron, son of Asher, as the creator of their Masorah. And so this form of study was divided into two sects, so to speak, Ben Naftali and Ben Asher. Those who think that the Masorah shows the corruption of the divinely inspired books of scripture become guilty of a great crime. In fact, this art attests to the certainty and accuracy of the divine Word. If God grants, someday I will prove this with a very precise commentary.11

Although Casaubon cited Levita, he also criticized him for hemming and having at vital points in his argument: “That most learned and judicious man clearly had the right opinion on this matter, though what he wrote was not perfectly correct. For in the end he seems to come back to the opinion of those who hold that the authors of the sacred books also passed on the Masorah, which is not only false, but also absurd. And it is patently clear from Elijah’s own words that he saw this: but nothing is harder than either to recognize or to reject a mistake, once it has become established.”12

Levita, Casaubon argued, believed that the Masoretes had actually recon-


12. Ibid., 173: “Vir ille doctissimus et acerrimi judicii haut dubie sensit recte hac de re; etsi scriptum non satis recte. Videtur enim tandem eo revolvi, ut eorum accedat sententiae, qui putant traditam Massoram Librorum Sacrorum ab ipsis eorum Auctoribus: quod non solum falsum, sed et ridiculum est.”
structed a system first given by Moses on Sinai, and Casaubon—who seems to have been one of the few Christian readers to grasp how conservative Levita’s central position was—condemned this concession to the notion that the text was inspired. He thought it absurd to suggest that Moses himself had introduced variants into the text. At the same time, Casaubon approved the history of the later Masoretic tradition that Levita had sketched. He followed Levita in describing the two Masoretic schools of Ben Naftali and Ben Asher in tenth-century Tiberias, in Palestine, both of which introduced further refinements into their different versions of the text. Unlike many earlier Christian writers, who treated Jewish efforts to correct the Old Testament text as evidence of their perfidy, of their desire to conceal its prophecies of Jesus, Casaubon inferred that the Jews had done their best, over the centuries, to preserve the Hebrew Bible intact—just as the ancient Greek and Roman critics had tried to preserve their canonical texts.

What Casaubon gave Porthaise was not a full conspectus of Levita’s argument, even so far as the Qere and Ketiv were concerned, but a summary of one of his prefaces. The text he used, moreover, seems not to have been that of the printed edition, in which Levita’s Hebrew original was accompanied by a Latin translation of the third preface. Rather, it was a Latin translation, ascribed to Casaubon’s Genevan Greek teacher, Pierre Chevalier, which survives, in part, in the Bodleian Library. In the margins of this manuscript, Casaubon noted the existence of “Oriental” and “Occidental” Masoretes, followers of Ben Naftali and Ben Asher, just as he would in his letter to Porthaise. More important, he also recorded the same responses to Levita’s arguments that he would pass on to the Catholic scholar. Casaubon picked out for criticism the points where, he thought, Levita qualified his true views about the age of the Masorah. At one point, for example, Levita quoted a passage from the Talmud which others had seen as proving that the vowel points came from Sinai: “What I find very difficult is what they say in the

Neque hoc non videbat Elias, quod facile ex ejus verbis apparat: sed nihil difficilissium est, quam usu confirmatum errorem vel agnoscere, vel libere repudiare.”

13. The manuscript begins with the third preface, which runs from 1 recto–11 recto and corresponds to the text in Levita 1867, 102–143. On Casaubon’s work with Chevalier see Casaubon to Scaliger, Casaubon 1709, 206: “Sed quosquisque nostrum est, qui de eo vel cogitet, vel qui eum usum tÙv RabbinikÙv dialÁktou habeat, ut par sit tanto incepto? Olim in eo studio aliquid operae atque olei consumpsimus, usi Magistro Petro Cevallerio Genevensi, quo nihil probius, nihil ®plo ækóteron. Verum amisso morte immatura amicissimo Praeceptore, non multum post illa profecimus”; Meric Ca sau bon, Pietas, in Casaubon 1709, 103: “Scito autem, Bulengere, illum mature ad illas literas animum applicuisse, et adhuc juvenem Rabbinorum sacris initiatum a Petro Cevallerio: a quo tamen non tantum didicit, quantum optabat, propter viri illius optimi et doctissimi immaturam mortem.”

same chapter, thus: R. Isaac says that the variant readings in scripture were passed on to Moses at Mount Sinai."15 "Nugae," wrote Casaubon in the margin: "nonsense, that the Masorah was passed down to Moses."16 The remark was hardly fair: Levita had cited the passage only in order to show that it could hardly refer to the Five Books of Moses, since none of the readings cited by R. Isaac came from them. Elsewhere Casaubon’s critique had more substance. Casaubon thought Levita must be hedging when he recorded that “All the men of the great synagogue noted down the variant readings in the law, as they had received them from Moses of pious memory, and that which is in the prophets and the sages according to the Kabbalah received from the prophets and their writings."17 “It is stated here,” Casaubon wrote, “that the cabala of the individual books was received from their authors. This is false.”18 Casaubon could not accept that Levita, who described himself as planning to “do battle against those who say that they [the points] were given on Sinai,” honestly believed that much of the Masorah represented a restoration of the text’s true form, rather than a set of innovations.19

When Casaubon insisted on the late origin of the Masorah, he departed from the views of his teacher. Even though Chevalier had provided the version of Levita’s work that Casaubon used, he did not agree with the Massoret haMassoret. In his edition of an older Hebrew grammar, Chevalier argued that Moses must have equipped the Pentateuch with vowel points. After all, he asked, “If the Law was set out without points, who besides Moses could at first have read and recited it correctly?”20 Scaliger described Chevalier’s “dia-tribe,” in a typically malign marginal note in his own copy of Antoine Che-

15. Bod MS Casaubon 10, 3 recto = Levita 1867, 109: “Sed adhuc maiorem difficultatem id habet apud me, quod dicunt in memorato capitie his verbis [Babylonian Talmud, Nedarim 37b]. Dicit R. Isaac, Diversitas Lectionis et Scripturae tradita est [MS: in] Mosi in monte Sinai vt Legitur et non Scribitur quod est in voce [772]: Euphrates, quod est in versu וברות [2 Sam. 8:3] cum iter ipsum.” The tradition in the talmudic text is described as halakhah leMoshe misinai (a law given to Moses at Sinai); this is the term given to a number of laws, which are accorded biblical authority although they are neither stated in scripture nor derived from hermeneutical principles.
16. Bod MS Casaubon 10, 3 recto = Levita 1867, 112: “èti Massora tradita Mosi.”
17. Bod MS Casaubon 10, 3 verso–4 recto = Levita 1867, 112: “CANON. Omnes viri magnae synagogae annotarunt diversam lectionem in lege, iuxta quod acceperant a Mose piae memoriae: eam autem quae in prophetis et hagiographis iuxta Kabbalam acceptam a prophetis et sapientibus aetatum: in libris vero captivitatis iuxta interpretationem ipsorum authorum, qui adhuc superstites erant non propter ul- lum dubitationem ut multi putarunt. Et ecce cum applicui animum meum ad quaerendum et scrutandum quicquid factum est circa negotium Scripti et Lecti, inveni diversam lectionem (quae hebraice vocatur כריכה וכתיב lectum et scriptum non inveniri in Deficientibus et Plenis.”
18. Bod MS Casaubon 10, 3 verso = Levita 1867, 112: “èti cabala singulorum librorum accepta ab auctoribus ipsorum libr. hoc falsum.”
20. Pierre Chevalier, note in A. Chevalier 1590, 24: “Si sine punctis lex proposita fuit, quis praeter Mosem eam recte legere et recitare initio potuit?”
valier’s grammar, as “silly, false, and the work of an ignorant man; let scholars beware.” He had read the Massoret haMassoret in full, in Hebrew, and knew that Levita had refuted this rebuttal in advance. Anticipating the objection that unpointed texts were unreadable, Levita vividly described three Syrian Christians who had visited Rome at the invitation of Leo X: “I then saw in their hands the book of Psalms, written in Syriac characters, as well as translated into Syriac . . . Now I saw them reading this Psalter without points, and asked them, Have you points, or any signs to indicate the vowels? And they answered me, 'No! But we have been conversant with that language from our youth till now, and, therefore, know how to read without points.'”

Casaubon, who seems not to have read Levita’s whole text, still clearly freed himself from his teacher’s influence and decided that Levita was generally right.

Casaubon did not limit himself to reading the translated preface to the Massoret haMassoret. In fact he looked for evidence both about Jewish ways of correcting the biblical text and about their wider historical context. As Benedetto Bravo has shown, during his Paris years, from 1600 to 1610, Casaubon pursued a larger project of which his inquiry into the Masorah formed only one chapter: a full-scale study of ancient critics and their work, in which he planned to compare Greek, Roman, and Jewish methods of textual criticism. As early as 1601, he wrote to Scaliger about his plans and asked his friend for help finding sources: “It is my intention to lay out the full critical method of the Hebrews in the book I have written about criticism. Could you please let me know if you have seen any rabbis who wrote something worthwhile on this subject? As for me, I know nothing of this kind beyond the notes in the Venice Bibles and the little book of the most learned Elijah.” As Casaubon’s curious slide from future plans to the perfect tense indicates, this account of his progress was more than a little optimistic. Still, he wrote to Porthaise—who was in fact already dead—in January 1603.

Casaubon’s notes on the criticism of the ancient Jews, or some of them, survive in the Bodleian Library. They include a reference to Levita’s “most

21. Scaliger, note ad loc., in Leiden University Library 873 B 12: “Haec diatriba asinina, falsa et idio-
tae hominis. Caveant studiosi.”
23. See below for a discussion of Chevalier’s interest in Kabbalah and Jewish magic—subjects in which Casaubon soon lost interest.
elegant work” on the Masorah, as well as definitions of Hebrew terms for schools and scholars given by Levi in the *Tishbi*. Casaubon knew, of course, that in order to undertake a serious investigation of Jewish criticism he would have to bring many more sources into play. As in his letter to Porthaise, he reminded himself in his notes that in addition to the *Massoret haMassoret*, “there are many other disparate things in the books of the rabbis relevant to this,” and that he must “add in the notes on the Bible”—that is, glean evidence from a direct study of the Masorah itself. No notes by Casaubon on the Masorah itself survive—a point to which we shall return. Still, he harvested evidence about the terms that Jewish critics used from an unexpected Jewish source, the *Sefer Hasidim* of Judah ben Samuel of Regensburg, a book he owned by 1605. Casaubon remarked on the flyleaf of his copy that the text contained a section on scribes and books, teachers and pupils. His notes in Oxford discuss a term for old texts, נושן ישן ספר, which he found and underlined on the book’s title page.

Casaubon’s most detailed notes on Jewish criticism, however, come from a sprawling, messy product of Christian Hebraism, a book that, as we have already seen, he thought both untrustworthy and chaotic: Pietro Galatino’s *De arcanis Catholicae veritatis*. Twenty years before Levi, Galatino had offered a crude, negative history of the text of the Hebrew Bible. In one chapter, he analyzed the eighteen standard *tikkunei soferim* (corrections of the scribes). These were changes made in very ancient times to remove anthropomorphic terms from the biblical text. Galatino ascribed these corrections to “talmudists” working in the Christian era. The Jews who claimed that they went back to Ezra himself were clearly wrong, since they would in that case have been labeled *tikkunei Ezra*.

More important, Galatino explained why the Jews had changed the text.


28. For this *terminus ante quem* see Casaubon 1709, 246; and Chapter 1 above.

29. Casaubon, note on flyleaf in BL 1934.f.13: “Pag. הוב sive 94. et seqq. agit de scribis et libris eorum scriptione ac descriptione; item de offic. doctorum et discipulorum, etc. Quaedam inibi דיבר תוש gratuits.” Casaubon noted the topics of sections, e.g., 94 recto: “De scriptoribus librorum”; 101 recto: “De doctore et discipulis.” But he did not take detailed notes.

30. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 12 recto: “נושן ישן ספר sic vocant codicem antiquiss. ut in libro Hachasidim.”

31. For a study of the tradition of the *tikkunei soferim* down to Ramon Martí, who in turn was Galatino’s source, see McCarthy 1981. See also Azariah de’ Rossi’s discussion in *Meir ’Einayim*, chap. 19, de’ Rossi 2001, 325–328.
The Talmudists wanted to remove from the Bible prophecies that Christianity clearly fulfilled and mysteries that clearly confirmed its truths. But they also removed from the scriptures many things that they did not understand, or that in their view seemed absurd, and might bring the text into discredit either with infidels or with “ignorant and simple Jews.” This was a rational way to explain such changes as the notorious one that had supposedly taken place in Genesis 18:22 (“And Abraham was still standing before the Lord”). According to tradition, the original text had described God as standing before Abraham. The scribes found the roles of the two parties improper and changed the text so that Abraham stood before God. The Jews, Galatino inferred from this and other cases, had corrupted scripture, and violated their own commandments in doing so: but they had done so “not for the sake of hiding the truth, or with any other evil intention,” but to protect their scripture from the ridicule of infidels and Christians. In his view, the stages of this process of corruption could still be seen, first in the Septuagint, as the Talmud suggested, and then in the Talmud itself, which preserved the evidence about the tikkunei soferim.32

One reason Galatino felt sure that the Jews had not meant to deceive was simple: they had left all the evidence in plain sight. When they emended the text, “they did not actually change the letters, but dared to point them in a way different from what scripture naturally demands.”33 As usual, Galatino's

32. Galatino 1603, 27–28 (I.8): “GAL. Innumera profecto in sacra pagina erant mysteria admodum inclyta, atque Christianiae fidei plurimum consentanea, quae veteres Iudaeorum gentilibus omni studio occultere nitebantur. Hinc septuaginta interpretes (ut de eis primum dicam) multa, teste Talmud, Ptolomaeo regi transferre omiserunt, et plurima mutaverunt, ne divina arcana gentilibus tunc indignis, nota fieri contingebant. Hinc etiam et ipsi סופרים sophrim, id est, scribae sive sapientes, multa tanquam absurda, et tanquam ea quae apud gentium nationes, nefas erat vel somniare, de divinis scripturis abrasurunt, tanquam iij, qui adhuc divini consili celsitudinem super humani generis salutem, plene non perpendebant: aut quia timebant divinas scripturas propter talia a suis et ab aliis infidelibus irrisum iri: aut quia suspicatati sunt, Iudaes ignaris atque simplicibus, ex huissusmodi impiae credulitatis scandalum generari. Eapropoter non veritatis occultaneae gratia, aut alio quovis malo animo, eas mutationes quibus scripturas sacram depravari contigit, eos fecisse constat, ut in Talmudicis libris liquido patet.”

33. For the sources of Galatino's material and even much of his wording on the tikkunei soferim see Marti 1651, 222–223 (II.iii.9), 547–550 (III.iii.4.11), 669–670 (III.iii.16.27) (and cf. McCarthy 1981, 52–54). It is revealing to compare, e.g., 549 with the passage from Galatino I.8 quoted above: “sic quoque vel tunc vel postea scribae saepius memorati eraserunt quae dicta sunt de Scripturis divinis tanquam absurda, et tanquam illa quae apud gentium sapientes nefas videbatur etiam somniare: vel quia suspiatati sunt posse de facili per huissimodi Iudaeis simplicibus impiae credulitatis scandalum generari: vel quia timebant scripturas sacras depravari contigit, eos fecisse constat: cum et in his et aliis in locis pene infinitis, sibi invicem veritatem reserare non praetermiserint, ut in Talmudicis libris liquido patet.” For the Masoretes, see III.iii.21.1, 696: “Caeterum scendum quod nec Moses punctavit legem, unde Iudaei non habent eam cum punctis, i. cum vocalibus scriptam in rotulis suis; nec aliquis ex prophetis punctavit librum suum; sed duo Iudaei, quorum unus dictus est Nephtali, alter vero Ben Ascher, totum vetus Testamentum punctasse leguntur: quae quidem puncta cum quibusdam virgulis sunt loco vocalium apud eos.” Still, Galatino wove
learning was not his own. His information about the corrections of the scribes came from Ramon Martí’s thirteenth-century _Pugio fidei_, as Casaubon eventually learned. Still, Casaubon seems to have felt that Galatino, with his paradoxical mixture of anti-Jewish polemic and rich information about the history of Jewish learning, offered vital material that he could not readily find elsewhere, and he identified Galatino as a prime source of information about the _tikkunei soferim_.

Galatino did not quench Casaubon’s curiosity. In 1613, when he spent time in Oxford, he took detailed, extensive notes on the _Syntagma_ of the early sixteenth-century Hebraist Robert Wakefield. Like Galatino’s book, the _Syntagma_, published by Wynkyn de Worde in London in 1534, predated the _Massoret haMassoret_. Unlike Galatino, however, Wakefield based his evaluation of the Hebrew text on direct study of the two Bomberg editions of the Rabbinic Bible, as well as the psalters edited by Felix Pratensis and Agostino Giustiniani. Casaubon rightly found Wakefield’s discussion of the Masorah—by far the most detailed one produced by a Christian Hebraist before the appearance of Levita’s book—very impressive. But he did not integrate these detailed notes with his other notes on ancient criticism.

For our immediate purposes, the fact that Casaubon relied so heavily on secondary sources, the works of Christian Hebraists, is most suggestive. It seems likely that he never carried out—or even tried hard to carry out—his proposed direct investigation of the Masorah. In the letter to Porthaise, Casaubon went on to describe the Masorah, revealing that he had used Rabbinic Bibles, and even to offer some help with deciphering its tightly encrypted information:

The little circles that you asked about serve only to indicate to the reader that he should look at the margin of the book, where he will find a Masoretic note. But in the great Bibles printed in Venice the

---

34. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 12 recto: “Loci correcti in bibliis. Loci XVIII. dicuntur a Masoritis correcti de q. vide Galatinum et Mercerum in Job, cap. 32.”

35. The publication date was established by Rex 1990. On Wakefield’s Hebrew studies see in general Wakefield 1989, although the introduction is very general.

36. Carley 2001 is a splendid study of Wakefield’s library, including his Hebrew books, and his habits as a reader. For a study of Wakefield’s biblical scholarship see Grafton forthcoming.

notes of the Masoretes are not printed, as is the normal way, at the margin of the text, but partly in the space between the Hebrew text and the Chaldean Targum, and partly beneath each column. The marginal notes of the critics are usually written in single letters, as you will see in the spaces I mentioned. For example, the little circle over bara refers to the note that you will find in that place; but what those numbers mean is explained in the other place I mentioned. When the little circle appears between two words, you should know that the critical note refers to both of them. There is no small difficulty involved in arriving at a correct understanding of all the forms of annotation in this art. Jean Mercier, doubtless the greatest Christian Hebraist of our time, was especially skilled at this. I hope that my work will someday shed no small light on studies of this kind, but that lies in the lap of the gods, for I need time and leisure, and other concerns busy me at present.38

Casaubon’s description of the mise-en-page of the Masorah shows that he had used it in the form given in Rabbinic Bibles. But it remains very general: he does not point out, for example, that the notes at the top and bottom of the page belong to the so-called Masora Magna, those between the Hebrew text and the Targum to the Masora Parva. Casaubon’s elaborate deference to Mercier suggests that he did not feel confident when it came to actually working with the Masorah. So does the one example of a Masoretic note that he chose to discuss, the circle superscribed between the first two words of Genesis 1:1. This came directly from Casaubon’s rather tatty Rosetta Stone for the Masorah, Chevalier’s unpublished Latin translation of Levita.39 Through 1603, in other words, Casaubon’s knowledge of the Maso-


39. Bod MS Casaubon 10, 10 recto = Levita 1867, 139: “Super autem omnem dictionem in quam aliquid tradiderunt, fecerunt circulum in medio dictionis quae est in contextu, ad notandum aliquid tradi de ea in margine . . . Quando vero circulus ille collocatur inter duas dictiones, signum est annotationem Masoreticam ad utrumque dictionem pertinere, ut ב א ר ו א א ה ס ש א ר .”
rah remained relatively superficial. Nothing in the surviving evidence indicates that he ever worked his way through Levita’s tabulation and analysis of the various forms of Masoretic correction—much less that he could have investigated the Masorah on his own.

One reason for Casaubon’s apparent failure to pursue his promised line of research may have been a gradual loss of faith in the quality of Jewish—or, indeed, of ancient—textual criticism. In his miscellaneous notes on ancient criticism, he remarks that the text of the *Phaenomena* of Aratus, an ancient didactic poem on astronomy, “shows by itself how much liberty the ancient critics allowed themselves in editing and emending—or rather transfiguring, so to speak—their books. Astronomers, grammarians, and geometers read or corrupted practically every verse of this in different ways. More intolerable still is that various fools added a composite prologue to it on their own authority . . . And the same liberties were sometimes taken, even by the orthodox, with the New Testament.”

Some leaves later appear detailed treatments of what Casaubon called “remarkable errors derived from false readings”—in these cases, Jewish ones. He argued at length that the Jews had been wrong to infer from Exodus 3:15 (יִהְיֶה זֶה שְׁמוֹ לְעֹלָם, “this is my name forever”) that it was forbidden to speak aloud the name of God. Their error, moreover, rested on a change introduced into the text by an ancient “Hebrew master.” This anonymous scribe revocalized לְעֹלָם from *leolam* (forever) to *lealam* (properly *lealem*, “concealed”). So emended, the verse meant “this my name is hidden,” and it became a charter for Jewish superstitions about the pronunciation of the divine name. Casaubon found all of this information, as he duly noted, in Galatino.

---

40. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 8 recto: “Quantum sibi critici veteres permiserunt in libris recensendis et emendandis imo transfigurandis (ut ita dicam) unius Arati *Phaenomena* declarant. cuius singuli paene versus varie lecti aut depravati fuere, ab astronomis, grammaticis et geometricis. sed nihil intolerabilius quam quod Prooemium illi multiplex variis nugatorum affixerunt de suo. vide ad Achillem Statium p. 109 . . . Eadem licentia alicubi usurpata in Novo Test. etiam ab orthodoxis proh nefas! Epiphan. 482.”


42. Galatino 1603, 94 (II.14), quoting the *libellus* of R. Abraham Picus: “In quibus quidem nominibus et in nominibus patrum fit mentio divinitatis, quoniam dicit, dii Abraham, dii Ishac, et dii Iacob. Et
In a second case, Casaubon argued even more sharply that one of the greatest Jewish scholars had either followed a corrupt text of the Pentateuch or corrupted it himself:

Rabbi Akiva, a man of great reputation, lived at the time of Jesus Christ, or certainly that of the apostles. But it was his stupidity, not his learning, that made him prominent. For when by chance he happened on corrupt texts of Moses—or perhaps had corrupted them himself—he read, at Numbers 24:17 ["There shall come a star out of Jacob"], in place of *cohav*, star, *cozab*, lie. This led him to believe, and to persuade others, that the man who claimed that he was the Messiah, under the name *Barcozab*, was the true Messiah.43

In this case, the ice on which Casaubon skated was paper-thin. Without knowing it, he was discussing a bitterly controversial episode from Jewish history—one so controversial that the tradition retained vivid, and in part conflicting, records of it.44 It is possible that Akiva did—but also that he did not—see Bar Kochba as the fulfillment of the prophecy of Numbers 24:17. Casaubon, however, could not know of any of these complications, since he encountered the texts not directly, but as interpreted by Galatino:

For as it is written in the Jerusalem Talmud, in the tractate titled Taanith, that is, “On fasts,” in the chapter that begins “In three chapters,” R. Akiva expounded the passage from Numbers 24:17, “A star shall step forth from Jacob” as “Barcozba will step forth from Jacob.” And when he saw Barcozba himself, he said: “This is the King Messiah.” This is also clearly contained in the commentary on Jeremiah’s lament titled *Echa rabbethi*, on Lamentations 2:2. For it is said there that R. Judah the son of Elai said that R. Akiva, when he expounded

44. See Palestinian Talmud, Ta’anit 4, 68d; Eikha Rabba 2:2; Schäfer 1978, 86–90; 1980, 117–119.
the verse, “A star shall step forth from Jacob,” said that one should not read cohav, star, but cozab, that is, lie, because it was the name of his false Messiah.45

As usual, Galatino had borrowed his erudition from Ramon Martí.46 Casaubon, drawing on Galatino in his turn, pressed the evidence to confirm his view that Akiva had been a fool. The sequence of Galatino’s account, though not perfectly clear, suggests a simple and basically logical series of developments. In his enthusiasm for Bar Kochba, Akiva expounded Numbers 24:17 in a directly messianic sense. Bar Kochba’s failure then led Akiva’s pupil Judah bar Ilai to suggest that cozab, lie, would have been a more appropriate reading than cohav, star. Casaubon, by contrast, not only made Akiva responsible for high-handed play with the wording of the Bible; he also went so far as to claim that Akiva or someone else corrupted the text of Numbers before Akiva applied it to Bar Kochba. Even Galatino had not portrayed Akiva as attacking the text in this manner. Casaubon acted in this case, distinctively, less as a philologist than as yet another interpreter in the chain, and a violent one—at least as violent as Akiva himself. He did not explain why anyone would have changed the line before Bar Kochba came on the scene. Only one point seems clear: Casaubon had now begun to think, as many Christian polemicists had argued in the past, that the early rabbis had dealt in a fast and loose way with the biblical text.

When Casaubon addressed the question of the variants in the Hebrew text and the form of ancient textual criticism they reflected, he trod, as he knew, on dangerous ground. In 1604 he wrote to the Leiden scholar Petrus Scriverius to explain that the need to cover Hebrew criticism would delay the completion of his projected larger work, since he could not do so with-


46. Martí 1651, 598 (III.iii.9.2): "Dixit R. Juda, R. Akiba erat exponens illud Num. 24.v.17. Egressa est stella de Iacob: Non legas ה 星, id est, stella; sed מימין cozab, id est, mendacium, quod su falsi Messiae nomen erat.”
out entering into polemics: “This investigation is particularly difficult, both because it bristles with technical problems, and because it contains certain rather unrestrained arguments against those who, committing a terrible crime, have the audacity to demean the holy scriptures.”47 The status of the Hebrew text had long been controversial in the Christian world. Some—above all Jerome—described it as “Hebraica veritas,” the authoritative, original text. Others denounced it as a tissue of fabrications, woven by Jews determined not to acknowledge that Christ was the Messiah whose coming the prophets had predicted. These debates revived in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as humanists turned their philological tools to the Bible, demanding a return to the pure sources of tradition.48 The Reformation recast the arguments in a still sharper key. Luther and other early Protestants, supersessionists by profound conviction, were delighted to find that they need not trust the Jews to correct and explicate the Old Testament. Levita’s book seemed to many to confirm these views. Most Catholic scholars also embraced the thesis that the Masorah and the variant readings it contained were late. By doing so they could argue—to the fury of the few Jews who paid attention to Christian scholarship—that the Hebrew text of the Old Testament was too unreliable and corrupt to serve as an authoritative basis for theology. Only the magisterium of the Catholic church, informed by divine help, could determine what the Bible actually said.

By the end of the sixteenth century, however, many Calvinists and Lutherans realized that Protestantism needed a principle of authority as solid as the Catholic magisterium—and that this must logically consist in an absolutely reliable text of scripture. Some began to insist that the Hebrew Old Testament and the Greek New Testament were both literally flawless—not only in the original versions, divinely inspired but long lost to human readers, but even in those transmitted by scribes and printers.49 No philologist gave literalist theologians more aid and comfort than Johann Buxtorf, the Basel Hebraist with whom Casaubon exchanged letters, and for whom he had deep respect. Buxtorf knew—as he admitted, in private, to Louis Cappel—that the evidence about the history of the Masorah was complex, and largely contradicted his view that it went back to Ezra and the men of the Great Synagogue. Neither the talmudic nor the targumic evidence proved

47. Casaubon to Scriverius, 29 June 1604, Casaubon 1709, 213: “Illa autem lucubratio peculiarem habet difficultatem, cum et spinosa sit tota, quae in eo contineantur liberius adversus eos disputata, qui scelere immani de Sacra Pagina audent detrahere.”
49. See Muller 1980; Goshen-Gottstein 1987; Burnett 1996. For the more normal (and rational) forms of biblical literalism in this period see Yoffie 2009.
that the vowel points were known to their authors. If the ancient Hebrew
text had had vowel points, Jerome should at least have mentioned them, and
he did not. And the later history of the text suffered from so grave a lack of
definite dates and information that it could not be reconstructed in detail.\textsuperscript{50}

On the other hand, Buxtorf asked, “If their inventors are recent, and R.
Asher and R. Naftali or others not long before them devised the points, what
certainty and authority can they have?”\textsuperscript{51} Given the dangers that the subject
posed, Buxtorf argued that it would be better simply to refrain from airing
“this most subtle and profound” problem in public.\textsuperscript{52} In his writings, how-
ever, Buxtorf insisted staunchly that the vowel points were ancient. Only the
appearance of Levita’s book and the partial translation by Sebastian Mün-
ster, he argued, had provoked Christian scholars to call their age and au-
thenticity into doubt.\textsuperscript{53} These debates were anything but academic. They had
radical implications for everything from the standard of authority in the
Christian world to the proper method for Christian chronology—a very
fashionable area of study at the time. The decision to choose the Septuagint
in preference to the Masoretic text of the Old Testament, for example, solved

\textsuperscript{50} Buxtorf to Louis Cappel, Basel, 1 January 1623 (copy), Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS F 45, 247
verso: “In locis Talmudicis, quae punctorum vocalium et accentuum videntur facere mentionem, illud
me semper (ante longe quam scriptum tuum legi) perplexum tenuit, de potestate potius quam figuris ea
intelligenda esse. In Targum centena loca notavi, quae indicant eos auctores ex textu non punctato no-
tasse. Difficile est explicatu quod, si ante Hieronymum punctata exemplaria existerunt, ne minimó
quidem rumore id a Iudaeis praeceptribus unquam cognoverit, et posteritati revelaverit, etiamsi vel
propter raritatem, vel propter authoritatem non licuisset exemplar videre, famam tamen non tacuisset.
Si vero recentes sunt auctores, et vel R. Ascher, et R. Naphtali, aut alií non diu ante eos ipsorum au-
thores sunt, quae tunc punctorum certitudo vel authoritas, si inter ipsa exordia de iis capita Doctorum
litigatur et dissenserunt. Opera prectium magnum esset nos habere de his duobus ipsorum tempore,
loco, doctrina, scriptis certam historiam habere; item de primis Grammaticis R. Iona, et R. Abraham
Chijugs forte ex illis aliquid posset peti certius. Sed horum scripta Davidi Kimchoh visa, qui forte
produxisset si quiet solitiius et verius de punctorum principiis ipsi docuissent. Quid multis? laboramus
defectu historiae Hebraicae unde veritatem inde demonstrare.”

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.: “Si vero recentes sunt auctores, et vel R. Ascher, et R. Naphtali, aut alií non diu ante eos ipsorum auctores sunt, quae tunc punctorum certitudo vel authoritas, si inter ipsa exordia de iis capita
Doctorum litigatur et dissenserunt.”

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.: “Hinc probe agnosco, difficile esse argumentum de antiquitate punctorum. Interea etiam
pessimas et periculosissimas consequentias ex novitate punctorum non satís ex animo meo evellis,
quae etiam eo me pertrahunt ut putem non expedire publice hanc quaestionem subtilis. et profundis. in
scholis vel voce vel editis libris tractari.”

\textsuperscript{53} Buxtorf 1620, (2 verso: “Paucissimi enim haetenus deprehensi sunt, qui vel mediocrem in hac
materia cognitionem aut scientiam adepti fuere, non quod discendi defuerit voluntas, sed quod occasio.
Unus Elias Levita, genere Iudaicus, gente Germanus, superiori seculo, suis hanc viam praevit, edito libro
Masoreth hammassesareth, qui brevis in Masoram Commentarius. Ejus exemplaria tam inter Iudaeos
quam Christianos hodie rarissima, pares cultores habent. Inter Christianos etiam eo rariore, quod
nunquam Latine iste Liber conversus sit, ut et alibi dixi. At quod paucula inde Sebastianus Munsterus
aliaquando transtulit, id causam praebuit, quare plurimi doctrina praecellentes viri Theologi et Philologi,
de Masora et Masorethis, sinistra nimium conceperunt praecudicia.”
one problem that bedeviled all chronologers. It extended the period between the Creation and the Flood by over 1,200 years, making room for Chaldean, Egyptian, and, eventually, Chinese dynasties that the shorter Hebrew chronology could not accommodate.54

One might have expected Ca sau bon to stand with Buxtorf. In his view, Catholic scholars’ efforts to show that the Vulgate was, as the Council of Trent had proclaimed, the authentic text of the Bible, merely served to reveal “how wickedly the Papists treat those who use the true texts in Hebrew or Greek to correct translations.”55 Ca sau bon knew his opponents and did not underestimate them. He read a 1607 edition of Gilbert Génébrard’s commentary on the Psalms with care, even pronouncing it “Opus eruditissimum.”56 But he also noted the Catholic Hebraist’s general tendency to favor the Septuagint unduly.57 When other Catholic expositors—Bellarmine, for example, whose mastery of patristic exegesis Ca sau bon respected—went even farther in the same direction, Ca sau bon treated them with contempt:

Once they decided to treat the Latin translation as authoritative, they were prepared to say anything, however absurd, foolish, and ridiculous, in its defense: indeed, they do say anything. Bellarmine’s entire commentary on the Psalms is only one long defense of the mistakes that time has introduced into the old translation. And they defend not only the Latin, but also the Septuagint, which is defended because the Latin more or less derives from it.58

56. Ca sau bon, note on title page of BL 1016.d.3.
57. Ibid.: “Shai Gen. etsi mire deditus LXX. quos fere ubique non excusat sed laudat, et certo judicio ac spiritu prophetico variasse ab Heb. contendit. aliquando tamen fontem Hebraeum, et ad illum torquet verba τῶν 70. ut 736 [735]. 781.”
58. Bod MS Casaubon 30, 79 recto: “Postquam constitutum est ab istis habere pro authentica versionem Latinam, nihil tam absurdum, fatuum, ridiculum est, quod pro eius defensione dicturi non sint, imo quod non dicant. Totus Bellarmini Comment. in Ψαλ. nihil fere est alid, nisi perpetua defensio omnium errorum, quos invexit longa dies in veterem interpretem. Neque vero solum Latinam defendunt, sed etiam τῶν 70. quae dictur quia ex illa fere pendet Latina. Quaedam obiter adnotamus.” For a very different response to Bellarmines exegesis, from Casaubon’s last years, see his note on the title page of BL 3089.g.20: “Liber est scholasticus et ad explicationem huius divini operis Davidici ex mente Patrum, item ad conciliandas versiones cum origine apprime utilis. Singularis etiam B. est cura revocandi τὸν τῦνον ad rem significatam, id est Christum.” But even here Casaubon’s negative verdict reappears on the flyleaf, apropos of Bellarmines treatment of Psalm 40:7: “277. Latina versio etsi diversa ab Hebr. et Gr. codd. non potest reprobari, quia sit approbata per concilium Trid. ὧ vanitatem argumenti!”
Even in the matter of chronology, Casaubon rejected any effort to make the Septuagint rather than the Masoretic text the standard. In his notes on ancient criticism, he complained that the passionately Catholic chronologer Christophe Lauret, a former follower of the Duc de Guise, had systematically undermined the authority of the Hebrew Old Testament. Casaubon’s criticism was just. Lauret had argued that the Septuagint represented the true, uncorrupted text of the Old Testament, as publicly attested by the Jews, while the rabbis who later created the Mishnah and the Talmud had also deliberately conspired to corrupt the Hebrew so that Jesus would not seem to be the Messiah called for by the prophets. As a good Calvinist and a staunch upholder of the principle of scriptural authority against such outlandish and ill-informed arguments, Casaubon might well have accepted Buxtorf’s simple principle: if the points were not original, then the text they clarified lacked all authority.

In fact, Calvinist scholars already disagreed sharply on these issues. Scaliger, whom Casaubon took as an authority on all matters Hebraic, agreed in general that the Masoretic text was the closest surviving approximation to the original Old Testament. But he regarded the Septuagint as superior in the passages where its redactors’ wider knowledge of the non-Jewish world had helped them: for example, on the orthography of the names of Near Eastern monarchs. Scaliger wrote to Buxtorf in the late spring of 1606 to deny the antiquity of the Masoretic vowel points. He believed without question that they were added late, after the text was translated into Greek—probably, he argued, in the early centuries of the common era. The same dating would hold, by extension, for the Masoretes’ efforts at textual emendation. Scaliger warned Buxtorf that the Zohar, the great kabbalistic work

---

59. Bod MS Casaubon 60, 25 recto: “Σημεῖα Christoph. Lauretus in sua Chronologia omnibus viribus convellit auctoritatem Hebraici textus.” See esp. Lauret 1598, 70 recto: “Les liufs, Scribes et Pharisients s’estans obstinez contre Iesus Christ, et s’estans rendus enemmis à outrance d’iceluy, se voyans pressez de la plenitude des temps que lon tenoit estrre adveneu au temps du Roy Herodes Ascalonite, si que plusieurs s’eslevoient, et se disoient estrre le Messias; comme Judas Gaulonite, Theudas Caphedon, Cozba, Barcozba et autres, ont eu occasion, voire ont esté contraints ayans le moyen de ce faire, de corrompre la Chronique du texte Hebraic, dont les Scribes seuls avoyent la garde et entiere charge; depuis le temps d’Esdras, et de mettre en avant les mensonges contra Iesus Christ, qui sont en leurs Talmuds et livres Cabalistiques: ainsi que les Prophetes avoyent predict.” He develops the argument further in the still more visionary and bizarre Lauré 1610, e.g., 44–51.

that assumed the antiquity of the vowel points, was actually not so old as the Talmud. Some years later, the Franeker Hebraist Johannes Drusius wrote Buxtorf to similar effect. He claimed that he had called Scaliger’s attention to the material about the promulgation of the Zohar presented in Abraham Zacuto’s Yuchasin, which proved the work’s late origin. “Here,” he pointed out, “you have the testimony of a Jew, which is not to be despised.” In other words, the Calvinist scholars whom Casaubon admired most disagreed with Buxtorf.

Casaubon’s original position, the one he presented to Porthaise, resembled the one most visibly espoused by Scaliger: the Masoretic text, a product of the industry of learned, responsible men, was basically reliable. Yet it seems that both men, in the years after 1603, came to have their doubts—not about the humanity of the Jewish critics, but about their reliability. Scaliger wavered. On one day he told the French students who boarded with him at Leiden: “For more than 1,300 years, the Hebrew Bible has been well kept by the Jews and the Masoretes. They put in the marks of punctuation, the accents, and the letters, marking them with great care, with their exact numbers. It would be hard to prove that it is corrupt.” In other moods, however,


63. Scaliger 1695, 59; 1740, II, 234: “Il y a plus de 1300 ans que la Bible Hebraique a esté bien gardee par les Juifs et les Massoreths, qui ont marqué les distinctions, points, lettres, qui ont esté soigneusement marquee, en quel nombre elles sont. Il seroit bien difficile a prouver quelle soit corrumpue.”
he took a more critical position. Casaubon read Scaliger’s 1607 reply to the biblicist chronology of David Pareus, which rested on an absolute faith in the perfection of the text, with amusement and approval. He found it an exemplary defense of humanism against what Scaliger termed “fanaticism.” “This book,” Casaubon wrote on the title page, “gives an excellent view of this great man’s learning and eloquence.”64 And he understood and summarized, without critical comment, Scaliger’s argument that errors in the numbers in the Masoretic text required correction.65

It was perhaps in the same period that Casaubon came back to Galatino, and began to worry that the Masoretic fence around the Law, however solid its joinery, had been erected on swampy ground.66 Datable evidence shows that he continued to ponder the problems until almost the end of his life: to his account of Akiva and Bar Kochba, for example, he appended a reference to Drusius’ commentary on the New Testament, which appeared only in 1612.67 For all his criticisms of Galatino, moreover, he had some reason to think he could rely on the material in the De arcanis Catholicae veritatis, at least where the history of Jewish textual criticism was concerned. Galatino’s work did amount to a kind of history of the biblical text, however perverse it now looks. The Hebraists whom Casaubon respected most, moreover, used Galatino’s work in exactly this way, and encouraged others to do so as well. Drusius, in the passage Casaubon noted down, cited Galatino with apparent approval as an authority on Akiva and Bar Kochba.68 More important still was another, earlier witness. As we have seen, Casaubon respected Mercier’s Hebrew scholarship implicitly. In particular, he believed that Mercier possessed special expertise in interpreting the Masorah. In his notes on ancient criticism, when he mentioned the eighteen tikkunei soferim, he referred to two authorities: Galatino and Mercier. In doing so, however, what he offered potential users of his collection was less complementary accounts than a

64. Casaubon, note on title page of BL C.75.b.16.(1) (Scaliger 1607): “Doctrinam et facundia viri magni hic liber exim[i] ostendit.”
65. Casaubon, notes in BL C.75.b.16.(1), 26 (Scaliger 1607): “Scalig. putat Hebraea corrigenda”; 27: “Errores in Hebr. textu e notis numerorum”; 77 (on Scaliger’s argument that biblical chronology, which had no eclipses to provide absolute dates, was actually harder than secular chronology to establish): “Chronologia S. S. difficilior quam in exotica h.”
66. Casaubon also derived his survey of the contents of the Talmud, Bod MS Casaubon 52, 71 recto–73 recto, from Galatino.
68. Drusius 1612, 125, on John 5:43 (“I am come in my Father’s name, and ye receive me not: if another shall come in his own name, him ye will receive”): “Si venerit alius nomine suo qualis erat Barchocheba, quem omnes fere Iudaei et inter eos R. Aquiba, qui ejus armiger erat, ut Messiam receperunt. Historia nota. Vide Petrum Galatimum de arcanis catholicae veritatis IX.184. Impostor iste grave bellum gessit cum Romanis, quo confecto cum se deceptos viderent Iudaei, non amplius Barchochebam, id est filium stellae, sed Barchozibam eum vocarunt, id est filium mendacii.”
feedback loop. Job 32:3 says of Elihu: “Also against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they had found no answer, and [yet] had condemned Job.” Numerous Jewish sources describe the verse as a tikkun and indicate that in the original form of the verse, the friends condemned God. The passage is puzzling in many ways, and none of the versions reflects the supposed original form.69 Mercier, in his commentary on the verse, expressed strong doubts as to whether it had actually been altered. If the change had been made, however, he denounced it, in terms that help us to understand why Casaubon relied so heavily on the De arcanis: “In this matter, I think that they acted most rashly when they dared to change the text. And if this is the case, I would agree with Galatino that the text should be restored to its original state. Why did they not simply give their judgment in the margin, as with variant readings?” For further information on the tikkunei soferim he referred readers to the Masorah at the beginning of Numbers, and to Galatino.70

It is just possible that Casaubon's thinking about both Galatino and early Jewish criticism began to change again in the summer of 1613, when he encountered Wakefield's book. For Wakefield, who actually knew the primary evidence, Christian and Jewish, had made war on those who held that the rabbis and Masoretes had corrupted the biblical text. His exceptionally lucid and well-documented book represented the only Christian effort of the sixteenth century, before or after Levita's book appeared, to work through the primary evidence, verse by verse. Casaubon's summary should not be over-interpreted, but at the very least it suggests that he paid respectful attention to Wakefield's effort to defend the Masorah, and to set it into a larger context within the world of ancient scholarship:

It is clear that he was deeply grounded in Hebrew and rabbinic books and had some knowledge of Arabic as well. To sum up his ar-

69. McCarthy 1981, 115–120.
70. Mercier 1651, 254: “Hebraei constanter affirmant hunc locum esse e numero octodecim quae a scribis sint correcta, de quibus vide Galatianum et Masoram initio Numer. in quibus ante erat aliquid quod durius videbatur et indignum Dei majestate, scribae autem id temperarunt nonnihil immutantes: qua in re temere eos fecisse judico quod contextum ausi sint mutare. ac si ita est, contextum cum Galatino reponendum uti erat antea. Cur enim non potius suum ad marg. judicium, ut in varia lectione, adjiciens? putant ergo hic scriptum fuisse, damnarunt Dominum silentio scil. suo, quia lorum atrociora loquentem in Dominum non satis coeruerant, in eo causam Domini non satis defendentes, condemnavse Dominum videbantur, quasi juxta verba lobi ille injuste lorum innocentem afflictent. Sane Aben-Ezra dicit illos qui hunc locum putant a scribis emendatum, plus videre quam ipse sciat, quia causam non intelligat. Sed causa est, si res ita habet, quod hoc durum de Deo videbatur, ideo loco Dei lorum posuerunt, quod sensui optime quadrat. Quod si ita est mirum est neque Hier. neque Chaldaeum interpretem aut Septuaginta aut alios interpretes veteres ad hunc locum aut alios septemdecim advertisse.”
argument: it is not true that the Hebrews treacherously corrupted the sacred scriptures. They did not corrupt them before the birth of the Lord: for he never accused them of this crime. They did not corrupt them afterward, as he proves from Origen, Jerome, Augustine. He shows that the Hebrews far outdid all the Greeks and Romans in their passion to preserve their holy books.71

Casaubon paid careful attention to Wakefield’s close analysis of passages in the Talmud and bits of the Masorah, noting his conclusion that the rabbis might have changed the occasional vowel, but that they had rarely resorted to such expedients and had done little or no harm to the text.72 By now, however, Casaubon’s time was running out, and his Critica never took final shape. His work on the Masoretic text, in the end, sheds less light on the problems of ancient criticism than it does on Casaubon’s aspirations, achievements, and limits as a student of Jewish tradition.


72. Ibid., 144 recto:

Obiectiones postea quasdam proponit. I. est ex ipso Talmude in Masseceth Ieuamoth, id est, tractatu fratriarum, distinctione quae incipit Herel [Arel], ad eius extremum prope, ubi dicunt Rabbini (ipse apponit literis Latinis) Mutaf shettehaker oth achath mittora vajthkaddosh shem shamaijm bephahesia. i.e. Bene sit si e Lege evellatur character unus, seu litera una, ut Dei benedicti nomen in publico sanctificetur, in pretilque habeatur et non in gentibus blasphemetur.
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Casaubon’s Hebrew and Judaic Library

Bibles and Commentaries


Grammars and Lexica


Miscellaneous Hebrew Texts


Jewish Chronologies

Hellenistic Jewish Authors

Christian Hebraica, Including Translations of Hebrew Works
Chaldaea Ionathae in sex prophetas . . . interpretatio per Iohannem Mercerum. Paris: C. Stephanus, 1559. [Bound with other Targumim and Latin translations.] British Library Or.70.b.2.1. The volume contains Casaubon’s notes, but was probably not owned by him.


Glossary

Aggadah (pl. aggadot). The nonlegal material in rabbinic writings.

Avot. An anomalous tractate of the Mishnah, beginning with a chain of tradition, and containing wisdom and ethical sayings.

Baraita (pl. beraitot). A tradition attributed to the sages of the Mishnah but not included in the official Mishnah.

Gaon (pl. Geonim). Title of the leaders and teachers in the rabbinic academies of Babylonia in the post-talmudic period, from the seventh to the eleventh centuries. The title was also used as a purely honorific designation.


Halakhah (pl. halakhot). The legal material in the classical rabbinic corpus.

Judah haNasi. See Mishnah.

Kabbalah. Tradition; frequently used as a term to denote the mystical and esoteric tradition.

Masorah. The traditional text of the Hebrew Bible, which was systematized, established, and transmitted by a school of scholars known as the Massoretes in the early Middle Ages.

Men of the Great Synagogue. The body of sages who, according to rabbinic tradition, were authoritative during the prerabbinic period, in the first years of the Second Temple.

Midrash (pl. Midrashim). Rabbinic exposition of scripture. The term is applied both to the method of exegesis and to the actual product(s), incorporated in the Talmuds and in the various collections of Midrashim.

Mishnah. The authoritative corpus of Jewish law compiled about 200 C.E. and attributed to Rabbi Judah the patriarch.

Mitsvah (pl. mitsvot). Commandment or precept of the Torah.

Sefirot. A fundamental term of the Kabbalah denoting the divine manifestation in creation through ten emanations or attributes.

Talmud. Corpus of Jewish learning presented as a commentary on the Mishnah, of which there are two compilations: the Palestinian Talmud (redacted in the first half of the fifth century C.E.) and the later and more authoritative Babylonian Talmud (redacted in the sixth century C.E.).

Yeshivah. School or academy for study of Talmud and other texts of the Jewish tradition.
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